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Zusammenfassung
Neutrinos sind mit Abstand die leichtesten Fermionen des Standardmodells der Teilchen-
physik und gleichzeitig noch diejenigen, die am häufigsten im Universum vorkommen.
Ursprünglich wurden sie für masselos gehalten, jedoch konnte durch spätere Neutri-
nooszillationsexperimente gezeigt werden, dass sie eine sehr kleine Masse besitzen müs-
sen. Die absolute Massenskala der Neutrinos ist sowohl in der Teilchenphysik als auch in
der Kosmologie von entscheidender Wichtigkeit.
Unter den verschiedenen Methoden zur Messung der Massenskala hat sich die model-
unabhängige Hochpräzisionsspektroskopie von Elektronen des Tritiumbetazerfalls als
sensitivste erwiesen. Auf diesem Prinzip beruht das Neutrinomassenexperiment der
nächsten Generation, das Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino Experiment (KATRIN). Dabei ist
angestrebt die Sensitivität der Vorgängerexperimente in Mainz und Troitsk, die um die
Jahrtausendwende durchgeführt wurden, von 2 eV{c2 auf 200 meV{c2 p90% C.L.q zu ver-
bessern.
Dieses Ziel kann nur erreicht werden, wenn die systematischen Unsicherheiten des Ex-
periments minimiert werden. Ein Schlüsselparameter ist dabei die isotopische Zusam-
mensetzung des Tritiumgases, das die fensterlose Betaelektronenquelle darstellt. Diese
Zusammensetzung muss kontinuierlich im Gasstrom überwacht werden, wozu sich Ra-
manspektroskopie als Methode der Wahl herausgestellt hatte. Um die zuvor genannten
Sensitivitätsanforderungen des KATRIN-Experiments zu erfüllen, muss die tatsächliche
Gaszusammensetzung innerhalb von Messzeiten in der Größenordnung von einer Minute
erfasst werden. Hierbei soll eine Richtigkeit von 10% sowie eine Präzision von 0.1% er-
reicht werden. Die Tritiumquellenüberwachung mittels Ramanspektroskopie muss diese
Bedingungen für die gesamte Bandbreite der Isotopologe des Wasserstoffs (H2, HD, D2,
HT, DT, and T2) erfüllen. Dies kann durch eine genaue Kalibrierungsprozedur erreicht
werden, die einen zentralen Aspekt dieser Dissertation darstellt.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden verschiedene, unabhängige Kalibrierungsmethoden
untersucht. Zwei davon stellten sich als am vielversprechendsten heraus, da sie komple-
mentär die besten Ergebnisse lieferten. Zum einen ist dies eine Technik, bei der mittels
der Herstellung von genau definierten Gasproben eine hohe Genauigkeit erreichbar ist,
aber die nur eingeschränkt auf tritiierte Spezien angewendet werden kann. Zum anderen
wird ein Ansatz verfolgt, bei dem mittels theoretischer Ramansignale (= theoretische Ra-
manintensitäten aus der Quantenmechanik zusammen mit der spektralen Sensitivität des
Ramansystems) alle sechs Isotopologe abgedeckt werden können. Beide Methode zeigten
ihre individuelle Stärken und Schwächen, allerdings konnte mittels eines Kreuzkalib-
rierungsvergleichs gezeigt werden, dass sie in der Kombination sehr erfolgreich sind.
Im ersten Fall wurde ein speziell angefertigter Mischkreislauf für H2, HD und D2 verwen-
det. Dabei wurden die statistischen und systematischen Unsicherheiten der Kalibrierungs-
methode ausführlich untersucht.
Für die zweite Methode wurden ab initio Übergangsmatrixelemente aus der Literatur
herangezogen. Diese beschreiben die molekulare Polarisierbarkeit der Moleküle. Die
theoretischen Vorhersagen dieser Werte konnten durch genaue Depolarisationsmessungen
experimentell bestätigt werden. Zu diesem Zweck wurde ein Zwei-Stufenkorrektur-
1
verfahren entwickelt, wodurch alle im Messaufbau auftretenden Aberrationen berück-
sichtigt werden konnten. Außerdem musste die spektrale Sensitivität des Ramansystems
bestimmt werden. Dazu wurde ein NIST-kalibrierter Lumineszenzstandard mit sehr
geringer Ungenauigkeit in der Kalibrierung verwendet, der außerdem eine beinahe per-
fekte Nachahmung der Ramanstreuungsgeometrie ermöglichte.
Vergleichsstudien der beiden oben genannten Methoden wurden für die nicht radioak-
tiven Wasserstoffisotopologe (H2, HD, D2) durchgeführt. Die Ergebnisse zeigten eine
Übereinstimmung der relativen Kalibrierfaktoren von besser als 2% auf. Dies liegt inner-
halb der geschätzten (dominierenden) Unsicherheit der zweiten Kalibriermethode von ca.
3%. Diese Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass die Anforderung an die Richtigkeit von 10%
für die Spezies mit höchster Wichtigkeit für KATRIN (T2, DT, D2 and HT) in jedem Fall
übertroffen werden können.
Die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelten Kalibrierungsmethoden bieten ein großes
Potential, um in weiteren Anwendungen mit ähnlichen Anforderungen wie bei KATRIN
eingesetzt zu werden. Darin eingeschlossen sind Kernfusionskraftwerke, in denen Tri-
tium sowie Deuterium als Fusionsbrennstoffe eingesetzt werden, die Anwendung als
Echtzeitmessung von Spurengasen oder die Regelung von Verbrennungsprozessen.
Zusammenfassend ist zu sagen, dass die Ergebnisse der Forschungsarbeit, die dieser
Dissertation zugrunde liegen, in entscheidender Weise dazu beigetragen haben, dass das
eingesetzte Ramansystem in der Lage ist, die Präzisions- und Richtigkeitsanforderung
von KATRIN zu übertreffen. Dadurch wird das Verständnis der Parameter und Eigen-
schaften der gasförmigen Tritiumquelle in Echtzeit maßgeblich verbessert. Dies stellt eine
wesentliche Voraussetzung für die angestrebte hochpräzise Neutrinomassenanalyse dar.
Dadurch wird geholfen eine der faszinierendsten offenen Fragen der Astroteilchenphysik
nach der ureigenen Natur der Neutrinos zu beantworten.
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Abstract
Neutrinos are by far the lightest fermions in the Standard Model of particle physics and
also the most numerous fermionic particles in the Universe. Originally, they were believed
to be massless. However, later neutrino oscillation experiments indicated that neutrinos
actually carry (some very small) mass, making them the lightest fermions in the Standard
Model of particle physics. Their absolute mass scale is highly relevant both in particle
physics and cosmology.
Several methods for measuring the neutrino mass scale exist of which high-precision elec-
tron spectroscopy of the tritium β-decay is the most sensitive, model-independent method
today. Within the context of said method, the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino experiment,
KATRIN, is the next-generation direct neutrino mass experiment. It is targeted at improv-
ing the current experimental sensitivity realized in the Mainz and Troitsk experiments of
the late 1990s, from 2 eV{c2 down to 200 meV{c2 p90% C.L.q.
This can only be achieved if systematic uncertainties are minimized; a key parameter is
the isotopic composition of the tritium gas in the windowless source. This composition
needs to be monitored inline and in near-time, and Raman spectroscopy was selected as
the method of choice, being non-destructive and non-contact. For the KATRIN experiment
to achieve the aforementioned sensitivity, the actual source gas composition needs to be
determined on short sampling time scales of the order of one minute with a trueness of
better than 10%, and a precision of 0.1%. This implies that the Raman source monitoring
measurements need to mimic or better these boundary conditions; and it is essential that
they are met for the full range of hydrogen isotopologues (H2, HD, D2, HT, DT, and T2)
encountered in the source. Consequently, accurate calibration procedures are paramount,
and it is this aspect which is central to this thesis.
Within the framework of this thesis, several (independent) calibration methods have been
studied. Two were identified as being the most promising methods, yielding excellent,
complementary results: (i) a gas sampling technique, which encompasses high accuracy,
but which is difficult to apply to tritiated species; and (ii) an approach via theoretical
Raman signals (theoretical intensities from quantum theory plus spectral sensitivity of
the Raman system), which covers all six isotopologues. Both methods exhibited their
individual merits and difficulties; however, in cross-calibration test they proved to be very
successful.
For the first approach, a custom-made mixing device for H2, HD, D2 was employed and
the statistical and systematic uncertainties of the calibration method were thoroughly
investigated.
For the latter method, ab initio transition matrix elements adapted from the literature were
incorporated. These are associated with the molecular polarizability, and the theoretical
predictions have been verified by accurate Raman depolarization measurements. For this
a (two-step) correction model has been developed, which was applied successfully and
which was capable to account for all aberrations related to the experimental setup. In
addition, the spectral sensitivity of the Raman system needed to be determined. For this
a NIST-traceable luminescence standard (with very small calibration uncertainty) was
adapted to almost perfectly replicate the Raman light excitation geometry.
3
Comparative studies of the two above methodologies were carried out for the non-radio-
active hydrogen isotopologues (H2, HD, D2); the results yielded an agreement of better
than 2% for the relative Raman response functions. This is less than the estimated (dom-
inant) uncertainty of the theoretical Raman signal approach of about 3%. These results
suggest that the trueness requirement of 10% for the species with high relevance for
KATRIN (T2, DT, D2 and HT) will, in all likelihood, be exceeded.
The calibration approaches developed within the framework of this thesis offer great
potential to be applicable to other applications with conditions and requirements similar
to KATRIN. This includes nuclear fusion power plants where tritium and deuterium are
used as fusion fuel; or the real-time monitoring and control of environmental gases and
combustion processes.
In summary, the results obtained in the research work underlying this thesis have con-
tributed in a significant way to implement a Raman analysis system, which exceeds the
precision and trueness requirements for KATRIN. This means that the properties of the
gaseous source of KATRIN experiment are well-understood which is an essential pre-
requiste in the envisaged high-precision analysis of the neutrino mass data. This therefore
will help to unravel one of the most fascinating open issues of astroparticle physics - the
intrinsic nature of neutrinos.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The work in hand is focused thematically on the accurate calibration of a Raman system at
the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino Experiment (KATRIN), which is targeted to measure the
neutrino mass by means of high precision electron spectroscopy of the β-decay of tritium
with a sensitivity of 200 meV{c2. This ambitious goal can only be reached if the systematic
uncertainties of key experimental parameters are well-controlled and minimized. One
major parameter in this regard is the isotopic composition of the tritium gas, which needs
to be accurately monitored. This task is performed by the aforementioned Raman system.
This introductory chapter puts KATRIN into the context of recent neutrino physics re-
search which is interlinked to the underlying question of the origin of neutrino masses.
Furthermore, it will motivate the intention of this thesis with the regard to KATRIN.
Therefore, in this introduction three fundamental questions will be answered
1. What are the intrinsic neutrino properties such as their absolute mass and CP
properties?
2. What is the role of neutrinos in shaping large-scale structures in the Universe?
3. How is this thesis related to KATRIN and to its sensitivity on the neutrino mass?
In the following section the neutrino and its properties are introduced in a historical
approach. As an outset, a preliminary answer to the first question should be given.
Neutrinos are neutral, weakly interacting elementary fermions which are described today
as fundamental particles in the Standard Model of particle physics. Interestingly, they are
by far the most abundant and the lightest fermionic particles in the Universe.
In everyday life neutrinos do not appear to play a key role in our existence, since the
baryonic matter from which we are made of consists mainly of nucleons and electrons.
However, without neutrinos which react by the weak interaction only, life would not be
possible since the Sun would not be able to produce long-term fusion energies [Kay12].
This is exemplified at the start of the famous pp chain, where two protons p are fused to a
deuterium nucleus d, a positron e`, and a neutrino ν:
p ` p Ñ d ` e` ` ν
Spin : 12
1
2 1
1
2
1
2
. (1.1)
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The intrinsic spin of the particles is indicated [Kay12], underlining that the neutrino allows
for conservation of angular momentum. As this process is governed by the interaction
scale of weak interactions and requires the emission of a neutrino, it ensures a solar lifetime
of „ 1010 years.
1.1 Discovery of the neutrino
Initially, early studies of the β-decay hinted at the existence of a new particle. The assumed
decay of a mother nucleus1 MpA,Zq into a daughter nucleus DpA,Z ` 1qwas
MpA,Zq Ñ DpA,Z ` 1q ` e´ . (1.2)
From conservation of momentum and energy in this two-body decay, a discrete energy
spectrum of the emitted β-electrons is expected. However, the energy spectrum was
found to be continuous (see Fig. 1.6). The first suggestion of the existence of the neutrino
was given by Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 (His famous letters and publications are collated in
[Pau85].). By this postulation it was possible to understand the energy spectrum, since the
two-body decay (Eq. 1.2) is turned into a three-body decay
MpA,Zq Ñ DpA,Z ` 1q ` e´ ` ν¯e . (1.3)
Furthermore, the neutrino as fermionic particle (spin 12 ) conserves angular momentum in
the same way as discussed in Eq. 1.1. Some years later, Enrico Fermi derived a theory for
the shape of the β-electron spectrum [Ferm34]. At this time he already estimated that the
mass of the then undetected neutrino must be much smaller than that of the electron or
even zero.
The small cross-section of the neutrino prevented its discovery for more than 25 years
after its postulation. Finally, the direct discovery of the neutrino took place at a nuclear
fission reactor which was the strongest source for (anti-)neutrinos available. C. L. Reines,
F. Cowan and co-workers used the now famous inverse β-decay reaction for the detection
of the neutrino [Cow56]
ν¯e ` p` Ñ e` ` n . (1.4)
The signature of this reaction was a delayed coincidence between 511 keV photons from
positron annihilation, and MeV scale gammas from the deexcitation of an intermediate
Cd˚ nucleus subsequent to neutron capture [Zub11].
In 1962, the second neutrino type which is related to the muon, νµ, was discovered by a
group around L.M. Ledermann, M. Schwartz, and J. Steinberger [Dan62]. In this case, the
neutrinos were produced by pion decay at a proton accelerator at Brookhaven National
Laboratory.
The third neutrino, the ντ , was finally discovered by the DONUT collaboration at the
Tevatron in 2000 [DON01].
It is of major impact for the understanding of the flavor part of the Standard Model to
ask if there are further neutrino flavors besides the three yet-discovered species. In this
1Z and A are atomic number (number of protons) and mass number (number of nucleons), respectively.
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Table 1.1: Leptons and their anti-partners in the Standard Model. All listed particles are
elementary fermions with spin s “ 1{2. Anti-particles have opposite charge and lepton
number.
Generation Electric Lepton Interaction
1 2 3 charge number
νe νµ ντ 0 +1 weak
e´ ν´ τ´ -1 +1 weak, electromagnetic
ν¯e ν¯µ ν¯τ 0 -1 weak
e` ν` τ` +1 -1 weak, electromagnetic
regard, the number of light (active) neutrinosNν (withmpνq ă mZ0{2 « 45 GeV{c2) can be
determined from the total decay width of the Z0 resonance at an e`e´ collider. Precision
measurements at LEP resulted in [ALE06]
Nν “ 2.9841˘ 0.0083 . (1.5)
Tab. 1.1 gives an overview of the six leptons and their anti-partners in the Standard Model
(SM) of particle physics. For each charged lepton, there exists an uncharged lepton of the
same flavor.
Neutrinos in the Standard Model should be massless particles which is a consequence of
the experimental discovery of parity violation and the corresponding V-A theory of weak
interactions [Sch95].
Neutrinos are the only elementary fermions which are neutral. Therefore, it may be the
case that they are their own anti-particles. Tab. 1.1 implies that this is only possible if the
lepton number L, which is conserved in the SM, would be violated. Neutrinos with this
properties are called Majorana2 neutrinos [Rod11].
1.2 Neutrino oscillations
In this subsection, observations of flavor-changing oscillations of neutrinos are introduced
which can be considered as proof that neutrinos have a non-vanishing rest mass.
The Sun is a strong source for electron neutrinos, νe, as they are generated in the pp chain
fusion process starting with the reaction shown in Eq. 1.1. In addition, neutrinos at high
energies are produced by other reactions with different fluxes as compared to the pp -
neutrinos (see e.g. [Bah05]).
The first theoretical predictions of solar neutrino fluxes were performed by J. Bahcall
[Bah64] and date back to 1964. At the same time (back to back in the same journal)
R. Davis proposed the first solar neutrino experiment [Dav64]. The experiment was
realized in the Homestake mine in South Dakota using a tank of 615 tons of liquid C2Cl4
as target material. The detection of neutrinos was based on the radiochemical reaction
νe ` 37Cl é 37Ar` e´. After exposure to solar neutrinos, the argon was then extracted
and counted in an elaborate process [Dav68]. From 1970-1994 around 800 neutrinos were
2The “standard” neutrinos are dubbed Dirac neutrinos.
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collected [Cle98]. Although the statistics of each extraction cycle was rather low, it became
evident rather soon that there was a genuine deficit of νe’s relative to the prediction. For a
long time, this mismatch, the “solar neutrino problem”, was attributed to uncertainties in
the solar model, in nuclear cross-sections, or in the experiment itself [Raf12]. The solar
neutrino deficit was later confirmed by other experiments using different techniques such
as Gallex [GAL99], GNO [GNO05], SAGE [SAG02], and Super-Kamiokande [Sup98a].
Another explanation for the deficit was suggested by V. Gribov and B. Pontecorvo in 1969
[Gri69]. They suggested the possibility of a neutrino oscillations similar to the oscillation
of neutral kaons [Poh04].
In the present understanding of solar neutrino phenomena (as well as of other sources)
the concept of neutrino flavor oscillations such as νµ Ñ νe is paramount. This is due to
the fact that flavor oscillations, in the simplest 2-flavor case, require two mass eigenstates,
which have different mass.
A non-vanishing mass implies that a weak (flavor) eigenstate να (α “ e, µ, τ ) needs not
necessarily be identical to a mass eigenstate νi (i “ 1, 2, 3).
This idea was mainly pushed forward by Pontecorvo [Pon68] and Maki, Nakagawa and
Sakata [Mak62]. In case of 3-flavor mixing, a unitary transformation relates the eigenbases
of mass and flavor states
|ναy “
ÿ
i
Uαi|νiy , (1.6)
|νiy “
ÿ
α
Uα˚i|ναy . (1.7)
The 3ˆ 3 matrix U is often called the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix3
which can be parameterized in the following from [PDG12]:
U “
¨˝
c12c13 s12c13 s13e´iδ
´s12c23 ´ c12s23s13eiδ c12c23 ´ s12s23s13eiδ s23c13
s12s23 ´ c12c23s13eiδ ´c12s23 ´ s12c23s13eiδ c23c13
‚˛¨˝ eiα21{2 0 00 eiα31{2 0
0 0 1
‚˛
(1.8)
where sij “ sin θij , cij “ cos θij , and θij is a mixing angle. These values describe the
composition of the three different mass eigenstates in a certain flavor eigenstate or vice
versa. Depending on whether the massive neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana particles they
have 1 or 3 phases related to CP violation [PDG12]. The Dirac phase is denoted by δ, and
the two Majorana phases are given by α21 and α31.
In the following the concept of neutrino oscillations is discussed in more detail for the
generic two flavor case, that means that only νe and νµ are considered. Therefore U is
reduced to the 2ˆ 2 caseˆ
νe
νµ
˙
“
ˆ
cos θ sin θ
´ sin θ cos θ
˙ˆ
ν1
ν2
˙
. (1.9)
3Note that this matrix is similar to the unitarian Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix in the quark
sector [Kob73].
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Figure 1.1: Example for neutrino oscillation in two-flavor scheme. Transition probability
as a function of L{L0 and ∆m2{4 ¨ L{E. Upper curve: Probability for νe disappearance
P pνe Ñ νeq. Lower curve: Probability for νµ appearance P pνe Ñ νµq. In the given example
the mixing angle is θ « 20˝ which leads to 12 sin2 2θ “ 0.2. The figure is inspired by [Sch97].
When the time and space evolution of the eigenstates in Eqs. 1.6 and 1.7 is considered, the
following transition probability for the νµ appearance can be obtained [Zub11]
P pνe Ñ νµq “ sin2p2θq ¨ sin2
ˆ
∆m2
4
L
E
˙
with ∆m2 “ m22 ´m21 . (1.10)
The disappearance probability of νe is then given by P pνe Ñ νeq “ 1´ P pνe Ñ νµq. Both
transition probabilities are visualized in Fig. 1.1. The two sine terms in Eq. 1.10 fully
describe the quantum-mechanical nature of flavor oscillations. The one containing the
mixing angle θ defines the oscillation amplitude and the one containing energy E and
mass squared difference ∆m2 determines the oscillation frequency. The characteristic
oscillation length is thus given as
L0 “ 4piE∆m2 . (1.11)
From aforementioned considerations one can distinguish three kinematical ranges [Gei03]:
L{E ! 1{∆m2 This is either the case, if E is large or if L is small. Then, the sine function
is approximately linear and the effect from oscillation is small even if the mixing is
rather large.
L{E „ 1{∆m2 In this scenario the sinusoidal oscillation pattern can be observed.
L{E " 1{∆m2 This case is given, ifE is small or if L is large. Thus, the sinusoidal pattern
becomes unmeasurable since the oscillation has become too fast. In this case only an
average oscillation effect „ 12 sin2 2θ can be observed.
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In order to measure all three mixing angles (θ12, θ23, θ13) in the PMNS matrix (see Eq.
1.8) as well as ∆m231 and ∆m221, one needs to perform selected experiments at different
neutrino energy regimes and baselines. The employed sources of neutrinos are the Sun
(solar neutrinos), the atmosphere, nuclear reactors and particle accelerators. Each of them
is briefly introduced together with the most important experimental findings.
Solar neutrinos
Radio-chemical experiments for the investigations of solar neutrinos have already been
introduced above (Homestake, Gallex, GNO or SAGE). The first real-time neutrino de-
tectors were Kamiokande [Kam96] and its successor Super-Kamiokande [Sup98a] in the
Kamioka mine in Japan. The Super-Kamiokande (SK) detector is a large cylindrical tank
with 50, 000 t of pure water as target material. The neutrinos can scatter off electrons in
the water, and as charged particles they produce a Cerenkov light cone from which the
direction and the energy can be reconstructed. With a threshold of 5 MeV, this technique is
mainly sensitive to so-called 8B neutrinos from the sun. In contrast to the radio-chemical
reactions, however, this technique allows to measure all neutrino flavors in real-time by
neutrino-electron scattering [Gei03]
νx ` e´ Ñ νx ` e´ px “ e, µ, τq . (1.12)
The real-time measuring ability allowed to search for day/night effects and to observe
seasonal fluctuations in the neutrino rate.
A different detection principle was used by the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO)
experiment which was performed in a nickel mine in Sudbury, Canada [SNO01]. The
spherical detector was filled by 1000 t of heavy water (D2O). In addition to the elastic
scattering (ES) reaction (Eq. 1.12), neutrinos could induce charged current (CC) and neutral
current (NC) reactions of deuterium (D)[Gei03]:
CC : νe `D Ñ p` ` p` ` e´ , (1.13)
NC : νx `D Ñ n` p` ` νx . (1.14)
Due to the low energies of solar neutrinos, CC reactions are only possible for electron
neutrinos, while NC reactions are sensitive to all flavors. Thus, the NC/CC ratio is
significantly affected if neutrinos do mix. The analysis showed that the total solar neutrino
flux (νe ` νµ ` ντ ) is in accordance with the Standard Solar Model, but only „ 1{3 of the
Sun’s neutrinos arrive on Earth as νe [Zub11]. The solar problem was solved.
In 2008, the SNO collaboration published solar oscillation data including measurements
from other sources in a global analysis [SNO08]. Solar neutrino experiments are sensitive
to the ∆m221 mass difference and θ12 mixing angle, which therefore sometimes are indexed
by “solar”, with the following values:
θ12 “ 34.4`1.3´1.2 p90% C.L.q , (1.15)
∆m221 “ ∆m2sol “ 7.59`0.19´0.21 ¨ 10´5 eV2{c4 p90% C.L.q . (1.16)
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Atmospheric neutrinos
In 1912, Victor Hess [Hes12] first noticed that the Earth’s atmosphere is continuously
being bombarded by primary cosmic rays (predominantely protons). Their energies reach
from values below 108 eV up to more than 1020 eV [Sig12]. These primary particles interact
with molecules in the upper atmosphere whereby neutrinos are generated (e.g. from pion
or kaon decay) in secondary processes [Gei03]. In these processes νe and νµ and their
corresponding anti-neutrinos states are produced in a predictable ratio. The atmospheric
neutrino energies can extend up to very high energies beyond the TeV scale. Typically,
the neutrino energy is an order of magnitude lower than the energy of the corresponding
primary particle [Zub11].
Neutrinos are almost uniformly produced everywhere in the atmosphere and thus arrive
at an underground detector from all directions. Since the neutrinos have traveled different
distances L (10´104 km) before their detection, the measured ratio of νe{νµ should depend
on the measured zenith angle if neutrinos oscillate indeed.
The first evidence for oscillations of neutrinos from the atmosphere (and thereby the first
clear evidence for massive neutrinos) was given by the Super-Kamiokande collaboration
in 1998 [Sup98b]. This effect was confirmed later by the Soudan 2 experiment in Minnesota
[Sou03] and the MACRO experiment at LNGS4 [MAC01].
Finally, Super-Kamiokande released data for neutrino energies between 100 MeV and
10 TeV. The energies are several orders higher compared to the solar neutrino scale and
the oscillation length is different, thus another parameter region in ∆m2 can be probed.
The obtained oscillation parameters, now for oscillation of the νµ Ñ ντ , were [Sup05]
sin2 2θ23 ą 0.92 p90% C.L.q , (1.17)
1.5 ¨ 10´3 ă ∆m231 “ ∆m2atm ă 3.4 ¨ 10´3 eV2{c4 p90% C.L.q . (1.18)
Accelerators neutrinos
The L{E range of atmospheric-neutrino experiments can also be probed by artificial, and
in some cases energy-tuneable neutrino sources. In a typical experimental setup the
baseline is usually fixed and the neutrinos can be produced with well-known energies
[PDG12]. In particular, the measurements of θ23 and ∆m2atm should thus be more accurate
as compared to the atmospheric measurements. The processes which produce neutrinos
in a high-energy accelerator-based beam are the same as in atmospheric decays [Gei03].
In general, a particle accelerator is required to produce an intense νµ beam, and a rather
massive neutrino detector in the kiloton scale located several hundred kilometer away.
Another, smaller detector with identical properties is positioned close to the point of
neutrino production to measure the undistorted spectrum and profile of the neutrino
beam [PDG12].
The first long-baseline experiment was K2K (KEK-to-Kamioka) which used the KEK facili-
ties to produce neutrinos from a proton beam to send short νµ pulses to the 250 km remote
Super-Kamiokande detector [K2K06]. A follow-on experiment with higher neutrino ener-
gies was the MINOS experiment which used the Fermilab Main Injector for producing
4LNGS is the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory in Italy.
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neutrinos between 3 GeV and 12 GeV, and an iron-scintillator calorimeter at the Soudan
mine 730 km away. The resulting νµ Ñ ντ oscillation parameters are [MIN11]
sin2 2θ23 ą 0.90 p90% C.L.q , (1.19)
∆m231 “ ∆m2atm “ 2.32`0.12´0.08 ¨ 10´3 eV2{c4 p90% C.L.q . (1.20)
Finally, the on-going T2K is an experiment with a baseline distance of 295 km between
the J-PARC accelerator in Tokai (Japan) and Super-Kamiokande. For an assumed mixing
angle θ23 of sin2 2θ23 “ 1 and mass difference ∆m223 “ 2.4 ¨ 10´3 eV2{c4 the result yields a
hint for a non-zero value of the final neutrino mixing parameter θ13 [T2K11]
normal hierarchy : 0.03 ă sin2 2θ13 ă 0.28 p90% C.L.q , (1.21)
inverted hierarchy : 0.04 ă sin2 2θ13 ă 0.34 p90% C.L.q . (1.22)
Reactor neutrinos
The first (anti-)neutrinos were detected at nuclear fission reactors since they are the
strongest terrestrial neutrino sources [Zub11]. In order to test ∆m2 in the region of
10´2 ´ 10´3 eV2{c4, where the important genuine 3-flavor-mixing parameter θ13 can be
determined, a baseline of about a 1 km is needed. By using two or more detectors at differ-
ent distances (at least one near and one far detector) systematic effects can be significantly
reduced. In 2012, three experiments could provide a measurement of θ13 independently
from the accelerator-based experiments, but with better statistics and reduced systematics
(It should be noted in this context that reactor-based and accelerator-based experiments
are complementary, due to the different parameters contributing to the oscillation signal).
The results released by Double Chooz at France [Dou12], RENO at South Korea [REN12],
and Daya Bay at China [Day12] are in very good agreement, with a combined analysis of
all results yielding [PDG12]
sin2 θ13 “ 0.0251˘ 0.0034 p90% C.L.q . (1.23)
Summary
The observation of neutrino oscillations has been an outstanding scientific finding. The
results above were a selection of most important results among many investigations which
finally allowed to measure the parameters in the PMNS matrix. The collated results are
found in Tab. 1.2. It should be noted that the current data from atmospheric [Sup05] and
accelerator [K2K06, MIN11] oscillations do not reveal the sign of ∆m2atm. This important
fact leaves open the hierarchy of the neutrino masses. The following three scenarios are
possible [PDG12]:
Normal hierarchy m1 ă m2 ă m3. This would imply that ∆m2atm “ ∆m231 ą 0.
Inverse hierarchy m3 ă m1 ă m2. This is corresponding to ∆m2atm ă 0.
Quasi-degenerate m1 « m2 « m3. In this case all masses are significantly larger than the
mass splittings (mi "
a|∆m2atm|).
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Table 1.2: Best fit values of the three neutrino oscillation parameters. The values are derived
from a global fit of neutrino oscillation data by the PDG [PDG12].
Parameter Best fit (˘1σ) Units
∆m2sol 7.58`0.22´0.26 10´5 eV2{c4
|∆m2atm| 2.35`0.12´0.09 10´3 eV2{c4
sin2 θ12 0.312`0.018´0.015 -
sin2 θ23 0.42`0.08´0.03 -
sin2 θ13 0.0251˘ 0.0034 -
Due to their nature as quantum-mechanical interference phenomenon, neutrino oscilla-
tions do not give information on the absolute neutrino mass scale. Nevertheless, assuming
that the mass of the lightest neutrinos is much smaller than the one of the heaviest neu-
trino, one can obtain a lower limit for the heaviest state, which is approximately given bya|∆m2atm| “ 0.048 eV{c2.
The observation of neutrino oscillations has answered in part the initial question on
neutrino properties with regard to their (strong) mixing effect and confirmed that they do
have mass. The existence of massive neutrinos now poses a new question about how the
neutrinos obtain their masses.
1.3 Role of massive neutrinos
1.3.1 Particle Physics
In the formalism of the Standard Model of particle physics all particles initially need to
be massless to guarantee gauge invariance [Zub11]. The particles receive mass by the
concept of spontaneous symmetry breaking through the Higgs mechanism [Hig64, Kib67].
According to this mechanism, fermions obtain their mass through coupling to the vacuum
expectation value v of the scalar Higgs field φ0. The Higgs doublet φ0 “ 1?2 p 0v q is coupled
to the left-handed fermion doublet (e.g. p νeLeL q) and the right-handed singlet (e.g. eR).
This coupling is called Yukawa coupling, and in the case of electrons the corresponding
Lagrange density is given by [Zub11]
LYuk “ ´ce
„
e¯Rφ
:
0
ˆ
νeL
eL
˙
` pν¯eL, e¯Lqφ0eR

(1.24)
“ ´ ce v?2lomon
me
e¯e . (1.25)
Here ce is an arbitrary coupling constant and the electron mass term is identified in Eq.
1.25. All fermion particles in the Standard Model gain their mass accordingly. Another
consequence of the Higgs mechanism is the existence of a scalar gauge boson, the so-called
Higgs-particle. A scalar particle with properties as expected from the Higgs-particle was
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recently found at the LHC by the CMS [CMS12] and ALTAS [ATL12] collaborations, and
the evidence of its existence is an important finding for the theory of the Standard Model.
However, neutrinos are assumed to be massless in the Standard Model, because there are
no right-handed νR singlet states for neutrinos5 due to the principle of maximal parity
violation [Sch95]. Therefore, neutrinos cannot couple to the vacuum expectation value
like the electron in Eq. 1.25.
From the observation of neutrino oscillations it was followed that neutrinos are evidently
massive. For this reason, neutrinos need to acquire mass by a different mechanism than
the Standard Model Higgs-mechanism.
Neutrino masses from beyond the Standard Model In the following, possible exten-
sions to the current Standard Model to obtain massive neutrinos are considered.
• A simple extension is to add a right-handed neutrino singlet νR to the particle
content of the theory. This allows a Yukawa coupling term like in Eq. 1.25 [Zub11].
However, the Yukawa coupling constant cν would be about six orders of magnitudes
smaller compared to the charged fermions [Moh07]. Therefore this mechanism is
deemed to be rather unlikely.
• Another extension is the so-called See-Saw type I mechanism [Moh80] in which a
heavy right-handed Majorana neutrino NR and a light neutrino νL are introduced.
For each neutrino eigenstate a Dirac-Majorana mass matrix can be considered6
[Zub11]
LDM “ 12
`
ν¯L, N¯
C
L
˘ˆ 0 mD
mD mR
˙ˆ
νCR
NR
˙
` h.c. (1.26)
The 2ˆ 2 mass matrix has no Majorana mass term for νL (mL “ 0), but a very large
term for NR (mR " mD). The Dirac mass terms mD are of the order of the charged
fermion masses (MeV´GeV) [Zub11]. From diagonalizing the mass matrix, the
following relations for the mass of the light and the heavy neutrino can be obtained
mpνq « m
2
D
mR
, (1.27)
mN « mR . (1.28)
In this mechanism the very small neutrino masses are a natural consequence, if
mN is in the order of the GUT-scale (« 1016 GeV{c2) [Moh07]. Eq. 1.27 suggests
that neutrino masses scale in the same way as the squared masses of the charged
fermions [Zub11] (the example is given for the leptons)
mpνeq : mpνµq : mpντ q „ me : mµ : mτ . (1.29)
The result would thus be a hierarchical neutrino mass scenario.
5There are also no left-handed ν¯L single states for anti-neutrino.
6The Hermitian conjugate is abbreviated by h.c..
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Figure 1.2: Neutrino mass scenarios. The values of the three neutrino mass eigenstates m1,
m2 andm3 are plotted as function of the lightest neutrino eigenstatem1 in a double logarithmic
plot. The mass splitting shown is obtained from neutrino oscillation measurements. For very
small values of m1 a hierarchical scenario is obtained, while for larger m1 the eigenstates
are quasi-degenerate. Note that the color coding (red, yellow, blue) of bars representing the
mass eigenstates νi is according to the mixture of the flavor eigenstates (e, µ, τ ). According to
[KAT05].
• In the See-Saw type II [Laz81] only a small modification is made for the mass matrix.
The Majorana mass term for the left-handed light neutrino is now mL ą 0. This
leads to an extra term to Eq. 1.27 which couples to the vacuum expectation value of
the Higgs field. In case that this factor would dominate, the resulting mass scenario
would be quasi-degenerate. [Zub11]
• Other approaches involve Higgs-triplets (e.g. [Sch80]), supersymmetry (e.g. [Moh06]),
extra dimensions (e.g. [Ark01]) or further theoretical assumptions [Smi06].
The various theoretical models are able to predict a large variety of different mass scenarios.
Neutrino oscillation experiments are able to provide the mass differences, but not the
absolute scale which is of major interest in discriminating among the different theoretical
models. Fig. 1.2 shows an overview for the various scenarios as a function of the lightest
mass eigenstate. The selection of the mass scenario realized in nature and a hint on
the appropriate theory behind can thus only be obtained from absolute neutrino mass
measurements (e.g. like KATRIN).
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1.3.2 Cosmology
The current standard model of cosmology firmly rests on the concept of a Big Bang,
implying that the Universe evolved from hot dense state to the cold era today [Ber06,
PDG12]. An important consequence of this theory is the existence of background fields. In
1964, the so-called cosmic microwave background (CMB) was discovered [Pen65] which
can be understood as the “afterglow” of the photons following their decoupling from
matter. Today the CMB temperature is at 2.7 K. As an analogue to the CMB, cosmology
predicts a relic neutrino background as well, which should have an even lower temperature
of 1.95 K today [Les12]. However, relic neutrinos have not yet been detected directly.
In the early Universe one can assume thermal equilibrium, which means that the particle
density n is large enough that the reaction rate of creation and annihilation between
the particles (Γ9nσ) is higher than the expansion rate of the Universe (H) [Zub11]. As
the temperature T drops with the expansion of space, a point where Γ ă H is reached
eventually for a certain particle species, so that this particle species decouples from the
equilibrium (freeze out). The decoupling of neutrinos can been seen as instantaneous at a
decoupling temperature of roughly Tdec « 1 MeV [Dol02].
The total matter-energy budget of the Universe is composed of different contributions as
shown in Fig. 1.3. One important part is related to so-called dark matter which interacts
only via weak and gravitational interactions. The neutrino is one of many candidates
for this dark matter, and so far the only one which is known to exist. The relic neutrino
density from the Big Bang today is about 339 neutrinos and anti-neutrinos per cm3 [Les12].
Their energy density is given as the sum of the neutrino mass eigenstates
Ων “
ř
i
mpνiq
93.14 h2 eV{c2 (1.30)
where h is the dimension-less Hubble parameter: h “ H{r100pkm{sq{Mpcs.
After the thermal decoupling of relic neutrinos, they behave like a collision-free fluid. The
neutrinos are able to free-stream on a scale λFS with a characteristic, thermal velocity. For
the time period where they are relativistic, relic neutrinos are traveling with the speed
of light (hence they are called hot dark matter) and thus their free-streaming length can
equal the Hubble-radius [Les12].
For the non-relativistic case the free-streaming length becomes [Les12]
λFS “ 8 1` zaΩΛ ` Ωmp1` zq3
ˆ
1 eV
mpνq
˙
h´1 Mpc . (1.31)
where ΩΛ and Ωm are the density fractions of the cosmological constant and matter, re-
spectively. The red-shift is given by z. These characteristic free-streaming scales have to be
put into context of the characteristic Jeans scales of gravitating matter, where gravitational
perturbations grow and the density changes locally. The weakly interacting neutrinos
can escape out of areas of higher density and propagate to areas of lower density, thus
damping small-scale perturbations. Perturbations which are smaller than the free stream-
ing length (see Eq. 1.31) are completely erased [Zub11]. This effect results in a correlation
of the neutrino mass with the growth of large-scale structures, effecting damping out
structures of the order of 1 Gpc for eV-scale neutrinos.
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Figure 1.3: Cosmological matter density and neutrino masses. The neutrino mass contribu-
tion Ων is compared to the other matter densities (dark energy, cold dark matter and baryons).
The allowed neutrino hot dark matter contribution Ων is bound by experimental data. The
lower bound results from oscillation data of atmospheric ν’s. The upper bound is given by the
results from current tritium β-decay experiments and studies of structure formation. KATRIN
will investigate the parameter space Ων ą 0.01, where relic neutrinos would play a significant
role in the evolution of large scale structures. According to [KAT05].
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1.4 Measurement of the neutrino mass
Over the past decades, several different concepts for the measurement of the absolute
mass scale of the neutrino have been developed. All methods can be separated into two
basic classes, which can be grouped into direct and indirect methods.
• Direct methods rely purely on kinematic reconstructions of particles (e.g. from a
weak decay). The essential part is making use of the relativistic energy-momentum
relationship:
E2 “ p2c2 `m2c4 . (1.32)
Here E, p and m are total energy, momentum and rest mass, respectively. Eq. 1.32
indicates that direct methods are always sensitive to the square of the neutrino mass,
m2pνq. Direct methods comprise time-flight-studies of astrophysical neutrinos and
investigations of weak decays of nuclei and particles.
• Indirect methods do not involve the detailed investigation of the kinematics of
the particle via Eq. 1.32. Instead, they are based on models incorporating specific
neutrino properties, in particular in those scenarios where their mass influences
certain phenomena. By (not) observing these phenomena and by measuring their
effects quantitatively one can trace back the underlying neutrino mass. Although
these methods, in principle, are very sensitive to neutrino masses, their results are
model-dependent, as discussed below [Ott08]. Indirect methods encompass the
determination of the effective Majorana neutrino mass from neutrinoless double
beta decay, or to obtain mass bounds from cosmological observations.
It should be noted, however, that even direct methods cannot be claimed to be fully
model-independent. Although their basic assumption only relies on fundamental physics
concepts (like Eq. 1.32), the experiments have to be performed in a non-ideal environment
which interacts with the system of interest. Examples are given in the corresponding
paragraphs below.
1.4.1 Indirect methods
Cosmology The influence of massive neutrinos on cosmological observables has been
discussed in Section 1.3.2. Therefore, the measurement of an ensemble of key cosmological
observables can be employed to derive the neutrino mass, or at least an upper limit.
Within the discussion above it was shown that the relic neutrino density Ων is correlated
to the sum of the neutrino mass eigenstates (see Eq. 1.30). The combined analysis of data
from the observations of the CMB by the WMAP satellite and from other sources results
in the bound on the sum of neutrino masses [Kom11]ÿ
i
mpνiq ă 0.58 eV{c2 p95% C.L.q . (1.33)
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(
ř
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mpνiq “ 1.9 eV{c2). According to [Aga11].
Very recently, the Planck satellite mission launched in 2009 [Pla10] published its first results
including data of 15.5 months of CMB survey. For CMB data alone the collaboration states
an upper limit of the neutrino mass [Pla13]:ÿ
i
mpνiq ă 0.66 eV{c2 p95% C.L.q . (1.34)
This limit is either weakened or tightened if other data sources than the Planck CMB data
are included, demonstrating that results from cosmological observation are “rather model
dependent and vary strongly with the data combination adopted” [Pla13].
Furthermore, the impact of massive neutrinos on larger scales was discussed. Fig. 1.4
shows two different generic scenarios. Massive neutrinos suppress the growth of den-
sity perturbations and the density of baryonic filaments becomes more diffuse [Aga11].
Observational data are based primarily on the distribution of galaxies as a measure for
the large-scale structures, which can be recorded by scanning telescopes like in the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [Aih11]. Again it should be noted, however, that the derived
neutrino mass bounds strongly depend on the employed data set and pre-assumptions
as demonstrated by S. Hannestad [Han10]. Therefore, one recent result is given as an
example. The latest results from the SDSS-III Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey
(BOSS) including data from galaxy clustering and cosmic microwave background [San12]
lead to the following limit of the sum of the neutrino massesÿ
i
mpνiq ă 0.61 eV{c2 p95% C.L.q . (1.35)
Neutrinoless double beta decay The process of double beta decay is a weak interaction
process of second order, where simultaneously two neutrons undergo β-decay in a nucleus.
It can only occur if single β-decay is energetically forbidden or strongly suppressed due
to a change of the nuclear spin [Doi85].
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The two-neutrino double beta decay7, ββp2νq, is given as
2nÑ 2p` ` 2e´ ` 2ν¯e . (1.36)
This decay is consistent with the Standard Model of particle physics and it is independent
of the neutrino nature (Majorana or Dirac).
A far more interesting possibility would be the observation of the neutrinoless double
beta decay8, ββp0νq, for which the following relation would be valid
2nÑ 2p` ` 2e´. (1.37)
The search for ββp0νq involves physics beyond the Standard Model of particle physics for
the following reasons.
• Eq. 1.37 violates the conservation of lepton number, L. In this case two electrons
(L “ `2) are emitted and no corresponding particles with (L “ ´2).
• In the left panel of Fig. 1.5 the Feynman graph of the ββp0νq is sketched. At one
vertex, one of the two neutrons emits a β-electron together with a virtual (anti-)
neutrino, which is absorbed by an inverse β-decay by the second neutron. This
process is only possible if neutrino and anti-neutrino are their own anti-particles,
and if they do not carry a conserved lepton number L. In this case the exchanged
virtual particle would be a Majorana neutrino νm [Doi85].
• Assuming the neutrino would be of Majorana-type, it then would act as neutrino
(helicity9 H “ ´1) at one vertex, and as anti-neutrino (helicity H “ `1) at the
other vertex. The possibility of a “helicity flip10” is only given if the neutrino has a
non-zero mass (see V-A theory, e.g. in [Sch95]).
The probability of the “helicity flip” scales with the effective Majorana neutrino mass mee.
The decay rate of the ββp0νq-process is given by the inverse half-life T 0ν1{2 [Ell02]´
T 0ν1{2
¯´1 “ G0νpE0, Zq ˇˇM0ν ˇˇ2m2ee (1.38)
and thus is proportional to the absolute square of the effective Majorana neutrino mass
mee “
ˇˇˇÿ
Ueimpνiq2
ˇˇˇ
. (1.39)
The factor G0νpE0, Zq is the exact phase-space integral [Ell02] depending on the energy
endpoint E0 and nuclear charge Z, and
ˇˇ
M0ν
ˇˇ2 is the total nuclear matrix element consist-
ing of a Gamov-Teller and a Fermi part.
It should be noted, that Ueimpνiq2 and not |Ueimpνiq|2 appears in Eq. 1.39 due to the virtual
nature of the exchanged particle. This leads to a dependence of the effective neutrino
mass on the Majorana phases (see Eq. 1.8) [Ell02], in contrast to the directly measured
7Originally proposed by M. Goeppert-Mayer in 1935 [Goe35].
8Originally suggested by H. W Furry in 1939 [Fur39].
9The helicity is defined as the projection of the spin s onto the momentum direction p: H “ ps ¨pq{p|s| ¨ |p|q.
10This term denotes in principle that a massive neutrino has two helicity components.
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Figure 1.5: Double β-decay. Left panel: Feynman diagram of the neutrinoless double β-decay.
Two neutrons decay simultaneously into two protons and two electrons by exchanging a
virtual Majorana neutrino νm. Right panel:. Illustration of the sum energy spectra of both
electrons involved in the double beta decay. The energy axis is scaled to the energy endpoint
E0 (« Q). The red, dashed line represents the ββp2νq-decay spectrum and the blue, solid line
represents the ββp2νq-decay spectrum (intensity normalized to 10´2). The energy resolution
at the endpoint is taken to be about 5%. According to [Ell02].
neutrino mass (see Eq. 1.44), where an incoherent sum enters and the Majorana phases do
not influence the signal.
Another rather larger uncertainty is induced by the calculation of the nuclear matrix
elements
ˇˇ
M0ν
ˇˇ2. The complicated nuclear structure of heavy nuclei (Z ą 46) leads to
uncertainties of a factor of „ 2´ 3 in the matrix elements, which implies a factor of up to
„ 10 in the experimental observable half-life [Ell02].
Experimental determination of neutrino masses from ββp0νq The common strategy to
search for ββp0νq-decay processes is the following. Since in ββp0νq-decays no energy is
carried away by neutrinos, the sum of both emitted electrons should add up to E0. The
right panel in Fig. 1.5 shows a continuous ββp2νq-spectrum between 0 ă E ă E0 and the
ββp0νq-peak at E “ E0. The scaling between the ββp2νq- and ββp0νq-spectrum shown
here is however not representing a realistic case, as the ββp0νq has been increased by
several orders of magnitude with respect to the continuum. The decay rate,
´
T 0ν1{2
¯´1
,
can be obtained from the ββp0νq-count rate, the knowledge of the β-source mass, and
the experimental detection efficiency. The effective Majorana neutrino mass mee is then
derived from Eq. 1.38.
Two requirements have to be met to obtain a high sensitivity: (i) an ultra-low count rate of
ββp0νq-decays requires that the background events, e.g. from natural radioactivity, need
to be suppressed to the lowest possible level, and (ii) the energy resolution needs to be
sufficient to provide a good signal-to-background ratio against random background, and
in particular against smearing out of ββp2νq-events near E0 [Ell02].
A part of the Heidelberg-Moscow-collaboration, which investigated the 76Ge-decay, claims
evidence for an effective Majorana neutrino mass of mee “ p0.32 ˘ 0.03q eV{c2 [Kla06].
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This result is disputed heavily in the community and challenged by recent results from
the EXO-200 experiment using 136Xe as source-target material [EXO12a]. There, an upper
bound for an effective neutrino mass is given at 140 ´ 380 meV{c2 (depending on the
matrix element calculation). Thus it contradicts the previous claim at 68% C.L. [EXO12b],
but a direct comparison using 76Ge is highly desirable [GER04].
In order to obtain a sensitivity for the effective Majorana neutrino mass of the order
of 50 meV{c2, a source/detector array approaching the ton-scale needs to be employed
[Ell02]. Many experiments are currently aiming at this size. Some examples are CUORE
[CUO05], GERDA [GER04], KamLAND-Zen [Kam13], MAJORANA [MAJ12], and SNO+
[SNO12].
1.4.2 Direct methods
The measurement of the neutrino mass by indirect methods always involves a strong
dependence on the underlying model (e.g. models on cosmological evolution, or the
presumed Majorana nature of neutrinos). This drawback calls for direct methods which
have virtually no model-dependence.
Time-of-flight studies of supernova neutrinos A very interesting method to derive
neutrino masses is given by time-of-flight measurements of neutrinos from bright astro-
physical sources, such as core-collapse supernovae. A star which ends in a supernova
of this type needs to be rather massive with a minimum of at least eight solar masses
[Woo05]. After the fusion processes have ceased, the core of the then supergiant cannot
longer resist the gravitational forces of its outer shells. This induces the core-collapse and
a neutron star11 is formed [Jan07]. About 99% of the energy released is emitted in form
of neutrinos which are generated thermally e.g. by the reaction γ é e` ` e´ é νi ` ν¯i
[Raf12].
Only once in the history of neutrino astronomy, a neutrino signal could be detected
and used subsequently for the measurement of the mass. In February 1987, the SN
1987A supernova exploded in the Large Magellanic Cloud, which is about 50 kpc away
[Raf12] and more than a dozen neutrinos were detected by several neutrino detectors
[Kam87, IMB87, Ale87].
In this case, the neutrino mass can be derived from the spread of the arrival time and
from the reconstruced neutrino energies Eν using the relativistic energy-momentum
relationship (see Eq. 1.32). The time-of-flight tF from the neutrino emission at the outer
shell of the hot proto-neutron star to the detector for a distance L is given by [Zub11]
tF “ L
v
“ L
c
Eν
pνc
(1.40)
“ L
c
Eνa
E2ν ´m2νc4
« L
c
ˆ
1` mpνq
2c4
2E2ν
˙
. (1.41)
11In specific cases even a black hole is formed.
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Two neutrinos of different energies E1 and E2 (E2 ą E1), which are emitted at the
supernova with a time difference ∆t0, arrive on Earth with the following delay
∆t “ t2 ´ t1 “ ∆t0 ` Lmpνq
2
2c
ˆ
1
E22
´ 1
E21
˙
. (1.42)
The parameters ∆t, L, and E1,2 can be obtained from the experiment or from astronomy;
only ∆t0 and mpνq are unknown. Accordingly, an analysis of the neutrino mass needs to
take into account (model-dependent) theoretical considerations on the spread of initial
emission times ∆t0 (see e.g. [Fis10c]). A Bayesian data analysis of the SN1987A neutrinos
has resulted in an upper limited of [Lor02]
mpνq ă 5.7 eV{c2 p95% C.L.q . (1.43)
Single beta decay At present, the investigation of the kinematics of weak decays from
the β-spectrum endpoint is the most sensitive direct method to determine the neutrino
mass. The charged decay products can be measured precisely and allow a determination
of the neutrino mass, even though the neutrino leaves the experimental system undetected
[Wei13].
Usually, the measured observable is the “average electron neutrino mass squared” [Dre13]
mpνeq2 “
ÿ
|U2ei|mpνiq2 . (1.44)
This sum averages over the neutrino mass eigenstates mpνiqwhich contribute to the flavor
eigenstate of the electron neutrino according to the square of the absolute values of PMNS
matrix elements |U2ei|. This sum is incoherent, since no Majorana or other phases of U
enter the mass term. This is in contrast to the effective mass mee in the neutrinoless double
β-decay (see Eq. 1.39). In the latter case the CP violating phases can lead to cancellations
of the terms of the mass eigenstates.
The decay mode of the single β-decay was introduced by Eq. 1.3. The corresponding
Feynman-graph is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1.6.
In this decay, the Q-value is given by the mass difference between mother MpA,Zq and
daughter DpA,Z ` 1q atom
Q “ pmpA,Zq ´mpA,Z ` 1qq c2 . (1.45)
Obeying the fundamental laws of conservation, energy and (angular) momentum are
distributed to the decay products (daughter atom, electron, and anti-neutrino), to inner
excitations of the daughter atom (or molecule), and to the rest mass of the neutrino.
The impact of the small neutrino mass only shows up in the endpoint region of the
observed electron spectrum as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.6 [Zub11]. It is only in
this very narrow region that neutrinos are non-relativistic, so that Eq. 1.32 can be employed
to measure their mass.
The energy spectrum of the β-decay electrons can be derived from Fermi’s famous Golden
rule [Ferm34]
dN
dt “
2pi
h¯
ˇˇ
M2
ˇˇ
ρ . (1.46)
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Figure 1.6: Single β-decay. Left panel: Feynman diagram of the β-decay of a neutron. A
down-quark decays into an up-quark and a lepton pair (e´, ν¯e) via the W boson. Right panel:
Electron spectrum of the β-decay. The energy axis is scaled to the energy endpoint E0 (« Q).
The inset shows the endpoint region at which the spectrum is sensitive on the neutrino mass.
Two cases are given here: (i) a vanishing neutrino mass mpνq “ 0, and (ii) and an arbitrary
neutrino mass of mpνq “ 1 eV.
M and ρ are the transition matrix element and the density of final states, respectively. The
derivation of the spectral shape is given in Section 2.1.1 of the next chapter.
As outlined, only near the endpoint the spectrum is modified by the neutrino mass. The
fraction of β-electrons in this range is proportional to Q´3 [Gat01], while the phase space
factor increases with Q5. Nevertheless, β-emitters with low Q-values are favored for
neutrino mass measurements for technical reasons.
Tritium β-decay experiments From all isotopes, tritium is the most favorable β-emitter
for direct neutrino mass measurements [Dre13] due to its unique physical properties.
• The half-life is t1{2 “ p12.32˘ 0.02q y [Luc00] and thus rather short. This provides
high decay rates per unit amount of radioactive material.
• Furthermore, it has one of the lowest endpoint energies at E0 “ 18.6 keV [Nag06]
which is of advantage technically.
• The decay of tritium is superallowed so that the nuclear matrix element Mnucl is
independent of the electron energy and the neutrino mass which facilitates the
analysis.
• Also the simple electronic structure and small nuclear charge allows for small
systematic uncertainties (e.g. calculation of final states).
The main disadvantage is in general related to the fact that larger amounts of tritium are
only available in molecular form (T2). The daughter molecule 3HeT` can thus be excited
rotationally and vibrationally in the decay. The related systematic uncertainties on the
neutrino mass measurement are discussed in Section 2.4.
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Figure 1.7: Results of tritium β-decay experiments from over 20 years. Initially, the observ-
able mpνeq2 was always in the unphysical region mpνeq2 ă 0 due to systematic effects and
only later it approached values compatible with statistical scattering around mpνeq2 “ 0. Note
that only the Mainz and Troitsk used electrostatic spectrometers of the MAC-E-Filter type.
The other experiments employed magnetic spectrometers. According to [Dre13].
The first tritium β-decay experiments started already in the late 1940s [Cur49], and since
then many experiments have followed. Fig. 1.7 shows the evolution of the results from
tritium β-decay experiments over the last two decades. Specifically, the introduction
of a new type of spectrometer of the electrostatic retarding type has resulted in the
most sensitive measurements of the neutrino mass so far. Those so-called MAC-E-filters
combine high luminosity, low background and a high energy resolution [Wei03]. Its
working principle and features are discussed in Section 2.1.2. The currently best upper
limits on the neutrino mass are held by the Mainz [Pic92] and Troitsk [Lob85] experiments
which both employed MAC-E-Filters. The published limits are mpνeq ă 2.3 eV{c2 [Kra05]
and mpνeq ă 2.05 eV{c2 [Ase11] at p95% C.L.q, respectively.
Cryo-bolometer experiments A complementary approach to the investigation of the
β-spectrum of tritium involving spectrometers is the use of cryogenic microcalorimeters
[Boo96, Gat01]. In this approach, the radioactive β-emitter is embedded in the detectors,
so that the total energy of the electron and the daughter atom is converted into phonons
and thus into a measurable temperature rise. The measurement principle is given in Fig.
1.8. This technique is, in principle, similar to the one used for specific detectors of double
β-decay [CUO05] or (when disregarding the charge readout) cold dark matter [EDE12].
The advantage of this approach is that final state effects are less important since the total
energy, except that of the neutrino, is measured, in principle. However, the potential
impact of long-lived excitations in the solid-state material of the detector is still under
investigation at present.
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Figure 1.8: Principle of cryogenic microcalorimeters. Here, the β-emitter serves at the same
time as energy absorber. The released energy ∆Wtherm induces a temperature rise by ∆T “
∆Wtherm{C, where C is the heat capacity. The temperature increase is read out by a sensitive
thermometer (TES). Wires link the thermometer to a thermal bath. According to [Wei03].
One suitable β-emitter for microcalorimeters is 187Re which yields the lowest known
Q-value of Q “ 2.67 keV [Fir99] and (as major drawback) a half-life of 4.3 ¨ 1010 y
187Re Ñ 187Os` ` e´ ` ν¯e . (1.47)
The endpoint energy is about 7 times lower than that of tritium, thus the relative fraction
of decays in the region of interest for neutrino mass analysis is about 350 times higher
[Wei13]. This is however counterbalanced by the much higher β-activity of tritium per
unit mass.
One drawback of microcalorimeters is, that the total spectrum has to be measured, which
is in contrast to the integrating MAC-E-filter. That may result in pile-up effects due to
the time resolution of the detection technique. Thus, only very small detectors in the mg -
scale can be operated. In order to obtain the required statistics, the experiments need to be
built of multiple arrays comprising thousands of single modules.
Two groups have been working on neutrino mass measurement with 187Re. In the MANU
experiment at Genoa metallic rhenium was employed. Initially, three rhenium crystals
of the order of 1 mg were installed. In the course of the experiment, the so-called Beta
Environmental Fine Structure was observed for the first time, and it was shown that this is
an important systematic effect in microcalorimeter measurements with rhenium [Gat99].
In 2001, a neutrino mass limit of mpνeq ă 26 eV{c2 p95% C.L.q was obtained [Gat01].
Another group at Milano (MIBETA experiment) used arrays of 10 microcalorimeters each
made of 250 ´ 300µg of AgReO4 [Arn03]. In 2004, they reported an upper limit of the
electron anti-neutrino mass [Sis04]
mpνeq ă 15 eV{c2 p90% C.L.q . (1.48)
In order to push forward the neutrino mass measurements based on cryogenic micro-
calorimeters into the sub-eV range, the MARE12 collaboration was formed [Nuc08]. In
12MARE = Microcalorimeter Arrays for a Rhenium Experiment
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a first phase, the methodology of various microcalorimeter techniques is investigated
further. Later, arrays with a total of 50,000 single modules are planned to be deployed
within five years. The statistical sensitivity is targeted to be better than 0.25 eV{c2 after
10 y of operation. Recently, a start of the experiment with 72 channels (expandable to 288
channels) was announced [MAR12].
Finally, it should be noted that also the electron capture (EC) process of 163Ho may be a
suitable process for calorimetric neutrino mass measurements. However, certain funda-
mental questions, e.g. concerning theQ-value of 163Ho and its clean production, need to be
answered first [Gal12]. The MARE collaboration is currently investigating this path, also
as well as the ECHO collaboration [Ran12], which is based on a new detector technology,
the so-called metallic magnetic calorimeters [Bur08]. In case that 163Ho would turn out to
be a suitable candidate, then a large scale experiment with about 105 detectors would be
needed to obtain sub-eV sensitivity.
KATRIN - the next generation neutrino mass experiment Direct neutrino mass mea-
surements are independent of the underlying physics model since they only rely on
kinematic variables in weak decays and conservation of energy and momentum. The
current best laboratory limits on the neutrino mass are provided by measurement of the
β-decay of tritium, where the Mainz and Troitsk experiments obtained upper limits of
the order of 2 eV{c2. A major improvement in sensitivity down to the 200 meV{c2 range
will be achieved by the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino experiment (KATRIN) [KAT05]. This
sensitivity will allow to investigate the mass regime of quasi-degenerate neutrinos which
allows to distinguish between different neutrino mass models (c.f. Section 1.3.1 and Fig.
1.2), as well as to fully probe the cosmologically interesting mass range for massive neu-
trinos [Wei13]. An indication from cosmology that the neutrino masses are indeed in the
order of the KATRIN sensitivity was recently published by Burenin [Bur13].
KATRIN comprises a windowless gaseous tritium source of highest luminosity which is
combined with a high resolution electrostatic filter (MAC-E-Filter type). This will reduce
statistical uncertainties significantly as compared to the predecessor experiments. It should
be noted that cryogenic microcalorimeter techniques for neutrino mass measurements, as
discussed above, are an interesting alternative, but they are still in the early R&D phase.
At the current status, they are not able to cope with the design sensitivity of KATRIN.
Further details of the physics related to KATRIN and its experimental setup will be
given in Chapter 2. It will be shown that the statistical uncertainty has to be reduced by
higher source luminosity and longer measurement time as compared to Mainz and Troitsk.
Furthermore, systematic uncertainties have be reduced for the same amount in order to
reach the design sensitivity. It should be emphasized that the majority of the systematic
uncertainties are related to parameters of the tritium source [Bab12].
One key aspect in respect thereof is the stability of the gas composition, as the gas in the
source does not exclusively consist of T2, but is mixed with smaller parts from the other
hydrogen isotopologues (DT, D2, HT, HD, and H2). It is thus of crucial importance that
this composition is monitored accurately. Raman spectroscopy is well suitable to perform
this challenging task. In order to provide quantitative measurements of the true gas
composition, the best achievable calibration is needed. Accordingly, the topic of this thesis
is focused on the development of novel calibration strategies, and their validation and
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application to the KATRIN Raman system. This principle target will be discussed from
Chapter 3 onwards. Chapter 4 introduces the experimental setup of the Raman system
and related data processing methods which have been developed in the framework of this
thesis. Then the calibration strategies and results by two complementary approaches are
outlined and described in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. It is important to underline already
at this stage, that two independent approaches were required to arrive at a valid and
accurate calibration of the LARA system. The comparison of both methods is given in
Chapter 7. Finally, a summary with the resulting implications for KATRIN and an outlook
beyond this work is found in Chapter 8.
It should be noted furthermore that the present investigations targeted at solving a ma-
jor systematic uncertainty of the KATRIN experiment has led to several Raman-related
achievements which are of relevance for the broader scientific community. For example,
a novel concept for the accurate analysis of measurements of depolarization ratios was
developed which can be applied to any depolarization measurement conducted under sim-
ilar conditions such as spurious polarization aberrations or elongated scattering regions.
This method was then successfully applied to the measurement of the depolarization
ratio of all six hydrogen isotopologues. This now allows direct comparison to theoretical
quantum mechanical calculations. The latter is also of relevance to further advance confi-
dence in the quantum-mechanical calculations of the final-state distributions, which is an
essential aspect when measuring neutrino masses in the meV range with KATRIN and
other experimental approaches such as Project 8 [Pro12].
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The KATRIN Experiment
This chapter gives an overview of tritium β-decay experiments, introduces the Karlsruhe
Tritium Neutrino Experiment (KATRIN) which is targeted to measure the neutrino mass
with a sensitivity of 200 meV{c2, and finally outlines the motivation of this thesis. The
chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.1 briefly describes the physics of tritium β-decay
and the principle of a MAC-E-Filter. The section ends with a view back on previous
neutrino experiments. In Section 2.2 the requirements of the KATRIN experiment are
discussed and an overview of its main components is given. Then, a deeper insight into
the physical properties of the windowless gaseous tritium source is given in Section 2.3
and the implications for control and monitoring of this most complex KATRIN component
are deduced. Finally, Section 2.4 focuses on the requirements for the laser Raman system
of KATRIN, which imply that an accurate calibration of this system is required in order to
stay within the stringent budget of systematic uncertainties so that KATRIN can reach its
design sensitivity.
The main references for this chapter are the Technical Design Report of KATRIN [KAT05]
and a recent review paper [Dre13].
2.1 Tritium β-decay experiments
Up to the date of the compilation of this thesis, the most sensitive direct searches for
the neutrino mass are based on the tritium β-decay and the investigation of the energy
spectrum of β-electrons close to the kinematic endpoint [Dre13].
2.1.1 Tritium β-decay and the neutrino mass
The super-heavy hydrogen isotope tritium (T) is unstable and decays according to the
following reaction into a daughter nucleus via the emission of a pair of leptons, an electron,
and an electron anti-neutrino:
T Ñ 3He` ` e´ ` ν¯e . (2.1)
In 1934, Enrico Fermi published a fundamental theory of β-decay [Ferm34], based on
the neutrino hypothesis by Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 (the relevant letters and publications
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are summarized in [Pau85]). This theory allows to derive essential features of the decay,
and also serves to derive an expression of the β-electron spectrum which is used in the
analysis of the neutrino mass.
The calculation of the electron energy spectrum starts with Fermi’s famous Golden rule
dN
dt “
2pi
h¯
ˇˇ
M2
ˇˇ
ρ . (2.2)
M is the transition matrix element and ρ describes the density of final states. In principle,
Eq. 2.2 needs to be integrated over all possible discrete and continuous final states.
The derivation results1 in the following expression for the differential decay rate as
function of the energy ( 9NpEq “ d2N{pdtdEq)
9NpEq “ C ¨ F pE,Z ` 1q ¨ pE `mec2q ¨
b
pE `mec2q2 ´m2ec4
¨ pE0 ´ Eq ¨
b
pE0 ´ Eq2 ´mpνeq2c4 ¨Θ
`
E0 ´ E ´mpνeqc2
˘
. (2.3)
The kinetic energy and the rest mass of the electron are denoted by E and me, respectively.
The endpoint energy E0 of the electrons (=maximum kinetic energy) is given by the
reaction energy, Q, and the recoil energy2 of the 3He` nucleus, Erec: E0 “ Q ´ Erec
assuming mpνeq “ 0. The Fermi function, F pE,Z ` 1q, takes into account the Coulomb
interaction of the emitted β-electron and the daughter nucleus with charge Z ` 1 [Hol92].
The Heaviside step function Θp. . . q ensures conservation of energy.
Note that the β-decay of tritium is of the superallowed type which implies that the nuclear
matrix element Mnucl is energy independent [Ott08]. Accordingly, it can be contracted in
the constant C
C “ G
2
F ¨ cos2 θC
2pi3h¯7c5
¨ |M2nucl| . (2.4)
with Fermi’s coupling constant GF and θC denoting the Cabbibo angle.
The formula given in Eq. 2.3 is an approximation only, and therefore will be extended with
regard to two important aspects for high-resolution β-spectroscopy. First, as discussed
in the introduction chapter, the neutrino mass mpνeq is treated as a superposition of
three mass eigenstates mpνiq as stated in Eq. 1.44. As will be shown below, the present
experimental resolution does not allow to disentangle these mass states, so that an average
mass is measured (c.f. Eq. 1.44). Second, all final states of the daughter system (atom or
molecule3) with individual probabilities Pj and excitation energies Vj have to be accounted
for. Thus each final state j has a corresponding specific endpoint Ej “ E0 ´ Vj . Both
effects are integrated into Eq. 2.3 by a double summation.
1The reader is referred to [Wei03], [Ott08], and [Dre13] for the full derivation.
2The variation of the recoil energy in the endpoint region (E0 ´ 30 eV . . .E0) amounts to only ∆Erec “
3.5 meV, and therefore can be assumed as constant [Mas07].
3In the case of a decaying atom only electronic excitation need to be considered. Molecules also can be
excited to vibrations and rotations.
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Figure 2.1: The electron energy spectrum of tritium β-decay. (a) Full energy range, (b)
energy range around the kinematic endpoint of about E0 “ 18.6 keV. The spectrum is shown
for two exemplary cases: (i) for a vanishing neutrino mass mpνeq “ 0 eV{c2, and (ii) for a
neutrino mass of mpνeq “ 1 eV{c2. The shaded area represents only a fraction of 2 ¨ 10´13 of
all tritium β-decays.
This finally leads to following expression (slightly modified from [Dre13])
9NpEq “ C ¨ F pE,Z ` 1q ¨ pE `mec2q ¨
b
pE `mec2q2 ´m2ec4
¨
˜ÿ
i,j
|U2ei| ¨ Pj ¨ pEj ´ Eq ¨
b
pEj ´ Eq2 ´mpνiq2c4 ¨Θ
`
Ej ´ E ´mpνiqc2
˘¸
.
(2.5)
Fig. 2.1 shows the overall energy spectrum of electrons from β-decay and a zoom into the
endpoint region at aboutE0 “ 18.6 keV. The latter reveals the influence of a non-vanishing
neutrino mass on the spectral shape. It underlines the generic fact that a finite neutrino
mass leads to a shift of the spectral endpoint. Furthermore, the spectrum is distorted in
an energy interval of several eV due to the extended momentum range where neutrinos
are non-relativistic. The neutrino mass mpνeq can be obtained via fitting Eq. 2.5 to the
measured data, while taking into account a variety of instrumental-related effects.
2.1.2 The MAC-E-Filter measurement principle
The spectral shape close to the endpoint in Fig. 2.1 indicates two major issues when
measuring the neutrino mass. First, a high energy resolution in the order of 1 eV is
required to observe the mass-dependent transition of the energy-momentum relation of
the emitted neutrino over a specific momentum range. Second, the tritium source has
to provide a very high β-intensity since the emission probability of an electron in the
region-of-interest is tiny. The respective β-decay count rate should be at least a factor of
two higher than the rate of background events, calling for an almost background-free
detection technique.
A technique which combines both features is based on the so-called MAC-E-Filter principle
(Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation with an Electrostatic filter). This spectrometer type is
based on the pioneering work of Kruit and Read [Kru83], as well as of Beamson and
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Figure 2.2: Principle of the MAC-E-Filter. A detailed explanation is given in the main text. (a)
An inhomogeneous magnetic field B is generated by a system of superconducting solenoids
(blue). These solenoids magnetically guide β-decay electrons from the tritium source to the
electron detector. The decrease of the magnetic field between solenoids (plane of energy
analysis) increases the area of the field lines. The electric retardation field is generated in such
way that it is parallel to the magnetic field lines. (b) The momentum is transformed by a
gradient force due to the adiabatic invariance of the magnetic moment of the electron µ in the
inhomogeneous B-field. The highest degree of parallelism is obtained in the central region of
Bmin.
co-workers [Bea80]. It was further refined and adapted for neutrino mass measurements
in Mainz [Pic92] and Troitsk [Lob85].
The main principle of the MAC-E-Filter is shown in Fig. 2.2. A tritium source and an
electron detector are located each in a superconducting solenoid. The solenoids generate a
magnetic guiding field for electrons from the β-source to the detector. During propagation,
the electrons gyrate around the field lines in a cyclotron motion since their starting
momentum is isotropic in general, and thus not parallel to the magnetic field lines. Their
kinetic energy can be decomposed into a component EK transverse and a component E||
longitudinal to the magnetic field lines. The method of magnetic guidance allows for an
accepted solid angle of about 2pi, in principle.
The magnetic field, B, reaches its minimum value in the middle between both solenoids.
At this plane the field strength is several orders of magnitudes lower than at the center of
the solenoids. As the transition of the magnetic field to its minimum value and back again
is adiabatic, in a non-relativistic approximation the magnetic moment of the electron µ is
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constant [Jac98]
µ “ EK
B
“ const . (2.6)
The strong decrease of the magnetic field B thus leads to a reduction of the EK component
by the same amount, in order to keep µ invariant. The transversal component is thus
transformed by the magnet gradient force into the longitudinal direction due to the
adiabaticity of this process, with a small transversal component remaining at the mid
plane. When discussing the MAC-E-Filter principle, it is important to recall that the
magnetic flux Φ “ A ¨B is conserved. This leads to an increase of the beam cross-sectional
area A by the same factor as the magnetic field B drops. The final result is a broad beam
of electrons flying nearly parallel to the field lines at the center of the MAC-E-Filter. This
is called magnetic adiabatic collimation of the MAC-E-Filter.
The second part is related to the electrostatic filter. The analysis of the kinetic energy of the
electrons is performed in the plane of lowest magnetic field and thus in the area where the
transformation into longitudinal energy is maximal. Accordingly, an electrostatic barrier
created by cylindrical electrodes allows to filter the electrons. The filter can only be passed
by electrons with higher kinetic energy than the potential from the retardation voltage U0.
This feature turns the MAC-E filter into a high pass filter. The adiabatic transformation
into the longitudinal direction is of course imperfect by its very nature. For an isotropic
β-source, the relative sharpness of the MAC-E-Filter is given by the ratio of the (minimal)
magnetic field in the plane of energy analysis and the (maximal) field at the so-called
pinch magnet which can be placed anywhere between source and detector
∆E
E
“ Bmin
Bmax
. (2.7)
At KATRIN, the plane of highest magnetic field Bmax (at the pinch magnet) is located at
the detector-facing side of the main spectrometer (see e.g. [Fra10]) generating a field of 6 T.
With a minimum field in the central spectrometer plane of 0.3 mT, a relative sharpness,
∆E{E, of 1 : 20000 can be achieved. More details on the filter and its features are available
in [Pic92, Bon99, KAT05].
2.1.3 Results of previous neutrino mass experiments at Mainz and Troitsk
Two research groups have independently developed and operated MAC-E-Filters for the
measurement of the neutrino mass from tritium β-decay up to now. The experiments were
located at Mainz [Pic92] and Troitsk [Lob85] and mainly differed in the employed tritium
sources which exhibit different systematic uncertainties.
At Mainz, the experiment included a MAC-E-Filter type spectrometer with a diameter
of 1 m and a quench-condensed molecular tritium film as β-source operated a T ă 3 K
[Bor00]. Several solid state effects like inelastic scattering of β-electrons in the T2 film
[Ase00], the excitation of neighboring molecules [Kol88] and self-charging [Bor03] were
identified as main systematic uncertainties. The analysis of the data set (the so-called
Mainz phase II [Kra05]) led to a resulting observable of
mpνeq2 “ p´0.6˘ 2.2stat ˘ 2.1sysq eV2{c4 . (2.8)
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This can be translated, using the Feldman-Cousins method [Fel98], into an upper limit for
the neutrino mass of
mpνeq ă 2.3 eV{c2 p95% C.L.q . (2.9)
The Troitsk group employed a slightly larger spectrometer with 1.2 m in diameter and a
windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS) [Bel95]. In 1999, a result was published which
included an unexplained spectral anomaly near the endpoint [Lob99]. Taking into account
this distortion, an upper limit of mpνeq ă 2.5 eV{c2 p95% C.L.qwas reported.
In 2011, the group at Troitsk reanalysed their data from 1994-2004 with refined methods.
Specifically, time-dependent effects in their WGTS and the selection of periods with good
data stability and quality were carefully considered. This new analysis has resulted in
[Ase11]
mpνeq2 “ p´0.67˘ 1.89stat ˘ 1.68sysq eV2{c4 , (2.10)
which corresponds via Feldman-Cousins [Fel98] to a new upper limit of
mpνeq ă 2.05 eV{c2 p95% C.L.q . (2.11)
2.2 The Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino Experiment (KATRIN)
The Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino Experiment (KATRIN) is targeted to improve the current
experimental sensitivity as obtained from Mainz and Troitsk from 2 eV{c2 by a factor of ten
to 200 meV{c2 [KAT05]. This major step in sensitivity can only be achieved by substantially
increasing the statistics and reducing systematic effects significantly at the same time.
2.2.1 Projected sensitivity on neutrino mass
Detailed investigations reported in [KAT05] have shown that the reference KATRIN setup
will feature, after three years of measurements, a statistical uncertainty of the observable
mpνeq2 of σstat “ 18 ¨ 10´3 eV2{c4. This value is of the same level as the total systematic
uncertainty, which is anticipated to be σsys,tot ď 17 ¨ 10´3 eV2{c4. Both errors add up
quadratically to the total uncertainty
σtot “
b
σ2stat ` σ2sys,tot « 25 ¨ 10´3 eV2{c4 . (2.12)
This would imply that a 5σ significance is given for discovering a neutrino mass of
mpνeq “ 350 meV{c2 . (2.13)
In case that no neutrino mass signal would be seen in the data, the total uncertainty can
be translated into a new upper mass limit of
mpνeq ď
?
1.64 ¨ σtot (2.14)
ď 200 meV{c2 p90% C.Lq . (2.15)
In order to reach this ambitious goal, the next-generation experiment KATRIN needs to be
designed along the following requirements [KAT05]:
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Figure 2.3: Setup of the KATRIN experiment. For the explanation of the main components
see text.
• It is aimed to increase the signal rate at the endpoint of the β-spectrum by a factor
of 100 compared to the predecessor experiments at Troitsk and Mainz. Further
improvement of the statistics is achieved by a 10 times longer measurement time
(three “full-beam” years or, equivalently, five calendar years).
• The energy resolution of MAC-E-Filter type spectrometer should be ∆E ă 1 eV at
18.6 keV .
• The overall background rate measured at the electron detector should be ă 10´2 cps.
• All sources of systematic uncertainties of mpνeq2 need to be reduced by a factor
of 100, so that statistical and systematic uncertainties are of similar size. The total
systematic uncertainty budget σsys,tot ď 17 ¨ 10´3 eV2{c4 is composed of five main
sources of uncertainties (see [KAT05, Dre13]). Accordingly, the individual systematic
uncertainties should not surpass the uncertainty budget of
σsys,ind ď 7.5 ¨ 10´3 eV2{c4 . (2.16)
The two sources of uncertainties from the tritium source which are directly related
to this thesis are discussed in detail in Section 2.3.
2.2.2 Experimental overview
The aforementioned requirements were considered and implemented in the design of
the KATRIN experiment. A side view on the 70 m long setup is provided in Fig. 2.3. All
relevant main components will be introduced in a compact way below. The reader is
referred to the KATRIN design report [KAT05] for further reading; additionally, recent
publications or PhD theses which focus on specific sub-systems in more detail are cited at
the end of each paragraph. Towards the end of this chapter, the focus is set on the win-
dowless gaseous tritium source since this thesis is closely related to measuring important
source properties.
The description is following the road of the electron from its point of origin in the source
to its point of detection at the detector surface.
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The Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS) KATRIN will make use of a high
luminosity gaseous molecular tritium source as pioneered by the Troitsk [Bel95] and Los
Alamos [Rob91] groups. In Fig. 2.4 its conceptual design is visualized. Molecular tritium
(5 ¨ 1019 molecules{s) is injected in the middle of a stainless steel tube with a length of 10 m
and a diameter of 90 mm. At both ends of the tube, tritium is pumped out at specific
pump ports. This generates a longitudinal tritium density profile as sketched in the top
panel of Fig. 2.4. The β-activity of the source is about 1011 electrons per second. The
superconducting solenoid system surrounding the source tube guides the β-electrons
adiabatically to the front and rear ends of source. The nominal magnetic field strength
inside of the tube will be at 3.6 T. The WGTS is housed inside of a large and rather complex
cryostat which is able to provide a stable temperature of the source tube at 30 K [Gro09].
The WGTS is connected to the Inner Loop which provides a stable circulation of the gas
through the source [Stu10b] and sustains the high tritium purity of the gas.
The key parameters of the WGTS as well as the extensive control and monitoring equip-
ment are the focus of Section 2.3, where also the motivation for this thesis is found.
Further reading: [Stu10b, Bab12].
The transport system The two systems downstream of the WGTS forming the Source
and Transport Section (STS) altogether are the Differential Pumping Section (DPS)4 and the
Cryogenic Pumping Section (CPS). Their tasks are to magnetically transport the electrons
to the spectrometer section and further reduce the residual tritium which was not pumped
out at the WGTS exit. These additional tritium retention systems are required to limit the
amount of tritium entering the spectrometer. Decaying tritium within the spectrometer
volume would lead to an elevated rate of background events [Mer13, Kos12]. The tritium
flow has to be reduced by 14 orders of magnitude by two very different techniques. The
DPS actively removes tritium from the beam tube by turbomolecular pumps [Luk12],
while the CPS employs a passive cryosorption concept [Gil10].
Further reading: [Kos12].
The spectrometer system KATRIN employs a combination of two spectrometers of the
MAC-E-Filter type. A pre-spectrometer (3.4 m length and 1.7 m diameter) is connected
to the downstream end of the CPS marking the begin of the tritium-free area of the
experiment where tritium levels are on a negligible level. This smaller-sized spectrometer
offers the option of prefiltering, in which all electrons with kinetic energies of E0 ´
300 eV would be reflected so that only the electrons of highest energies enter the main
spectrometer.
The task of the main spectrometer is to analyze the high-energy part of the β-decay
electrons which carry information on the neutrino mass with an energy resolution of
∆E “ 0.93 eV at 18.6 keV (see Eq. 2.7). Several auxiliary systems provide highly accurate
and stable control over the electrostatic retarding potential (e.g. see [Thu09, Val10, Erh12])
as well as on the magnetic fields (e.g. see [Rei09, Wan09]) in the spectrometer.
Further reading: [Fra10, Pra11, Mer12].
4Note that the DPS1-F/R are part of the WGTS cryostat already, and the stand-alone system is called
DPS2-F (see Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.4: Conceptual design of the Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source and Inner Loop.
A stable tritium source profile (top panel ) needs to be obtained during regular KATRIN
operation. The density is highest at the injection point in the middle of the source tube and
lowest at the pumping ports at the end of the tube. The gas circulation is provided by the Inner
Loop [Stu10b]. Its parts are sketched in the bottom half of the figure. Pure tritium is obtained
from the TLK infrastructure and filled into a buffer vessel. The composition of the gas is
measured at a pressure of 100´ 200 mbar by a laser Raman system while it streams into the
next buffer vessel. This vessel is pressure controlled and by this means it can provide a stable
injection pressure which corresponds to a stable tritium flow rate (as long as the conductances
of the injection capillary and the WGTS beam tube remain constant). The injected gas is
pumped out by turbomolecular pumps and the return flow of the gas is then filtered from
impurities by a permeator. This device consists of a PdAg membrane which is only permeable
by hydrogen isotopologues (T2, DT, D2, HT, HD, and H2); more details on permeators are
given in Section 6.5.2. The impurities are handled by the TLK infrastructure and replaced by
batches of “fresh” high-purity tritium.
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The Focal Plane Detector The detector at the end of the KATRIN beamline is a silicon-
based PIN diode array with a detection efficiency of ą 90% [Van12]. It has been designed
to count electrons which were transmitted through the MAC-E-Filters. It is highly seg-
mented into a total of 148 pixels of the same area to obtain a spatial resolution over the
entire transmitted flux tube of 191 Tcm2. This is of major importance for detecting inhomo-
geneities in the tritium source or spectrometer potentials. The system is at present close to
being integrated with the main spectrometer for the extensive spectrometer commissioning
phase starting in spring 2013.
Further reading: [Har12].
Calibration and monitoring system Upstream of the WGTS cryostat a calibration and
monitoring system is located which has three major purposes: (i) It houses the rear-wall
which will define the plasma potential relative to the spectrometer retarding voltage
[Bab12]; (ii) It measures the source activity via β-induced X-ray spectroscopy [Roe12,
Pri13]; and (iii) it provides an angular resolved electron gun [Val11] for the measurement
of the column density of the molecular gas source via inelastic electron-gas scattering. At
present the system has completed its conceptual design phase.
Further reading: [Bab12].
Experimental location The KATRIN experiment has to cycle tens of grams of tritium per
day through the WGTS. The offical license for handling up to 40 g of the radioactive gas
and the appropriate extensive infrastructure are available only at few places worldwide
such as the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe (TLK) at the Karlsruhe Institute for Technology
(KIT) [Pen00, Doe08]. The TLK has set-up and operated a closed tritium cycle for storing,
processing, and purifying of the various gases, and offers a research experience of 20
years. These conditions are unique in the civil tritium research and they make the TLK the
perfect host facility for the KATRIN experiment. A view of TLK infrastructure units with
their glove box structure is provided in Fig. 2.5.
2.3 Properties of the WGTS
A gaseous molecular tritium source, which was employed in previous direct neutrino
mass experiments (see [Rob91] and [Bel95]), is able to provide a high luminosity. This
is of key relevance to achieve a high statistical sensitivity in the neutrino mass search.
The essential parameters5 are the column density N and the isotopic composition (T2,
DT, HT, D2, HD, H2). The column density is defined as the number of molecules within
the magnetic flux tube volume relative to the cross-sectional area in units of cm´1. The
activity S of the source is given as [Bab12]
S “ CS ¨ T ¨N . (2.17)
where T denotes the tritium purity and the proportionality constant CS contains the
experimental properties (acceptance angle, detector efficiency, ...).
5The nomenclature from the paper of Babutzka et al [Bab12] is employed here.
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Figure 2.5: View into the experimental hall of the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe (TLK). The
person in the front works at a glove box which acts as secondary containment for the primary
tritium system inside of it. This measure prevents contamination hazard for the workers and
the laboratory.
For the determination of the neutrino mass it is important to control the two parameters,
T and N , and to monitor their stability so that even tiny fluctuations can be accounted
for in the off-line analysis.
2.3.1 Column density
The gas column of the WGTS is built up and stabilized by the following approach [Bab12]
(see Fig. 2.4):
1. The gas is continuously injected into the middle of the source tube with an injection
pressure pin of about 10´3 mbar.
2. The gas streams to both ends of the central of the 10 m long and 90 mm wide beam
tube, and it is pumped out there with constant pumping speed resulting in an outlet
pressure pout of about 1/20 of pin.
3. The gas flow inside of the tube is governed by the viscosity of the gas which itself is
a function of the temperature. For this reason the beam tube temperature has to be
stabilized at a temperature region of about 30 K.
The stability of the column density of the WGTS is one of the major sources of systematic
uncertainty at KATRIN [KAT05]. In order to stay within the assigned uncertainty budget
for the column density (see Eq. 2.16), it is required to obtain a precision of ∆precpN q{N ď
0.1%. Simulations have shown that it is necessary to stabilize pin on the 0.1% level, pout
to about 3% and source tube temperature to better than 30 mK (fl 0.1%) [KAT05, Sha04,
Hoe12].
The gas circulation is provided by the Inner Loop system sketched in Fig. 2.4 [Stu10b]. This
closed loop system has been optimized to achieve a stable column density of N “ 5 ¨ 1017
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Figure 2.6: Schematic view of the WGTS cryostat and beam tube cross-section. The ports
for the turbomolecular pumps are indicated only at one end. The inlet shows the beam tube
to which the two phase liquid neon cooling system is attached. Adapted from [Dre13].
molecules per cm2. The observed stability of the injection pressure pin in a test experiment
surpassed the required 0.1% by about an order of magnitude [Pri10a].
The WGTS is housed in a single more than 16 m long cryostat (see Fig. 2.6) which is
able to provide a relative temperature stability of the source tube by a two-phase neon
system [Gro09]. The achieved stability at a WGTS mock-up named “Demonstrator” was
∆T “ 1.5 mK h´1 which is better than specified, too [Gro13].
The column density, N , is strongly related to the probability of inelastic scattering of the
electrons off the source gas [Liu87]. N is thus not only related to the β-rate, but also to
energy losses, which distort the β-spectrum. For these reasons, the determination of N
and the knowledge of the isotopic composition is of primary importance for KATRIN.
2.3.2 Isotopologue composition
The other parameter which needs to be considered for the stability of the activity S in Eq.
2.17 is the tritium purity.
The tritium purity T is given as the ratio of the number of tritium atoms to the total sum
of atoms in the WGTS. The targeted purity value for the KATRIN measurement period
is T ą 0.95. This corresponds to a composition of about 90% molecular tritium, T2, as
the main gas constituent with a small admixture of DT (ă 10%). The other hydrogen
isotopologues (HT, D2, HD, and H2) will be present as trace amounts only.
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The stabilization of the gas composition is realized by connecting the Inner Loop to the
tritium infrastructure of TLK as shown in Fig. 2.4. This interface allows extraction of parts
of the impurities of the source gas and replacing them by (almost) pure tritium (up to 98%
[Dör05]).
The monitoring of the gas composition is performed by a laser Raman system (LARA)
which is integrated within the Inner Loop. Raman spectroscopy is an excellent instrument
for the determination of the gas composition of the source gas. It is able to monitor all
isotopologues simultaneously [Stu10a]. The principles of Raman spectroscopy and the
experimental setup will be discussed in following chapters in detail, as they are closely
related to the topic of this thesis.
The requirements on the accuracy of this system are discussed in the subsequent section.
2.4 Accuracy requirements for the monitoring of the source gas
composition
The accuracy of the monitoring system of the gas composition should be considered under
two different aspects, which are precision and trueness.
Trueness is the fundamental quantity which describes the difference between the mean
value of a measured observable and the true (reference) value. The precision is related to
the square root of the statistical variance of several measured values around their mean
value. Thus, trueness is linked to systematic uncertainty, and precision to the statistical
uncertainty [JCG08].
A measurement can be called accurate if it is both, true and precise. A more detailed
discussion of the two terms is found in Appendix A.
The KATRIN requirements for precision and trueness are discussed in the following.
Precision requirement The number of tritium atoms in the source governs the activity
S of the source (see Eq. 2.17). Therefore, it is relevant to stabilize and monitor the tritium
purity, T, on the same 0.1% precision level like the other parameters related to N . By
fulfilling this requirement it is possible to stay within the systematic uncertainty budget,
σsys,ind, related to the tritium source.
Trueness requirement Until now, only relative changes of the gas composition were
considered, which can be measured if the system’s precision is sufficient. Trueness is not
relevant at this point.
However, the composition of source gas is not only influencing the activity S . Furthermore,
non-negligible processes alter the β-electron energy and thus the shape of the β-spectrum.
In general, the shape distortions are specific to each hydrogen isotopologue species in-
volved. The relevant processes are summarized in the following list [KAT05].
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• Nuclear recoil of the daughter molecule
The momentum of the outgoing lepton pair is balanced by the daughter molecule
(3HeT`, 3HeD`, or 3HeH`), which results in a specific recoil energy, Erec. An ap-
proximation of this recoil energy for electron energies close to the endpoint, E0, is
given by [KAT05]
Erec « E ¨ me
mdaugther
. (2.18)
The mass of the daughter molecule of the decay T2 Ñ 3HeT` is 1.5 times higher than
of the decay HT Ñ 3HeH`. Thus, the recoil energy scales inversely: ET2rec “ 1.72 eV
andEHTrec “ 2.58 eV, respectively [Sae00]. As a result, the (unobserved) recoil energies
of the different hydrogen isotopologues has to be taken into account on a statistical
basis.
• Doppler broadening
The molecules in the source obey a thermal velocity according to the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution [Hoe12] superimposed by a bulk velocity due to the diffusion
of the molecules to both ends of the beam tube. Thus, the kinetic energy of the
emitted electrons is affected by the quasi-stochastic movement of the decaying
molecules. The non-relativistic approximation for the energy broadening of an
electron with E « E0 emitted by a molecule flying parallel to the magnetic field
lines is given by [KAT05]
∆E “ me ¨ |ve| ¨ |vmol| . (2.19)
In this relation, ve is the velocity of the emitted electron and vmol is the mean speed
of the molecule at 30 K. The largely different masses of the hydrogen isotopologues
imply different values of vmol. Therefore, the broadening for T2 is about ∆E “
148 meV, for HT is ∆E “ 181 meV. Moreover, the different molecular masses imply
a certain demixing effect along the beam axis.
• Electron scattering with source molecules The β-electrons which are guided to the
spectrometer have a rather larger probability to undergo inelastic [Ase00] and elastic
scattering [Liu85] with the molecules in the gas column. In these processes the
energy and momentum of the electrons is changed. For example, the energy loss of
the β-electrons by elastic scattering is given by [KAT05]
∆E “ 2 me
mmol
¨ E ¨ p1´ cos θq (2.20)
which again depends on the molecular mass, mmol. In general, the scattering angle
θ is very small since the scattering is mostly forward peaked, which makes the
contribution of the term in Eq. 2.20 quite low.
According to [Liu87], the inelastic scattering cross-section is in first order propor-
tional to the square of the intermolecular distance. This distance is related to the
reduced mass of each isotopologue and thus the scattering cross-section will scale
accordingly.
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Figure 2.7: Final state distributions. Left panel: Final state distribution for the daughter
molecule 3HeT`. Right panel: Difference of final state distributions of 3HeT` and 3HeD`. It
shows that the final state distributions are slightly different due to the different masses. Note
that the nuclear recoil energy is already accounted for in these distributions.
• Final state distribution In Eq. 2.5 the final energy states Vj were introduced to which
a daughter molecule can be excited after the β-decay. The first electronic excited
electronic state of 3HeT` appears at about 27 eV [Sae00]. This rather large energy
thus has no effect in the narrow region-of-interest around E0 for the neutrino mass
analysis at KATRIN. However, the nuclear recoil can give rise to a large number of
rotational-vibrational states with a mean energy of about 1.89 eV for 3HeT` [Dos06].
The energy states and the probabilities depend on the type of the daughter molecule,
as shown in Fig. 2.7.
These systematic effects have been incorporated into the analysis models and simulation
packages for KATRIN (e.g. see [Hoe12]). However, as input, they crucially require an
accurate knowledge of the gas composition as provided by the laser Raman system.
In the KATRIN Design Report an estimate for the systematic uncertainty assigned to the
description of the final state distribution is given. The shift on the neutrino mass square
corresponding to this theoretical uncertainty is estimated to be 6 ¨ 10´3 eV2{c4 [KAT05].
The isotopic composition weights the contributions of the final states from the different
tritium containing isotopologues (T2, DT and HT). This means that systematic uncertain-
ties in the measurement of the composition will additionally add up to the previously
mentioned systematic shift. This additional impact resulting from the trueness of the
LARA system was not considered by the Design Report. In general, a high trueness of
an analytical system is achieved by an appropriate calibration. In Section 3.3, this topic is
discussed in detail. In this context, calibration is understood as one or several methods to
determine certain system-dependent factors which link the measured Raman signal to the
actual composition. Thus, the calibration uncertainty of the Raman system is related to
systematic errors in these factors.
At the beginning of the works related to this thesis, the uncertainty of mpνeq2 related
to the calibration trueness was investigated. Dedicated simulations with the KATRIN
simulation package, Kassiopeia [Bab11], were performed, in close collaboration with
Markus Hötzel and Wolfgang Käfer. These simulations contained a full WGTS model
including all aforementioned species-dependent effects [Hoe12, Kae12]. The investigation
strategy and the results were published soon after [Sch12a].
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Figure 2.8: Dependence of the systematic shift of mpνeq2 on the LARA calibration error. In
this simplified case, the LARA calibration error pσcal,LARAq is defined as the percentage of
misinterpretation of the calibration factor between the main species in the WGTS, T2 and DT.
The relation between observed (measured) and true, relative tritium amount is given by Eq.
2.21.
The dependence of the calibration uncertainty, σcal,LARA, and associated systematic shift,
∆mpνeq2, is related to the tritium purity, T. It is obvious, that the calibration of the
system becomes irrelevant when the purity parameter approaches T “ 1. Therefore,
the investigations were performed by adopting the reference purity value of T “ 0.95
(90% T2, 10% DT). In Fig. 2.8 the corresponding systematic shift of mpνeq2 is shown
as a function of the LARA calibration error for an assumed vanishing neutrino mass
(mpνeq “ 0 eV{c2). The relation between observed (measured) and true, relative tritium
amount is given by
nobs,T2,rel “ ntrue,T2 ¨ p1` σcal,LARAqntrue,T2 ¨ p1` σcal,LARAq ` ntrue,DT
. (2.21)
It can be deduced that the systematic shift in ∆mpνeq2 would be ď 3 ¨ 10´3 eV2c´4 for
realistic calibration errors σcal,LARA ! 50%.
In order to keep the combined systematic uncertainty from the description of the final-
state distribution and the LARA calibration as low as possible, one aims for a calibration
uncertainty of 10% or smaller. In this case, the uncertainty contribution resulting from the
trueness of the LARA calibration will not significantly contribute to the total uncertainty
[Sch12a]. Independent estimates using a toy model rather than the full source simulation
lead to a comparable result [Kae12].
Said considerations only account for the case of neutrino mass measurements by KATRIN
in standard operation mode (i.e. isotopic purity T « 0.95 and measurements interval up
to 30 eV below the endpoint energy). However, additional, auxiliary measurements are
scheduled in which the knowledge of the gas composition is even more demanding. The
energy loss function of the β-electrons inside the gaseous tritium source will be measured
with the help of a mono-energetic electron-gun which probes the gas density and the
characteristic energy loss of the scattered electrons [Bab12]. Therefore, different source
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gas compositions will be prepared to disentangle the isotopic influence on the scattering
losses. In this process the scenario changes from having only one primary constituent, T2,
with the rest being only impurities, to a scenario with constituents of similar magnitude.
Thus in the latter scenario, the same (relative) calibration uncertainties would imply larger
(absolute) shift in the composition.
It is considered that KATRIN may also be utilized for the search of sterile neutrinos from
the eV scale [Rii11, For11] up to the keV scale [Veg13], with the latter being a candidate for
warm dark matter [Aba06]. In these investigation the measurement interval will no longer
be limited to the endpoint region of the spectrum, but be rather expanded to the entire
spectrum. In this case much higher rates are present and significantly larger systematic
effects with regard to gas dynamics and energy losses are expected. Thus, for these future
investigations, the monitoring requirements are assumed to be even higher.
Summary of the accuracy issues of the KATRIN LARA system and objectives of this
thesis An introduction to the Raman effect and its application for quantitative spec-
troscopy will be provided in Chapter 3. The feasibility of using Raman spectroscopy for the
monitoring of the source gas composition was proved already in [Lew07, Sch09, Stu10a].
There, it could be demonstrated that the required precision of 0.1% can be achieved
during a long-term test with circulating gas samples within a sampling time of 250 s
[Fis11, Stu10b].
Following these early investigations, major optimizations in the experimental LARA setup,
the data read-out and the data-processing methods were implemented in the course of
this PhD thesis. These steps have enhanced the sensitivity of LARA by more than one
order of magnitude as reported in Chapter 4 (experimental setup and routines).
Therefore, it can be claimed that the precision requirement of the KATRIN experiment is
well-in-hand. On the other side, the fundamental open issue of calibration and thus of the
LARA system’s trueness was not touched prior to this thesis.
Therefore, the principle goal of this thesis was to develop different calibration strategies,
to apply them and to further optimize them with regard to the LARA system of KATRIN,
to validate them with regards to systematic uncertainty (trueness), and to finally evaluate
the impact of the calibration to the neutrino mass analysis of KATRIN.
The path to this final goal is given along the chapters of this thesis. At the end of Chap-
ter 3 various calibration possibilities will be discussed with regard to their individual
advantages and drawbacks, from which the overall strategy for KATRIN will be iden-
tified. It consists of two approaches, which on their own would not be suitable for the
calibration of the LARA system for all six hydrogen isotopologues. Only by combining
these approaches the requirements can be met successfully. In Chapter 5, the first method
is introduced which is able to cover all six hydrogen isotopologues. This approach is
sample-free and is based on theoretical Raman intensities and the spectral sensitivity of
the Raman system. However, the validity of the available theoretical data needs to be
proved. This is done within a second, independent calibration method. Its methodology
and results are discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 is dedicated to the comparison
of both calibration methods and to the discussion of their impact on the KATRIN physics
analysis.
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46
Chapter 3
Theory of quantitative Raman
spectroscopy
Light has the ability to scatter off molecules. In this process the direction of the outgoing
photon is changed with regard to the incident one, but the photon’s wavelength stays
constant. The probability of this elastic interaction is quite low; for example, only about
10´5 of the incoming photons are Rayleigh-scattered after being transmitted through 1 m
of air [Sne05]. In 1923, Adolf Smekal predicted the existence of an even rarer possibility of
inelastic scattering [Sme23]. This effect was then discovered experimentally by C.V. Raman
and K.S. Krishnan in 1928 [Ram28], so that later it was being named after its principal
discoverer as the “Raman effect”. In Fig. 3.1 the inelastic scattering process of a photon
with a diatomic molecule is visualized. It details the energy transfer to the molecule during
the process while the photon energy is reduced by the amount of transferred energy.
Today, the Raman effect is used for numerous spectroscopic investigations [Lyo98]. The
Vibration Rotation
Incident light Scattere
d light
Molecular excitation 
λin λscat
Eexc
Figure 3.1: Illustration of a Raman scattering process. A photon with a certain energy hc{λin
scatters off a molecule. In the case of inelastic scattering, a quantized amount of energy, Eexc,
is transferred into rotational and/or vibrational excitation of the molecule. The energy of the
scattered photon is reduced accordingly by the energy portion hc{λscat “ hc{λin ´ Eexc, so
that its wavelength is increased (λscat ą λin). Note that the inverse process is also possible;
this will be included in the discussion below.
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spectral analysis of the Raman-scattered light elucidates the qualitative and quantitative
composition of a target sample. A multitude of applications is found in the analysis of
gases [Sch03], in material science [Web00], in life-science [Pet03], and in many further
fields. Various aspects of quantitative analysis using Raman spectrometry are summarized
in the review by Pelletier [Pel03].
The intention of this chapter is to provide a sufficient theoretical science base for the
reader to follow the content of this thesis. It starts with an introduction to properties of
the excited states in diatomic molecules and to the Raman effect. The focus will then be
directed onto Raman intensities and the special features of Raman spectroscopy when all
hydrogen isotopologues are included. Subsequently, a summary is given of the research
and development (R&D) activities and milestones related to Raman spectroscopy of
tritium containing gas samples by external groups and groups at the Tritium Laboratory
Karlsruhe (TLK). Finally, the important issue of calibration is discussed and various
possible realizations are presented. The chapter concludes with the calibration strategy
adapted for the Laser Raman system of KATRIN.
The following introduction into the fundamentals of molecular excitation and the Raman
effect is based on the textbooks by Atkins, Long, as well as Haken and Wolf. [Atk06,
Lon02, Hak06].
3.1 Introduction to Raman Spectroscopy
A typical setup for Raman spectroscopy is shown schematically in Fig. 3.2, while a detailed
discussion of the actual setup is given in the following Chapter 4.
The intensity of the inelastically scattered (Raman) light is generally very small as com-
pared to the elastically scattered (Rayleigh) light. Only one out of 107 ´ 108 photons is
participating in Raman scattering [Pet03]. In general, this is a sensitivity limiting drawback.
Despite this, Raman has several advantages over other spectroscopic techniques.
For Raman spectroscopy one needs a single laser only, operating at a fixed wavelength to
cover a wide spectral range. Other techniques which are based on emission/absorption
spectroscopy, such as Laser Induced Fluorescence, require tunable lasers or a combination
of lasers making such a system more complex [Tel07].
Raman spectroscopy also overcomes another typical drawback of emission/absorption
spectroscopy. These techniques are generally unable to detect (homonuclear) molecules,
that do not exhibit a permanent dipole moment like O2, N2 and, of course, H2, D2 and T2.
This restriction is not given for Raman scattering and thus all six hydrogen isotopologues,
the three homonuclear (H2, D2, T2) ones and the three heteronuclear (HD, HT, DT) ones,
are detectable by Raman spectroscopy.
In summary, Raman spectroscopy is an excellent choice for the measurement of the isotopic
purity of the WGTS source gas for KATRIN. The procedure is non-destructive, non-contact
and can be performed in-line of the chemical engineering process while also allowing for
near-time process control and data analysis [Sch09].
Within this thesis specific aspects of Raman intensity will be investigated with greater
detail. The introduction to the excited states and to the Raman scattering is based on a
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of measurement setup for observing of the Raman effect. The general
components of a standard Raman experiment are shown for a 90˝ observation geometry. This
geometry is preferred to reduce the intensity of the primary collected light which may be
diffusely reflected into the detection system.
semi-classical model. A pure quantum mechanical approach would describe the processes
and energies in a more precise way, but given experimental precision and resolution,
this is of no relevance for the results presented here. For further reading, the following
textbooks are recommended on which the theory of the sections below is based on:
[Atk06, Lon02, Hak06].
3.1.1 Rotational and vibrational states in diatomic molecules
In order to understand the Raman effect in the context of diatomic molecules like the six
hydrogen isotopologues (H2, HD, HT, D2, DT and T2), first the possible excited energy
states within molecules needs to be introduced.
The possible modes of excitation in molecules are electronic, vibrational, and rotational
ones. Only the latter two are in the energy range considered here and thus of relevance for
the non-resonant Raman spectroscopy employed in this thesis.
In spectroscopy the energy of states, the transition energy between states, and the photon
energy are expressed usually in wavenumbers ν˜ (in units of cm´1). The relation to
frequency ν (in Hz) and wavelength λ (in nm) is the following:
ν˜ “ 1
λ
“ ν
c
“ E
hc
(3.1)
with h being Planck’s constant and c denoting the speed of light.
Rotational states A generic model for the energy configuration of circular motions of a
diatomic molecule is the rigid rotator with quantized energy for each rotational quantum
number J . The eigenenergy spectrum F˜ pJq in units of cm´1 is given as
F˜ pJq “ BJpJ ` 1q (3.2)
with B “ hp8pi2cq´1Θ´1 as the rotational constant being characteristic for the molecule
with the mass-dependent moment of inertia Θ.
It can be shown experimentally that this term is only a coarse approximation since the
internuclear distance of both atoms in the molecule is centrifugally stretched, especially if
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Figure 3.3: Model for rotation of diatomic molecules. Left: Model and energy spectrum of a
rigid rotator. The distance between both atoms is fixed. Right: Model and energy spectrum of
a non-rigid rotator. Here, the rigid connection between both atoms is replaced by a flexible
one with spring constant k. This allows for centrifugal stretching which shifts the energy
levels to lower values.
excited to high J values. Therefore a correction term is introduced by using a stretching
constant D. The modified energy spectrum is then given as
F˜ pJq “ BJpJ ` 1q ´DJ2pJ ` 1q2 . (3.3)
For higher precision, e.g. if the lines are resolved with better energy resolution, further
correction terms can be added (see [Her63]), but this higher order effect is not relevant
here.
Vibrational states The approach of describing vibrational states is similar to the one
applied to rotational states of diatomic molecules. First, a generic model is employed to
which then correction terms are applied to arrive at the required accuracy.
The starting approximation in this case is a harmonic oscillator with the following energy
spectrum
G˜pvq “ ωe
ˆ
v ` 12
˙
(3.4)
with v being the vibrational quantum number. The constant ωe “ p2picq´1
a
kµ´1 contains
the reduced mass µ of the molecule and a spring constant k characterizing the coupling
between both atoms. The well-known energy spectrum of the harmonic oscillator is given
in the left panel of Fig. 3.4.
Of course, the simple harmonic potential has to be replaced by a more realistic one. The
Morse potential in general is a suitable empirical ansatz, as shown in the right panel of
Fig. 3.4. It can be seen that the equidistant energy spacing of the harmonic oscillator
is not longer valid in the anharmonic case. The correction is introduced by adding an
anharmonicity constant xeωe to Eq. 3.4:
G˜pvq “ ωe
ˆ
v ` 12
˙
´ xeωe
ˆ
v ` 12
˙2
. (3.5)
Again, higher-order corrections are possible but not relevant in this context.
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Figure 3.4: Potential curves of the (an-)harmonic oscillator. Re is the equilibrium position
of the internuclear distance and v is the vibrational quantum number. Left: The parabolic
harmonic potential causes equidistant energy levels. Right: The anharmonic potential here
is approximated by a Morse potential. The principle of equidistant states is no longer valid
for higher v values. The potential converges to a dissociation energy De for an internuclear
separation of RÑ8. Above this energy no bound states appear.
Vibrational-rotational states Until now rotational and vibrational excitations have been
considered to be independent of each other. In Raman spectroscopy beyond pure rotational
spectroscopy one generally deals with combinations of both types of excitations.
Accurate vibrational-rotational energy states can be obtained by taking into account the
interaction between rotations and vibrations. The anharmonicity of the Morse potential
leads to an increase of xRy, the mean of the internuclear separation, for higher vibrational
quantum numbers v. A larger xRy in turn leads to a shift of the rotational energy levels.
This coupling of vibrational and rotational excitation is expressed by replacing the B and
D constants in Eq. 3.3 with a v-dependent term:
B Ñ Bv “ B ´ α2
ˆ
v ` 12
˙
, (3.6)
D Ñ Dv “ D ´ β
ˆ
v ` 12
˙
(3.7)
with α and β being molecular specific correction constants.
Finally, the terms for coupled vibrational-rotational excited energy levels, in units of cm´1,
are
T˜ pv, Jq “ G˜pvq ` F˜ pv, Jq (3.8)
“ ωe
ˆ
v ` 12
˙
´ xeωe
ˆ
v ` 12
˙2
`BvJpJ ` 1q ´Dv pJpJ ` 1qq2 . (3.9)
This formula provides the energy terms relevant to the work described in this thesis in
sufficient precision. Further corrections are discussed for example by Herzberg [Her63].
3.1.2 Basic principles of the Raman effect
Light can interact with molecules via absorption or emission if the resonance condition
∆E “ hν and certain selection rules are met. In this case ∆E is the energy difference be-
tween two energy states within the molecule. The Hamiltonian describing the interaction
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between the photon and the molecule is given by the electric dipole moment p and the
E-vector of the photon field [Lee79]
H “ ´p ¨ E . (3.10)
This is a first order process due to the direct proportionality to the electrical field strength
and the fact that only one photon is involved. However, the involved molecule has to
have a permanent electric dipole moment.
Aside from first order interactions it is possible that photons scatter off the molecule. In
this case, the above-mentioned resonance condition does not need to be met. The classical
explanation for this phenomenon is that the E-vector of the field couples to the electrons
in the shell of the molecules and thus is able to induce the so-called frequency-dependent
linear electric dipole moment [Lon02]
pind “ α ¨ E (3.11)
with α being the polarizability tensor of the molecule. One could consider inserting this
induced dipole moment into Eq. 3.10 which then would lead to a quadratic dependence
of the interaction on E . This indicates that the processes discussed here are of second
order, with two photons being involved in the scattering process: one in-going and one
out-going.
The polarizability reflects how strongly the molecular system reacts to an external electric
field by inducing a dipole moment. The components αρ,σ of the polarizability tensor α
can be expanded into a Taylor series with respect to the normal coordinates of a vibration
Qk, Ql around the equilibrium1 indexed by “0” [Lon02]
αρ,σ “ pαρ,σq0 `
ÿ
k
ˆBαρ,σ
BQk
˙
0
Qk ` 12
ÿ
k
ÿ
l
ˆ B2αρ,σ
BQkBQl
˙
0
QkQl ` . . . . (3.12)
As a simplification, in the following only a specific mode of vibration k “ i is chosen and
higher orders of Q than the first are neglected. Thus one can rewrite Eq. 3.12 as
αi “ α0 `α1iQi . (3.13)
This new form is composed of the equilibrium polarizability tensor α0 and one which is
the product of αi1 and Qi.
This αi (Eq. 3.13) can be inserted into Eq. 3.11; furthermore, a simple harmonic motion
around the equilibrium is assumed, thus Qi “ Qi0 cospωit` δiq. The oscillation frequency
of the selected mode is ωi and δi denotes an arbitrary phase factor. The external electric
field is assumed to be oscillating at a different frequency ωext: E “ E0 cos pωexttq.
With this Eq. 3.11 becomes
pind “ α0E0 cos pωexttq `α1iQi0E0 cos pωit` δiq cos pωexttq . (3.14)
One then can use the trigonometric identity cosA cosB “ 1{2 pcos pA`Bq ` cos pA´Bqq
and obtains
pind “ αRayE0 cos pωexttq `αRam,iE0 cos ppωext ˘ ωiqt˘ δiq (3.15)
1In this semi-classical approach only vibration around the equilibrium is considered.
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Figure 3.5: Energy level diagrams for photon scattering. The incident photon excites the
molecule into a virtual, intermediate quantum state |vy followed by a transition to the final
state accompanied by the emission of the scattered photon. Rayleigh scattering : The initial
and final state are the same |iy “ |fy, thus no change in wavelength is observed. Stokes
Raman scattering : the energy of |iy is lower than of |fy. The scattered photon is red-shifted
h¯ωin ą h¯ωout. Anti-Stokes Raman scattering : the energy of |iy is higher than of |fy. The
scattered photon is blue-shifted h¯ωin ă h¯ωout.
with αRay “ α0 and αRam,i “ 1{2α1iQi0.
In Eq. 3.15 the first part of the induced dipole moment oscillates with the frequency of the
external field, while the second part reduces or increases the frequency by the oscillation
frequency of the selected mode, respectively.
The frequency conserving component (ωext) accounts for the so-called (elastic) Rayleigh
scattering. The component with (ωext ´ ωi) gives rise to red-shifted radiation related to
(inelastic) Stokes Raman scattering. The other component (ωext ` ωi) is responsible for
a blue-shifted radiation related to anti-Stokes Raman scattering. These three different
interaction possibilities of light with the molecule are sketched in Fig. 3.5. It illustrates that
the change in wavelength always involves a change of the previously introduced energy
states within the molecule.
All three processes involve two photons which each carry a spin of S “ 1. This leads
to a selection rule for a Rayleigh / Raman transition of ∆J “ 0, ˘2. The lower state is
associated with J2 and the excited state with J 1 [Tel07]. Tab. 3.1 summarizes the different
combinations of vibrational ∆v and rotational ∆J transitions, including the nomenclature
for related branches. In the case of a harmonic oscillator the selection rule for vibrational
transitions is ∆v “ 0,˘1. Overtones with ∆v “ ˘2, 3, . . . become allowed for the
anharmonic case. However, in this thesis only ∆v “ `1 transitions are considered.
Fig. 3.6 sketches a schematic view of a typical Raman spectrum of a diatomic molecule. It
includes the notation convention introduced in Tab. 3.1.
Up to this point, the Raman effect has been introduced classically. It should be noted
that the classical polarizability tensors αRay and αRam are replaced by their quantum
mechanical analogues, the transition polarizability tensors. They can quantitatively be
related to fundamental molecular properties [Lon02].
Finally, the wavenumber (or wavelength) of the incident light is shifted by an amount
of energy corresponding to vibrational-rotational transitions within the molecule in the
Raman scattering process; therefore, Raman line positions can be calculated. However,
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Table 3.1: Selection rules and notation convention in Raman spectra. In this thesis the usual
notation convention of KATRIN LARA group for the branches in the Raman spectra is used
as introduced by Richard Lewis [Lew07]. The anti-Stokes Raman branch is only stated for
completeness of the notation, but it does not play any role in the scope of this thesis because of
the selected experimental configuration. Note that the Raman shift of anti-Stokes is negative.
Type of Pure Selection rules Branch Raman shift
scattering rotation ∆v ∆J name ∆ν˜
anti-Stokes Raman yes 0 ´2 O0 ν˜0 ´ ν˜rot
Rayleigh - 0 0 Q0 -
Stokes Raman yes 0 `2 S0 ν˜0 ´ ν˜rot
Stokes Raman no 1 ´2 O1 ν˜0 ´ ν˜vib ` ν˜rot
1 0 Q1 ν˜0 ´ ν˜vib
1 `2 S1 ν˜0 ´ ν˜vib ´ ν˜rot
anti-Stokes Raman
Rayleigh
Stokes Raman
λ0 λ0+Δλvibλ0‒Δλvib
ν0~
λ
ν~
S0 S1
Q1
O1Q-1
O-1
O0
S-1
Q0
ν0+Δνvib~ ~ ν0‒Δνvib~ ~
Figure 3.6: Schematic view of a typical Raman spectrum of a diatomic molecule. The
Rayleigh line, Q0, at the frequency of the primary line ν˜0 is surrounded by pure rotational
Raman lines (S0, O0). The selection rules are according to Tab. 3.1. The index of the branches
indicates the ∆v. The anti-Stokes lines are normally much fainter at room temperature, be-
cause the thermally excited states are less populated according to the Boltzmann distribution.
Note that the axis is labeled with wavelength λ. For the representation in wavenumbers ν˜ the
diagram has to be read in reversed order. According to [Hak06].
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the simple classical description does not allow one to derive absolute Raman scattering
intensities. This is the topic of the subsequent section.
3.1.3 Description of Raman intensities
One of the main objectives of this work has been the calibration of the KATRIN LARA
system. Accordingly, it is necessary to discuss the Raman intensities of a diatomic molecule
in appropriate detail. It should be mentioned at this point that the focus for quantitative
analysis is on the Q1-branches which do not involve a change of rotational wavenumber
in the scattering process, thus J2 “ J 1.
The intensity of light which is scattered by diatomic molecules via the Raman effect is
given as [Lon02]
Ipϕ, θqps,pi “ kν˜ ¨ ν˜4s ¨Ni ¨ Φpϕ, θ, a, γqps,pi ¨ I . (3.16)
The individual factors will be explained below. It should be noted that Eq. 3.16 applies only
if one measures scattered power rather than the number of scattered photons [McM06]. In
most dispersive/charge-coupled devices (CCDs) the latter case is given, thus the equation
has be modified to
Ipϕ, θqps,pi “ kν˜ ¨ ν˜0 ¨ ν˜3s ¨Ni ¨ Φpϕ, θ, a, γqps,pi ¨ I . (3.17)
Note that this expression is given for a selected molecule and a certain transition. The
terms and constants in said equation are discussed in the following list.
pϕ, θqps,pi : The angles ϕ and θ describe the direction of the scattered beam relative to the
scattering plane. The parameters ps and pi represent the polarization state of the
scattered and incident light, respectively. A visualization of the definitions of angles
and polarization planes is provided in Fig. 3.7.
kν˜ : The constant is given by
kν˜ “ pi
2
20
« 1.259 ¨ 1023 F´2m2 (3.18)
with 0 being the permittivity of vacuum.
ν˜s, ν˜0: The wavenumbers are given for scattered light and the excitation line, respectively.
The wavenumber of the scattered light is obtained from ν˜s “ ν˜0 ´ ∆ν˜i with ∆ν˜i
being the Raman shift corresponding to a certain molecular state i.
Ni: The population factor Ni expresses the number of molecules in the initial state i
Ni “ N gi exp
`´ EikT ˘
Z
. (3.19)
N represents the total number of irradiated molecules proportional to the partial
pressure, kT is the thermal energy, Ei the energy of the initial state consisting of
vibrational and rotational parts, and Z describes the molecular partition function
Z “
ÿ
j
gj exp
ˆ
´Ej
kT
˙
. (3.20)
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Figure 3.7: Definition of Raman scattering angles and polarization states. The scattering
plane is determined by the incident light beam along the z-axis and its azimuth angle ϕ with
respect to the light collection x-axis. The zenith angle θ is defined as the angle between the
z-axis and the scattered ray in the scattering plane. In the direction of the x-axis, imaging
lenses and polarization optics are found. The K and || symbols represent the polarization
direction of linear polarized light relative to the xz-plane. The notation of the variables is
according to Long [Lon02].
The statistical weight gi is composed of the individual weights of the vibrational
gv and rotational gJ2 states: gi “ gv ¨ gJ2 . In the case of diatomic molecules, the
vibrational states are non-degenerated and thus gv “ 1.
The statistical weight gJ2 depends on the nuclear spin degeneracy gN and the
rotational quantum number J2:
gJ2 “ gN ¨ p2J2 ` 1q . (3.21)
In the following the symmetry of the total wave function needs to be considered.
For heteronuclear molecules (e.g. HD, HT, DT) no parity can be defined resulting
in gN “ 1, but in the case of homonuclear molecules the nuclear spin statistic has to
be taken into account:
Ψtot “ Ψspin,nuc ¨Ψelec ¨Ψspace . (3.22)
The wave function of molecules with two fermionic nuclei (H2, T2) has to be anti-
symmetric under inversion since it has to follow Pauli’s principle. According to this
the wave function of molecules with bosonic nuclei (D2) has to be symmetric. The
influence of nuclear spin statistics on hydrogen isotopologues is demonstrated in
Tab. 3.2. This effect is visualized in Chapter 5 for calculated intensities (Fig. 5.2) and
measured intensities (Fig. 5.15).
Φpϕ, θ, a, γqps,pi The line strength function Φ is given by the isotropic averages of squares
of the transition polarizability tensor components [Lon02]. These components de-
pend on the experiment’s geometry and light polarization.
The four line strength functions for K- and ||-polarized light are given below2, as
2Note that these function play an important role in Chapter 5.
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Table 3.2: Nuclear spin statistics and influence on relative intensities. The rotational line
intensities of the homonuclear hydrogen isotopologues H2,D2 and T2 are effected by the
nuclear spin. This leads to a 3 : 1 (H2,T2) or 1 : 2 (D2) alternation of gN for the odd:even
values of J2.
Isotopologue H2,T2 D2
Total nuclear spin I 12 1
Nuclear spin degeneracy 2I ` 1 2 3
Quantum statistics Fermi-Dirac Bose-Einstein
Nuclear spin statistical weight gN
J2 odd / J2 even 3 / 1 3 / 6
Relative intensities of Raman lines
J2 odd / J2 even 3 / 1 1 / 2
z
x
y
α┴
α║
α┴
A B
Figure 3.8: Polarization ellipsoid of a diatomic molecule. The values of the polarizability
along the principal axes is given by α|| (and αK) for the parallel (and perpendicular) direction
relative to the molecular axis. The average polarizability is defined as a “ 1{3 ¨ pα|| ` 2αKq
and the polarizability anisotropy is given by γ “ α|| ´ αK.
functions of the angles ϕ and θ [Lon02]
Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,Ki “ a2 cospϕq2 ` bp2qγ
2
45
`
4´ sinpϕq2˘ , (3.23)
Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,||i “ a2 sinpϕq2 ` bp2qγ
2
45
`
3` sinpϕq2˘ , (3.24)
Φpϕ, θ, a, γq||s,||i “ a2 cospθq2 cospϕq2 ` bp2qγ
2
45
`
3` cospθq2 cospϕq2˘ , (3.25)
Φpϕ, θ, a, γq||s,Ki “ a2 cospθq2 sinpϕq2 ` bp2qγ
2
45
`
3` cospθq2 sinpϕq2˘ . (3.26)
The tensor invariants, which are given by the average polarizability, a, and the polar-
izability anisotropy, γ, in the line strength function are specific for each isotopologue
and molecular transition. The geometrical meaning in the polarizability ellipsoid is
visualized in Fig. 3.8.
The factor bp2q in the above equations is the Placzek-Teller factor; for rotational states,
J2, in a Qv-branch it is given as [Lon02]
b
p2q
J2 “
J2pJ2 ` 1q
p2J2 ´ 1qp2J2 ` 3q . (3.27)
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In some experimental cases the initial linear polarization is not pure, but contains a
polarization contaminant deviating from perpendicular polarization direction. For
example, this could happen if the cleanness of the polarization is deteriorated by
stress-induced birefringence. In a mathematical description, such an admixture can
be described by introducing a parameter ξ “ cos2 β. In this context, β is the angular
deviation from the vertical polarization direction. A value ξ “ 1 corresponds to
perfect vertical (linear) polarization. A value ξ “ 0.5 then represents a beam whose
components of polarization, Ki and ||i, would be of equal magnitude, and a value
ξ “ 0 corresponds to perfect horizontal (linear) polarization.
As an example, Eq. 3.23 would be modified in the following way
Φeffectivepϕ, θ, a, γq “ξ ¨ Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,Ki ` p1´ ξq ¨ Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,||i . (3.28)
I: It denotes the irradiance of the incident excitation light. Note that this term has no
impact on the calculation of relative intensities since it is canceling out.
The expression of the intensity above was given in terms of wavenumber or Raman shift.
Sometimes it is recommended to provide it in terms of wavelength, e.g. if the spectral
calibration curve is provided in these units.
The Raman intensity for a certain isotopologue x is then given as
IRaman,xpλs, Nxq “ C ¨ λ´10 ¨ λ´3s ¨Nx ¨ Φx ¨ I . (3.29)
In this notation, Φx represents the line strength function under a defined polarization
configuration with the a and γ utilized for the respective isotopologue x, after integration
over the solid angle of observation. C absorbs all constant coefficients which would appear
in the equation.
This equation represents a simplification since all isotopologues x are treated as if they
would contribute with a single Raman line only. However, the equation will be used as a
starting point in Section 5.2 to then be extended to respective requirements.
3.2 Raman spectroscopy on hydrogen isotopologues
In this section three items will be discussed with regard to the application of Raman
spectroscopy on hydrogen isotopologues. First, the very requirements for Raman systems
are defined which allow to measure all six hydrogen isotopologues simultaneously. Sec-
ond, ab initio calculations providing the tensor invariants a and γ are introduced. And
finally, earlier Raman experiments on all hydrogen isotopologues involving tritium are
summarized.
Pre-requisites of the experimental systems From the theoretical point of view, Raman
spectroscopy on hydrogen isotopologues can be deemed to be a rather simple application,
as the diatomic molecules consist of two light nuclei and two electrons only.
The isotopic effect for the three atoms, H, D and T, is very pronounced due to their mass
ratio 1 : 2 : 3. This provides a very good separation of the spectral lines which is related
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Figure 3.9: Typical Raman spectra of a gas mixture containing all six hydrogen. Left:
Overview spectrum with medium spectral resolution. All assigned peaks are the Q1-branches
of the corresponding molecule. The minor, unassigned lines are the S1- and O1-lines of the
six hydrogen isotopologues. Note that individual Q1-lines are not resolved. Right: High
resolution spectrum of the Q1-branch of T2. The numbers indicate the rotational quantum
number J2 of the individual Q1-lines. The J2 “ 0 line is convoluted with the J2 “ 1 line. The
intensity distribution of the resolved Q1-lines is mainly given by the Boltzmann distribution
modulated by the gN factor according to the nuclear spin statistic introduced in Tab. 3.2.
to the reduced mass of the isotopologues. The Q1-branches are chosen for extraction
of intensities and thus for analysis. In Fig. 3.9 a spectrum of all six species is shown.
When using a laser with emission wavelength of 532 nm the Raman system has to cover
a certain spectral region. The Q1-branches in this spectrum range from T2 at a Raman
shift of 2464 cm´1, which corresponds to a wavelength of 612 nm, to H2 at a Raman shift
of 4162 cm´1, which corresponds to a wavelength of 683 nm. It should be noted that the
Raman system should also cover the S0-branches (see Fig. 4.13 in next chapter). Then the
spectral region needs to be extended to about the excitation line of the laser, here 0 cm´1
and 532 nm, respectively.
The temperature of the gas to be analyzed is normally around room temperature (T “
300 K, kT « 200 cm´1). The vibrational energies of the hydrogen isotopologues can be
inserted into Eq. 3.19 to obtain the initial population of the vibrational excitation. It is
found that Nv“1{Nv“0 « 10´6 and thus one can assume that the isotopologues are in the
vibrational ground state [Sch09]. The excitation energies of the rotational transitions are
of the order of the thermal energy kT , therefore a few excited states are usually populated
at room temperature. In the right panel of Fig. 3.9 the Q1-branch of T2 is shown in high
resolution with individual rotational lines being resolved (recall that ∆v “ `1, ∆J “ 0).
The lines exhibit a thermal distribution with overlaying modulation of the statistical
weight (see Tab. 3.2). The fact that the Q1-branch has a substructure and is not represented
by only a single line can also be noticed in the asymmetry of the branches in the medium
resolution acquisition (left panel of Fig. 3.9). Accordingly, the individual shapes of the
peaks need to be taken into account in the data analysis (see Section 4.2.2).
In the previous work of the author three reasons were given as to why the Q1-branches
have advantages over the S0-branches with regard to quantitative analysis [Sch09]. Here,
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only a short summary is presented:
1. The Q1-branches as recorded with medium resolution by and large integrate the
intensity of the underlying lines. In general, this implies a higher peak intensity and
virtual temperature-independence.
2. S0-branches are much closer to the excitation line at 532 nm. The first rotation lines of
T2 and DT would be suppressed by a laser line cut-off filter installed in the detection
system (see Section 4.1.3).
3. The spectral region of the S0-lines of all hydrogen isotopologues coincides with
parasitic peaks which have their origin in Raman scattering within the fused silica
(SiO2) of the laser windows of the sample cell [Wal82].
Theoretical values for the polarizability The Raman intensity was introduced above
as being calculable from different factors and constants. It was discussed that all neces-
sary constituents are available with sufficient accuracy, with the exception of the tensor
invariants a and γ of the polarizability tensor for each line and molecule.
This latter point has been studied intensively by theoreticians for over 50 years. Here, a
brief summary is provided.
The molecular system of hydrogen is often seen as a model case for comparative studies
of theory and experiment. The quantum mechanical system consists of two electrons and
two nuclei only. Despite the presumed simplicity, enormous efforts were necessary to
arrive at accurate quantitative values from ab initio calculations. The beginnings of the
early calculations go back to the 1930s [Mro32]. These basic attempts were significantly
improved about 20 years later by making use of the novel variation-perturbation method
by Ishiguro et al [Ish52] enabling the calculation of energies and molecular polarization.
In the following decades many research groups actively worked on theoretical approaches
to various physical quantities of molecular hydrogen. Important contributors amongst
others were Kolos and Wolniewicz [Kol63, Kol64, Kol68] and Rychlewski [Ryc82]. A
comprehensive overview of all relevant contributions up to the late 1980s was given by
Schwartz and LeRoy [Sch87]. Each contribution led to further refinement of the results by
adding more correction terms in order to improve the model or by using more elaborate
potential functions.
In 1984, Hunt et al published ab initio calculations of the polarizabilities for all six
hydrogen isotopologues [Hun84]. These values were only calculated for the static case
meaning that the wavelength of an oscillating field is infinite. This can therefore only
reflect a simplification of real experiments. In 1986, the potential curve for H2 was refined
by Kolos et al [Kol86]; those data were then used as a basis for the calculations by Schwartz
and LeRoy [Sch87]. Specifically, the efforts by LeRoy’s group addressed the calculation of
the off-diagonal matrix elements related to the average polarizability, a, and polarizability
anisotropy, γ, encountered in Raman spectroscopy, for all vibrational-rotational states of
diatomic hydrogen isotopologues.
Schwartz and LeRoy state that the values for the tritium containing molecules were
obtained via a scaling method beyond the non-adiabatic corrections calculated for H2, HD,
and D2 [Sch87]. Therefore, the results are to be viewed with some caution. The results
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were presented for the static case (λ “ 8) and for one specific wavelength of the argon
ion laser (λ “ 488 nm).
In order to obtain adequate a and γ values for the case of the green Nd:YAG (frequency-
doubled) of λ “ 532 nm, Robert J. LeRoy was contacted and he was able to provide the
whole tabulation of polarizabilities for all relevant lines from recalculation [LeR11].
Finally, a serious deficit of all aforementioned theoretical calculations should be mentioned:
None of the authors provides any accuracy statements or confidence band in the context of
their theoretical derived values. However, the knowledge of the trueness of these values
is essential if they should be employed for calibration.
A certain part of the work reported in this thesis is therefore dedicated to methods to
determine a specific degree of confidence for these theoretical values (see Chapter 5).
Previous Raman studies on all hydrogen isotopologues including tritium Raman
spectroscopy is employed for the analysis of the tritium content of the WGTS source
gas in KATRIN and it has been developed by the KATRIN Laser Raman group at the TLK
in collaboration with the group in Swansea over the course of the past few years (starting
with the PhD thesis of Richard Lewis [Lew07]).
However, Raman spectroscopy was used for investigation and monitoring purposes of
hydrogen isotopologues mixtures by other groups, too. The special interest there did stem
from potential applications for tritium analytics in the process cycle of nuclear fusion
reactors in which T2, DT, and D2 play a distinct role as fusion fuel.
Already in 1978 Edwards et al obtained various spectroscopic constants from measuring
rotational and vibrational-rotational Raman spectra of T2 [Edw78]. Almost one decade
later Veirs and Rosenblatt provided the Raman line positions of all six hydrogen iso-
topologues with an accuracy of ˘1 cm´1 [Vei87]. In 1992, Engelmann performed the first
Raman measurement with tritium at the KIT3 [Eng92]. She focused on high resolution
spectroscopy of S0 andQ1-branches and investigated the exchange reaction of tritium with
methane. At the same time, a group around O’Hira designed a Raman system for remote,
real-time analysis of isotopologue compositions at the Tritium System Test Assembly at
Los Alamos [Ohi92]. They later reported further improvement like lower detection limits
at their Raman systems at the Tritium Process Laboratory in Japan [Ohi96, Ohi00].
First Raman experiments at the TLK were performed by Taylor et al [Tay01]. They used an
actively stabilized external resonator to effectively enhance the Raman signal by a factor
of ą 40. This multi-pass setup however was never employed with tritium containing gas
samples.
For the following years research and development of Raman spectroscopy at the TLK was
not further pursued until Richard Lewis installed the first Raman system for KATRIN
at the TLK [Lew07]. It could be demonstrated that the LARA system integrated into a
mock-up of the Inner Loop, TILO, should be able to fulfill the KATRIN requirements
[Lew08] within rather long acquisition times of the order of t “ 1000 s. However, the
measurements were conducted with non-radioactive isotopologues only. In the following
the author of this thesis carried out first Raman measurements with tritiated species
3At this time it was named as national research center KfK (Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe)
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and performed a series of systematic investigations to improve the understanding of the
system and its sensitivity [Sch09]. Further investigations on the laser stability by Sebastian
Fischer followed [Fis10a]. An important result was provided by a long-term experiment
in which high purity tritium gas was circulated. The investigation was conducted at
LOOPINO, another Inner Loop mock-up installed by Michael Sturm, under KATRIN-like
conditions with the LARA system giving proof-of-principle that the precision and stability
requirements can be met successfully [Fis11, Stu10b]. The various improvements from the
initial status at this time to the present status up to the finishing of the thesis in hand, are
documented and discussed in Section 4.3.
Due to the rather unexpected observed damage to the optical coating of the sample cell
windows, Kerstin Schönung set up a test experiment to investigate the influence of tritium
gas on optics [Sch11d]. These investigations are currently continued by Vera Schäfer
[Sch13f] and Sebastian Fischer [Fis13].
Embedded into these activities, the investigation of calibration strategies for Raman
spectroscopy as highly accurate quantitative analysis tools was then the task of this
PhD thesis. The respective co-workers (like bachelor, diploma and PhD students) and
the collaborative achievements are indicated at the relevant positions in the following
chapters.
3.3 Calibration for quantitative analysis
In this section the focus shifts from the theoretical description of molecular excitations and
Raman intensities to the quantitative application of Raman spectroscopy. This objective
necessitates a proper calibration which starts with Raman signals to arrive at the actual
true composition of the sample.
From a spectrum as shown in Fig. 3.9 the total Raman signal of each isotopologue x can
be extracted, which is taken in general as the area under a certain Q1-branch peak. This
Raman signal amplitude, Sx, is then related to the number of molecules in the sample,
Nx. A system-dependent response function, Rx, provides the proportionality between the
Raman signal and the number of particles,
Sx “ Rx ¨Nx . (3.30)
Often, relative Raman signal amplitudes, Sx,rel, are used for quantitative analysis rather
than the absolute Sx values4. They can be obtained by normalizing the individual sig-
nal amplitudes to the sum of the signal amplitudes of all isotopologues in the sample.
Accordingly, Eq. 3.30 can be modified to
Sx,rel “ Sxnř
j“1
Sj
“ Rx ¨Nxnř
j“1
Rj ¨Nj
. (3.31)
The objective of the calibration is to determine accurate values for Rx for any constituent
in the sampled gas. In the case of hydrogen isotopologues: x “ T2, . . . ,H2, the response
4Relative Raman signal amplitudes are in general not prone to fluctuation in the irradiance of the excitation
beam.
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functions can be normalized to any base, depending on the calibration method. For
easier comparison of the Rx, as determined by different calibration approaches, it is
recommended to normalize the absolute response functions to the mean of all response
functions determined by one calibration method to arrive at the relative response functions,
Rx,rel,
Rx,rel “ Rx
Rmean
“ n ¨ Rxnř
j“1
Rj
. (3.32)
3.3.1 Possible methods
Three possible approaches to obtain an accurate calibration of the KATRIN Raman system
have been contemplated:
(i) the use of one or more reference methods for cross-calibration;
(ii) the measurement of spectra of well-known calibration samples;
(iii) the use of literature or theoretical values for the Raman cross-sections in combination
with a measurement of the system’s spectral sensitivity.
When dealing with radioactive tritium-containing gas mixtures, one is faced with a range
of challenges with respect to these calibration possibilities in addition.
First, hardly any reference method is available for the compositional measurement of
tritium mixtures, which would provide sufficient trueness (see e.g. [Dem12, Nis06]). The
Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe (TLK), as a laboratory with renowned expertise in tritium
analytics, has currently no system available to provide the required trueness.
Second, the production and usage of accurate samples is a commonly employed technique
in analytical chemistry. Specifically, such samples are very accurate in solid or liquid form,
especially if they are produced by gravimetric preparation. The production of gaseous
samples is less straightforward. Nevertheless, accurate and homogeneous gas mixtures
can in general be provided. However, this is substantially more complicated, as described
in the ISO standard 6142 [ISO01]. When dealing with tritium gas mixtures additional
difficulties are encountered:
(a) radio-chemical reactions (such as self-equilibration or gas-wall interactions) due to
the intrinsic β-activity of tritium [Sou86],
(b) limited T2 purity (a maximum purity of up to 98% can be obtained at the Tritium
Laboratory Karlsruhe [Dör05].),
(c) the necessity to efficiently remove the Raman inactive tritium β-decay product 3He
from stored tritium before mixing (about 0.5% of the tritium sample at hand will decay
every month), and
(d) the technical efforts for the installation of a tritium compatible system which are
restricted by the safety regulations.
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Third, experimentally verified literature values for the Raman scattering cross-sections for
the radioactive hydrogen isotopologues T2, DT and HT are not available. However, the
ab initio calculations mentioned further above allow one to predict so-called “theoretical
intensities” for all six hydrogen isotopologues (see e.g. Schwartz and LeRoy [Sch87]).
However, the trueness of these values is not discussed within said publication. Thus, the
question arises as to the level of confidence of these theoretical values.
3.3.2 Calibration strategy for the KATRIN LARA system
In the previous paragraph it was discussed that each of the possible calibration approaches
has certain drawbacks, constraining its applicability for the given calibration task for the
Raman systems of KATRIN.
A good calibration can therefore only be obtained by a combination of two of the discussed
approaches. The calibration issue is solved by taking advantage of approaches (ii) and (iii)
as visualized in Fig. 3.10.
Accordingly, it is intended to use theory values and the (measured) spectral sensitivity of
the system to arrive at the aforementioned relative response functions, Rx,rel. The use of
theory values requires a consistency check of the employed model which includes means
to obtain a handle on the confidence in those values. Additionally, the spectral sensitivity
has to be determined reliably. In doing so, the total systematic uncertainty should be
substantially smaller than the required upper limit of 10%, in particular also with regard
to future increase in neutrino mass sensitivity of KATRIN.
Subsequently, the Rx,rel values are verified by a calibration with accurately prepared gas
samples consisting of the non-radioactive isotopologues H2, HD and D2. The restriction
to the sub-set of non-tritiated species is necessary since a tritium-certified mixing system
has not been available at the time of these measurements. The employed method and the
apparatus should fulfill certain requirements to obtain highly accurate gas samples.
Once a successful agreement of the relative response functions for the three non-radioactive
isotopologues has been obtained by both approaches, this fact should then provide suffi-
cient confidence in deducing the relative response functions of the tritiated isotopologues
without direct experimental verification.
In a future step, which is beyond the scope of this thesis, the gas sampling method may be
extended to cover all isotopologues to allow for a complete comparison.
In this context, it should be recalled, that for the use within the KATRIN experiment, the
calibration techniques should be able to provide the required trueness of the response
functions of the order of 10% (a better accuracy is desirable).
In Chapter 5 the first calibration method based on theoretical intensities and spectral
sensitivity is introduced and discussed in detail. Chapter 6 then deals with the calibration
based on accurate gas samples. Finally, the results from both methods are compared and
the implications for KATRIN are discussed in Chapter 7.
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Figure 3.10: Analysis principle for the calibration of the LARA systems of KATRIN. In
order to arrive at the sample composition Nx from a given Raman signal Sx, a calibration is
needed to obtain the response functions Rx as linking elements. The first calibration approach
makes use of theoretical intensities and the measurements of the system’s spectral sensitivity
and thus is able to cover all six hydrogen isotopologues. The second independent approach
is (in the current implementation) only able to cover the non-radioactive isotopologues. The
validity of both calibration approaches can be assumed if they lead to the identical response
functions within the assumed systematic uncertainties of the individual approaches.
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Experimental setup
This chapter contains all necessary information to understand how Raman light is pro-
duced experimentally, how a spectrum is generated and how finally accurate intensities
are extracted from such spectra. Therefore, the chapter is divided in two parts. First, the
Raman systems employed for acquiring spectra in this thesis are described. Second, the
spectral analysis methods are highlighted which are used to pre-process the spectra before
Raman intensities are derived from it.
4.1 Raman system hardware
Detailed descriptions of the single components and a deeper introduction in the KATRIN
requirements for these systems are given in the previous diploma thesis by the author
[Sch09]. Therefore, this section will be rather concise. In the first subsection, the general
scheme of the components involved in Raman measurements is presented. Then in the
second subsection, the two Raman systems which have been employed for various tasks
throughout this thesis are introduced and their very differences are discussed.
4.1.1 Overview of the scheme of Raman measurements
The quantitative analysis of unknown hydrogen gas samples involves hardware equip-
ment which is needed to perform spectroscopy. In Fig. 4.1 the sequence of the individual
hardware components involved in the acquisition of a spectrum is shown and it is summed
up in the following enumeration [Sch09]:
1. A laser provides a (nearly) monochromatic light beam.
2. In the Raman cell laser light scatters off the gas molecules of the sample within a
defined volume.
3. The scattered light is collected by a combination of optical lenses and imaged onto a
fiber bundle.
4. The collected light is transported by the fiber bundle into the filter unit.
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Figure 4.1: Sequence of hardware steps in a Raman measurement. For a full explanation
see main text.
5. The edge filter is used for suppression of light from (elastic) Rayleigh-scattering and
from diffusely reflected excitation-source light by more than six orders of magnitude.
6. In the spectrometer a grating is used for wavelength dependent diffraction.
7. The spectrum is finally detected by a CCD array detector producing a raw, two-
dimensional spectrum.
Subsequent software procedures and methods for processing of raw data are discussed
below at Section 4.2.
4.1.2 Raman systems at the TLK
The experimental work presented in this thesis has been mainly performed by making use
of two different Raman systems. The employed systems in this thesis are:
1. LARA system for monitoring of isotopic composition (MonLARA)
The first system is basically identical to the one used in the previous studies [Sch09],
albeit with slight modifications. The main purpose of systems of this conceptual
class is to continuously provide the measured isotopic compositions during KATRIN
runs. Recall, that the requirements for this task are (i) the simultaneous measurement
of all six hydrogen isotopologues; (ii) short acquisition times (order of 100 s); and
(iii) a precision on the 0.1% level or better (see Section 2.4).
Therefore, all calibration efforts are targeted at this system. A sketch of the Mon-
LARA system is found in Fig. 4.2.
2. LARA system for high resolution spectroscopy (HighResLARA)
In the first calibration approach the system-independent theoretical Raman intensi-
ties are required. The verification of the theoretical intensity calculation, for which
no trueness statements is provided, was obtained from so-called depolarization
measurements (see Chapter 5). This involved measuring the depolarization ratios of
each individual Q1pJ2q rotationally-resolved Raman line. Therefore, high resolution
is of greater importance than short acquisition times and full coverage of all hydro-
gen isotopologues. This feature is realized in the HighResLARA system of which a
sketch is shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Sketch and picture of MonLARA system. This system is designed for the si-
multaneous monitoring of all hydrogen isotopologues with high sensitivity. Top panel: The
description of the employed parts is found in Tab. 4.1. M: Mirror; BS: Beam sampler; Pol.:
Polarizer; PD: Photo diode. Bottom panel: Picture into the MonLARA system without Raman
cell. An outside view of a LARA system is given in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Sketch of HighResLARA system. This system is designed for the high resolution
spectroscopy of single hydrogen isotopologues with precise control on the polarization of
excitation laser. Top panel: The description of the employed parts is found in Tab. 4.1. M:
Mirror; BS: Beam sampler; Pol.: Polarizer; PD: Photo diode; λ{2: Half-wave plate. Note that
the SP500i spectrometer is too large for the optical table and thus located outside in a separate
box. A picture of the glove-box appendix is found in Fig. 4.5. Bottom panel: Picture of the
HighResLARA system. Note that the system in the picture is operated at a different location
(grayed out) and is not connected to the glove-box appendix. The box in the foreground is
the water chiller for laser head cooling. The external spectrometer box is not shown on this
picture. An view inside a LARA system is given in Fig. 4.2.
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4.1.3 Components of the Raman systems
A general overview on the components (model names, parameters and properties) utilized
in both Raman systems is given in Tab. 4.1. Changes of individual components or analysis
procedures between certain measurements will be indicated at the paragraphs where it is
needed.
In the following list, the choice of the components and their implications for the Raman
calibration task are discussed.
Laser excitation source Normally, commercial Raman systems are equipped with lasers
which have output powers of some hundred milliwatts (see e.g. www.lambdaphoto.co.uk).
However, the low Raman scattering cross-sections of gases below atmospheric pressures
require a compensation by higher laser powers to maintain a decent signal intensity.
Therefore, the lasers employed in MonLARA and HighResLARA are both diode pumped
solid state (DPSS) lasers with an output power of 5 W. In the bachelor’s thesis of Simon
Kudella [Kud11] it was shown that pointing and power stability of DPSS lasers can be
Table 4.1: Overview of selected components of the LARA systems used for measurements within this
thesis.
Parameter MonLARA HighResLARA
Laser
Model (Manufacturer) Verdi V5 (Coherent)a Finesse (Laser Quantum)b
Gain medium (Wavelength) Nd:YVO4 (532 nm) Nd:YAG (532 nm)
Power 5 W 5 W
Cooling N.A. Water chiller (Laird Tech.)
Output polarization vertical, linear horizontal, linear
CCD-detector
Model (Manufacturer) PIXIS:400B (Princeton Instruments)c PIXS:400B (Princeton Instruments)c
Sensor dimension 26.8ˆ 8.0 mm 26.8ˆ 8.0 mm
Pixel dimension 1340ˆ 400 array , 20ˆ 20µm pixel 1340ˆ 400 array , 20ˆ 20µm pixel
Operating temperature ´75 ˝C ´75 ˝C
Dark noise at 75 ˝C „ 0.001 e´s´1pixel´1 „ 0.001 e´s´1pixel´1
Readout noised 3´ 5 e´1 RMS 3´ 5 e´1 RMS
Spectrometer
Model (Manufacturer) SP2150i (Princeton Instruments)e SP500i (Acton Research Corp.)f
Focal length 150 mm 500 mm
Aperture ratio f{4.0 f{6.5
Installed gratings 600 gr mm´1, 1800 gr mm´1 150 gr mm´1, 600 gr mm´1, 2400 gr mm´1
Sheet polarizer in collection optics
Model (Manufacturer) LPVISE200-A (Thorlabs Inc.)g NT43-787 (Edmund Optics)h
Extinction ratio (600-700nm) ą 5000 : 1 ą 1500 : 1
Transmission (600-700nm) ą 72% 30%
a From Verdi data sheet [Cor05].
b From Finesse data sheet [Las12b].
c From PIXIS:400B data sheet [Pri11].
d Readout noise at a readout rate of 100 kHz.
e From SP2150i data sheet [Pri10b].
f From SP500i manual [Act02]. Note that the follow-up models are now produced by Princeton Instruments.
g Thorlabs Inc., Newton, New Jersey, USA
h Edmund Optics, Barrington, New Jersey, USA
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strongly improved by temperature stabilization of the laser plate. Accordingly, the Finesse
laser was equipped with a water cooled base plate which can stabilize the temperature
down to ∆T “ 0.1 K corresponding to a power stability of better than 0.1% [Fis13, Fis10b].
In Section 5.3 the depolarization measurements with the HighResLARA system will be
presented and it will be shown there, that the power stability is essential since absolute
intensities are used in that analysis. This is in contrast to the measurement with the
MonLARA system for which only relative Raman signals matter. These signals are only
marginally affected by power instabilities and therefore a temperature stabilization of the
employed Verdi Laser is not required.
The Glan-Taylor polarizer (Thorlabs, model GT5-A) installed in the laser path before the
LARA cell improves the cleanness of the linear polarization of the beam with a nominal
extinction ratio of 105 : 1. The high laser cleanness is required for the depolarization
investigations in which minor polarization aberrations could already bias the measurement
results (see Section 5.3).
The MonLARA system was equipped with a retro reflection mirror (not shown in Fig. 4.2)
which could be used to reflect the laser beam back a second time through the sample cell.
The usage of this configuration (double-pass mode) aims at doubling of the Raman signal.
For further discussion see [Her11, Mir11].
Raman cell The cell design developed at the TLK [Tay01] is shown and mainly described
in Fig. 4.4. According to the regulations of the TLK concerning tritium-bearing components
[TLA13], stainless steel in general should be used as primary containment of the tritium
gas1. However, Raman spectroscopy requires an optically transparent light access. The
fused silica windows which take this function are widely tolerated for containing tritium
[DOE93] despite their permeability which is about 1-2 orders of magnitude higher as
compared to stainless steel. The real difficulty arises at the metal-glass transition at which
a sealing is required. Standard rubber O-ring sealings cannot be used since (i) they do not
fulfill leak-tightness requirements, (ii) their materials do not withstand the radio-chemical
aggressivity of tritium, and (iii) they may contain substances like fluorine which then
form secondary chemically aggressive compounds with tritium, like for example tritium
fluoric acid, TF. This problem is overcome by diffusion bonding of the glass by a tantalum
ring to the ConFlat®-flange [Eng92]. The drawback of this method is, that due to the
manufacturing process at elevated temperatures, stress is exerted to the window. This
stress induces birefringence in the fused silica which can lead to polarization aberrations
in the transmitted light. Details on the effect and its ramifications are discussed in Section
5.3.2.2. The laser light is focused inside the Raman cell by an anti-reflection coated lens
with a focal-length of f “ 250 mm.
In the case of a sample containing more tritium than the permitted limit (1010 Bq), it has
to be placed in a secondary enclosure for reason of radiation protection2. Putting the
whole Raman system into an additional enclosure, e.g. into a glove-box, is not practical
due to the risk of tritium contamination as well as the constrained access for assembly
and alignment. Therefore, an appendix was mounted to the glove-box which contains
1Further discussion in Section 6.3.
2Note that the general permitted limit in Germany for gaseous tritium is 109 Bq. The special limit of
1010 Bq for handling tritium under a suitable radionuclide hood is only valid at the TLK [Hah07].
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Figure 4.4: Cross-sectional view from top and photo of the Raman cell. All windows are
made of fused silica and diffusion bonded into CF16-flanges. The laser windows are coated
with an AR-coating optimized for 532 nm. The Raman windows are recessed into the cell
to enhance the acceptance angle and to reduce the dead volume. They are coated with a
broad-band AR-coating to provide a nearly lossless transmission of the scattered light [Tay01].
Right: Shown is a completely assembled Raman cell consisting of cell body, laser windows,
Raman windows and manual valves.
the KATRIN Inner Loop [Stu10b, Fis11]. The Raman cell is part of this appendix as it is
the only component which comes in contact with tritium. The optical table is attached
to the outside of the appendix and the laser is guided to the cell and away from it via
two window ports. The Raman light is then collected through another window in the
appendix. A photograph of the appendix is shown in Fig. 4.5.
Light collection optics The light collection optics consists of a pair of 2” plano-convex
lenses. One of the focal points lies within the scattering region in the cell and the other at
the entrance of the optical fiber. In [Mir11] it was found by experimental investigations,
that the absolute and relative Raman intensities depend on the position on the focal point.
It was shown that already minute movements by a fraction of a millimeter could change
the measurement of the relative composition by several percent. The reason for this
behavior was found in the chromatic aberration caused by the wavelength dependence in
the refractive index of the optical material. This caveat has been mitigated by replacing
the standard plano-convex lenses by a pair of achromatic doublets (Thorlabs, model
AC508-075-A-ML, f “ 75 mm).
Fiber The light is collected by an optical fiber bundle. It consists of 48 single fibers
(100µm core and 125µm cladding) aligned side by side and forming a 6 mm wide slit. The
other side of the fiber is connected to the input coupling of the filter / spectrometer unit
by which the fiber slit is imaged onto the CCD detector. The numerical aperture of the
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LARA System
Glove-box
Appendix
Raman cell
Figure 4.5: The Appendix as interface between glove-box and the LARA system. The Ra-
man system is fixed to the Appendix to prevent misalignment. The laser path to the appendix
and inside it is covered by light tight bellows. More details about the construction are available
in the PhD thesis of Michael Sturm [Stu10b].
fiber is NA “ 0.22 [Lew07] which corresponds to a f-number of
f{# „ 12NA (4.1)
„ f{2.3 . (4.2)
Rayleigh line suppression filter The light which is generated inside the Raman cell
does not originate from Raman scattering only. Additionally, Rayleigh scattering and
inner cell reflections are collected by the fiber bundle [Sch09]. This light has the same
wavelength as the excitation laser light. The intensity of the Rayleigh light alone is already
at least three orders of magnitude higher than the Raman intensity [Hen70]. In case that
light enters the spectrometer, the resulting stray-light would induce a spectral background
which would prohibit quantitative Raman measurements. For this reason a long-pass
filter is installed in front of the spectrometer entrance in order to suppress the light at the
excitation line by more than 6 orders of magnitude. In the Raman systems RazorEdge®
filters (LP03-532RU-25) by Semrock are installed [Sem12]. Their generic transmittance
curve is shown in Fig. 4.6. It should be noted that the long-pass transmission is neither
equal to unity nor uniform with regard to wavelength. Distinct ripples of the order of one
percent transmittance change are visible in the relevant wavelength range („ 600´700 nm).
The filter is the main cause for the “fine structure” which is found in the system’s spectral
sensitivity (see Section 5.4).
Spectrometer The specifications of the components described so far are quite similar
in both Raman systems, or even the same. The different designations of the two system
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Figure 4.6: Transmittance curve of Semrock Razor RazorEdge® filter (LP03-532RU-25). At
the excitation line (532 nm) the transmission is suppressed by 106. Graph generated from data
provided by [Sem12].
become mainly apparent at the spectrograph as being the dispersive element.
On the one hand, for monitoring of theQ1-branches of all six hydrogen isotopologues with
a 532 nm laser a wavelength range from T2 at 2464 cm´1 fl 612.3 nm to H2 at 4161 cm´1
fl 683.3 nm needs to be spanned [Sch09]. This means that a wavelength coverage of at
least 75 nm is required. If additionally the laser excitation line and the S0-lines should be
covered this range extends to about 175 nm.
The wavelength coverage interval is a consequence of the dispersion of the grating, the
focal length, and the limited CCD chip width. The spectrometer SP2150i by Princeton
Instruments with focal length of f “ 150 mm is equipped with a 600 grooves{mm grat-
ing which covers about 250 nm [Pri10b]. Therefore, it is suitable for the measurements
intended with the MonLARA system.
On the other hand, the aim of the HighResLARA system is not to cover all isotopologues at
the same time, but to resolve the single lines of the individual Q1-branches. The spacing3
between the Q1p0q and Q1p1q, and Q1p1q and Q1p2q-lines of H2 is 5.9 cm´1 fl 0.28 nm and
11.8 cm´1 fl 0.55 nm, respectively, for a laser excitation wavelength of 532 nm. For the
corresponding Q1pJ2q-lines of the T2 molecule the spacing is only 1.2 cm´1 fl 0.04 nm
and 2.3 cm´1 fl 0.08 nm, respectively. Thus high dispersion is needed and a longer focal
length and gratings with a higher number of grooves per millimeter are required. The
f “ 500 mm focal length of the SP500i spectrometer by Acton Research Corporation can
offer the high dispersion by a grating4 with 2400 grooves{mm [Act02]. The wavelength
coverage is then only about 17 nm. The spatial dispersion is 0.63 nm{mm which means
that the image of the 0.1 mm wide fiber bundle will have a spectral width of about 0.06 nm.
This can be put in relation to the numbers above, so it should be possible, in principle, to
resolve all single Q1-lines, with the exception of J2 “ 0 of T2.
Another aspect is the different light collecting power of both spectrometers, defined
by their aperture ratios. Both spectrometers have higher f-numbers (MonLARA: f{4.0;
HighResLARA: f{6.5) than the fiber bundle (f{2.3) as calculated in Eq. 4.2. Accordingly,
3The spacing was calculated according the spectroscopic data from Veirs and Rosenblatt [Vei87].
4Even higher dispersion could be offered by a 3600 grooves{mm grating, but this is not suitable for the
selected wavelength range and therefore was not installed in the spectrograph.
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the spectrometers capture only a fraction of light from the fiber. To compare the two
spectrometers, the multiplicity m of the light collection is calculated from the square ratio
of both f-numbers:
m “
ˆ
f{#pMonLARAq
f{#pHighResLARAq
˙2
(4.3)
“ 6.5
2
4.02 “ 2.64 . (4.4)
This means that more than 2.5 times of the amount of light is collected by the SP2150i
as compared to the SP500i. This is important when considering the acquisition time,
which should be rather short to meet the purpose of the MonLARA system. In contrast,
the HighResLARA measurements are not time-critical and thus the drawback of lower
light-throughput can be compensated for by adopting longer acquisitions times.
Finally, it should also be mentioned that the wavelength-dependent efficiency of the
gratings of the two spectrometers differ. Specifically, the 2400 grooves{mm grating of the
SP500i spectrometer is not optimized for the wavelength region of the Q1-branches of the
hydrogen isotopologues, and its efficiency drops significantly towards higher wavelengths
(note that the grating’s cut-off wavelength is at about 800 nm).
CCD array detector The technical specifications of the PIXIS:400B [Pri11] are given in
Tab. 4.1. The back-illumination technique provides a high quantum efficiency of „ 95% in
the wavelength range of the hydrogen isotopologues. A detailed discussion of the detector
resolution and different noise sources (shot noise, dark noise and readout noise) is given
in the authors’s diploma thesis [Sch09] and will not be repeated here. The dark noise in
the spectrum is reduced by operating the detector at a temperature of ´75 ˝C and the
readout noise can be significantly reduced by the binning technique as will be discussed
in the following Section 4.2.
Polarization control of the scattered light Finally, a topic is discussed which affects
several components of both Raman systems.
An important modification to the collection optics with regard to the previous design of
the MonLARA system [Sch09] is the insertion of a sheet polarizer (for model names and
manufacturers see Tab. 4.1). In this way any polarization dependence in the subsequent
optical components (fiber, filter, grating and CCD), which might otherwise affect the
depolarization ratios, does not have to be known. It should be highlighted that the fiber
bundle (only) partly depolarizes the light (and thus partly conserves the polarization), as
discussed in [Ste84, Hol94]. The spectrometer grating has a response which is strongly
dependent on the polarization orientation [Pal05]. If no polarizer were used in the collec-
tion path, then the analytic relation between the emitted Raman intensity and the signal
measured by the CCD detector would not necessarily be linear. It should be noted that the
polarization preservation depends on the actual position of the fiber. Strong manipulation
of the fiber can modify the spectral sensitivity and thus the measured Raman spectrum. It
is therefore strongly recommended not to touch the fiber after any alignment and spectral
calibration.
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4.2 Spectrum acquisition, processing and analysis
In the previous work of the author [Sch09] methods for processing and analysis were
already introduced. However, most of these methods have been refined or replaced by
more effective ones. It should be noted that parts of the content have been published in
Applied Spectroscopy. For details, the reader is thus referenced to this paper and the
corresponding supporting information [Jam13d]. Additionally, the following routines
which have been implemented into LabVIEW® in cooperation with Timothy James are
collated in an open-source “Spectral analysis suite” downloadable from Sourceforge5.
4.2.1 Data acquisition
In this subsection, techniques for the improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio of spectra,
which have not been employed in the previous work, are briefly described.
Coupling of light to the spectrometer In the previous dissertations on Raman spec-
troscopy for KATRIN (e.g. by [Lew07, Sch09, Fis10a]) the light from the fiber exit was
focused “somehow” onto the input slit of the spectrometer which was shut to about the
size of the fiber („ 100´ 125µm). This allowed precise controlling of the peak width (see
[Sch09]) but caused the loss of light that did not pass the slit. With a suitable adjustment
of the focal spot (by aligning the position of the coupling optics) it was possible to image
the „ 100µm wide fiber exit directly onto the CCD plane while the slit was fully opened.
This technique allows nearly all light to enter the spectrometer without widening the peak
shapes on the CCD. This issue will not be further discussed here, but the reader is referred
to the PhD thesis of Timothy James [Jam13a] for more details. There it is shown, that the
gain in signal-to-noise ratio corresponds to about a factor of five.
On chip binning In the description of the CCD-detector in the previous section various
noise sources have been mentioned (see also [Dem07, Ham12, Pel03]). The thermal or
dark current noise can in general be minimized by adequate cooling of the detector chip.
The second instrument-related noise component is the readout noise which results from
analogue-to-digital conversion during readout of each single detector pixel. The noise can
be reduced significantly by collective readout of (vertical) pixel blocks, named “bins” in
the following. The corresponding feature provided by modern CCDs is called “on-chip
binning”. By making use of this option, read-out noise contributes only once per readout
operation, and hence its prominent influence is substantially reduced in relation to the
signal strength. Finally, the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR, is significantly improved. Another
beneficial consequence of the lower number of readout cycles is the reduced total readout
time and data size per recorded spectrum. For example, the readout of a spectrum from the
PIXIS:400B without on-chip binning lasts about p1340 ¨ 400q{100 kHz “ 5.4 s; a spectrum
with only five vertical bins is then being readout in 1{80 of this time which is less than
0.1 s.
The implications of on-chip binning for the SNR were experimentally determined and
are visualized in Fig. 4.7. The measurements for this study have been performed with a
5http://spectools.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 4.7: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a H2 Raman line, as a function of binning seg-
ments. Bottom panel: The SNR dependence is shown from complete on-chip binning (1
segment) to no on-chip binning (512 segments). Top-right panel: a 21ˆ 512 pixel area of the
raw 2D spectrum. Top-left panel: the identical spectral region acquired with on-chip binning;
the five (vertically-stretched) segments constitute averages over 512{5 „ 102 pixel rows. Note
that the slight line curvature is due to the astigmatism of the spectrometer.
PIXIS:2KB CCD detector, which is essentially the same detector as listed in Tab. 4.1, but
with resolution of 2048 horizontal times 512 vertical pixels.
The top of Fig. 4.7 shows two-dimensional CCD chip segments representing each the
same H2 Raman line. The right panel shows the full resolution (512 rows) where the
individual fiber bundle structure is visible; whereas the left one shows the binned data
in five segments. The structure is no longer visible, but the increased grayscale contrast
indicates the higher SNR.
The quantitative improvement to the SNR of the particular spectral line maximum is
evident in the plot in the lower half of Fig. 4.7. Between the two extremes, full binning and
no binning, the SNR varies by nearly one order of magnitude. Generally, a binning of three
or five segments has been utilized in most of the Raman measurement performed during
this work, yielding an increase in SNR of about a factor of six. This is only marginally
worse than the full-chip binning. There are two reasons, however, why full-chip binning
has not been used throughout.
First, the two chip-image inserts in Fig. 4.7 clearly reveal a curvature of the spectral line
over the detector height, which is caused by the spectrometer’s astigmatism [Hec74].
This implies that straight averaging over the full vertical pixel columns would result in
distorted, asymmetric spectral line profiles [Sch09]. This deficiency is compensated for
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by applying a correction step after readout. It could be shown that about five (or three as
minimum) segments are necessary for an efficient correction of the astigmatism aberration.
Second, the 16-bit ADC limits the maximum counts per readout and thus the dynamic
range of the detection. Not more than 65,535 counts can be collected for one vertical bin6.
This implies that the number of bins cannot be reduced arbitrarily without reaching the
detector saturation.
Combined improvement of signal-to-noise ratio Both techniques described lead to a
total SNR increase by about a factor of 30. This dramatically increases the precision for the
same acquisition time, or consequently allows shorter acquisitions at the same precision
level. In the final Section 4.3 the actual performance improvement will be discussed.
4.2.2 Data processing
Before any quantitative information can be extracted from a spectrum, several pre-
processing steps are necessary. These steps are required for correction of aberrations
or artifacts from the acquisition such as astigmatism, dead pixels or cosmic ray induced
counts. Another important issue is the flattening of the baseline. If this step is successful,
then an accurate extraction of the Raman signal amplitude is finally possible. Previously,
procedures for the aforementioned tasks were introduced [Sch09]. However, in the thesis
in hand important refinements and novel concepts were necessary to overcome several
specific problems. The schematic flow chart for the new concept is given in Fig. 4.8.
The individual routines are described briefly in the sections below, following the same
sequence as in the overall processing chain.
It is worth noting that all routines described here are programmed as separate LabVIEW®
subroutines (subVIs). All subroutines are collected in a framework, called SpecTools,
which comprises the data flow as shown in Fig. 4.8. The whole framework, as well as the
separate routines, are available under http://spectools.sourceforge.net. Extensive
documentation, help-files, tutorial and sample files are provided within the package.
Therefore, for further descriptions and details of the routines, the reader is referred to the
SpecTools documentation [Jam12].
The routines require manual configuration, but only once; thereafter they can operate in
full automatic mode. This enables the processing of thousands of consecutive spectra
without user intervention. In a recent diploma thesis [Kas12], it could be demonstrated
that the routines can be directly linked to the data acquisition at the system, and a fully
incorporated real-time monitoring was successfully demonstrated. This verification has
important implications for KATRIN since real-time data processing is also required there.
Cosmic ray removal In long-term spectra recorded by CCDs, cosmic ray events are
encountered on a frequent but random basis. They manifest themselves as (mostly) single-
pixel spikes with a much higher intensity recorded by the involved pixel in comparison
to its neighbors. These cosmic ray events need to be removed prior to data analysis. The
following statement from Ehrentreich and Sümmchen [Ehr01] is an adequate introduction
6For five bins this level is at 327,679 counts.
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Figure 4.8: Flow-chart for integrated, processing chain, indicating the action of each indi-
vidual step. Details are found within the text.
to the subject: “Selection of denoising strategies, including parameter selection, is strongly
problem-dependent. It depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), the shape of the signals
and its superposition, the resolution of complex overlaid signals, and justification or
violation of model assumptions regarding noise distribution.”
Generally, two categories of correction techniques exist, which make use either of spatial
spectral information (single scan) or temporal spectral information (multiple scans). Single
scan techniques which require only one spectrum are highly suitable if repetitive acquisi-
tion is not available. But there are also certain problems in cosmic ray detection with false
positives or negatives and consequent artifacts. Bussian and Härdle used a robust smooth-
ing technique for removal of single spike outliers (=cosmic ray events) [Bus84]. However,
smoothing always affects peak shapes and can over-smooth low-intensity but relevant Ra-
man lines, thus this method is not recommended for the quantitative Raman spectroscopy
task of this thesis. In later years, said smoothing technique was refined, e.g. by Katsumoto
and Ozaki, whose technique overcomes some of the caveats [Kat03]. A wavelet-based
technique for spike removal in Raman spectra has been demonstrated by Ehrentreich and
Sümmchen [Ehr01], but they also show that it is not a straightforward procedure and
exhibits some deficiency in mis-detection of peaks. Furthermore, other principles of single
scan approaches exist (e.g. by Li and Dai [Li11]). Another single scan technique which was
used regularly, e.g. in the previous work of the author [Sch09], was the Differential Cos-
mic Ray Removal technique (DCRR) developed by Richard Lewis [Lew08, Lew07]. This
procedure requires the input spectral information to be two-dimensional. The tagging of
cosmic rays is performed via a double-differentiation over the full vertical “row-axis” and
subsequent detection of a characteristic pattern. However, the DCRR technique showed
some deficits such as (i) the quite long computation time (order of tens seconds) and (ii)
the non-negligible mis-identification of cosmic rays events. In addition, the DCRR method
is less useful if significant binning is applied in the acquisition thus reducing the benefit
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from the two-dimensionality.
The Raman measurements at KATRIN will be performed in a continuous series on a time
sequence of „ 100 s. It is not expected that the composition and thus the intensity will
change by a large degree during this interval. Therefore, the other category of techniques
can be applied which uses the spectral difference of two or more repetitive measurements.
The method of choice is similar to the one described in [Tak93]. The method is called
Temporal Cosmic Ray Removal (TCRR) in the following and it uses the principle of
spectral difference comparison. This concept is implemented by comparing (at least) two
consecutive spectra recordings and determining the signal difference pixel-by-pixel. If this
difference is less than a pre-selected threshold, the two spectral data points are averaged
and this average is taken as the “cleaned” output value. Otherwise, the smaller value is
taken as the output. The threshold value has to be a compromise of being large enough
to cover noise fluctuations and of being small enough to efficiently capture most of the
cosmic ray events, which can have a wide range of random amplitudes. The details of the
implementation and the limitation of the method have been explored and the findings are
discussed in the SpecTools documentation [Jam12]. To summarize in a nutshell: TCRR
was chosen since it is least-complicated, robust, fast and very efficient for identifying and
eliminating cosmic rays for the KATRIN monitoring purpose.
Removal of low-gain or dead pixel Occasionally, CCD detectors may exhibit one or
more pixels whose response differs significantly from the average over all pixels, or pixels
that do not respond at all (so-called “dead” pixels). The presence of such pixels leads to
singular (generally downward) spikes in the spectra. Therefore, before averaging and
data analysis such events should be removed. Because dead pixels are stationary, and not
random like cosmic rays, the procedure for removal is rather simple. Once the pixels are
identified by the user, the (dead) pixel value is replaced by a neighboring pixel at which a
similar intensity is expected.
Astigmatism correction Optical systems are generally affected by an optical aberration
called astigmatism. In the case of the Raman system this manifests itself as a distortion of
straight spectral lines by curved optical components. This distortion is visible in Fig. 4.7
showing the two-dimensional image of a Raman line. Such a distortion can be described
by a geometric transformation. The task is now to find the mathematical function to
reverse this transformation and to arrive at an undistorted image. This approach consists
of two steps, namely (i) the characterization of the astigmatism curvature throughout
the two-dimensional chip, and (ii) the interpolation for the (fractional-value) pixel shift
necessary for the straightening of the lines. In a first version of this correction method,
the algorithm was only able to apply shifts which were valid for every complete row
[Lew08, Lew07]. But, it should be noted that the magnitude of distortion by astigmatism is
a function of wavelength. Even if this dependence is only small, it has to be accounted for
in order to enable a correction of all lines in the spectrum. Therefore, the current version
of the algorithm includes the wavelength dependence. Its implementation and details
about it are again described in [Jam12].
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Background removal The task of the background removal is to discriminate the signal
from the background while both are subjected to noise.
One very common way of baseline removal is performed by so-called “manual methods”
in which the (experienced) user needs to cope with the just mentioned task. Corresponding
routines are provided in most spectroscopy software such as Origin® or GRAMS®. Despite
the suspicion that these methods are not very reproducible and rather biased, it could be
shown that the results obtained are in general reasonably accurate and precise [Jir04].
However, a problem arises if the number of spectra becomes very large, or if real-time
evaluation and long-term operation is required. Therefore, automated procedures are
unavoidable which then should perform equally well or better than the manual methods.
Schulze et al give an extensive summary on the various methods which have the potential
for an automated baseline removal [Sch05]. They also developed test-scenarios under
which the recovery of the baseline and signal could be investigated quantitatively. Very
promising results were obtained by “Artificial Neural Networks” [Hus93] and methods
including (e.g. polynomial) fits of the baseline [Lie03]. However, these methods explicitly
require estimates of the baseline. The suggested neural network technique requires
extensive training before it can be applied to data. Furthermore, the training set might
not remain valid if unknown features in the background arise. Recently, the number of
fully model-free baseline estimation methods suitable for automated operation has been
extended further [Sch11e, Sch12b].
It should be evident that certain of above methods may be viewed as being “all-rounders”,
meaning that they can cope satisfactorily well with various baseline and noise scenarios.
On the other hand, under well-defined conditions other methods may be superior for this
specific task. Therefore, a method was developed which is able to perform well under the
KATRIN operation conditions, but can be applied equally well under the high-resolution
measurement conditions for the depolarization studies.
The Rolling-Circle filter (RCF) The concept of the Rolling-Circle filter (RCF), which
requires no further user intervention once parameters have been chosen, was adopted
as strategy of choice. It is able to cope automatically with nearly any “not-too-sudden”
variation in background/noise during long measurement periods. The first concept of the
Rolling Circle filter was suggested by Mikhailyuk et al [Mik03], which was then further
improved by Brandt et al [Bra06]. The action of the Rolling-Circle filter is visualized in
Fig. 4.9. Its concept is basically equivalent to a rolling circle of radius r underneath the
measured spectra which is treated as a rigid surface. The so-called “locus” at the top of
the circle is taken as baseline estimate.
The Savitzky-Golay Coupled Advanced Rolling-Circle Filter (SCARF) The RCF pro-
cedure has a serious disadvantage since it overestimates the baseline level if a gap (e.g.
a peak) is encountered which is of width, w ą 2r. This is due to an effect which can be
imagined as “rolling into the gaps”. In [Jam13d] it is shown that the deficiency remains
despite the fact that larger radii are employed.
The effect of inaccurate baseline overestimation can be minimized by the SCARF algorithm.
It works by applying a Savitzky-Golay filtering [Sav64] step to the locus line generated in
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Figure 4.9: Sketch of Rolling Circle Filter (RCF) action The filter tends to “roll” into the
peak, overcompensating the background level. In the SCARF filter routine this is overcome by
using an additional Savitzky-Golay filtering stage. The full discussion is found in the main
text.
the prior RCF pass. The Savitzky-Golay filter is characterized by the number of side-points,
s. The parameters r and s need to be tuned once to obtain an optimal removal of the
baseline7. Even better results can be achieved from multiple passes of the SCARF filter
with varying radii r and side-points s.
The performance of the SCARF routine is demonstrated in Fig. 4.10. It shows a real N2
spectrum superimposed by an additional non-linear background contribution (here e.g.
light from a 605 nm-LED).
Different configurations of the RCF or SCARF removal routines are shown, demonstrating
the improved success of the baseline reduction. The reader is again referred to the
corresponding publication for a deeper discussion [Jam13d].
Finally, it should be noted, that the application of RCF/SCARF for background removal
as-is exhibits a minor deficiency. The circle always rolls below the points of the spec-
trum by which the noise slightly offsets the resulting spectrum above zero. This can be
compensated for by shifting the baseline back by the median of the noise fluctuations.
Analysis of peak intensities The last step in the data-processing chain is the extraction
of peak intensities. Two types of techniques have been considered for their determination.
A straight forward technique is based on simple summing of the intensity from all pixels
within a peak profile (e.g. the total intensity in a certain wavelength or Raman shift
interval). This method yields very accurate values for peak areas as long as the line does
not overlap with another feature.
Convoluted lines are treated in general by fitting a combination of Voigt profiles to the
spectrum (or even more simple line shapes such as Gaussians) [Als04, Kri08]. Often
these assumed line shapes represent only a simplification of the true shape generated
by the spectroscopic imaging system. In general the measured shape deviates from
the “pure” Voigt profile since it is influenced by certain optical components, being the
exit of the small-core optical fiber bundle, the spectrometer entrance slit, the dispersion
grating and finally the discrete CCD-detector pixel structure. The Voigt profile fitting
7Further details and investigation on synthetic line spectra and real Raman spectra are found in [Jam13d].
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Figure 4.10: Background removal study for a Raman spectrum of N2, over-laid with
shaped background light. Shown are the central Q1-branch with adjacent O1 (left) and
S1 (right) branches. The traces are offset by 1500 units, consecutively from top to bottom. The
traces are annotated with the respective filter actions used, RCF (r) and SCARF (r, s). Note
that the displayed Raman shift range corresponds to the full width of Swansea’s detector of
1024 pixel. Figure from [Jam13d], where further details and discussions can be found.
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Figure 4.11: Raman spectra of DT with fitted peaks. In the top panels, the recorded spectra
(black) and the fitted peaks using ShapeFit (colored) are displayed. The spectra are recorded
for (a) an ideally aligned fiber bundle and (b) a purposely mis-aligned fiber bundle on the
entrance slit. The data in (a) fit well to the experimental data using a numerical line profile
(ShapeFit ) as well as the analytical Voigt-profile; the data in (b) only fit to the numerical line
profile of the ShapeFit routine.
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as implemented in the indirect hard modeling method [Kri08] was already tested in the
framework of the previous work [Sch09] which revealed shortcomings in the agreements
of the measured and fitted peak shape. Additionally, four parameters are necessary to
describe the Voigt profile (position, intensity, FWHM, Gauss-Lorentz ratio). Thus the
number of open parameters in the minimization problem is four times the peak number,
which increases the computational efforts significantly.
The method which proved to be the most suitable one has been implemented in this thesis.
The method was named ShapeFit. The basic method is applicable without restriction in
the case of equal line shape of all spectra lines of interest. This scenario is present in the
high-resolution measurement of single resolved Q1-lines. In general this condition is valid,
if (i) the slit width of the spectrometer and/or optical fiber limits the line width, or if (ii)
the natural line width plus broadening of all involved lines is equal.
Before this method can be applied to a spectrum for quantitative analysis, first the line
shape has to be determined numerically. It is obtained by selecting an isolated line with
sufficient intensity from a measured spectrum. It is important that the line is free from
convolution with other lines and if this is not available in the spectrum, then the line has
to be extracted from another spectrum, e.g. from a spectrum of a calibration lamp. The
shape of this peak is then stored pixel-by-pixel in an auxiliary data array.
During the analysis step, this numerical peak shape function is fitted to the peaks in
the spectrum using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [Mar63]. The free parameters
consist of a multiplicative amplitude factor and the center position per peak. Sub-pixel
translation of the peak positions is made possible by interpolation of the numerical peak
shape. Finally, a baseline parameter is added as offset which can be either fixed or used as
free fitting parameter.
In Fig. 4.11 two examples for the fitting abilities of the ShapeFit algorithm are shown. Both
show high resolution spectra of DT, one with an ideally aligned fiber bundle, and one
with an intentionally “bad” alignment, which results in a deformed peak shape. While the
Voigt profile fit only shows a slightly worse performance compared to ShapeFit in the first
example, it failed completely for the second one. This shows that the fitting performance
is generally better than the Voigt-profile fit, and at the same time requires fewer fitting
parameters (two instead of four per peak) in the minimization step.
In a more advanced version of the routine, named ShapeFit deluxe, the restriction to
use equal line shapes is lifted. It furthermore allows to employ specific shapes for each
individual line, branch or even combination of lines and branches. This is particularly
helpful if main branches such as the Q1-branch overlap with S1 or O1-lines from another
isotopologue. A demonstration of using all lines (Q1, S1, O1) of a single isotopologue as
one shape is presented in Fig. 4.12. The figure shows that this technique even allows to
obtain “virtually” pure spectra from substances which are hardly stable in pure form as
the heteronuclear HT, HD or DT.
4.3 Analysis of actual system performance
In this last section an investigation of the actual performance of the MonLARA system is
presented and discussed under the following three aspects:
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Figure 4.12: Demonstration of ShapeFit deluxe for a typical Raman spectrum of
H2, HD, D2. Total pressure p „ 330 mbar; acquisition time t “ 10 s. Note that the vibrational-
rotational lines (S1 and O1) are labeled only for D2. The complete spectrum of each individual
isotopologues including Q1-branch as well as S1{O1-branches is stored as a single numerical
shape. First, the shapes for H2 and D2 were obtained from pure substances. Then these
shapes were used to obtain the pure HD spectrum as the residual from fitting to a H2 : HD : D2
mixture in thermodynamical equilibrium. This spectrum has already been visualized in
[Sch13a, Rup12].
1. Signal to noise ratio (SNR). This ratio defines the noise contrast of a selected spectral
feature. A high SNR of a selected peak (line or branch) normally implies that its
signal amplitude can be quantized with high precision. A low SNR constrains the
possibility of a precise amplitude determination due to the random fluctuation of
background and signal.
2. Level of detection (LOD). According to Long and Winefordner the minimal de-
tectable spectral feature should be at least three times above the noise, σnoise, which
is equivalent to SNR “ 3 [Lon83]. The noise is the standard deviation of the intensity
at a flat region in the spectrum. The minimal detectable intensity ILOD “ 3 ¨ σnoise
is usually related to a minimal amount of the analyte. In the case of gases one is
interested in minimal detectable concentrations, cLOD, or partial pressures, pLOD.
3. Precision. Simply put, SNR and LOD characterize the quality of single spectra,
while precision relates to statistics and thus to a set of measurements. It defines the
repeatability (or reproducibility) of a certain value of interest (e.g. the Raman signal
amplitude of a selected peak) [JCG08]. In this work the precision is determined from
the standard deviation σstat of these values in a time trend.
The study case here is a continuous Raman measurement during the production of accurate
gas samples, as employed for the calibration (see Chapter 6). The sample was produced
from 50% pure H2 and 50% pure D2. In a catalytic process HD was formed until a
thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. It should be noted that the gas was dynamically
circulated through the mixing system including the Raman cell. Fig. 4.13 shows a selected
Raman spectrum after data processing and a time trend segment of about 20 min, after a
steady-state was reached.
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Figure 4.13: Performance tests for a H2 : HD : D2 gas mixture. The total gas pressure was
about p „ 330 mbar. The acquisition time per single measurement was t “ 10 s. Left panel:
Full Raman spectrum showing S0 and Q1-branches. The inset shows the region from which
the noise has been determined. In the given case it was determined as σnoise „ 13. Right panel:
Time trend of the relative intensities of the three isotopologues in a circulating mixture. The
selected time period represents a steady state interval during a longer mixing campaign.
Table 4.2: Signal to noise ratios and precision of the selected Raman measurement. The
measurement parameters were (i) total pressure ptot „ 330 mbar, (ii) laser power P “ 5 W, (iii)
acquisition time t “ 10 s. Note that two consecutive spectra have been averaged in cosmic ray
removal (TCRR). The background noise used for obtaining the SNRs from Iabs was σnoise “ 13
(See Fig. 4.13)
Single spectrum Time trend
Isotopologue Iabs SNR Irel ˘ σstat σstat{Irel
p%q p%q
H2 46778 3598 26.72˘ 0.03 0.13
HD 90949 6996 48.84˘ 0.04 0.08
D2 50368 3874 24.43˘ 0.03 0.14
Measurement of signal to noise ratios The signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be extracted
from a Raman spectrum. The left panel of Fig. 4.13 shows a spectrum of the non-radioactive
hydrogen isotopologues after all data processing steps. For convenience, the height of the
Q1-branch of each of the three isotopologues is taken as the signal intensity Ix. The noise,
σnoise, is extracted from the highlighted spectral region between the S0-branches and the
Q1-branch of D2 (see inset of Fig. 4.13 (left)). The standard deviation of the intensities
from about 100 data points (pixels) is taken as the background noise intensity, which was
determined as σnoise “ 13. With this the SNR ratio for a certain isotopologue x is simply
SNRx “ Ix
σnoise
. (4.5)
The SNRs for the three isotopologues are tabulated in Tab. 4.2
All SNRs for the three isotopologues are ą 3500; their reciprocal values are therefore
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ă 3 ¨ 10´4. This implies that a precision of ă 1 ¨ 10´3 which is related to the repeatability
of a single measurement should be feasible (see below).
Estimation of the level of detection The level of detection (LOD) can be estimated from
the following equation [Sch09]
pLOD “ 3 ¨ σnoiseř
i
Ii,abs
¨ ptot . (4.6)
The total pressure in the cell was about ptot “ 330 mbar and the total intensity wasř
i
Ii,abs “ 188095. This results in a minimal detectable pressure of pLOD “ 0.068 mbar.
In the diploma thesis by the author [Sch09], which describes the status of the MonLARA
system and the data processing at the beginning of the PhD work, the reported minimal
detectable pressure was pLOD “ 0.015 mbar; this is about 4.5 times lower. However, it
should be noted that this value was related to an acquisition time of t “ 1000 s and thus
100 times longer than the measurements reported here. Therefore, the total enhancement
is about a factor of 100{4.5 „ 22. This is in accordance with the predicted enhancement of
about 30, as discussed in Section 4.2.1.
Determination of precision The precision of a measurement is related to statistics and
thus can be easily determined from a time trend of a certain measured value. In the
right panel of Fig. 4.13 the relative intensities of the three isotopologues are plotted for an
interval of about 20 min. The fluctuations of low amplitude in this figure indicate a high
stability. The results of a statistical analysis on the relative intensities and the standard
deviation from 113 spectra are collated in Tab. 4.2.
The σstat values are below 0.05%, and the relative σstat{Irel values are better than 0.15%.
It should be noted that enhancements in SNR or LOD are mainly related to the hardware
characteristics and the way of acquiring the data (see Section 4.2.1). The precision is related
to these procedural steps as well, but beyond that it is influenced by the reliability of the
data processing routines.
Finally, the implication for the compositional monitoring of the WGTS is discussed. The
partial pressure of the constituent HD in the gas mixture shown in Fig. 4.13. It is about
pHD „ 0.5 ¨ ptot, thus being of the same order as for T2 in a KATRIN run. Therefore,
σstat{Irel is already better than the precision requirements of KATRIN (0.1%). This implies
that the acquisition time for the LARA system can ultimately be reduced to some 10
seconds while staying within the requirements. This finding is in agreement with the
result from the bachelor’s thesis in which a possible KATRIN acquisition time has been
estimated to be ď 60 s [Mir11]. Said estimate for the expected precision in a KATRIN run
is assumed to be valid. However, a long-term circulation test of KATRIN-like tritium
samples is scheduled for the near future; in this up-coming benchmark measurements all
improvements on data acquisition and processing described above will be incorporated
[Fis13]. This test will unambiguously demonstrate that LARA can fulfill the precision
requirements of KATRIN.
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Chapter 5
Calibration based on theoretical
intensities and spectral sensitivity
(Method I)
5.1 Motivation and overview
In the previous chapter the calibration strategy based on theoretical intensities and spectral
sensitivity was introduced. Two main tasks have to be undertaken in order to achieve a
reliable calibration.
• Theoretical intensities
The calculation of theoretical intensities is analogous to the determination of the
Raman scattering probabilities. Most of the input parameters for this are known with
sufficient trueness, so that the calculation is relatively straightforward. Note, how-
ever, that two relevant input parameters (average polarizability a and anisotropy
γ) depend on quantum theoretical ab initio calculations [Sch87]. The underlying
theoretical model is in principle able to provide a and γ values for all individual
Raman lines; however, the theory does not normally provide any values for sys-
tematic uncertainties. Therefore, the use of these quantum theoretical values in this
calibration approach is only justified if the validity of the theoretical model can be
proven.
In general, it is a complicated task to verify the quantities of a and γ directly. How-
ever, both parameters can be used for a theoretical prediction of so-called depolar-
ization ratios. These ratios are experimentally accessible which allows a comparison
with the prediction. A compatibility of predicted and experimental results within the
estimated uncertainty would reveal that the quantum theoretical model is consistent
and provides accurate values of a and γ.
• Spectral sensitivity
The spectral sensitivity is a unique property of each (Raman) light detection system.
It describes the wavelength dependent efficiency with which a photon is transmitted
through the system. The determination of the spectral sensitivity is required to link
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the system-independent theoretical intensities to the actual experimental Raman
setup. The measurement of the spectral sensitivity requires dedicated experimental
efforts. First, a suitable calibration light source needs to be identified which provides
(i) a high trueness of the calibration spectrum, (ii) an optimal replication of the
Raman scattering region, and (iii) a defined calibration procedure to obtain a high
reproducibility.
Content of chapter The overview of the rather extensive content of this chapter is
visualized in Fig. 5.1. The chapter is mainly divided into two parts according to the
two elements required for the calibration method. First, certain aspects of the theoretical
intensities are pointed out in Section 5.2. It is shown that the verification of the quantum
theoretical values a and γ involves the measurement of the so-called depolarization ratios
of each Q1pJ2q Raman line. Section 5.3 deals with this topic.
The accurate measurement of the depolarization ratios is influenced by geometrical effects
and polarization aberrations. In order to account for said effects, a correction routine was
developed and successfully validated. This evaluation method is subject of a publication
by the author and co-workers in the Journal of Raman Spectroscopy (JRS) [Sch13b]. This
correction routine allows for the accurate determination of the depolarization ratios of all
six hydrogen isotopologues. By this means the depolarization ratios of all six hydrogen
isotopologues could be measured for the first time with better accuracy than those achieved
in previous measurements by other groups (e.g. on H2). The related results and discussions
were also published in the same journal (JRS) [Jam13b]. The setup of the experiment and
the measurements at the TLK were performed together with Sebastian Fischer. At Swansea
University further depolarization measurements were performed on the non-radioactive
isotopologues only, using the same method as mentioned above. This allowed comparison
of the individual depolarization ratios from independent systems. The measurements at
Swansea were conducted by Timothy James [Jam13a].
In Section 5.4 the measurement of the spectral sensitivity is introduced. Here, a solid
luminescence standard was identified as an adequate calibration light source. The sys-
tematic and validation studies on the device revealed that the standard is suitable for the
calibration purpose. The investigations were performed together with Simone Rupp and
are discussed in full detail within her diploma thesis [Rup12].
Finally, the results from the sections about the calculation of the theoretical intensities and
the measurement of the spectral sensitivity are combined to obtain the response function
Rx for each isotopologue (Section 5.5).
5.2 Calculation of theoretical intensities
In Section 3.3 the basic principle of the calibration of Raman systems was introduced.
The correlation of the Raman signal amplitude Sx, the number of molecules Nx, and the
related response function Rx is given by Eq. 3.30
Sx “ Rx ¨Nx . (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Graphical overview of the chapter content. In the approach presented in this
chapter the response functions are obtained by combining the theoretical intensities and the
spectral sensitivity. For each part methods were developed to provide the desired quantities
with high accuracy. In order to verify the polarizabilities from theory, specific depolarization
ratio measurements were performed. For the correction of geometrical effects and polarization
aberrations in the experimentally measured depolarization ratios a routine was developed
and validated. For the determination of the spectral sensitivity a luminescence standard was
chosen, studied and validated.
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However, in this approach said equation needs to be written in a slightly different form:
The Raman signal amplitude is now given as the product of the spectral sensitivity at the
according wavelength, ηpλsq, and the theoretical Raman intensity, IRaman,xpλs, Nxq (see
Section 3.1.3), and will thus be called “theoretical Raman signal amplitude”
Sx “ ηpλsq ¨ IRaman,xpλs, Nxq (5.2)
“ ηpλsq ¨ C ¨ λ´10 ¨ λ´3s ¨NxΦx ¨ I . (5.3)
Constants and terms were defined in Section 3.1.3. Eq. 5.3 makes use of a simplification in
which it is assumed that the Raman signal for a certain isotopologue consists of a single
monochromatic line. This is not the case in reality, where the employed Q1-branches
consist of a series of unresolved individual lines associated with the different initial
rotational states with quantum number J2 (compare “non-Gaussian” line shape in the
example spectrum in Fig. 3.9). The population of these initial states can be calculated from
the Boltzmann distribution and the nuclear spin degeneracy gN as discussed in Section
3.1.3. Eqs. 5.2, 5.3 therefore have to take this multi-line scenario into account, and need to
be modified to
Sx “ C ¨ λ´10 ¨ Ilooooomooooon
const.
¨Nx ¨
ÿ
J2
ˆ
ηpλs,J2q ¨ λ´3s,J2Φx,J2p2J2 ` 1qgN exp
ˆ
´ F˜ pJ
2qhc
kT
˙
{Q
˙
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
R1x
(5.4)
with the molecular partition function Q [Lon02]
Q “
ÿ
J2
ˆ
p2J2 ` 1qgN exp
ˆ
´ F˜ pJ
2qhc
kT
˙˙
. (5.5)
This description of the Raman signal in relation to the number of particles is now similar
to the initial Eq. 5.1. The first three factors are constant for all isotopologues and will
cancel out when calculating the relative response functions (see Eq. 3.32).
The modified response function R1x in Eq. 5.4 is given as
R1x “
ÿ
J2
ˆ
ηpλs,J2q ¨ λ´3s,J2Φx,J2p2J2 ` 1qgN exp
ˆ
´ F˜ pJ
2qhc
kT
˙
{Q
˙
. (5.6)
The determination of the spectral sensitivity, ηpλs,J2q, is the topic of Section 5.4.
Note that R1x has not the same values as Rx in Eq. 5.1, but will lead to the same relative
response function Rx,rel when it is normalized to the mean response function.
The individual parts of Eq. 5.6 are examined with regard to possible sources of uncertainty.
• The temperature in the Boltzmann factor can be assumed as T “ 298 K. A variation
of T by a few degrees does not affect the thermal population significantly since the
thermal energy kT only changes a few percents.
• The term F˜ pJ2q represents the rotational term energies which can be obtained from
an accurate measurement of the line positions. These values were provided by Veirs
and Rosenblatt and do not require further verification [Vei87]. From their tabulated
Raman shifts and the wavenumber of the excitation laser one can also calculate the
wavelength of the scattered light, λs, with similar accuracy.
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• Finally, the only open contribution is related to the line strength function Φx,J2 . It
has to be recalled, that this is a function of the polarization configuration (ps, pi) and
of the scattering angles θ and ϕ (see Section 3.1.3). The polarization configuration
realized in the MonLARA system which yields the highest Q1-branch intensity is
the (Ks,Ki) scenario from Eq. 3.23:
Φpϕ, θqKs,Ki,x,J2 “ a2x,J2 cospϕq2 ` bp2qJ2
γ2x,J2
45
`
4´ sinpϕq2˘ (5.7)
with the Placzek-Teller factor [Lon02]
b
p2q
J2 “
J2pJ2 ` 1q
p2J2 ´ 1qp2J2 ` 3q . (5.8)
The tensor invariants ax,J2 and γx,J2 , i.e. the isotropic and anisotropic polarizabilities
for the different isotopologues x and rotational lines J2, are obtained by theoretical
calculations. The suitable values for the laser wavelength employed in MonLARA,
532 nm, was provided by LeRoy [LeR11].
Finally, the line strength function Φpϕ, θqKs,Ki,x,J2 needs to be integrated over the
solid angle of the scattered light. The derivation of such an integration formalism
will be discussed below in Section 5.3.2.1.
Fig. 5.2 shows an overview of the theoretical intensities of all six hydrogen isotopo-
logues. The intensities of the heteronuclear isotopologues HD, HT, and DT show
a typical thermal Boltzmann distribution. The homonuclear isotopologues H2, D2,
and T2 exhibit their characteristic ortho-para modulation on top of this thermal
population.
From this list it becomes clear that all contributions which are not related to the spectral
sensitivity in the response function from Eq. 5.6 are available in high accuracy. The
exception is the line strength function, Φ, since the uncertainty of the ax,J2 and γx,J2
contributions therein, which are based on quantum theory, is unknown.
One possible and promising way for the verification of these theoretical predictions are
so-called depolarization measurements, which are discussed in the following section.
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Figure 5.2: Theoretical Raman signal intensity for each Q1pJ2q line of the six hydrogen
isotopologues. The intensity is given as the product of line strength function Φ, population
factor Ni as well as the wavelength of the scattered light λ´3s . The products are normalized to
a common, but arbitrary value. The figure shows the single contributions from the terms in
the line strength function which are related to ax,J2 and γx,J2 . It should be noted, that more
than 95% of the total height of each column has its origin in the a part while only a minor
contribution is related to the γ part.
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5.3 Verification of theoretical intensities via depolarization
measurements
Depolarization expresses the change of the amplitude of the parallel and perpendicular
E-field components of incident light in a scattering process. This situation is visualized in
Fig. 5.3. The ratio between both components after scattering is called the depolarization
ratio [All70]. The definition of the ideal depolarization ratio is given in the following
sections. However, as will be shown below, the real experimental situation differs from
the ideal case. Thus, the theoretical description needs to be transformed from the ideal to
a more realistic case.
For this, a brief introduction will be given with respect to the development of the methodol-
ogy of depolarization measurements and their application to the hydrogen isotopologues
in a historical view.
In general, species are identified by their spectral information as wavenumber and peak
shapes. The measurement of the degree of depolarization generally extends the capabilities
of identifying species. The determination of the depolarization ratio of a molecule can
reveal the symmetry of its scattering vibrational modes. Even the quantitative evaluation
of tensor invariants of the molecular polarizability is feasible [Bri66, All70, Zie89].
The methodology of depolarization measurements The depolarization ratio is in gen-
eral related to the ideal case with a vanishing collection solid angle, as sketched in Fig.
5.3. In the early 1970s Dawson discussed the influence of a non-zero collection angle
and other effects on the depolarization ratio [Dwa72]. Subsequently, Deb and co-workers
derived a method for evaluating the error of finite (small) collection angles on measured
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Figure 5.3: Depolarization of initially linearly polarized light in a scattering interaction.
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depolarization ratios [Deb84]. Some years later, Teboul et al refined this approach and
extended it to larger angles (ą 25˝) [Teb92].
Below, it will be shown that Teboul’s model has been formulated for single-angle geometry
configurations which is not entirely suitable for the application with the Raman systems
for KATRIN. Another challenge in the depolarization measurements of this work was
related to stress-induced birefringence in the Raman windows which led to polarization
aberrations. A strategy on how to counteract this problem was not provided by the
previous works cited above. Successful solutions to both problems are provided in the
present work.
In the broader context of polarization-dependent Raman micro-spectroscopy, Turrel and
co-workers developed a correction model as well as methods for the compensation of said
effects in actual measurements [Tur84, Bre87]. However, the experimental situation in
Raman micro-spectroscopy is different to the standard 90˝ Raman spectroscopy: the scat-
tered light is observed in backward direction, and the excitation volume is approximately
a point-like source of scattered light. Their approach is thus not directly transferable to
cases of an extended (elongated) Raman excitation volume and to observation geometries
other than back-scattering.
Depolarization measurements of hydrogen isotopologues Experimental depolariza-
tion data for the full set of six hydrogen isotopologues are not available from the literature,
as only some publications about measurements of H2 are available. But only two groups
have published rotationally-resolved measurements of the Q1 branch. In 1973, Holzer
et al reported the data for H2 and D2 with remarkable accuracy [Hol73]. Then in 2007, a
research group around Yu developed a new technique for the measurement of the depo-
larization ratio of gases like CH4 and H2 [Yu07]. With their photo-acoustic Raman system
they could provide depolarization ratios of similar accuracy as those of Holzer.
5.3.1 Definition of the depolarization ratio
In a first step, a simplified geometrical configuration is considered, in which two assump-
tions are made: (i) The scattered light originates only from a single point, and (ii) the
scattered light is observed under a vanishing solid angle. This implies that the scattering
is only observed along a single ray line. Measurements assumed under said configuration
are indexed as “SP0SA” (standing for “single point, zero solid angle”).
The “SP0SA” depolarization ratio which is utilized within the framework of this thesis is
defined as the ratio of the line strength functions from Eqs. (3.23) to (3.26):
ρSP0SA “
Φpϕ “ 0, θ “ pi{2qKs,||i
ΦKs,Kipϕ “ 0, θ “ pi{2q . (5.9)
“ 3b
p2qγ2
45a2 ` 4bp2qγ2 (5.10)
This corresponds to the depolarization ratio for a scenario with fixed polarizer in Ks
configuration in the path of light collection [Lon02]. Other experimental scenarios are
found in Allemand or Long [All70, Lon02].
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5.3.2 Model of depolarization ratios as observed in the experiment
The simple expression introduced for depolarization ratio (Eq. 5.9) does not account for
realistic situations in which scattering originates from an extended region, and for which
light collection has to be considered over a non-zero solid angle than from a single ray.
Additionally, contributions from polarization aberrations need to be taken into account
which ultimately lead to the observed depolarization ratio ρobs.
In the following, specific additional terms which transform the SP0SA to the observed
case are considered. First, the influence of the light collection geometry is introduced in
Section 5.3.2.1. Second, the aberrations from stress-induced birefringence are accounted
for in Section 5.3.2.2. These two parts will make possible the full description of the
experimentally observed depolarization ratio, ρobs. Finally, in Section 5.3.2.3, the model
derived here is compared to previous models by other authors.
5.3.2.1 Influence of light collection geometry
In Eq. 5.9 the SP0SA depolarization ratio for a single ray is given. An integration over the
spherical angles ϕ and θ is necessary in order to obtain a realistic expression. Since the
scattered light originates from an elongated scattering volume rather than from a single
point, an additional integration along the propagation direction z is necessary. A sketch
showing the axes, angles and polarizations in relation to each other is found in Fig. 3.7.
The integration in spherical polar coordinates then yields the observed Raman intensity,
Iobs “ c ¨
¡
ϕ,z,θ
Φeffective sin θ dθ dz dϕ . (5.11)
The bounds of integration are defined by the experimental collection system geometry. In
the case of the HighResLARA system, the scattered light first passes through the sample
cell window (see Fig. 4.4) with an effective radius rw at a distance xw from the scattering
center (aperture 2). The transmitted light is then collected by a focusing lens with aperture
radius rf at a distance xf from the scattering center (aperture 1).
A different parameterization is required for light originating at off-axis locations z ‰ 0.
While the bound of integration for the angles are centro-symmetric for light originating
at z “ 0, for all other locii this becomes asymmetric and the mathematical description is
more complicated. In particular, as indicated in the sketch in Fig. 5.4, segments of light
which are transmitted through the first aperture may be restricted by a second aperture. A
suitable parameterization was developed for the case of the present Raman system with
two circular apertures (sample cell window and collection aperture); this is described
extensively in Appendix B. In general, arbitrary apertures can be used via appropriate
parameterization.
The parameterization leads to a nested integration meaning that the bounds of variables
in the inner integration depend on the value of the outer integration1. This makes it next
to impossible to find an analytic solution for the calculation of the observed intensity. A
numerical integration procedure was therefore implemented in C++ making use of the
mathematical framework of ROOT [Bru97].
1As an example: θmin and θmax are functions of the variables z and ϕ.
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of on-axis pz “ 0q and off-axis pz ‰ 0q light transmission. The light cone
is limited by more than one aperture (e.g. window, lens, diaphragm). L - point (origin) of
scattering light emission. A1, 2 - apertures 1 and 2. O? - possible additional optical element,
e.g. a polarizer. Note that in the right panel (View from L) the larger aperture A1 appears
smaller than the smaller A2. This has perspective reasons since A1 is further away from the
frontal viewer.
5.3.2.2 Influence of polarization aberrations
The above model can now be employed for correcting depolarization ratios provided the
experimental geometry is accurately known. However, the first attempts to obtain the
theoretical ρSP0SA from the experimental ρobs failed since the results (e.g. for the Q1-lines
of O2 or N2) were not in agreement with any theory values. It became clear that optical
components within the experimental setup introduce polarization aberrations which
were neglected in the initial measurements. Often, mounted optics do suffer polarization
aberrations via stress-induced birefringence [Shr02, Log94].
For the Raman cell used in this thesis (see Section 4.1.2), stringent requirements on the
leak-tightness had to be met due to the use of radioactive gas species and the rather
aggressive radio-chemical properties of tritium. Accordingly, the glass-metal bonding
[Eng92] together with metal compression seals will introduce non-negligible stress to the
windows. Qualitative and quantitative measurements showed that polarization aberra-
tions indeed do occur in the Raman cell windows, as described in Appendix D. In Fig. 5.5
stress-induced birefringence is made visible in a laser window of the Raman cell which
was placed between two cross-polarized sheet polarizers. The effects of polarization
aberrations on the incident laser light and the scattered light are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
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Figure 5.5: Visualization of polarization aberrations from stress-induced birefringence in
a laser window. The measurement was acquired with a digital microscope. It was made
polarization-sensitive by a polarizer in front of the sample and an analyzer behind it in
cross-polarized setting. Left - Only the polarizer is in use. The laser window appears to be
illuminated homogeneously. Right - Polarizer and analyzer are in use (cross-polarized setting).
If no polarization aberrations occurred, the whole window area would be black since all light
would be blocked by the analyzer. However, it is visible that this is not the case in the picture
shown here, which indicates that the initially clean polarization suffers from aberration while
it is transmitted through the fused silica window. More details on the measurement procedure
are found in Appendix D.
Polarization aberrations affecting the incident monochromatic, nearly parallel colli-
mated beam An initially clean beam may be affected by polarization aberrations associ-
ated with (potential) stress-induced birefringence in the window material of the sample
cell. In this context, the laser beam diameter is small when passing the window which
typically is positioned close to the focal region of the Raman excitation volume. That
implies that in general only a small part of the window surface („ mm2) or the bulk
volume („ mm3) interacts with the beam. At this point, the surface area of the windows is
much larger than the laser beam diameter, thus it may be assumed that the stress-induced
birefringence is homogeneous over the small beam cross-section. Therefore, the effect on
the associated polarization change will be reasonably approximated by using the cleanness
parameter ξ introduced in Eq. 3.28. It should be noted that this approach is similar to the
one described by Proffitt and Porto [Pro73].
Polarization aberrations affecting the scattered light In general, this type of aberration
is much more difficult to describe than the one affecting the incident laser beam. This
difficulty is associated with the experimental situation in the light collection:
(i) The scattered light rays are non-parallel and often exhibit an anisotropic distribution
of polarization states.
(ii) They pass through various optical interfaces over a range of inclination angles (i.e.
they deviate from the ideal perpendicular incidence).
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(iii) Due to extended solid angles, they may pass through parts of the optics featuring
specific inhomogeneities due to stress-induced birefringence.
In principle, these effects could be taken into account by incorporating them into the
model which has been introduced in the previous subsection. To implement this effort,
a map of the retardance and di-attenuation properties of the optics would be required.
This map would need to include the relevant angles under which light passes through the
surfaces and the lateral positions. For practical reasons, this is not recommended due to
the corresponding enormous measurement efforts. Therefore, a more simplified approach
was selected in which the polarization aberrations in the collection window are calculated
using Jones calculus2. The formalism employed here is based on the work by Kita [Kit09],
and McGuire and Chipman [McG94].
A detailed derivation of formulas within the Jones formalism is written down in Appendix
C. However, the following explanations will be necessary to understand the validity of
the model and its implications.
The following assumptions have to be made for the model of the polarization aberrations
affecting the scattered light:
• the collection system can be simplified as exhibiting a homogeneous net effect on
the polarization, which manifests itself mainly in linear di-attenuation and linear
retardance;
• the polarization aberrations are (nearly) angular independent; and
• circular di-attenuation and retardance are negligible, as already indicated by Kita
[Kit09].
In Jones calculus the single optical components in the light path are expressed as matrices
which are multiplied in the order of the transmission. The sketch of the observation
path in a depolarization experiment is shown in Fig. 5.4. The sequence of components in
this figure is the following: the Raman cell window (A2) is the first optical component,
second is the light collection lens (A1), followed by the (optional) polarizer (O?); the Jones
matrices below are indexed accordingly. This leads to the relation between the polarization
state of the scattered light generated in the Raman interaction volume, Einpθ, ϕq, and that
after transmission through all optical components
Eoutpθ, ϕq “ JO?JA1JA2Einpθ, ϕq . (5.12)
Jones calculus can be used for all optical components in an experimental system to
determine the intensity of scattered Raman light quite accurately by incorporating the
light-field strengths for a particular excitation/collection configuration. As an example,
the observed Raman signal intensity for an excitation laser beam in pi-configuration and
2Note that the same results can be obtained by using Mueller calculus (see e.g. Toro Inesta [Tor03] or
Collett [Col05]).
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collecting the Raman light in Ks-configuration (after the polarizer), is given by
IKs,pi “ E2Ks,pi expp´2aP1qloooooooooomoooooooooon
transmittedKs´component
` E2||s,pi expp2aP2qlooooooooomooooooooon
leakage from ||s´component
` 2EKs,piE||s,pi exppaP2 ´ aP1q cos paR,totqloooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon
contamination induced by retardance
, (5.13)
where aP2, ´aP1 and aR,tot are related to the (simplified) parameters of di-attenuation
and induced retardance, respectively (see [McG94]).
The depolarization ratio defined in Eq. 5.9 is a function of the line strength, Φ. In order
to calculate the depolarization ratio from the actually observed quantities, it has to be
converted into terms of electric field strength or intensities, as in Eq. 5.13. This can be
done by the simple relation E2 “ k ¨ I “ k1 ¨ Φpϕ, θqwith k and k1 being proportionality
constants. Using this relation and Eq. 5.13, one obtains an expression for the observed
experimental depolarization ratio:
ρ “ IKs,||i
IKs,Ki
(5.14)
“ X
2
Ks,||i ` Y 2||s,||i ` 2XKs,||i ¨ Y||s,||i ¨ cos paRtotq
X2Ks,Ki ` Y 2||s,Ki ` 2XKs,Ki ¨ Y||s,Ki ¨ cos paRtotq
(5.15)
with
XKs,pi “ EKs,pi expp´aP1q ,
Y||s,pi “ E||s,pi exppaP2q .
The X2- and Y 2-terms are related to the linear di-attenuation, while the cross-terms
2 ¨X ¨ Y ¨ cos paRtotq represent the additional, induced retardance. This simplified model
approach can now be used to estimate the influence of possible polarization aberrations in
the collection path. For reasons of clarification, various polarization aberration scenarios
are considered in the following enumeration:
1. Only the geometrical influence is included, while no polarization aberrations are
considered (cleanness of the incident laser beam is ξ “ 1).
2. The geometrical influence is superimposed by a reduced polarization cleanness of
the incident beam, i.e. ξ ‰ 1; however, aberrations introduced by the collection
optics are not included at this stage.
3. Eq. 5.13 indicates that the cleanness of transmitted beams can be reduced by po-
larization leakage and/or retardance. Both effects can be investigated individually
by the model approach when the collected light intensities (or field strengths) are
separated into two mutually perpendicular components. This simplification reduces
the complexity of the problem, but also allows for identification of any possible dom-
inating mechanism in the affecting aberration. Two special scenarios are presented
here which result from modifications of Eq. 5.15 for the depolarization ratio:
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(a) The first sub-scenario neglects the induced retardance, meaning that any po-
larization shifts are introduced only via different attenuation losses in the
polarization components. Thus Eq. 5.15 becomes:
ρA “
cA,KsE2Ks,||i ` cA,||sE2||s,||i
cA,KsE2Ks,Ki ` cA,||sE2||s,Ki
. (5.16)
(b) The second sub-scenario neglects the leakage term, and only the changes of the
polarization introduced by retardance in the optical material are considered
(e.g. stress-induced birefringence). In this case Eq. 5.15 simplifies to:
ρB “
cB,KsE2Ks,||i ` cB,||sE||s,||iEKs,||i
cB,KsE2Ks,Ki ` cB,||sE||s,KiEKs,Ki
(5.17)
In these sub-cases a perfect polarization cleanness of the incident beam is assumed
(ξ “ 1). The admixture parameters, c, in Eq. 5.16 and 5.17 are defined as
cA,Ks “ cB,Ks “ expp´2aP1q ,
cA,||s “ expp2aP1q ,
cB,||s “ 2 exppaP2 ´ aP1q ¨ cos paRtotq ,
with the restriction that 0 ď c ď 1.
The aforementioned scenarios now provide the possibility to study the influence of the
polarization impurities in the incident and scattered light on the effective depolarization
ratio. Tab. 5.1 provides an overview of the various scenarios and the corresponding setting
of the parameters. The effect on the observed depolarization ratio as a function of the
collection (solid) angle, related to the three scenarios (including sub-scenarios) above, is
plotted in Fig. 5.6. In the following two paragraphs, the observations are discussed.
Table 5.1: Parameter overview for the investigated polarization scenarios. In all scenarios,
the effects from the geometry were included. Note that scenario 2 has been split into two sub-
scenarios involving only small impurities (2a: ξ “ 0.999 and 2b: ξ “ 0.998) for ρSP0SA “ 0. For
scenarios 3a and 3b, the parameter choice cA{B,Ks “ 0.9 and cA{B,||s “ 0.1 is rather extreme,
and may be viewed as a “worst-case” scenario.
Scenario ξ cA,Ks cB,Ks
1 1 - -
2.a 0.999 - -
2.b 0.998 - -
3.a 1 0.9 -
3.b 1 - 0.9
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Figure 5.6: Influence of polarization aberrations in the laser excitation and the light obser-
vation paths on the effective depolarization ratio. The relevant parameters are polarization
cleanness ξ and the admixture parameters cA,Ks and cB,Ks . In this plot ρSP0SA “ 0. The
numbering of the scenarios is according to Tab. 5.1. The detailed discussion is found within
the main text.
Effects from reduced polarization cleanness in the incident beam
• The most distinguishable contribution to the deviation between theoretical and
measured depolarization ratios is related to reduced cleanness of the excitation laser
beam. Already tiny admixtures of the unwanted polarization component lead to a
considerable offset as discussed below (see Section 5.3.4.3).
• Even for Raman light collection angles which are smaller than what is achievable in
many measurement setups, the deviation between expected (from geometry) and
measured depolarization ratio is noticeable.
Effects from polarization aberrations in the scattered light
• For small light collection angles of the order ă 5˝, the influence of the induced
polarization aberrations on the depolarization ratio, resulting from the collection
optics, is in general rather small. This statement remains valid even if the “worst-
case” scrambling is assumed. For solid angles larger than „ 10˝ the unwanted
polarization component reaches 10% and the effect begins to become non-negligible.
For lower degrees of polarization scrambling, the effect is likely to drop below the
measurement sensitivity (compare with Fig. 5.7).
• The scenarios (3.a) and (3.b) accounting for the polarization aberration in the collec-
tion path, indexed A and B, show a similar behavior. Thus, it seems legitimate to
assume that neither of them may be regarded as the dominant mechanism in the
induced depolarization aberrations on the collection side.
These observations allow the following conclusion: the contributions to the observed
depolarization ratio mainly originate from geometrical effects and polarization impurities
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Figure 5.7: Calculated shift ∆ρ of the observed depolarization ratio from the SP0SA value
induced by optical components in the light collection path. This shift is associated with
polarization impurities in the scattered light beam (based on the approximation in Eq. 5.16).
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Figure 5.8: Difference between the (numerical) model and the one of Teboul [Teb92]. The
parameter ∆ρ is the difference of the corrected ρ values by both models for selected ρSP0SA
values as a function of the light collection angle.
in the incident laser beam. This is particularly true for small light collection angles. For
this reason it can be assumed that the polarization aberrations induced by the optical
components in the light collection path can be neglected in the model. The only relevant
parameter is ξ which describes the deviations from the ideally clean polarization of the
incident laser beam. This approximation will be used in all examples within this thesis.
5.3.2.3 Comparison to a previous correction model
The main methodological difference of the model from the thesis in hand compared to
models from previous works is the inclusion of off-center emission of scattered light. In
this new model light is emitted from points along the laser excitation axis and thus a
further integration step is required. Additionally, this off-center emission requires properly
parametrized apertures in the light collection path, accounting for potential shadowing
(see Section 5.3.2.1). In the latest corresponding work by Teboul et al [Teb92] only scattered
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light originating from a point source is considered. Therefore, a z-integration is not
required (all light originates from z “ 0), and an “effective” circular aperture is defined
via a single parameter θmax. Fig. 5.8 shows the difference of the calculated depolarization
ratios for both models as a function of θmax, where a number of depolarization ratios
between the two limiting cases ρSP0SA “ 0 and ρSP0SA “ 3{4 has been selected3. Both
correction methods diverge with increasing light collection angle. For θmax „ 20˝ and
ρSP0SA “ 0, the difference in the two methods surpasses 0.001. This value is close to or
even larger than the depolarization measurement uncertainties in this work, as will be
reported in Section 5.3.4.4. Thus the use of here developed methodology is clearly required
when an accurate correction of polarization aberration errors needs to be implemented.
5.3.3 Routine for correcting observed depolarization ratios
At the beginning of this subsection it should be reconsidered which possibilities are
available now after the discussions in the previous subsections, and what is finally required
for the measurement.
A numerical model has been introduced which can be used to transform a “single point,
zero solid angle” (SP0SA) depolarization ratio to an actually observed one by applying
corrections for the effects from a given geometry and polarization aberrations in the
excitation beam. However, what is requested is the opposite case. A depolarization ratio
ρobs is observed under a certain geometry with unknown polarization aberration, and
finally the ρSP0SA value should be derived from this. It is obvious that accurate results
cannot be obtained without quantification of the amount of polarization aberrations,
which manifests itself in the cleanness parameter ξ.
In the following a routine is described which can be used for the quantification of ξ during
the depolarization measurement without any auxiliary measurements beforehand4. In a
second step, this quantity is then used for the correcting the observed depolarization ratio
to finally obtain the SP0SA value. The routine comprises two relevant aspects:
1. The light collection geometry needs to be known precisely. Both radii and distances
of the limiting apertures are used as input values for the numerical model. Instead
of experimentally determining the parameters rf and xf for the collection lens, it has
been proven to be beneficial to install a circular diaphragm with significantly smaller
opening angle in front of it. The introduction of this diaphragm of known opening
diameter and distance to the Raman scattering origin simplifies the quantification of
geometrical dimensions of the setup. Detailed information and discussion is found
in the Section 5.3.4.1 below.
2. The cleanness parameter, ξ, which is in general unknown needs to be quantified.
While an external measurement at an auxiliary experimental setup could be con-
sidered, this would come with a number of drawbacks. For example, one potential
problem that may occur is that the characterization laser beam passes through a
3The limiting case ρSP0SA “ 0 is obtained for bp2qγ2 “ 0 in Eq. 5.10 while ρSP0SA “ 3{4 results from
a2 “ 0.
4The complete analysis is implemented in C++ using ROOT functions. The program is made available
under http://depoltools.sourceforge.net.
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Figure 5.9: Detailed view of Q1pJ2 “ 0q line of H2. The measured spectrum for IKi,Ks is
about 100 times more intense than in I||i,Ks configuration. In the latter case, the theoretical
prediction is ρSP0SA “ 0, represented by the green dotted line. On top of this a blue peak
is shown which includes only contributions from the geometry. It is calculated from the
integration over a finite collection angle („ 4˝). Finally, the actually measured peak (red)
comprises geometrical influences and polarization aberrations. Note that the polarization
aberration is the dominating contribution here. This was valid for most of the measurements
performed during the measurement campaign.
slightly different part of the (stressed) laser window than as usual during the de-
polarization experiment. This would then lead to an incorrect ξ value and thus the
correction would fail. Another problem is that the cell windows would have to be
de-attached from the cell, which would result in a potentially different mechanical
stress acting on the window. Thus again the measured polarization cleanness, ξ,
would differ from the one presented during the actual depolarization measurements.
These issues call for a method in which no re-positioning of the windows and no
change of the experimental setup is necessary.
The solution to circumvent the above problems is to make use of a Raman line which
has a well-known depolarization ratio. The trueness of this value then ultimately limits
the corrected value. In case of diatomic molecules (like hydrogen isotopologues) such
a standard is provided by default. The J2 “ 0 line of the Q1-branch has a ρSP0SA “ 0
per definition. This can be made clear from the Placzek-Teller factor, bp2q, which vanishes
for J2 “ 0 (see Eq. 3.27). Fig. 5.9 shows the J2 “ 0 line of H2 as measured in IKi,Ks
and I||i,Ks configuration. A vanishing depolarization ratio implies that the measured
I||i,Ks component should also be vanishing. The figure shows that this is actually not the
case due to contributions from geometry and polarization aberrations, which are always
present. The correction procedure for experimental data, based on the above numerical
model, is separated into two major steps as visualized in Fig. 5.10:
1. The mathematical model is used to calculate the depolarization ratio with input
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Figure 5.10: Two-step routine for extraction of depolarization values ρSP0SA from data sets
which comprise polarization aberrations. Step 1 - Determination of the cleanness of the laser
polarization. The functional relation of the polarization cleanness ξ and the observed depolar-
ization ratio is calculated for known collection geometry and known SP0SA depolarization
ratio ρSP0SA “ 0. From an actually measured depolarization ratio of the Q1pJ2 “ 0q-line, one
derives the related polarization cleanness. Step 2 - Correction of depolarization ratios of all
measured Q1-branch lines for the given polarization cleanness. The polarization cleanness
derived in step 1 is further used in order to transform the ρobserved into the ρSP0SA values of
all Q1-branch lines with J2 ą 0.
parameters being given by the actual collection geometry and the defined SP0SA
value of a certain line. This generates a functional relation between the (effective)
observed depolarization ratio ρobs and the polarization cleanness ξ of the incident
laser beam. In the case of hydrogen isotopologues, the well-known depolarization
ratio is the one of the Q1pJ2 “ 0q-line, for which ρSP0SA “ 0. From this, the
polarization cleanness can be determined from the plotted functional dependence,
using the experimentally observed value ρobserved of this line. In the data displayed
in Fig. 5.10, the depolarization ratio for the Q1pJ2 “ 0q-line of HT was measured as
ρobserved “ 0.60 ¨ 10´2, which corresponds to a polarization cleanness of ξ “ 0.9954.
2. In a second step, the mathematical model is used to extract the SP0SA depolarization
ratio for other Q1pJ2 ą 0q-lines. For this purpose, the polarization cleanness of the
incident beam ξ determined in the first step and the same geometrical input values
are utilized.
Note that polarization aberrations in the collection path have not been considered in
the procedure as argued in Section 5.3.2.2.
Conclusion The procedure presented above is targeted to derive aberration-corrected
depolarization ratios from Raman depolarization measurements. In these measurements,
optical elements are employed which introduce a previously not quantified impact on an
initially “perfect” light beam polarization (e.g. Raman cell windows under stress).
However, before the above method is applied for the correction of measured depolarization
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ratios of all hydrogen isotopologues, it is necessary to demonstrate its validity and accuracy.
This validation will be performed using experimental data (see Section 5.3.4.3).
5.3.4 Measurement of depolarization ratios of all six hydrogen isotopologues
This section first deals with the description of the experimental setup and the measurement
procedure for depolarization ratio measurements (Section 5.3.4.1 and 5.3.4.2). Afterwards,
specific investigations are described which were performed to validate the two-step
correction procedure (Section 5.3.4.3). Finally, the depolarization ratios of the Q1-lines
of all six hydrogen isotopologues are tabulated and discussed with regard to systematic
uncertainties and to the agreement with the theoretical predictions (Section 5.3.4.4).
The depolarization measurements of all hydrogen isotopologues at the TLK were per-
formed with the HighResLARA system. The depolarization ratios of H2 and D2 were
measured in Swansea University as well [Jam13a]. The lack of a tritium infrastructure at
the Swansea site limited the comparative measurements to the non-radioactive isotopo-
logues. However, the opportunity of operating two slightly different experimental setups
at two different labs, operated independently by different scientists, could be exploited
successfully for the validation of the proposed method.
5.3.4.1 Experimental setup
The description of the HighResLARA system is found in Section 4.1.2. The Raman system
in Swansea is quite similar to it in general, meaning that the basic concept is the identical
and the same type of cell, spectrometer and polarization optics is employed. However,
it is partly composed of different components, and especially the observation geometry
deviates from the one realized at the TLK. The differences will be summarized below.
Polarization control of incident light In a depolarization measurement, it is important
to obtain an accurate control of the polarization of incident and scattered light. In the
collection optics, a sheet polarizer was installed, as already described in Section 4.1.2.
The rotational setting of the sheet polarizer was tuned for selecting the Ks component
only. Thus, the polarization of the scattered light is fixed in the depolarization ratio
measurement scenario chosen in this thesis (see Eq. 5.9), so that the polarization direction
of the incident light has to be varied between Ki and ||i. This is achieved by combining
a Glan-Taylor polarizer, which first cleans the polarization (intensity ratio of orthogonal
components before GT: „ 102 : 1; after GT: „ 105 : 1), and a precision (multi-order)
half-wave plate (see Fig. 4.3). In pre-investigations it had been discovered that a standard
half-wave plate causes (laser) beam walk when this birefringent optical medium is rotated.
This beam walk influences the collected Raman scattered light since the excitation region
moves in and out of focus. In order to counteract this undesired behavior, a 0.95 mm
thin half-wave plate was selected (WPMH05M-532 from Thorlabs). Additionally, the
Glan-Taylor / half-wave plate combination was mounted as close as possible to the lens
focusing the laser beam (f “ 250 mm). It was shown that beam walk was minimized by
these measures down to a negligible limit.
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Figure 5.11: Dependence of normalized Raman signal on the half-wave plate angle. Shown
are the intensities of two individual Q1 lines of HT. The data points are fitted by a function
a` b sin2pcα´ φqwith α being the relative rotation angle of the half-wave plate. The log-scale
plot was chosen to show the tiny Raman intensity in the ||i excitation. Note that half-wave
plates turn the polarization by twice the relative rotation angle α.
In order to precisely set and reproduce the laser polarization, the half-wave plate was
mounted into a motorized rotation mount (PRM1/MZ8 from Thorlabs) which was con-
trolled by custom-written LabVIEW® control software via a computer interface. The
precision of the angular setting is quoted to be better than ˘0.2˝.
After the half-wave plate is mounted to the rotation mount the exact correlation between
its fast axis and the angular setting of the mount is not known. In order to obtain this
angular offset, a simple depolarization measurement can be performed. In Fig. 5.11, the
normalized Raman signal is plotted as a function of the half-wave plate angle in 2˝-steps.
From a sin2-fit, the phase φ can be derived and the angular settings of Ki and ||i can be
identified.
This measurement procedure would be one possibility of obtaining depolarization ratios.
However, it could be shown that a higher accuracy can be achieved with subsequent
measurements at the Ki and ||i settings only. This is discussed in the following section.
Differences between the TLK and Swansea systems The differences in the employed
components in the LARA systems are the following:
• In the HighResLARA system at the TLK, a Finesse Laser from Laser Quantum with
a total power of 5 W is installed. In Swansea the lower-power version, Excel, is used.
Its maximum laser power is 2 W and the drift of power, beam pointing and laser
wavelength is slightly worse (see the data sheets [Las12a, Las12b] or in [Jam13b] for
comparison).
• The CCD detector in Swansea is a Synapse CCD from Horiba [Hor12]. The detector
chip is subdivided into 1024ˆ 256 pixels. This is only „ 50% of the pixel number
of the PIXIS:400B which is used at the TLK (and only 25% of the pixels of the
PIXIS:2KB). The greatest disadvantage of the front-illuminated Synapse CCD is its
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Figure 5.12: Optical components in the light collection path affecting the collection solid
angle. xw and rw represent the distance from the scattering center to the Raman window and
the limiting aperture radius, respectively. xf denotes the distance from the scattering center to
the limiting diaphragm and rf its opening radius.
reduced quantum efficiency (ă 45%) as compared to that of back-illuminated PIXIS
CCDs (« 95%). The specifications of dark and read-out noise are only marginally
different.
The lower laser power and the reduced quantum efficiency of the CCD detector in the
Swansea LARA system lead to a sensitivity which should be about a five times smaller
than the one of the TLK system. This results in a lower signal-to-noise ratio or in longer
acquisition times, respectively.
Geometry of the light collection system Another distinction is found in the geometrical
dimensions. An appendix, which is required as second containment for tritium measure-
ments above the permitted limit (1010 Bq) at the TLK, is not necessary in Swansea. Thus,
the position of the first collection lens is not constrained by this safety installation and can
be placed much closer to the cell. In Swansea, two plano-convex lenses with a diameter of
d “ 12 and a focal length of f “ 50 mm were installed. The HighResLARA system uses
a longer focal length of f “ 75 mm, which requires a diameter of d “ 22 to capture the
scattered light in the same solid angle.
In Section 5.3.3, it has been emphasized that the observation geometry has to be known
precisely. The first aperture is given by the Raman window, which is fixed in size and
location. A variable diaphragm is employed as a second aperture limiting the light cone
through the collection lens as shown in Fig. 5.12. The use of a diaphragm is essential for
the following two reasons:
1. The position and the opening radius of the limiting apertures have to be precisely
known in order to achieve a proper correction of the geometrical influence. The use
of a diaphragm facilitates the determination of these two parameters. The convex
shape of the lens would make it specifically difficult to obtain an accurate knowledge
of the distance to the scattering origin.
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Figure 5.13: Dependence of the Raman signal on the collection angle. The angle was de-
termined by a diaphragm in the collection light cone. It is shown that the signal does not
increase beyond an angle of about 4.5˝, and stays approximately the same. From this it can be
concluded that the collection limit of the fiber is reached at this angle so that further opening
of the diaphragm does not allow more light to enter the fiber. The complete measurement is
explained in detail and discussed in [Jam13c]. The measurements were performed at KIT/TLK
with nitrogen (black squares). It should be noted that the same behavior was observed in a
measurement of H2 in Swansea (blue triangles) by Timothy James [Jam13a].
2. It is also necessary to make sure, that the aperture radius of the second limiting
aperture, rf is not larger than the effective opening angle of the fiber bundle. Oth-
erwise the correction model for the depolarization ratio will integrate over a solid
angle which is larger than the one actually realized. The numerical aperture of the
employed fiber, NA “ 0.22, corresponds to an angle of θ « 12˝. This limiting angle
was attempted to be verified in a Raman experiment in which the diaphragm radius
was variable. Correspondingly, the Raman signal of nitrogen5 is plotted as a function
of the collection angle in Fig. 5.13. The measurements are plotted together with an
expected intensity trend proportional to r2f . Measurement and expectation agree
for angles smaller than 4.5˝ and thus in only a much shorter range than expected.
Apparently, the effective fiber collection angle in this setup is limited to smaller
values than the claimed one. Therefore, it is required to choose the opening radius
of the diaphragm in such a way that it provides slightly smaller collection angles.
In Tab. 5.2, the differences in the geometrical dimensions between the systems at the TLK
and in Swansea are summarized.
5.3.4.2 Measurements procedure and analysis
This section introduces the experimental procedure and provides an overview of the
performed measurements as well as high resolution spectra.
5Note that nitrogen was used in investigations like the described one, since it is easily available as Raman
sample from ambient air.
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Table 5.2: Apertures and distances of the Raman collection geometry of the LARA systems
in Swansea and at the TLK. The distances are always stated as measured from the scattering
center to the respective aperture. The dimensions of the Raman windows were derived from a
technical drawing, whereas the dimensions of the diaphragm were measured with tools (e.g.
by a caliper).
Parameter at the TLK in Swansea
(mm) (mm)
Distance to Raman window, xw 8.8˘ 0.1 8.8˘ 0.1
Radius of Raman window, rw 3.5˘ 0.1 3.5˘ 0.1
Distance to diaphragm, xf 69˘ 1 38˘ 1
Radius of diaphragm opening, rf 5˘ 0.5 3˘ 0.25
The depolarization measurements were experimentally performed at the TLK in collabora-
tion with Sebastian Fischer and in Swansea by Timothy James [Jam13a]. After a couple of
systematic studies and pre-investigations, a common measurement procedure was agreed
upon, which is described in the following paragraph.
Experimental procedure The acquisition time with the HighResLARA system per mea-
surement point was chosen to be of the order of 300´ 500 s (or up to 1000 s in Swansea)
to obtain a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio. It should be remembered that the
HighResLARA system has a much lower light throughput compared to the MonLARA
system.
In Fig. 5.11 a procedure for the measurement of the depolarization ratio was presented: by
sequentially turning the half-wave plate and recording the corresponding Raman signal,
Iobs,Ki,Ks and Iobs,||i,Ks can be extracted from a sin2-fit to the measurement points. A full
measurement with a stepsize of ∆α “ 2˝ and 90 steps to cover at least two minima and
two maxima of the sin2 curve would have a duration of about 450 min “ 7.5 h assuming
that one measurement takes about 300 s “ 5 min. During this time, the laser must not be
subject to power drifts or unstable beam pointing. However, this ideal case cannot be
assumed according to observations described in [Sch09, Fis10a].
This aggravation can be avoided by modifying the measurement procedure. Instead of
measuring the complete cycle of angular settings, it was found sufficient to measure at the
Ki and ||i settings only. In doing so, it is assumed, that the laser should be more stable in
this short period compared to the day-long time needed in the first suggested procedure.
The last small amendment to the procedure is that each measurement at the Ki or ||i
settings is performed twice in order to have the possibility to correct for cosmic ray
events. This paired sequence (2ˆ IpKiq Ñ 2ˆ Ip||iq) can be repeated any number of times.
Subsequently, each pair is analyzed according to the routines described in Section 4.2, and
the depolarization ratios are calculated for each J2-line of the Q1-branch. In the end, the
averages and the standard deviations of all pairs are calculated.
Overview of performed measurements The measurements at the TLK and in Swansea
were performed by using different sample cells, individually filled with different gas
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Table 5.3: Different cells and their gas fillings used in Raman depolarization measure-
ments and for the determination of excitation beam polarization cleanness. The filling of
the cells was performed according to the procedures described in Sturm et al [Stu10a]. Note
that the measurements with tritium at the TLK (D:T-cell, H:T-cell) were performed with the
Raman cell in a radiation-safe glove box (c.f. the glove appendix as shown in Fig. 4.5) due to
the high activity of " 1011 Bq in the cell..
Data sets Raman cell Gas composition Total pressure Activity
mbar 1011 Bq
1,2 D:T-cell (TLK) D2 : 15%, DT : 47%, T2 : 34%, Rest pHD,HTq : 4% 400 1.5
3,4,5 H:T-cell (TLK) H2 : 25%, HT : 46%, T2 : 26%, Rest pHD,DTq : 3% 763.1 2.5
6 H:D-cell (SWA) D2 : 100% 900 -
7 H:D-cell (SWA) H2 : 100% 870 -
8,9,10 H:D-cell (TLK) H2 : 26.3%, HD : 47.4%, D2 : 26.3% 1500 -
mixtures. The overview of the various measurements is given in Tab. 5.3. Fig. 5.14
shows the spectrum of the “H:T-cell (TLK)”, in which T2, HT, and H2 appear as major
constituents and the other three isotopologues as traces. The spectrum is shown both for
the Ki- and the ||i-configuration. It can be noticed that the Q1-branches drastically drop
by a factor of 50 in intensity while the O1-/S1-lines drop only by about a factor of 3{4, as
expected from theory [Lon02].
The main attention was on the depolarization measurements of each Q1-line of the hy-
drogen isotopologues using high resolution spectroscopy. In Fig. 5.15 the high resolution
spectra of the six isotopologues are presented together with the results from ShapeFit (see
Section 4.2.1). The thermal population and the degeneracy for homonuclear isotopologues
(see Section 3.1.3) are noticeable. More details, e.g. on the line congestion, are found in the
caption of Fig. 5.15.
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Figure 5.14: Overview Raman spectrum of an equilibrated mixture of T2, HT, and H2.
Note the break in the scale which allows to make visible the small impurities of DT, D2 and
HD. The spectrum was acquired from the mixture of the “H:T-cell (TLK)” (c.f. Tab. 5.3). This
measurement was performed with the medium resolution grating (600 gr/mm) and is stitched
together from two individual spectra in order to cover all six isotopologues. All relevant O1-,
Q1- and S1-branch lines are annotated. The spectrum was acquired for Ki and ||i excitation
polarization.
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Figure 5.15: High resolution spectra of the Q1-branch of all six hydrogen isotopo-
logues. All spectra were recorded with the HighResLARA system at the TLK with the
2400 grooves{mm grating in Ki,Ks configuration. All spectra were treated by the post-
processing steps discussed in Section 4.2.2 and fitted by ShapeFit. The number near each
peak depicts the rotational quantum number J2 of the transition. The displayed wavenumber
range spans 60 cm´1 for each isotopologue for comparative reasons. It can be seen that, the
line spacing reduces from the lightest to the heaviest isotopologues. The lines for H2 and HD
are almost uncongested while the lowest J2 line in DT or T2 strongly overlap. However, the
ShapeFit routine is able to cope with this congestion successfully.
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5.3.4.3 Validation of the correction routine
In Section 5.3.3, a method for the correction of measured depolarization ratios was intro-
duced. Before it is applied to the measurement of all hydrogen isotopologues, its validity
is revised with respect to three aspects:
1. It is examined whether the determination of the cleanness of the excitation light
beam results in the same value for repeated measurements. This investigation is
performed for different sample cells.
2. It is checked whether ρSP0SA values for the same hydrogen isotopologues agree if
derived from a set of different Raman cells.
3. It is investigated whether the application of the corrected depolarization value of a
certain molecular species allows one to determine those of a different species, which
is present and measured in the same cell.
These validity investigations are estimated to be most relevant for the sound application
of the correction model. The discussion of all three aspects in full detail is found in the cor-
responding publication about the methodology [Sch13b] (see Appendix I). A summarized
version, which only discusses the first two aspects, is given below.
The first aspect was the reproducibility of the procedure for determining the polarization
cleanness of the incident laser beam (step 1 in the correction procedure). It was demon-
strated in a study of a number of cells at the TLK and in Swansea University. These cells
were filled with the different gas mixtures of Tab. 5.3. The cells had to be removed from
the Raman system in order to be filled and thus an exact repositioning of the cells was
not guaranteed. The measured cleanness values for each measurement are graphically
summarized in Fig. 5.16. It can be clearly seen that the cleanness values derived for the
same cell are on a similar level. For the same cell, the fluctuations are of the order of
δξ ă 0.001. These results support the assumption that the polarization contamination is
mainly related to the cell windows.
The second of the three aspects is related to the reproducibility of the procedure with
different cells but using the same gas species. In the given example, the depolarization
ratios of the Q1-lines of H2 were studied. The different cells exhibited differing stress-
induced birefringence in the cell windows; two cells were used for measurements at the
TLK and one at Swansea University (see set 3, 7 and 10 in Tab. 5.3). Step 1 of the correction
procedure leads to polarization cleanness values for the three data sets of ξset#3 “ 0.9950,
ξset#7 “ 0.9995 and ξset#10 “ 0.9899, respectively (see Fig. 5.16). The observed Raman
depolarization values and the corresponding corrected ρSP0SA values for Q1pJ2 “ 1, 2, 3q-
lines of H2 are collated in Tab. 5.4. The statistical fluctuations of the averages of the
derived ρSP0SA values are of the order of ∆ρ ď 0.01 ¨ 10´2. On the other hand, the spread
in the uncorrected, observed depolarization values is quite substantial. Thus the data
demonstrate that the correction routine is capable to reduce or even compensate for such
large variations. In the next section the data will be compared to the theoretical calculations
by LeRoy.
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Figure 5.16: Polarization cleanness of various Raman cells, as determined in Step 1 of the
correction procedure. The annotation of the data sets (numbering according to Tab. 5.3)
indicates the isotopologue which was used for the determination of ξ. The statistical error
bars are within the symbol size. For isotopologue measurements within a given mixture, i.e.
sets (1,2), (3-5) and (8-10), the cell was stationary; in the case of measurement data sets 6 and 7
the cell was removed and reinserted between the measurements.
Table 5.4: Demonstration of the capability of the depolarization ratio correction procedure.
The observed and corrected ρ-values are from measurements of the Q1-branch lines of H2.
The numbers in brackets denote the measurement uncertainty in the last digit. In the case of
the averaged SP0SA values, the brackets denote the standard deviation in the last digit. The
numbering is according to the data sets summarized in Tab. 5.3.
H2 ρobs in 10´2 ρSP0SA in 10´2
J2 #3 #7 #10 #3 #7 #10 average
1 2.41(1) 2.12(1) 2.85(1) 1.77(1) 1.89(3) 1.80(1) 1.82(6)
2 1.97(1) 1.62(1) 2.52(1) 1.33(1) 1.40(3) 1.48(1) 1.40(8)
3 1.92(1) 1.54(1) 2.34(1) 1.28(1) 1.32(3) 1.30(1) 1.30(2)
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5.3.4.4 Results and discussion
After the successful validation of the two-step correction approach for the observed depo-
larization ratios, the method can now be applied to the data of all hydrogen isotopologues.
Their individual Q1-spectra are found in Fig. 5.15.
Tab. 5.5 contains the list of the corrected depolarization ratios of the six hydrogen isotopo-
logues measured at the TLK. The table lists only one selected data set per isotopologue
and only those Q1pJ2 ą 0q-lines with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio6. To each of these
values an uncertainty was assigned, this can be traced back to three main sources:
1. known inadequacies in the used correction model/procedure (mostly due to simpli-
fications or assumptions);
2. uncertainties in the determination of the geometrical dimensions of the light collec-
tion region as input parameters for the model; and
3. experimental uncertainties in the measured depolarization ratios.
A detailed discussion of individual noise sources and their quantitative estimation is
found in Appendix E. In the following, the total (and propagated) uncertainty will be
denoted by the symbol ∆ρtot.
Each experimentally determined and corrected depolarization ratio, ρcor, in Tab. 5.5 is
listed together with the theoretical expectation, ρtheo, which was calculated from the matrix
elements of the polarizability provided by LeRoy [LeR11].
Most of the values of the individual lines show a good agreement to the theory within
the given uncertainty, while greater deviation is found for the lines of T2. This is possibly
due to the fact, that the Q1pJ2 “ 0q-line of T2 could not be used for the determination of
the polarization cleanness of the cell as it is strongly convoluted with the Q1pJ2 “ 1q-line
(see Fig. 5.15). According to the results in the validation section (5.3.4.3), the determined
cleanness, ξ, does not differ much if determined using different species from one sample.
Thus, the cleanness for the correction procedure of T2 was determined from the HT data
from the same sample and cell. Although this indirect determination was proven to be
valid, a slight shift is assumed that is added to the corrected value.
In order to gauge the general agreement of experimental and theoretical values, the
following quantitative method was chosen. The depolarization ratio difference (ρtheo ´
ρcor) was calculated for each measured value and then normalized to the propagated
uncertainty, ∆ρtot:
e “ ρtheo ´ ρcor∆ρtotpρcorq . (5.18)
All measurements and their individual uncertainties were independent of each other.
Therefore, the functional dependence e for all the measured, corrected depolarization
ratios should form a Gaussian distribution if plotted as a statistical histogram (see Fig.
5.17).
6The full tabulation of all data sets measured at the TLK and Swansea is found in Appendix G.
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Table 5.5: Selected set of results of depolarization ratios for all
six hydrogen isotopologues. The uncertainty, ∆ρtot, in the last
digit of the observed depolarization ratios are given in paren-
theses. The theoretical depolarization ratios, ρtheo, were derived
from LeRoy’s ab initio calculations for the laser wavelength of
the LARA systems, λ “ 532 nm [LeR11]. Note that the ordering
is according to Fig. 5.15 in which the labeled spectra of the Q1
branches of all hydrogen isotopologues can be found.
J” H2 HD D2
ρcor ρtheo ρcor ρtheo ρcor ρtheo
in 10´2 in 10´2 in 10´2
1 1.77(6) 1.83 1.77(6) 1.80 1.74(6) 1.76
2 1.33(6) 1.33 1.26(6) 1.30 1.18(6) 1.27
3 1.28(6) 1.25 1.21(6) 1.22 1.12(4) 1.19
4 1.13(7)a 1.17
5 1.38(10)a,b 1.16
J” HT DT T2
ρcor ρtheo ρcor ρtheo ρcor ρtheo
in 10´2 in 10´2 in 10´2
1 1.73(6) 1.79 1.70(6) 1.75 1.65(6) 1.74
2 1.26(6) 1.29 1.23(6) 1.26 1.19(6) 1.25
3 1.22(6) 1.21 1.27(6) 1.18 1.12(6) 1.17
4 1.25(6) 1.19 1.15(6) 1.16 1.04(6) 1.15
5 1.30(6)b 1.15 1.13(6) 1.14
6 1.26(9)b 1.15 1.16(7) 1.14
a from different data set
b approaching noise level
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Figure 5.17: Statistical plot of deviations between measured and theoretical depolarization
ratios. Note that this histogram contains all 40 measurement results of all individual hydrogen
isotopologue runs (i.e. TLK and Swansea data as well as repeated data sets for the same
isotopologues). Thus, it covers far more entries than listed in Tab. 5.5. The histogram was
fitted with a Gaussian function. For further details see text.
The fit of a Gaussian function to the distribution returns a width of σfit “ 1.13˘ 0.10 and
mean value of x0 “ 0.12 ˘ 0.10. This agrees reasonably well with the expectation for a
standard normal distribution7 with σ “ 1 and being centered at zero. It can therefore be
concluded that the measured depolarization ratios, which were corrected by the two-step
procedure agree with the theoretically derived values of LeRoy within a 1σ confidence
level. This will allow using use these values for a calibration of the LARA system covering
all six hydrogen isotopologues.
In the introduction to the depolarization measurements, a few other groups have been
mentioned who have made efforts to measure the depolarization ratio of hydrogen.
However, none of the groups has ever been able to measure the rotationally resolved
Q1-branches of all six isotopologues. Some measurements of H2 and one of D2 have been
reported in the literature, and only two groups tabulate rotationally resolved Q1-branches
(Holzer8 et al in 1973 [Hol73] and more recently, in 2007, Yu et al [Yu07]). In Tab. 5.6 their
values are collated together with the values from this work and the theoretical values as
obtained via LeRoy’s calculations.
The table reveals that nearly all reported experimental values agree with those of LeRoy
within their experimental uncertainty. However, it should be stressed that the ρcor values
from this work are generally (i) smaller than the values from the other groups, (ii) closer
to the theoretical values, and (iii) have a smaller measurement uncertainty. Presumably,
points (i) and (ii) are associated with the fact that Holzer and Yu did not apply any
correction for the polarization purity or geometrical effects in the light collection. Their
depolarization ratios are consistently larger than the theory values. This shows that the
two-step correction procedure is indeed required in order to obtain accurate depolarization
values.
7Note that in this case the “normal distribution” is not normalized to an area equal to 1.
8Holzer et al also measured D2.
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Table 5.6: Comparison of corrected depolarization ratios of H2 with experimental and
theoretical data from literature. The data of Yu and Holzer are found in [Yu07] and [Hol73],
respectively. Note that the correction methodology developed in the frame of this thesis forces
the corrected depolarization ratio of Q1pJ2 “ 0q to be zero.
J” ρcor ρlit´Yu ρlit´Holzer ρtheo´LeRoyp532 nmq
in 10´2 in 10´2 in 10´2 in 10´2
0 0.00(6) 0.2(2) 0.1(1) 0
1 1.77(6) 2.1(2) 1.9(1) 1.83
2 1.33(6) 1.5(2) 1.4(1) 1.32
3 1.28(6) 1.4(2) 1.35(10) 1.25
4 1.3(5) 1.23
5.3.4.5 Summary and conclusion
It has been found that the integration over the solid angle of the light collection cone and
stress-induced birefringence in the Raman cell windows lead to an observed depolarization
ratio, ρobs, which is generally higher than the “single point zero solid angle” value, ρSP0SA.
A two-step correction procedure has been developed. Given a known geometry, the
approach is the following:
(i) An exactly known SP0SA depolarization ratio (e.g. of the Q1pJ2 “ 0q-lines of hydro-
gen isotopologues) is needed to determine the cleanness of the incident laser beam
in the cell, ξ.
(ii) This ξ is then used to correct the ρobs value in the given geometry. Said methodology
has been successfully validated.
This approach made possible the first successful measurement of the depolarization ratios
of the Q1-lines of all six hydrogen isotopologues. The values are in good agreement with
the theoretical prediction by LeRoy. Additionally, one can say with confidence that the data
measured and analyzed within the framework of this thesis are the most accurate to date.
This was shown in the comparison with other groups which measured the depolarization
ratios of H2 before.
This is not only of interest for the community of experimental spectroscopists, but also for
the colleagues from the theoretical side who are interested in validating their calculations
of molecular properties like the polarizability.
In the context of KATRIN the implications were profound. Recall specifically, that the
aim of this section was the verification of the theoretical Raman intensities which require
the polarizabilities from LeRoy [LeR11] as input. The depolarization ratios, which can
be calculated from these predictions, have been found to agree with the corrected de-
polarization ratios of all six hydrogen isotopologues to better than 5% for almost all of
the investigated Q1pJ2q-lines, within a 1σ confidence level. Using error propagation and
certain assumptions9 one can show that this relative uncertainty of the depolarization
ratios is about equal to the relative uncertainty of the line strength function.
9The derivation is given in detail in Appendix F.
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Together with the determination of the spectral sensitivity, which is the topic of the
following section, the theoretical intensities can therefore be employed for a calibration of
the LARA system including all six hydrogen species. This will finally allow KATRIN to
obtain proper quantitative measurements of gas composition of the tritium source.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the progress of developing the methodology reported
in this section has helped to better understand the LARA systems better in general10.
10To give an example, the MonLARA system was then also equipped with a sheet polarizer in the light
collection system, which is necessary in order to choose the correct polarization composition of the scattered
light in the intensity calculations.
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5.4 Measurement of the system’s spectral sensitivity
The calibration approach which is discussed in this chapter requires (i) the theoretical Ra-
man intensities which were subject of the previous section, and (ii) the spectral sensitivity
of the Raman system employed. The spectral sensitivity, ηpλq, describes how the light
which is to be analyzed is influenced on its way through the detection system.
In theory, one could derive the total spectral sensitivity of the system from the individual
contributions of each component. However, this cannot be realized, since (i) the spectral
sensitivity of the component is not necessarily known, and (ii) ηpλq often depends on the
polarization configuration of the transmitted light and thus would make any given curve
unusable if the polarization differed from the certified one. Moreover, it is in general safer
to measure a quantity than to rely on calculations or data sheets from the manufacturer. In
this calibration approach, the measurement of the system’s spectral sensitivity is preferred.
The spectral sensitivity is defined as the ratio of the light spectrum which is measured at
the end of the detection system, Imeaspλq, and the spectrum which is actually generated at
the position of scattering in the Raman cell, Itheopλq:
ηpλq “ Imeaspλq
Itheopλq . (5.19)
The determination of Imeaspλq is straightforward, while Itheopλq is harder to obtain since the
full characteristics of the light source have to be well understood. The focus in measuring
the spectral sensitivity is thus to find a reliable source for obtaining a well-known Itheopλq.
It should be noted at this point, that the proof of concept of the sensitivity measurement
and related systematic investigations were conducted within the diploma thesis of Simone
Rupp [Rup12] supervised by the author. For this reason, the content presented here
represents only a summarized version. The reader is referred to Simone Rupp’s thesis for
deeper insights and further information.
5.4.1 Requirements for the determination of the spectral sensitivity
For the accurate determination of the spectral sensitivity, a light source with a well-
known emission spectrum Itheopλq is required. In the following, this source will be called
“calibration light source”. This light source needs to fulfill certain requirements:
• Coverage of the spectral range of interest
The focus of quantitative Raman analysis is on the Q1-branches of the six hydrogen
isotopologues. The valid spectral range of the calibration light source should there-
fore cover at least all Q1-branches of the hydrogen isotopologues (see Fig. 5.14). The
excitation laser has an emission wavelength of 532 nm, so that the Q1-branch of the
heaviest isotopologue, T2, is found at around 612 nm, while the corresponding line
of the lightest one, H2, is found around 683 nm.
• Trueness of the spectrum
Specifically in the spectral region, where the most relevant species for the KATRIN
experiment (T2, DT, and D2) are found, the systematic uncertainty of Itheopλq should
be in the few-percent range, or lower.
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• Replication of the Raman scattered light
“Replication” means that the geometry of the calibration light source should resemble
the geometry of the Raman scattering region as closely as possible. In particular,
position and exit angles of the calibration light should be like the one of the Raman
light originating from the excited gas volume. The importance of this requirement
can already be estimated from a Raman measurement by Sebastian Mirz [Mir11],
who investigated the dependence of the relative Raman intensities on the focal
distance of the collection optics. A strong dependence was observed, which was
mainly related to chromatic aberrations. The optimum solution would thus be to
replicate exactly the position of Raman light generation; less recommended would
be to guide the light of the calibration source to this point via additional optics.
• Known polarization behavior
The detection systems of the Raman systems are in general polarization-dependent.
For this reason, a linear polarizer was installed in the light collection system, so
that the light passing through the system always has the same polarization. The
use of the calibration light source is not expected to be impeded by this additional
polarization optics.
5.4.2 Possible calibration sources for the measurement of the spectral
sensitivity
With regard to the above requirement several possible candidates for the calibration source
were considered. The different alternatives were grouped in “external” and “internal”
sources. “External” implies, that the light is generated at any place and is then guided
to the light collection system of the Raman system. In contrast to this, “internal sources”
produce their light exactly at the position at which the Raman light is generated normally.
External sources This type of source always suffers from the disadvantage, that addi-
tional optics are required to transport the light to the collection region. These extra optics
can be e.g. lenses, mirrors or optical fibers. The geometrical shape of the source can be
much different from the geometry of the illuminated gas cylinder of some micrometer
diameter as present in Raman scattering. Furthermore, emission angles can be different.
The following light sources were taken into account in this category:
• Commercially available calibration sources
These off-the-shelf devices are often based on a tungsten halogen lamp and provide
a wide spectral range with a calibration uncertainty of only a few percent. The
certified spectrum is generally traceable to NIST11 standards. This is provided in
quite coarse steps (∆λ „ 5´ 10 nm). In [Rup12], the results of a market research are
found. The possibly best choice among the candidates, the Newport QTH 63978,
provides an uncertainty of „ 2.5% in the spectral region of interest [New12]. The
unit costs about 4500e and has only a limited (calibrated) lifetime of „ 50h, which
makes it quite expensive.
11NIST = American National Institute of Standards and Technology
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• Custom-built devices
Custom-built calibration sources can be assembled from stabilized halogen lamps
like in the commercial devices [Sch11a], or from other light sources, like LEDs
[Rup12]. LEDs have the big advantage that their emission spectrum is stable if the
temperature and current are stabilized to a certain value [Dav12]. The stabilization
of the LEDs is in general easier to obtain than in case of the halogen lamps, which
operate at some thousand degrees Kelvin. Furthermore, LEDs have a much longer
lifetime („ 100, 000 h) as compared to halogen lamps („ 1000 h).
Building a custom calibration light source may be a cheaper alternative on the first
view, but it has certain drawbacks. The main disadvantage is, that the calibration
light source needs to be calibrated itself before it can be employed. This may not be
straightforward, and it is hard to achieve a similar or better performance compared
to commercial devices.
Internal sources All previously mentioned calibration sources have the major disadvan-
tage that their intrinsic replication of the scattering region is poor or not possible. Thus, a
larger systematic uncertainty compared to the certified value is expected. This drawback
is alleviated by internal sources. The possibilities are:
• In-cell black body radiator
One supposable idea is to replace the laser windows of an ordinary Raman cell (see
a drawing of a cell in Fig. 4.4.) with electrical feedthroughs and to install a thin
tungsten wire in between the connectors [Sch11b]. This wire would be at exactly the
same position as the laser beam in the Raman cell. If heated by a current, the wire
would emit black body radiation. Its spectrum could be calculated from Planck’s
law, in principle, if temperature and emissivity were known accurately. Since this is
not the case, this approach would again lead back to the problem that a calibration
of this device would be required beforehand.
• Internal standard medium (gas or liquid)
One further possibility is to fill the Raman cell with a certain gas or liquid which
emits a well-known spectrum if excited by the laser (see e.g. [Res05]). The true
shape then has to be provided from literature or certain calibration institutions like
NIST. The replication of the scattering region would be almost perfect in this case
since the experimental setup is quasi-identical to a standard Raman measurement
setup. It should be noted that no external power supplies or temperature controlling
equipment are needed in this approach.
• Luminescence intensity standard
An approach which is similar to the previous one is to use a solid luminescence
intensity standard. Such an approach was suggested by Ray and McCreery in 1997
[Ray97]. It is basically a fluorescent material which emits a broadband spectrum if
exposed to laser radiation. Further details are found in [McM06]. As in the previous
option, the light is generated by the same laser beam which is normally used for the
Raman light generation. Thus, the replication of the Raman scattering region should
be equally possible.
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5.4.3 NIST-traceable luminescence standard SRM 2242
The calibration method of choice was to make use of an internal standard. Since no liquid
or gaseous standard which fulfills the requirement was available, a solid luminescence
standard was chosen. This choice was especially motivated by the features of the device
named Standard Reference Material (SRM) 2242 developed and distributed by NIST.
The standard is designed for a laser excitation of 532 nm and is well-documented in a
publication by Choquette et al [Cho07] and in the calibration certificate of NIST [NIS08].
Features of the SRM 2242 A photograph of the SRM 2242 standard is shown in the
top panel of Fig. 5.18. The standard is basically a 2 mm thick borate glass slide doped
with MnO2. One of the surfaces is frosted for optimizing the emission profile of the
luminescence light. The relative spectral intensity ISRM of the luminescence spectrum was
calibrated according to the calibration protocol of NIST [NIS08]. Its shape is represented
by a fifth-order polynomial
ISRMpλq “ 10
7
λ2
¨
5ÿ
i“0
AiY pλqi (5.20)
with
Y pλq “ 107 ¨
ˆ
1
532 nm ´
1
λ
˙
. (5.21)
The coefficientsA0 toA5 are provided by NIST and are valid for an operating temperature
between 20 ˝C and 25 ˝C. The middle panel of Fig. 5.18 shows the spectrum in the relevant
wavelength region of the hydrogen isotopologues. NIST provides ˘2σ confidence curves
together with the shape of the luminescence spectrum. This relative uncertainty is shown
in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.18.
The figure shows that the isotopologues with the highest relevance for KATRIN (T2, DT,
and D2) are in the spectral region where the calibration standard provides the smallest
uncertainty (|σpISRMq| ă 0.5%). This already promises a small final calibration uncertainty
by this method. However, the luminescence standard has one major drawback as indicated
in Fig. 5.18. The certified calibration region only spans from 536.4 nm to 676.1 nm and
thus does not cover the Q1-branch of H2 at about „ 683 nm. Fig. 5.18 also shows that
the certified polynomial diverges outside of the limits of the certification. This failing
extrapolation is of course an expected behavior for any high order polynomial. In order to
deal with this constraint, an extended set of measured data was requested and obtained
from NIST.
This extended set is not provided in form of a polynomial, but as discrete array and
without any stated uncertainty. Nevertheless, the quantification of the final calibration
uncertainty requires an estimate for the uncertainty of the extended data beyond the
certification. The bottom panel of Fig. 5.18 shows that the polynomials describing the
uncertainty quickly diverge outside of the certified region, where they lose their validity.
If this uncertainty is now transfered to the extended data in this spectral region, it can
be assumed that it represents a rather conservative estimate for the uncertainty of the
actual measurement curve. It should be noted that the larger uncertainty linked to the H2
isotopologue will not be a show-stopper for the calibration task of the KATRIN LARA
system, since H2 will only be a minor constituent of the WGTS gas content [KAT05].
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Figure 5.18: The NIST luminescence standard SRM 2242. Top panel: A view of the SRM
2242 luminescence standard in its slide mount. The dimensions of the glass slide are p30.4ˆ
10.7ˆ 2.0qmm. Middle panel: (Normalized) certified spectrum of the luminescence standard
and extended data. The positions of the Q1-branches of the six hydrogen isotopologues and
the limit of certification are indicated. Bottom panel: Confidence curves (˘2σ) for the certified
spectral range. Note that the shape of the certified data (spectrum and confidence curves) is
given by a fifth order polynomial which diverges outside of the certified region.
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(a) Raman cell in action (b) SRM 2242 in action
Dovetail
Raman window
Figure 5.19: Replication of the Raman scattering region by the SRM 2242 luminescence
standard. The SRM 2242 was removed from the mount shown in Fig. 5.18 and attached to
a dovetail mount. This facilitates the exchange between cell and luminescence standard. A
Raman window was aligned between standard and collection optics to replicate the transmis-
sion of the scattered light through the window of the cell. The green glow in both pictures is
related to laser light which is diffusely reflected or elastically scattered (Rayleigh-scattering).
The Raman and luminescence light is several orders of magnitude less intense and thus not
visible.
Application of the SRM 2242 The SRM 2242 features very low uncertainties in the
wavelength region of interest, with the exception of theQ1-branch of H2. Other advantages
of the luminescence standard are its simple application and outstanding capability of
replicating the scattering region. Fig. 5.19 shows the SRM 2242 in action at the position
where normally the cell is placed.
The crucial point for the almost perfect replication of the scattering region is that Raman
light and luminescence light are excited by the same laser, so that the position of light
generation as well as the light emission angles are as similar as possible. Furthermore,
realignment is required after changing between Raman cell and SRM 2242.
Further advantages are
(i) that the standard works passively, meaning that no additional electronic devices are
required which would again be prone to instabilities;
(ii) that the lifetime is quasi-infinite and no re-calibration is necessary,
(iii) and that the simple handling facilitates the calibration procedure of the LARA system
for non-LARA experts which is an important feature for the long measurement time
of the KATRIN experiment.
Differences between the NIST reference system and the MonLARA system In the
previous paragraphs, many advantages of the luminescence standard for the determina-
tion of the spectral sensitivity were discussed. Also, it was shown how the “flaw” of H2
being out of the certified region can be compensated.
However, the applicability of the luminescence standard needs to be contemplated care-
fully when comparing the principal experimental setup of the MonLARA system and the
reference system which NIST used for their calibration. Specifically, two major differences
need to be mentioned:
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• The scattering geometry
The SRM 2242 was designed for experiments in a 180˝ back-scattering geometry (e.g.
micro-Raman experiments [Die11]). In contrast, all Raman systems currently used
at the TLK use a 90˝ scattering geometry. It may be expected that the passage of the
laser beam through the glass as well as the scattered light will be different in both
configurations. NIST does not quote investigations of the standard in this altered
geometry and thus does not report on the validity of the certified polynomials for
this case.
• Polarization effects
In Section 5.3 focusing on the depolarization measurements, the sensitivity of Raman
scattering on the polarization was discussed. Polarization is generally also an issue in
fluorescence processes [Feo61]. In order to remove all polarization dependent effects
in the light detection system, NIST installed an achromatic depolarizer (polarization
scrambler) which randomly polarizes the scattered light. In contrast to this, the
Raman systems used in this work have a linear polarizer installed in their collection
optics. This unit allows one to accurately select the component of the scattered
light which is required for the comparison of experimental results and theoretical
predictions (see Section 5.3). Both techniques for handling the polarization may lead
to a differing outcome.
In order to study and finally validate the usability of the SRM 2242 luminescence standard
under these “unconventional” conditions, dedicated experiments were conducted also
to lead to a preferred calibration procedure which offers the smallest possible systematic
uncertainty. This study was a major part of the diploma thesis of Simone Rupp and can be
found in all details in [Rup12]. In the following section, only the most important results
and implications will be summarized to finally give the answer whether the standard can
be applied for the determination of the spectral sensitivity.
5.4.3.1 Systematic investigations
Systematic studies were performed in which certain experimental parameters were varied
in order to investigate their influence on the spectral shape. It has to be mentioned that
the investigations are not able to determine which of the spectra recorded under different
conditions was the “right” one. Nevertheless, the investigations can indicate if the certified
spectral shape is valid for differing experimental conditions compared to those from NIST.
The experimental parameters with possible influence on the spectral shape under investi-
gation were
• the incident position of the laser beam,
• the polarization of incident and scattered light,
• the presence of a Raman cell window,
• the number of passages of the laser beam (single- or double-pass mode),
• the temperature and laser power.
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Figure 5.20: Different incident positions of the laser beam on SRM 2242. (a) The SRM 2242
is aligned parallel to the laser beam. The laser beam is incident on the small side of the SRM
2242, hence passing through the full length of the glass slide. This should provide an optimal
replication of the scattering region. (bi) Different incident angles of the laser beam (top view).
(c) Different incident positions of the parallel beam (top view). Figure from [Rup12].
The findings of the individual investigations implied certain consequences for a measure-
ment procedure. This procedure has then become obligatory for all later measurements of
the spectral sensitivity.
Influence of the incident position of the laser beam on the spectral shape A certain
discrepancy is given in the usage of the SRM 2242 luminescence standard for the calibration
of the spectral sensitivity. On the one hand, the extended scattering region with light
collection at an angle of 90˝ relative to the laser beam should be replicated as close as
possible. But on the other hand, the measurement condition should be as close as possible
to the conditions used by NIST (point-like backscattering geometry) in order to obtain a
spectrum close to the certified one. This discrepancy can only be resolved by systematic
investigations to resolve whether both aforementioned measurement conditions are really
in conflict with each other.
In a set of experiments, the position and angle of incidence of the laser beam were varied.
Fig. 5.20 gives an overview of the experimental configuration. A grazing incidence should
provide a good replication of the scattering region, while a more vertical angle of incidence
would be closer to the NIST situation.
The following findings were obtained:
• Measurements with incidence on the front (see Fig. 5.20, case (b2)) at an angle of
up to α “ 60˝ are closest to the NIST configuration. They were in good agreement
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(differenceă 1%) with spectra measured for grazing incidence (see Fig. 5.20 case (b1)
and (c) ). Therefore, it could be inferred that the use of the SRM 2242 in a parallel
configuration is valid.
• It can also be assumed that, as already indicated, the parallel configuration provides
the best replication of the scattering region since it is closest to the situation in Raman
measurements. The position of incidence in this configuration (back, center or front
in Fig. 5.20, case (c) ) has no significant influence.
Influence of the polarization on the spectral shape The certified luminescence spec-
trum was calibrated by NIST in a back-scattering geometry with a polarization scrambler
installed to fully randomize the scattered light before it is guided into the spectrometer.
This configuration differs significantly from what is realized in the LARA setup. Thus,
it is of high relevance to understand how to choose the right polarization setting to be
compatible to the NIST calibration.
In order to investigate the polarization dependence of the measured luminescence light,
two sets of measurements were performed.
1. In the first experiment, an additional half-wave plate was installed in the MonLARA
system before the laser light was focused into the SRM 2242. By this measure, the
normallyKi polarized incident laser light could be rotated stepwise by an automated
rotation mount. The sheet polarizer in the collection optics was in Ks configuration
as usual.
2. In the second experiment, the half-wave plate was turned back to obtain again Ki
polarized laser light. Then only the sheet polarizer was rotated stepwise.
In both experiments a periodic modulation of the total intensity and the spectral shape
could be observed, with the largest deviation found between the vertical and horizontal
polarization configurations. The case for the laser polarization is shown in Fig. 5.21. The
modulation of the amplitude of about 30% reveals a partly polarized emission12. This
behavior of fluorescent material illuminated by polarized laser light is to be expected
according to the literature [Feo61]. The superposition of an unpolarized part (without
angular dependence) and a polarization maintaining part (with angular dependence)
allows one to explain the change in total intensity and in spectral shape.
In [Rup12] a detailed derivation for the phenomenon is shown and it is mathematically
argued that one should expect the following relation for the measured SRM 2242 intensity:
Imeaspλ, χ “ 45˝q “ 12 pImeaspλ, χ “ 0
˝q ` Imeaspλ, χ “ 90˝qq , (5.22)
with χ being the relative rotation angle of the polarization with respect to Ki. This as-
sumption was indeed verified by the measured data, which indicates that the polarization
characteristic of the SRM 2242 in the LARA setup was understood.
12In the case of unpolarized emission, no modulation would be expected, while in the case of fully polarized
emission, a modulation of 100% of the amplitude would be assumed.
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Figure 5.21: Influence of the laser polarization on the measured spectra. The plot shows
the dependence of the measured luminescence spectra on the half-wave plate’s angle of
rotation with respect to (i) the maximum intensity of the non-normalized spectra, and (i) the
respective relative intensity difference to the average spectrum at a selected wavelength of
683 nm. The latter serves as an approximate value for the largest deviation in spectral shape
in the wavelength range of interest. The positions of vertical and horizontal laser polarization
are indicated by the arrows; they recur at intervals of 90˝. At these positions, the extrema of
both curves coincide. Figure from [Rup12].
The same theoretical considerations were then applied to the conditions under which
NIST calibrated its standards. It can be derived that the polarization of the incident laser
beam needs to be turned to χ “ 45˝ under the conditions present in the LARA system, in
order to obtain close to the same (certified) spectrum.
Influence of the presence of a Raman cell window on the spectral shape When the
Raman cell is replaced by the SRM 2242 luminescence standard (compare Fig. 5.19), the
geometry of the scattering region remains the same. However, there is a (small) difference
between the path the emitted light takes in the two cases. The light which originates from
the Raman scattering can only be transmitted through the opening of the Raman window,
and it also experiences a slight lateral shift due to the refractive index of the window. In
contrast, this window is normally not present for the light from the illuminated SRM 2242.
In order to investigate the effect of the presence of the window, measurements of the SRM
2242 spectrum with and without an additional Raman window were performed. Here, the
window was positioned to exactly the same location as if the cell were present, as already
shown in Fig. 5.19. The effect of a Raman window in the setup is shown in Fig. 5.22.
Additionally, measurements were conducted to investigate the required precision in
positioning.
Overall it was concluded, that the use of a cell window is necessary during the spectral
sensitivity calibration and that its position should be aligned to better than 0.5 mm.
Further influences on the spectral shape Besides these main investigations which were
required to decide whether the SRM 2242 luminescence standard can be employed at
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Figure 5.22: Difference in the spectral shape for measurements with and without Raman
window. For comparison, the 2σ confidence curve provided by NIST is plotted as well (gray,
dashed line). The importance of the Raman window is pointed out by the difference being of
the order of the confidence curves. Figure from [Rup12].
all, and besides the investigations of the window influence, several further studies were
conducted.
• In one set of experiments, the difference between single-pass and double-pass mode
(see Section 4.1.2) was investigated. However, the scattering region could not be
replicated as adequately as necessary since the back-reflection of the double-pass has
to be implemented under a slight angle. This prevents resending the beam into the
laser head. The measurement data allow to assume that the difference in measured
spectral sensitivity between both modes is negligible.
• In the last measurement set, the influence of temperature and laser power on the
spectral shape was investigated. Such measurements had already been conducted by
NIST and were repeated as a cross-check. The temperature behavior of the standard
reacting to external heating or to thermal heat from the excitation could be confirmed.
Based on the measured data, a laser power of around 100 mW was suggested for the
calibration measurements. The temperature increase from absorption of laser light
would induce only an insignificant spectral shift in this case.
Conclusions for the measurement procedure As a summary of the conclusions of the
single investigations, a dedicated measurement procedure for the calibration measurement
could be defined. The measurement should be performed under the following settings:
• The incident light should enter the SRM 2242 from the side. The parallel laser light
then replicates the Raman scattering region as closely as possible (see Fig. 5.20 (c)).
The frosted side should face the collection optics.
• The linear polarization of the incident laser light should be rotated by 45˝ relative to
the scattering plane (e.g. by a half-wave plate).
• A Raman window should be accurately placed between the SRM 2242 and the
collection optics to account for the optical influence of this window on the emitted
light.
• The calibration measurements should be performed within the recommended tem-
perature range (20´ 25 ˝C) and with a laser power of around 100´ 150 mW.
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Validity cross-checks of the measurement procedure for the determination of the spec-
tral sensitivity From the discussions above one expects that the measurement procedure
defined above should yield the lowest systematic uncertainty. However, this does not
intrinsically proof its validity. For this reason, independent cross-checks are required to
gauge if the spectral sensitivity can be measured with the luminescence standard under
the described conditions.
For the following tests the investigations were extended to two further LARA systems
at the TLK which differ in the experimental setup. They are equipped with different
spectrometers so that different spectral sensitivities are expected.
In a first step, the spectral sensitivity of each of the three systems was obtained according
to the procedure described within the previous paragraph. Then, the following two tests
were performed on these calibrated systems [Rup12].
1. A white light LED was used to illuminate a frosted glass slide in the scattering
region via an optical fiber with a small diameter of 100µm. This glass slide was
placed at the standard position of the SRM 2242 so that a similar light transmission
was expected. The raw spectra (see top panel of Fig. 5.23) were corrected by the
spectral sensitivity of the respective LARA system. In the bottom panel of Fig. 5.23,
the corrected spectra of the white light LED measured at MonLARA and another
LARA system are shown. The corrected curves agree quite well; the relative intensity
differences are about 0.8% (´1.8%) in the spectral region of the Q1-branch of T2 (H2).
2. The spectrum of a sample cell filled with a gas mixture consisting of H2, HD, and D2
was recorded by all three Raman systems and corrected by their spectral sensitivity.
It could be shown in one case that the difference of the relative Raman intensity
measured in two independent systems differed by up to 3.2%. This was reduced to
less than 0.7% after the correction of the individual spectral sensitivities.
Both cross-checks performed with different LARA systems demonstrate the potential of a
spectral sensitivity calibration using the SRM 2242 and prove the validity of the proposed
procedure under the conditions different to the ones of NIST.
5.4.4 Resulting spectral sensitivity and discussion
Finally, after the systematic investigations which led to the measurement procedure and
the successful validation measurements, the standard was used to determine the spectral
sensitivity of the MonLARA system. The plot of the sensitivity curve is shown in Fig.
5.24 together with the ˘2σ confidence band. The certified polynomial was used for the
wavelength region below 676 nm, and the extended data was used above it. This transition
is indicated by a step in the spectral sensitivity as certified and extended data are not
continuous at this point. The confidence band for the extended data was obtained from
the diverging uncertainty polynomial as discussed before (see Fig. 5.18).
Fig. 5.24 reveals that the spectral sensitivity is higher for shorter wavelengths. For illus-
tration, the sensitivity at the wavelength region of T2 is about 10% higher compared to
that of H2. The overall shape can be mainly described by overlaying the effiencies of the
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Figure 5.23: Spectra of a white light LED measured with two different LARA systems. Top
panel: Raw spectra. Bottom panel: The spectra after correction of the individually measured
spectral sensitivity. Both spectra agree after the application of the spectral sensitivity correction.
The main difference of LARA system #2 to the MonLARA system is the employed spectrome-
ter, which is a lens spectrograph (High Throughput Spectrograph (HTS), Acton/Princeton
Instruments) with a higher light throughput efficiency.
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spectrometer grating and the CCD detector. The ripple in the data traces can be associated
with the transmission function of the razor-edge Raman filter (Semrock LP03-532RU-25)
as discussed in Section 4.1.2.
5.5 Discussion of the calibration results
At this point it should be recalled that the two ingredients required for the calibration
method discussed in this chapter were the theoretical Raman intensities and the spectral
sensitivity.
1. Theoretical Raman intensities The calculations of LeRoy [LeR11] provide the com-
ponents of the polarizability, a and γ, for all six hydrogen isotopologues. They are
used in the line strength function together with the energy eigenvalues of the Raman
lines and with the thermal population of each isotopologue to obtain theoretical
Raman intensities. The quantum-theoretical input data of LeRoy could be validated
by showing the agreement between experimental and theoretical results of depo-
larization measurements, which was within 5%. However, it should be made clear
at this point that the aforementioned uncertainties do not necessarily express the
actual uncertainty of the values, as obtained from the theory. Rather, they define the
degree of confidence which can be currently placed in the theoretical data.
2. Measurement of the spectral sensitivity The NIST certified SRM 2242 luminescence
standard turned out to be suitable for the determination of the spectral sensitivity
of the LARA system for KATRIN. Systematic investigations and validation mea-
surements show that the device can be successfully used in the 90˝ configuration.
The valid operation is assured if the measurements are performed according to the
defined procedure.
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Figure 5.24: Spectral sensitivity of the detection system of the MonLARA system. The
calibration was performed with the NIST SRM2242 luminescence standard. The spectral
sensitivity curve was normalized to ηp651.4 nmq “ 1, which is at the wavelength of the Q1-
branch of HT. Note the discontinuity at the transition from the certified to the extended range
(extended data also provided by NIST).
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Table 5.7: Raman response functions obtained via theoretical Raman signal amplitudes
and the related uncertainties. All R1x were normalized so that R1H2 “ 1. For the meaning of
∆R1theo and ∆R1sens see the main text.
Isotopologue R1x ∆R1theo ∆R1sens ∆R1tot
p%q p%q p%q
H2 1.000 2.9 3.0 4.2
HD 0.981 3.0 1.0 3.1
HT 0.960 3.1 0.6 3.2
D2 0.925 3.4 0.2 3.4
DT 0.914 3.7 0.1 3.7
T2 0.866 3.9 0.2 3.9
The luminescence standard offers an almost perfect replication of the Raman scat-
tering region and yields an uncertainty of less than 1% in the wavelength region of
interest.
Both parts can be combined to obtain the response functions R1x according to Eq. 5.6. In
Tab. 5.7 these values are tabulated, as well as the estimated uncertainties. The uncertainties
are split into two terms, namely
1. ∆R1theo. This contribution is associated with the confidence placed in the theoretical
values. Previously, it was discussed that the relative uncertainty of the depolarization
ratios is about equal to the relative uncertainty of the line strength function. A
common value of ∆ρ “ 0.055 ¨ 10´2 (see Tab. 5.5) for the experimental uncertainty
of the depolarization ratios of each Raman line was used. This can be propagated
into the uncertainty of the theoretical Raman intensity of this line, which is denoted
as ∆R1theo.
2. ∆R1sens. This contribution stems from the calibration of the spectral sensitivity. It is
directly obtained from the ˘2σ curves.
The quadratic sum of both uncertainty contributions constitutes the overall uncertainty:
∆R1tot “
b
p∆R1theoq2 ` p∆R1sensq2 . (5.23)
The overall uncertainty in the response function, as summarized in Tab. 5.7, is well below
5%. However, it is obvious that the confidence in the theory (which is deduced from
the depolarization measurements undertaken to cross-check the ab initio line strengths)
currently dominates the total error estimation, with the exception of H2. Its ∆R1sens error
is comparatively higher, since the required calibration data are out of the certified range
provided by NIST.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter introduced the idea of a sample-free calibration method by using theoretical
Raman intensities and the spectral sensitivity of the Raman system employed. It could
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be shown that both required contributions can be provided with a sufficiently small
uncertainty. The resulting overall systematic uncertainty of the assembled response
functions is at most 4.2%.
However, for the sake of verification it is required to validate the results of this approach
with an independent method. In particular, the polarizabilities, a and γ, as input pa-
rameters in the theoretical intensity calculation have only been checked for each line
individually by the means of the depolarization measurements. However, the intensity
ratios between different isopotologues are not accessible by this method. Therefore, an
independent method is required which can probe the intensity ratio between the isotopo-
logues. The validation was conducted by accurate production of calibration samples of
H2, HD, and D2, this will be discussed in the next chapter. The comparison of the resulting
response functions Rx of these non-radioactive isotopologues could be used to ultimately
decide if the sample-free calibration approach can be applied for the LARA system of
KATRIN.
At this point it should be emphasized that the experimental findings reported in the main
sections above, 5.3 and 5.4, are of benefit also for a broader scientific community and
are not restricted to KATRIN only. The model for including the polarization aberrations
and the geometrical effects from solid angle integration over the Raman intensity forms
the basis for the two-step correction procedure for observed depolarization ratios. This
method can enable other research groups to obtain depolarization ratios, which are closer
to the true SP0SA value than before.
For this work, said correction procedure made it possible to measure the depolarization
ratios of all hydrogen isotopologues accurately. The agreement with the theoretical
expectations leads to a high degree of confidence in the accuracy of this type of theoretical
calculations of the polarizabilities.
Finally, the applicability of the SRM 2242 standard was validated for an experimental
configuration differing from the one used for the calibration at NIST. The 90˝ observation
of Raman light instead of a 180˝ backscattering setup and the different polarization
configurations are thus no obstacle for the use of the luminescence standard. The standard
with its distinct advantages may thus find its way into the many 90˝ Raman applications
where a determination of the spectral sensitivity is required.
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Calibration based on accurate gas
samples (Method II)
6.1 Motivation and overview
In the previous chapter, the calibration of the Raman system was performed via theoretical
intensities and the spectral sensitivity of the Raman system over a wavelength range
covering all six hydrogen isotopologues. However, the unknown confidence in the
theoretical intensities calls for a comparison with an independent calibration method
via gas samples in the range in which reference samples are expected to be produced with
adequate accuracy. In this context it is assumed that the generation of mixtures of the
non-radioactive hydrogen isotopologues H2, D2, and HD does meet the requirements.
In general, accurate homogeneous calibration gas mixtures can be produced according
to ISO standards 6142 and 6145 [ISO01, ISO03]. For example, ISO 6142 describes the
generation of accurate gas mixtures by gravimetric means. However, these methods cannot
easily be used for hydrogen isotopologues since the involved species are “potentially
interactive substances” and “can decompose” [ISO01], as will be discussed in the following
paragraph.
The method developed within the framework of this thesis provides an accurate prepa-
ration of samples consisting of H2 and D2, and their reaction product HD. It should be
noted that HD is not commercially available in high purity. Also, as a consequence of
thermodynamic exchange reactions, HD gas dissociates when kept in a container for a
long time [Oht11, Oht12]. Thus, the heteronuclear isotopologue needs to be produced
in a controlled manner within a specific mixing device. The concept of the HYdrogen
Deuterium Equilibration loop (HYDE) at the TLK has been inspired by Kawamura et al
[Kaw08] who used a similar technique for the characterization of gas chromatographs.
The main differences are that in the HYDE system, two instead of one mixing vessel are
installed, and the whole device is designed as a loop rather than a “once-through” line.
These essential modifications accrue several advantages in the performance and analysis
of measurements.
In a publication of Okuno et al, a similar mixing device was described [Oku91]. However,
no details concerning the experimental setup and the calibration procedure were included.
In addition, these authors did not include an uncertainty study or discussion.
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Figure 6.1: Graphical overview of the chapter content. The Hydrogen Deuterium Equili-
bration Loop (HYDE) provides accurate compositions. In order to ensure and to validate
its performance, several pre-measurements have been performed. Then, the compositions
of the samples and the corresponding Raman spectra are the input for the simultaneous
fitting routine which finally provides the response functions. The fitting routine undergoes
certain investigations in order to obtain statistical and systematic uncertainties of the response
functions.
Content of chapter The content of this chapter is summarized in the flowchart of Fig.
6.1. First, the actual calibration method and related issues are introduced. Then, the HYDE
loop employed for the calibration is described. Subsequently, results of the methods are
presented and discussed with emphasis on the related calibration uncertainties. Some
remarks on the usability and the prospects of these methods are given (e.g. use with
tritium and options for integration into in-line process monitoring), before finally the
implications of the calibration for the KATRIN sensitivity are summarized.
It should be noted that in this method a platinum catalyst is used for the production of
equilibrated H2, D2, and HD mixtures. In previous studies within the diploma thesis of
Philipp Herwig [Her11], a permeator (a heated Pd-Ag membrane which is only permeable
by hydrogen isotopologues) was employed for the equilibration of the mixtures. However,
the use of this device led to several systematic effects, like a partial demixing of the H2,
D2, and HD sample or enhanced wall interactions at elevated operation temperatures
(„ 400 ˝C), which could not be quantified. Parts of these findings are discussed in Section
6.5.2. As a consequence of these findings, the loop was altered to its current state with
the main modification being the addition of a catalyst pebble bed. This was mainly done
in the course of the bachelor thesis of Hendrik Seitz [Sei11]. Together with him, the final
calibration procedure was developed and successfully applied. After minor modifications
to the Raman system, Simone Rupp used this loop to perform the calibration again,
which was necessary for the direct comparison of the calibration methods I and II. The
measurement results discussed below are also found in her diploma thesis [Rup12]. All
three theses have been supervised by the author within the framework of this PhD thesis.
Only the parts which are important in the context of the calibration task for KATRIN
are reported here. The reader is referenced to the individual theses for further details.
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The most important results were also published in Analytical Chemistry [Sch13a] (see
Appendix I).
6.2 Calibration method
In Section 3.3, the aims of a calibration were introduced: the measured Raman signal1,
Sx, shall be linked to the number of molecules Nx of a certain species x in the gas via the
so-called response function Rx. The relation given according to Eq. 3.31 for a normalized
Raman signal is
Sx,rel “ Rx ¨Nxř
j
Rj ¨Nj . (6.1)
The determination of Rx for the three isotopologues H2, HD, and D2 is deemed to be
straightforward, if gas mixtures of known composition are measured by Raman spec-
troscopy. However, HD gas of high purity is in general not commercially available and
can only be produced with great efforts (e.g. from cryogenic distillation [Oht12]). Thus,
the production of such a well-known mixture including the three gases cannot be simply
produced by mixing. HD needs to be catalytically produced from well-known amounts of
H2 and D2 via the isotopic exchange reaction
H2 `D2 é 2HD . (6.2)
The reaction is quantified by N ix, the known initial quantities of the hydrogen isotopo-
logues (x “ H2, D2, HD) before equilibration, and the final quantities, N eqx , at equilibrium
conditions, which can be obtained from the reaction equation (Eq. 6.2):
N eqH2 “ N iH2 ´ r , (6.3)
N eqD2 “ N iD2 ´ r , (6.4)
N eqHD “ N iHD ` 2r , (6.5)
with r being the so-called extent of reaction2. The concentrations of educts and products
at equilibrium follow the law of mass action with the equilibrium constant
K “ rHDs
2
rH2s ¨ rD2s . (6.6)
Eqs. 6.3 to 6.5 can be inserted into Eq. 6.6 which leads to
K “ pN
eq
HDq2
N eqH2 ¨N eqD2
(6.7)
“ pN
i
HD ` 2rq2
pN iH2 ´ rqpN iD2 ´ rq
. (6.8)
1The Raman signal is given by the integrated area under a certain peak.
2Note that the standard symbol for the extent of reaction is ξ. This symbol is also used in this publication:
[Sch13a]. However, ξ has previously been utilized for the polarization cleanness in the depolarization ratio
measurements. Therefore, the symbol r is used here to avoid ambiguities.
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This is solved for the extent of reaction r (for K ‰ 4)
r˘pKq “
b˘
b
b2 ´ 4pK ´ 4qpK ¨N iH2 ¨N iD2 ´
`
N iHD
˘2q
2pK ´ 4q (6.9)
with
b “ KpN iH2 `N iD2q ` 4N iHD . (6.10)
Only the solution r´ provides meaningful physical results. By inserting r´ into Eqs. 6.3 to
6.5, the quantities of the hydrogen isotopologues in the thermodynamical equilibrium N eqx
can be calculated for a given reaction constant K and initial concentrations in the mixture,
N ix.
In the mixing loop described in Section 6.3, well-known amounts N ix of hydrogen and
deuterium can be mixed, and subsequently equilibrated. In addition, the value of the
reaction constantK has to be well-known in order to obtain the gas composition accurately.
This reaction constant is a function of temperature. In principle, the functional relation
of KpT q can be calculated accurately from statistical mechanics3 as discussed in relevant
literature [McQ76, Atk06].
However, the actual reaction temperature during a measurement run needs to be deter-
mined. The measurement of the temperature inside a catalyst pebble-bed reactor, as well
as the thermocouple itself, are limited in measurement trueness. Thus, the uncertainty
of the temperature measurement will propagate into the functional relation of KpT q. For
this reason, an analysis method is needed which is less sensitive on the knowledge of the
true reaction temperature value. The method presented here makes use of the possibil-
ity of reproducing the reaction temperature precisely (˘2 K) in different measurements
without knowing its true value4. The experimental procedure will be discussed in Section
6.3. By taking several measurements at the same temperature T0, but with varying gas
composition, the same KpT0q should be found for different gas quantities N eqx . A term for
the quantities N eqx in equilibrium state is obtained from Eqs. 6.3 to 6.5 with r´ inserted
from (6.9). Exemplarily, this is demonstrated for N eqH2 :
N eqH2 “ N iH2 ´
b´
b
b2 ´ 4pK ´ 4qpK ¨N iH2 ¨N iD2 ´
`
N iHD
˘2q
2pK ´ 4q (6.11)
with b from Eq. 6.10. Note that N eqH2 is a function of N
i
H2 , N
i
D2 , N
i
HD, and K only.
Finally, the quantities N eqx and the measured relative Raman signals, Sx,rel, can be inserted
into Eq. 6.1. The parameters of interest, the three response functions Rx as well as KpT0q,
are then obtained from a simultaneous fit, which will be described below.
3In literature it is found, that theoretical calculations of KpT q (e.g. [McQ76]) and experimental measure-
ment [Rit34] agree within less than 2%. The theoretical calculations have been redone within this work by the
author using the spectroscopic constants via [Vei87, Sch87]. The results deviated less than 0.3% from those of
[McQ76].
4Note that in general the precision, i.e. reproducibility, of a measurement is not restricted by the limitations
in the measurement trueness.
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6.3 Experimental setup of the Hydrogen Deuterium
Equilibration loop
Fig. 6.2 shows a sketch of the mixing loop setup HYDE. All vessels and pipes are made of
stainless steel, which is the recommended material for hydrogen isotopologues processing
facilities at the TLK [TLA13]. It features the material characteristics required from the
Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23/EC (PED) such as chemical resistivity, ductility,
toughness, and manufacturing properties [PED97]. Two gas bottles with H2 and D2 act
as supply of the pure gases. From there, the evacuated volumes V1 and V2 can be filled.
Both volumes are of the same size5, so that a certain H2-to-D2 ratio in the gas composition
can be achieved according to the ideal gas law by choosing the same ratio of pressures6 in
V1 and V2. The gas can then be circulated in the actual loop by a pump. There are three
possible operation modes as indicated in Fig. 6.2:
(I) The gas can be cycled through the bypass. This mode is needed if only mixing of the
pure gases is intended.
(II) The gas can be directed through a heated catalyst, in which parts of the H2 and D2
react to HD. The catalyst temperature defines the resulting thermal equilibrium
state (see Eq. 6.8) and thus determines the amount of produced HD. The catalyst
is made of 1{16” Al2O3 pebbles coated with 0.5% Pt (Alfa Aesar). The pebbles are
located inside a subsection (length of 130 mm) of a stainless steel tube with a total
length of about 180 mm and an inner diameter of 10 mm. A NiCr-Ni thermocouple
is integrated into the assembly to measure the temperature of the gas at the catalyst
pebbles. The catalyst tube is surrounded by heating tape which is connected to a
heating controller. Further details are given in [Sei11].
(III) The gas can be sent through the permeator, a Leybold-Heraeus palladium diffusion
cell PA 150. There, hydrogen isotopologues can be absorbed and diffuse in atomic
form through the membrane driven by a gradient of partial pressure (see Shu et al
[Shu91] and references therein). Behind the membrane, the atoms recombine and
form molecules again. The cell needs to be operated at„ 400 ˝C since the membranes
become brittle if operated with hydrogen at lower temperatures. Further details are
given in [Her11].
The Raman cell is part of the HYDE loop and the mixture of inactive hydrogen isotopo-
logues is pumped through it continuously. This allows one the continuous monitoring of
the mixing or equilibration progress, respectively. A flow controller (F) provides a uniform
gas flow (type 1179AX24CR1BVSPC1 of MKS).
5The volumes are V1 “ p1665˘ 9q cm3 and V2 “ p1655˘ 8q cm3 as determined by the method described
in [Köl11].
6The pressure is measured by pressure gauges P1 and P2; range “ 0 . . . 1000 mbar; accuracy “ 0.3 mbar
(Baratron type 626AX13MBD, MKS).
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Figure 6.2: Setup of the HYDE loop. Top: Simplified sketch of the setup. As indicated on the
left side of the flow-diagram, the loop can be operated in three different operational modes
(bypass (I), catalyst (II), or permeator (III)). For details see text. Bottom: View on the main
armature for gas mixing. Not shown are the LARA setup, the circulation pump and the
catalyst and permeator.
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6.4 Measurements
6.4.1 Preparations and pre-measurements
Before the actual calibration measurements can be performed, several steps are necessary
to prepare the gas mixing loop. The detailed measurements are described in [Sei11]; here
only an overview of the steps is presented:
1. A leak test of the loop is performed. This test is required for safety reasons due
to the explosion hazard of hydrogen. It is also necessary to exclude the possibility
that hydrogen leaks out of the system or that impurities leak into the system. The
integral leak rate was found to be ă 10´9 mbar ` s´1.
2. The loop is purged for an hour by circulating dry neon. The gas is heated to 300 ˝C
in the catalyst and then sent through a cold trap at LN2 temperature. By this method
residual moisture is removed. This is necessary, since water in the system can
influence the gas composition via the exchange reaction H2O`D2 é HD`HDO.
3. In order to reduce changes of the gas composition due to outgassing from the catalyst
or the walls, the system is evacuated with a turbomolecular pump for more than
12 h. Then the catalyst is baked out at 300 ˝C and evacuated simultaneously for at
least 3 h.
4. A pre-run is performed to obtain a forced isotope exchange in the catalyst and its
reactor walls, in order to avoid an influence by memory effects. This is done by
loading the catalyst surfaces with the intended mixture of the main run. This is
performed by heating the catalyst to 300 ˝C and then circulating the mixture through
it. At this temperature, exchange reactions are likely to happen (see e.g. Mizuno et
al [Miz94]). By this procedure it should be assured that in case of outgassing in the
following main run the gas composition does not change significantly.
Note that the first two steps have to be performed only once, whereas steps three and four
are performed prior to each measurement.
6.4.2 Calibration measurements
The main calibration measurements were performed with different initial ratios of H2 : D2
(5 : 95, 10 : 90, 20 : 80, ..., 90 : 10, 95 : 5). The preparation and measurement of the 20 : 80
and 80 : 20 mixtures were performed twice to have a handle on the reproducibility of the
method. Measurements were performed for each composition at different temperature
setpoints of the catalyst: 25, 50, 75, 100, and 125 ˝C. Higher catalyst temperatures were
not employed due to enhanced exchange reactions above this level [Miz94].
The full measurement procedure is found in the appendix of the diploma thesis of S. Rupp
[Rup12] and the publication of Schlösser et al [Sch13a].
The purity of the used gases was 99.9999 % for H2 and 99.7% for D2 (Air Liquide). In
Raman measurements, these gas purities were confirmed. The residual 0.3% in the D2
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bottle was identified as HD. This initial N iHD was accounted for in the calculations (c.f. Eq.
6.11).
During the whole process of mixing and equilibration, Raman measurements were taken
in order to monitor whether the composition was still changing or if a steady (equilibrium)
state had been established. The standard acquisition time of a single measurement was
10 s.
6.5 Discussion of the measurement results
In this section the main focus is on the results of the calibration and their uncertainties.
After this description, supplementary information is given about the use of the permeator,
further improvements to the setup, and the extension for potential use with tritium.
6.5.1 Calibration results and uncertainties
The initial ratios of H2 : D2 in the mixture will be written in the form of mole fractions yx
rather than in the form of absolute numbers of molecules Nx :
yx “ Nxř
j
Nj
with j “ H2, HD, D2 . (6.12)
For each measurement, the mole fractions yix of the initial quantities were calculated from
the inlet pressures, vessel volumes, and gas purities. The Raman spectra were pre-treated
by the methods introduced in Section 4.2. In order to obtain the absolute Raman signal
Sx for any of the isotopologues, the integrated area under the respective vibrational
Q1-branch was taken. Overlaps of the Q1-branch of one isotopologue with the S1 and
O1-lines of another isotopologue (compare Fig. 6.3) were corrected. Then, the relative
Raman intensities, Sx,rel, were calculated according to Eq. 6.1, and error propagation
was performed in order to assign a statistical uncertainty, σ pSx,relq, to each measurement
point. These data were collated in analysis sets. The analysis principle has already been
introduced in Section 6.2. Substituting Eqs. 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 in Eq. 6.1 leads to the following
expression (exemplarily given for H2):
SH2,rel “
RH2N
eq
H2
RH2N
eq
H2 `RD2N eqD2 `RHDN eqHD
(6.13)
“ RH2pN
i
H2 ´ r´q
RH2pN iH2 ´ r´q `RD2pN iD2 ´ r´q `RHDpN iHD ` 2r´q
. (6.14)
Recall that r´ depends on the equilibrium constant K as shown in Eq. 6.9 above. The three
Sx,rel terms are all functions of the measured mole fractions, yix (which are proportional
to N ix), with the three response functions RH2 , RD2 , RHD and KpT q as parameters. Since
Sx,rel and yix are known, the aforementioned parameters can be obtained by regression
which were performed with a least-square fit using the MINUIT routine of ROOT [Bru97].
The three individual curves (SH2,rel, SD2,rel, and SHD,rel according to Eq. 6.14) were fitted
simultaneously to the measured data sets for each of the five catalyst temperatures T . The
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Figure 6.3: Raman spectrum of H2, HD, D2 obtained in a calibration measurement. Here,
the total cell pressure p « 330 mbar; an acquisition time t “ 10 s. The individual components
(red, blue and black) were obtained by fitting to the measured spectrum (green). Note that the
vibrational-rotational lines (S1 and O1) are labeled only for D2. Figure already published in
[Sch13a].
data and fitting curves before and after the equilibration process are displayed in Fig. 6.4.
The standard errors of each coefficient’s estimate, which are returned from MINUIT, are
of the order of about 70%. This is probably due to the strong correlation in the fitting
parameters. Therefore, the estimation of the statistical uncertainty of the fitting results
was performed by statistical techniques such as the Jackknife and the Bootstrap method
(according to [Efr94, Efr83]). These re-sampling techniques are recommended in general
for statistical analysis if the sample size is not too low (n ă 5) [Dav03]. Details of the
application of the Bootstrap method on the HYDE measurement data is found in Appendix
H.
Said methods only provide information on the statistical uncertainty. In order to investi-
gate systematic influences of this analysis method, one can fix different fitting parameters
in the regression of the ternary mixture and evaluate the resulting effect on the free
parameters. Thus, three scenarios were selected for the systematic study:
1. In the basic scenario, all parameters (RH2 , RD2 , RHD, and KpT q) are free.
2. From the binary fit of the non-equilibrated mixture, only RH2 and RD2 can be ob-
tained. However, these values should be less influenced by systematic uncertainties
than in the ternary fit of the equilibrated mixture, since no catalysis-related effects oc-
cur. Thus, in the second scenario for the ternary fit, the ratio of RH2{RD2 , as obtained
from the binary mixture fit, is fixed. RHD and KpT q are the only free parameters in
this case.
3. In the last scenario, the temperature-dependent reaction constants KpT q, which are
obtained from calculations, can be fixed as external input in the fitting. Therefore,
only the response functions are free parameters.
In addition, the measurements at different catalyst temperatures provide a further system-
atic study since only the parameter KpT q should be influenced by the temperature while
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Figure 6.4: Fitting of the HYDE data at a catalyst temperature of 25 ˝C. The horizontal axis
represents the initial mole fraction of H2, yiH2 , before the equilibration of the mixture. The
vertical axis represents the measured relative Raman intensities of the three components.
Legend: symbols represent measurement points; lines are fit curves. Top panel: before
equilibration (binary mixture). Bottom panel: after equilibration (ternary mixture). Note, that
the error bars of the measurement points, which are calculated via error propagation from
Raman intensity and pressure/volume uncertainties, are all ă 0.002 and thus smaller than the
size of the symbols. Figure already published in [Sch13a].
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Table 6.1: Overview of the results of the relative response functions for different catalyst
temperatures. The present values are obtained for the fit scenario in which the RH2{RD2 ratio
is fixed. σ is the relative statistical uncertainty obtained by bootstrapping. ∆ is the relative
difference to the values obtained for the fit scenario where all parameters are free. T is the
catalyst temperature setpoint. Full tabulations of the results of all fitting scenarios including
K are given in the appendix of [Rup12].
T RH2,rel RD2,rel RHD,rel
p˝Cq Value σ p%q ∆ p%q Value σ p%q ∆ p%q Value σ p%q ∆ p%q
25 1.0128 0.15 0.33 0.9692 0.14 -0.33 1.0180 0.29 -0.01
50 1.0116 0.17 0.40 0.9681 0.16 -0.42 1.0202 0.33 0.00
75 1.0103 0.21 0.44 0.9669 0.20 -0.44 1.0228 0.41 -0.02
100 1.0084 0.27 0.39 0.9651 0.25 -0.37 1.0265 0.51 -0.03
125 1.0053 0.37 0.24 0.9620 0.35 -0.20 1.0327 0.70 -0.04
the Rx parameters are expected to be mostly unaffected.
In Tab. 6.1 the relative response functions
Rx,rel “ Rx{Rmean “ n ¨Rx{
nÿ
j“1
Rj (6.15)
are listed, with Rx being the fit results at the different catalyst temperatures. In the
employed fit scenario the ratio RH2{RD2 is fixed; as uncertainties, bootstrap errors and the
difference to the results of one of the other fit scenarios (all parameters are kept free) are
given.
Discussion of uncertainties of the calibration method The evaluation of the calibration
method requires discussing statistical uncertainties and systematic effects. The latter can
be investigated by modifying the parameter settings of the aforementioned fit routines
(e.g. by the three fit scenarios), or by establishing different environmental conditions such
as different temperature levels. In Fig. 6.5, the results of the three fit scenarios are shown.
In addition, the graph shows the influence of the catalyst temperature on the fit results.
The following observations can be made:
1. The error bars as obtained from bootstrapping become larger with increasing tem-
peratures. The error bars at the 125 ˝C temperature setting are about twice as large
as the ones from the measurements at around 25 ˝C. On first sight, this increase can
be deemed to be purely statistical, but on closer inspection the effect has a systematic
reason.
Probably this is due to a combination of effects, namely (i) a higher exchange rate
of atoms or molecules with the heated stainless steel walls [Miz94] and the catalyst
material (e.g. [Chr76] and references therein) and thus high dependence of the
current composition on the previous; and (ii) the strong isotope effect for hydrogen
isotopes/isotopologues (compared to other elements). In this context, especially
the different permeation constants (e.g. [Kat81] and references therein) and thermal
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Figure 6.5: Influence of the catalyst temperature on the fit results of the relative response
function Rx,rel. Color and line style indicate the fit scenario; the symbol style represents the
type of isotopologue. Values and errors bars are obtained by bootstrapping. Note that the
measured temperature values differ from the temperature setpoints. Further explanations in
the main text. Figure already published in [Sch13a].
conductivities are of relevance (e.g. [Sax70]). The individual points in the graphs
are affected systematically by these temperature-dependent effects and thus slightly
shifted in a certain direction. The bootstrapping method randomly resamples the
data. In some of the resampled sets, said systematic effects can manifest themselves
in a shift of the fitting results in one or the other direction. Thus, the statistical
distribution can tend to larger bootstrap errors. For this reason, in the following
discussion it will be assumed that the values at T “ 25 ˝C are most trustworthy.
2. The fitting results for the fit scenario with fixed ratio of RH2{RD2 obtained from the
binary fit, i.e. from the non-equilibrated mixtures (red dashed lines), is compared to
those obtained by other fit methods with free ratio (black straight and blue dotted
lines) in Fig. 6.5. In case of RHD, the results are almost identical at 25 ˝C. In the case
of RH2 and RD2 the fit results exhibit a small offset (ă 0.5%). This shows that the use
of the catalyst and its pre-conditioning run (see Section 6.4.1) have a slight effect on
the H:D ratio in the gas mixture and thus on the H2 : D2 ratio. This is probably due
to reactions of H and D atoms with walls or catalyst material. It should be noted that
the systematic shift in the Rx,rel functions is only of the order of the statistical error.
3. If the reaction constant KpT q is not fixed in the fit (black straight and red dashed
line), RHD increases with temperature while RH2 and RD2 decrease. Naturally, Rx
should not have any temperature dependence. When fixing the reaction constants
to the value from calculation (blue dotted line), this temperature dependence is
strongly suppressed. K and RHD are correlated due to their similar impact on the
trend of the HD curve in Fig. 6.4. Therefore, the tendency to larger values of RHD,rel
at higher temperatures in cases with free K hints to a slight underestimation of K. It
is also interesting to note that the Rx,rel values for fixed (blue dotted) and free (black
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straight) KpT q values are nearly identical for temperatures smaller than T ă 85 ˝C,
which shows the overall robustness of this approach.
Further investigation of the KpT q dependence of the equilibration reaction is per-
formed by a further fit, in which all three Rx values are fixed, as obtained from the
“all free” fit at T “ 25 ˝C. Thus, the only free parameter remaining isK. In Fig. 6.6 the
fittedK values are plotted together with the literature values as a function of temper-
ature. Though following the same trend, it can be seen that these fitted K are higher
than the expected literature values. However, it cannot be ascertained whether this is
due to inaccurate literature values or incorrect temperature measurements. Despite
this, it should be noted that all curves agree at Kp25 ˝Cq “ 3.26˘ 0.01.
Based on these considerations, the final results for the response functions, Rx,rel, were
chosen from the scenario with a fixed ratio of RH2{RD2 at a setpoint temperature of 25 ˝C
(see Tab. 6.1). The fit of the binary mixture should exhibit the highest trueness since it
takes advantage of the absence of any systematic effects which occur only during the
equilibration. In summary of the enumeration above, the T “ 25 ˝C values were chosen as
final results for the following reasons: (i) the statistical errors from the bootstrap method
are the smallest for this temperature; (ii) the temperature gradient between the catalyst
reactor and the rest of the gas system is minimal since said temperature is approximately
room temperature, so that the equilibrium constant K is the same in the whole gas
system; (iii) exchange reactions with walls are minimized; and (iv) the confidence in the
equilibrium constant is the highest.
Concerning the fitting uncertainty obtained in this manner, the most essential point which
should be recalled from the previous paragraphs is that the fit converges to results with
statistical errors in the sub-percent range. The systematic shift is of similar size if different
parameters are fixed (R and/or KpT q), or if the operational temperature is changed.
The discussion above shows that it is legitimate to use this spread as systematic error.
Therefore, the systematic and statistical uncertainty as listed in 6.1 are added:
∆Rtotx,rel “
b
σpRx,relq2 `∆pRx,relq2 . (6.16)
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The following results, valid for the employed Raman system, are obtained:
RH2,rel “ 1.0128˘ 0.0037 (6.17)
RD2,rel “ 0.9692˘ 0.0036 (6.18)
RHD,rel “ 1.0180˘ 0.0029 (6.19)
This means that the calibration uncertainty of the Raman system at HYDE is within 0.5%,
which proves that this method and device is well capable to provide accurate calibration
mixtures. Further conclusions are found in Section 6.6.
6.5.2 Remarks on the use of the permeator
The hydrogen mixtures presented in this work so far were all equilibrated by the means of
a catalyst reactor. However, in Section 6.3 it was mentioned that the use of a permeator
would be another possibility for the equilibration of gas mixtures. In 2005, Borysow and
Fink used a Raman system to monitor exchange reactions in gaseous hydrogen and deu-
terium samples [Bor05]. For the generation of HD, they employed a unit manufactured by
Gas Technologies (model HP-4), which is based on permeation through a palladium mem-
brane. In test measurements performed in the framework of this thesis, it was confirmed
that these membranes7 change the gas composition due to different permeabilities of
atomic H and D through the bulk of the membranes, as predicted by Glugla et al [Glu06].
This is demonstrated in Fig. 6.7, which shows a measurement of a mixture with initial
composition of 50% H2 and 50% D2. According to Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4, the ratio of N eqH2{N eqD2
(or SH2{SD2) should not be influenced in this special case, even when the extent of reaction,
r, changes due to shifts in KpT q. The measurement results as shown in Fig. 6.7 prove that
this ratio is constant as long the mixture is cycled through the catalyst, independently of
the catalyst temperature. However, when the gas flow is directed from the catalyst to the
permeator, this ratio suddenly changes by about 3% and stays at this value if the flow is
switched back through the catalyst again. Deuterium has a lower permeability coefficient
than hydrogen [Glu06], which is why its atoms are partly retained by the membranes; this
in turn manifests itself in the reduced Raman signal. Accordingly, it can be concluded
that permeators cannot be recommended for the production of highly accurate hydrogen
mixtures. For further discussions see [Her11, Sei11].
6.5.3 Possible improvements for further reduction of systematic uncertainties
Even though the calibration results reveal that a high accuracy can be reached with the
demonstrated method, some modifications to the actual gas mixing setup (see Fig. 6.2) are
suggested to further reduce systematic effects:
(i) The length of the piping between pump, Raman cell, vessels, and catalyst is of the
order of 5 m. This permits convenient handling of the valves, but at the same time
it offers a large inner surface („ 0.07 m2), where exchange reactions can happen.
In principle, the piping could be reduced by a factor of 2 to 3. In general, it is
recommended to minimize the piping as much as possible in similar setups.
7In this case the Leybold-Heraeus palladium diffusion cell PA 150.
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Figure 6.7: Time trend of catalyst temperature and relative intensity ratio of H2{D2 in-
fluenced by permeator operation. The initial concentration rH2s : rD2s was 1:1. The HD
concentration is not shown here. Note that this measurement was performed with a different
grating spectrometer than the one used in the other calibration measurements, so that the
ratio of SH2,rel{SD2,rel differs from what would be expected from the reported RH2,rel{RD2,rel
ratio. The temperature labels refer to the temperature setpoints of the heating tape outside of
the catalyst tube; the actual temperatures were measured directly within the catalyst pebbles.
Figure already published in [Sch13a]; based on [Sei11].
(ii) Currently, the gas mixing vessels consist of two off-the-shelf ConFlat®-T-pieces.
Using these standard components offers a high similarity of both vessel volumes
and thus small systematic uncertainties in the initial mole fractions yix. However,
due to inadequate pipe routing in the setup, a ‘dead volume’ was created where the
mixing of the gas is suppressed. This difficulty has been overcome by long mixing
periods („ 25 min) with intermittent blocking of the gas stream in order to pump all
gas in one of the vessels while the other was emptied [Her11, Sei11]. Instead, a more
sophisticated gas flow design through the vessels would ease the efforts of forcing
the species to mix.
(iii) Finally, the design of the catalyst reactor could be optimized to gain a better control
over the reaction temperature and its homogeneity within the reactor tube, so that
the equilibrium condition can be obtained more accurately.
6.5.4 Upgrade for the use with tritium
Thus far the application of the method has only been demonstrated for the three non-
radioactive isotopologues. The extension of the described calibration method to tritiated
molecules is a demanding task. The arguments were already mentioned in Section 3.3.1
and will now be re-discussed, in particular with regard to the current results and experi-
ences.
(i) The β-activity of tritium will induce radio-chemical reactions [Sou86]. This means
that gas mixtures will equilibrate even in the absence of a catalyst. The time constant
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of this self-equilibration was reported by Uda et al [Uda92] to be of the order of 12
hours. This implies additional systematic uncertainties for the binary mixture of T2
with H2 or D2, since the formation of HT or DT, respectively, will commence as soon
as the pure gases merge.
Another radio-chemical effect is related to exchange reactions with the stainless
steel walls [Gil80] or the formation of methane [Mor77], as already observed in past
experiments at LOOPINO [Fis11].
(ii) The purity of the available T2 is limited. At the TLK, a purity of up to 98% can
be obtained from the isotope separation system [Dör05]. In addition, the effects
mentioned in the previous point degrade the purity of stored T2 with time. A high
purity of the initial gases is important for the calculation of the mole fractions which
find their way into the regression analysis. Unaccounted impurities of only several
percents can deteriorate the trueness of the calibration results. A possible solution
may be the measurement of the tritium purity before the calibration to have a first
rough idea.
(iii) When tritium is stored over longer periods of time, the amount of 3He from radioac-
tive decay increases (about 0.5% of an amount of tritium decays every month). This
noble gas is Raman inactive, so that it can not any longer be assumed that the sum
of the branch intensities in the Raman spectra is equivalent to 100% of hydrogen
isotopologues in the gas. Therefore, the 3He impurities need to be removed efficiently
before the gas is mixed.
(iv) All tritium handling facilities need additional technical efforts. The system needs to
be integrated into a secondary containment (e.g. a glove-box), and a tritium retention
system needs to be connected to this containment. Furthermore, all parts in the
system need to fulfill requirements for tritium compatible systems [TLA13].
The aforementioned caveats may prohibit that the calibration accuracy obtained with the
HYDE loop (ă 0.5%) can be reached by a potential hydrogen-deuterium-tritium mixing
loop. Furthermore, safety considerations such as the maximum allowed tritium inventory
may constrain the employed amount of tritium gas in the mixtures.
Despite these issues, a hydrogen-deuterium-tritium mixing loop is currently being de-
signed, and based on the experiences of the calibration performance of HYDE [Röl13]. It
should allow investigating the quantitative influence of said limitations involved with the
handling of tritium.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a method for the accurate production of gas samples with non-radioactive
hydrogen isotopologues was presented, and results of a calibration of the KATRIN Raman
system were presented and discussed. The total uncertainty of the calibration is less than
0.5%. This is far better than the requirements of the KATRIN experiment. However, it
should be kept in mind that the calibration is not possible for the tritiated molecules. The
coverage of all six hydrogen isotopologues is obtained by the method using theoretical
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intensities and the measurement of the spectral intensities as discussed in the previous
chapter.
The following chapter will bring both calibration approaches together in order to compare
the resulting response functions.
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Comparison of calibration methods
In the previous chapters two independent calibration approaches were introduced.
The first approach was based on a sample-free method using theoretical Raman intensities
and experimental data on the spectral sensitivity of the Raman system. The input parame-
ters for the theoretical intensity calculations, a and γ, were verified by depolarization ratio
measurements. The predicted and experimental results agree within the estimated uncer-
tainty. The compatibility thus reveals that the quantum theoretical model by Schwartz
and LeRoy [Sch87] is well-able to provide consistent values for the polarizabilities. It
should be recalled that this method of measuring depolarization ratios can only provide a
comparison of the a and γ pair for each individual Q1 Raman line, but not for theoretically
predicted a (or γ) values of different Raman lines.
In order to handle this caveat, a fully independent calibration approach was required,
despite the verified power of prediction of the theoretical data for the depolarization
ratio. This second calibration approach is based on the production of accurate gas samples
by using the HYDE loop. Due to several reasons connected to the intrinsic β-activity
of tritium, this procedure was limited, for the time being, to the three non-radioactive
isotopologues, H2, HD, and D2 only.
Both approaches independently were successful and yielded accurate values. In this
chapter, the results of both approaches are compared in order to ascertain whether they
agree within the estimated uncertainties. The second issue of this chapter is then related
to the implication for the KATRIN experiment.
7.1 Discussion of calibration results
The response functions obtained from both approaches, Rx and R1x, were normalized
to different reference values. Therefore, it is necessary to find a common base for the
comparison. The recommended normalization is to use relative response functions as
introduced in Eq. 6.15:
Rx,rel “ Rx{Rmean “ n ¨Rx{
nÿ
i“1
Ri . (7.1)
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Another possibility to compare the calibration results is to take the ratios of two response
functionsRi{Rj , where the indices relate to the different isotopologues. The related data of
both approaches are summarized in Tab. 7.1. The systematic uncertainties, ∆x, are derived
from error propagation of the relative response functions. Recall that the uncertainties from
the response functions generated from the theoretical intensity and spectral sensitivity
approach were in general dominated by the error related to the theory (c.f. Tab. 5.7). In
Tab. 7.1 it can now be seen that the uncertainty related to the spectral sensitivity, ∆sens, has
become an essential part of the total uncertainty, ∆tot, in the formation of relative response
functions (Rx Ñ Rx,rel). The reason for this is the large uncertainty of the response
function for H2 (associated with the larger errors in the uncertified spectral sensitivity),
which dominates the uncertainties of all Rx,rel functions by error propagation.
On the other hand, the uncertainties of the relative response function values obtained
by using the gas sample method with HYDE are well below 0.5%. As expected, this
technique offers a significantly better accuracy, but at present has the tritium-related
limitation explained in Chapter 6.
The table entries show that the relative response function values Rx,rel and the response
function ratios Ri{Rj obtained from the two approaches overall agree to better than 2%.
The only exception is the RH2{RD2 ratio, which differs by 3.4%. As was pointed out above,
the higher uncertainty in the calibration of the spectral sensitivity in the wavelength range
of H2 is the most likely the cause for this deviation. Nevertheless, the overall agreement of
both approaches is well within the bounds given by the total uncertainties in the theoretical
Raman signal amplitudes of about 3.1% for the relative R-values and 5.2% for the ratios.
The power of prediction of the quantum-theoretical model from Schwartz and LeRoy
[Sch87], which provides the a and γ values for each individual Raman line, has been
demonstrated in Chapter 5 by the depolarization measurements. Now, the deficit of
not being able to compare theoretical intensities between different Raman lines was
compensated by the gas sampling method in the HYDE investigations. The agreement
of the two calibration approaches increases the confidence in the use of the theoretical
Table 7.1: Comparison of response functions obtained from both calibration approaches.
Note that the Rx,rel-representation is more suitable for comparing the two approaches than
the R1x-representation, for which the data are normalized to R1H2 “ 1 (c.f. Tab. 5.7). ∆theo
describes the uncertainty related to the theoretical intensities, ∆sens relates to the uncertainty
of the determination of the spectral sensitivity. The total uncertainty is given as ∆R1tot “b
p∆R1theoq2 ` p∆R1sensq2.
(A) Theoretical (B) HYDE Difference
Raman signals measurements ppAq ´ pBqq {pBq
Value ∆theo ∆sens ∆tot Value ∆tot
p%q p%q p%q p%q p%q
RH2,rel 1.032 2.4 2.0 3.1 1.013 0.4 1.9
RD2,rel 0.955 2.7 1.1 2.9 0.969 0.4 ´1.5
RHD,rel 1.013 2.4 1.2 2.8 1.018 0.3 ´0.5
RH2{RD2 1.081 4.5 3.0 5.4 1.045 0.7 3.4
RHD{RD2 1.061 4.5 1.0 4.6 1.050 0.3 1.0
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intensities and spectral sensitivity for the sample-free determination of the response
functions for all hydrogen isotopologues.
Regardless of this fact, future comparisons including then also the tritiated species HT,
DT and T2 are of high interest to finally support this versatile calibration approach. These
studies require a similar gas mixing device as the one used here (HYDE), but which fulfills
the tritium-compatibility requirements recommended in Section 6.5.4.
7.2 Implications for the KATRIN experiment
The agreement of the two independent calibration approaches within the estimated uncer-
tainties is a very important result for the future long-term, high-accuracy monitoring of the
gas composition of the Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS) of KATRIN. It puts
the use of a sample-free calibration procedure for all available and future Raman systems
on solid experimental footing. In particular, the KATRIN requirement of a trueness of the
response function of about 10% or better is met (see Section 2.4). The difference of the
determination of the response function determination of the two approaches is less than
2%, with an uncertainty of the relative response function being better than 3.1%. This is
an indication that the requirement can easily be met with the suggested methods.
In the following, the impact of the calibration uncertainties in Rx on the systematic error
in the mole fractions yx (relative concentrations) for a KATRIN-like tritium mixture will
be outlined. The illustration will be shown for the case of the LOOPINO long-term test
reported in [Fis11, Stu10b]. The runs at the test circulation loop, LOOPINO, were intended
to verify the reliability of LARA measurements under the same conditions as for KATRIN.
Thus, the gas mixture, which was circulated, exhibited a high tritium purity of „ 97% at
the beginning. Its Raman spectrum is shown in Fig. 7.1.
The relative intensities of the Q1-branches of all hydrogen isotopologues, Sx,rel, were
extracted from the spectrum. Overlaps between the S1-branch of T2 and the Q1-branches
of DT and D2 were corrected. The signal intensity of the Q1-branch of H2 was below the
noise level. Statistical uncertainties and temporal fluctuations in the Raman intensity are
not considered in the scope of this illustration, so that the Sx,rel is reported in Tab. 7.2
without error.
At the time when the LOOPINO measurement was performed, no method for the spectral
sensitivity determination of the system was available. However, the aim of this example
case is rather to provide an impression of the resulting systematic uncertainty than to
show the exact sample concentration. Therefore, the Rx values from the calibration of
the MonLARA system were used. This procedure can be legitimized using the following
arguments:
1. The spectral sensitivity profiles of both systems exhibit a similar trend. This state-
ment is supported by investigations of the spectral sensitivity of both systems with
different spectrometers in the thesis of Simone Rupp [Rup12].
2. The part of the uncertainty related to ∆Rtheo is completely system-independent.
Furthermore, the other part, ∆Rsens, depends almost exclusively on the certification
of the luminescence standard by NIST (see Section 5.4.4).
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Due to these reasons, the Rx values and uncertainties employed here are taken from Tab.
5.7.
Finally, the mole fractions, yx, should be calculated from the response functions, Rx and
relative intensities, Sx,rel. Using Eq. 3.30 and solving it by Nx leads to
Sx “ Rx ¨Nx , (7.2)
Nx “ Sx
Rx
. (7.3)
Note that Sx will be substituted in the following by Sx,rel “ Sxř
j
Sj
“ Rx¨Nxř
j
Rj ¨Nj (Eq. 3.31).
From Eq. 6.12, the mole fraction yx is obtained:
yx “ Nxř
j
Nj
“
Sx
Rxř
j
Sj
Rj
(7.4)
with j “ T2, . . . ,H2. The uncertainty is then propagated to obtain ∆yx:
∆yx “
gffeÿ
j
ˆ
dyx
dRj
˙2
p∆Rjq2 . (7.5)
The analytical calculation is performed with the help of a computer algebra system. The
numeric results for yx ˘∆yx are also tabulated in Tab. 7.2.
The table presents these values with absolute systematic errors (∆yx) and relative errors
(∆yx{yx). The absolute systematic errors all lie below the 0.1% limit. For the most relevant
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Figure 7.1: Spectrum of a circulating tritium sample with high purity. The Q1-branches of
all isotopologues present in this mixture are indicated as well as the S1{O1-branches from T2
with rotational quantum number J2. The overlap of the T2 pS1pJ2 “ 2qq-line and the DT pQ1q-
branch was corrected for in the determination of the Raman intensities. The same was done
for the overlap of the T2 pS1pJ2 “ 5qq line and the D2 pQ1q-branch. The spectrum was acquired
at the beginning of the long-term run of the LOOPINO test experiment [Fis11].
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Table 7.2: Systematic uncertainty in a KATRIN-like measurement. All Rx values and their
uncertainties are obtained from Tab. 5.7. The values for Sx,rel are extracted from the spectrum
in Fig. 7.1. The parameters yx ˘∆yx is obtained from the evaluation of Eqs. 7.4 and 7.5. For
further details see text.
Isotopologue Rx ˘∆Rx Sx,rel yx ˘∆yx ∆yx{yx
p%q p%q p%q
T2 0.866˘ 0.034 97.72 97.86˘ 0.10 0.10
DT 0.914˘ 0.034 1.57 1.49˘ 0.08 5.28
D2 0.925˘ 0.031 0.35 0.33˘ 0.02 5.10
HT 0.960˘ 0.031 0.32 0.29˘ 0.01 4.97
HD 0.981˘ 0.030 0.04 0.04˘ 0.00 4.92
H2 1.000˘ 0.042 - - -
component, T2, also the relative systematic error is at this level. For a KATRIN-like
composition, this implies that the systematic uncertainty (trueness) and statistical uncer-
tainty (precision) are on the same 10´3-level regarding the tritium content measurement.
KATRIN will therefore have access to a highly accurate measurement of the content of its
WGTS.
The trace components naturally have a higher relative uncertainty. However, this error is
only around 5% and thus remarkably small for such tiny traces.
It should be noted that said conclusion is only applicable for this KATRIN-like mixture
with a high content of a certain species. However, an equilibrated mixture of about 25%
T2, 50% DT, 25% D2 correspondingly would lead to absolute uncertainties ofă 1.1% (DT)
and relative uncertainties of ă 3.5% (D2). Even this scenario would still fully cover the
KATRIN requirements.
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Chapter 8
Summary and outlook
Summary The observation of neutrino oscillations has proved that neutrinos have non-
zero mass, in contrast to the Standard Model of particle physics where neutrinos were
assumed to be massless. The exploration of the absolute mass scale is thus an important
experimental path to discriminate between underlying theoretical mechanisms which
have been proposed to give mass to neutrinos. Furthermore, relic neutrinos act as hot
dark matter and are thought to have influenced the evolution of the Universe, e.g. in the
formation of large-scale structures. The direct measurement of the neutrino mass thus
remains an experimental challenge of fundamental importance.
The KATRIN experiment aims at measuring the neutrino mass by high-precision electron-
spectroscopy of the tritium β-decay with an unprecedented sensitivity of 200 meV{c2.
This is a factor of 10 better (and a factor of 100 in the observable m2ν) as compared to the
predecessor experiments at Mainz and Troitsk. In order to reach this challenging goal,
statistical and systematic uncertainties need to be reduced significantly. The major part of
the systematic uncertainties is related to the Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS).
One crucial aspect therein is the accurate determination of the gas composition of the
tritium gas employed as β-source. Fluctuations of the composition result in a change
of the count rate and modify the shape of the spectrum in the narrow region-of-interest
(some eV around the kinematic energy endpoint of 18.6 keV).
At the TLK, Raman spectroscopy is employed for in-line and near-time monitoring of
this composition. In earlier works (including works by the author) it had already been
shown that the Raman system developed within the framework of KATRIN fulfills the
precision requirements of 0.1% for monitoring the tritium purity. However, the question of
trueness had not been addressed so far. To ascertain this latter issue, KATRIN-sensitivity
simulations were performed, which explored the influence of actual gas compositions
within the WGTS on the neutrino-mass results. These showed that the calibration trueness
of the Raman system should be better than 10% in order not to add significantly to the
error budget of the systematic uncertainty of the source.
Therefore, one of the main goals of the research underlying this thesis was to develop a
calibration principle for the Raman system, which would reach said trueness requirements.
Indeed, as the results presented in the thesis show, the trueness requirement has well
been surpassed. Note that in the wake of these efforts to provide high trueness for the
tritium monitoring, the Raman system’s precision capabilities were improved as well,
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down from some hundreds of seconds to some tens of seconds of sampling time to reach
the benchmark of 0.1%.
Two complementary calibration approaches were pursued (see sketch of the principle in
Fig. 3.10), and the main findings from these are highlighted below.
1. Approach based on theoretical intensities and spectral sensitivity determination.
The generation of accurate gas samples which contain tritium is not straightforward
and raises several complications. For this reason, the first calibration approach is a
sample-free method, which however requires (i) theoretical predictions of the Raman
intensity for all six hydrogen isotopologues (T2, DT, D2, HT, HD, and H2), as well
as (ii) the spectral sensitivity of the Raman detection system. The theoretical values
were obtained from ab initio calculations by Schwartz and LeRoy [LeR11]. However,
the values provided were stated without systematic uncertainty, which implies that
the model behind needs to be tested experimentally.
The theory provides a set of input parameters, a and γ, for each individual Raman
line for the calculation of intensities. These parameters can also be utilized to predict
so-called depolarization ratios. Such ratios were determined in an experimental
campaign for each relevant Raman line (Q1-lines) of all six isotopologues. In order
to obtain accurate results, a correction model was developed, which - amongst other
things - could accurately account for polarization aberrations from the employed
optics. This model approach was validated successfully. The overall uncertainty
was better than 5% for each line. It could be shown that the theoretically predicted
and experimental depolarization ratios agreed within 1σ confidence level. This is
substantially better than other depolarization measurements reported in the litera-
ture; in particular, thus far none had been available for non-radioactive hydrogen
isotopologues.
The spectral sensitivity of the Raman detection system was measured by using
a NIST-certified SRM2422 luminescence standard. If mounted and illuminated
appropriately, it provides an almost perfect replication of the Raman scattering
region and a very low calibration uncertainty. Since the standard was designed for
back-scattering applications like micro-Raman spectroscopy, its usability as a lumi-
nescence standard in 90˝-configuration had to be proved first. Several systematic
investigations and theoretical considerations showed that indeed it was possible to
use it for the spectral sensitivity measurements of the KATRIN LARA system.
2. Approach based on accurate gas samples of non-radioactive hydrogen isotopo-
logues. The experimental measurement of the depolarization ratio showed that the
theoretical model is able to provide verifiable predictions. However, the depolariza-
tion ratio can only probe the a and γ values (from theory) of each line individually.
It cannot judge if the intensity between different lines of different isotopologues
is predicted truly. Therefore, a second approach was employed as a cross-check.
Gas samples of H2, HD, and D2 were produced in a custom-built gas mixing and
equilibration loop. For the reason that no tritium was involved in this process, the
achievable accuracy of the gas sample was high. After systematic investigations
of the performance of the mixing loop and after upgrades of components, calibra-
tion measurements were performed. An uncertainty in the sub-percent range was
achieved.
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The comparison of both calibration approaches for the three non-radioactive isotopologues
showed a relative difference of the order of 2%, which is within the total uncertainty of each
of them. In the relevant cross-check two aspects were targeted: (i) to test - based on the de-
polarization ratio measurements - whether the theoretical model is intrinsically consistent
for all hydrogen isotopologues; and (ii) to check with the non-radioactive isotopologues
that accurate gas sample compositions could be confirmed in Raman measurements. The
successful cross-calibration procedure hints at the possibility of a sample-free calibration
of the KATRIN Raman system, which includes all six hydrogen isotopologues. Of course, a
final check with accurate mixtures of tritiated hydrogen isotopologues would be desirable
but looks out of reach for the foreseeable future.
Every future calibration effort is thus reduced to the measurement of the Raman system’s
spectral sensitivity, which revealed itself as a rather fast and uncomplicated procedure.
The achieved calibration uncertainty 2´ 3% is well within the aforementioned uncertainty
budget. This is an important finding for KATRIN’s aim to measure the neutrino mass
at design sensitivity. The Raman system will not only safely stay within the precision
requirement (0.1%), but also within the trueness requirement (ă 10%) of KATRIN. This
implies that an accurate monitoring of the WGTS source composition is possible, and the
designed systematic uncertainty of the source will therefore be met or even exceeded.
Finally, it should be noted, that methods were developed and experiments were performed
in this thesis which are of relevance for the scientific community beyond the achievements
in the context of KATRIN (e.g. [Sch12a, Bab12, Sch13d]).
• The developed evaluation method for the analysis of depolarization ratio measure-
ments allows for accurate results in the case that spurious polarization aberrations
and extended Raman scattering regions are present [Sch13b].
• The depolarization ratios, which were measured and corrected, using the novel
approach developed for this thesis, showed excellent agreement with the theoretical
prediction [Jam13b], which is a clear confirmation of the validity of the theoretical
quantum calculations.
• Accurate gas samples of H2, HD, and D2 are required in other areas of science as well,
e.g. in frozen-spin polarized HD targets in photonuclear experiments [Oht11, Oht12].
The methods for producing and the discussion of the involved uncertainties can
thus be of further benefit [Sch13a].
• Finally, the methods developed for the processing of Raman spectra (e.g. SCARF or
ShapeFit ) can be used in numerous other spectroscopic applications [Jam13d].
Outlook related to KATRIN There are three possible avenues which could be followed,
in order to improve or enhance the information gathered in this thesis.
• The systematic investigation of the two complementary calibration techniques has
led to a high confidence in the validity of the extrapolation of the sample-free calibra-
tion calibration approach from the non-radioactive to the radioactive isotopologues.
Unfortunately, the latter could not be cross-checked by the gas mixing method.
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Thus it is desirable to extend the cross-check to these three species. Therefore, a
special mixing loop including tritium is currently at the design stage [Röl13, Rup16].
It will be set-up in the TLK and studies are intended to find out whether the same
uncertainty can be reached as with the non-radioactive isotopologues. In this context
the Raman system performance can be compared to that of other analytical systems
which will be included in the new mixing loop.
• The use of the NIST-certified SRM2242 luminescence standard for the spectral cal-
ibration of the Raman system turned out be the perfect option. Specifically, the
investigations for its applicability in the originally not intended 90˝-configuration
were successful.
However, it is thought that, prior to the intended publication, some last open issues
need to be studied and further cross-checks need to be conducted, to obtain a
comprehensive overview (see summary in [Rup12]). The investigations will be
performed within the framework of an on-going Bachelor’s project [Bru13].
• Raman spectroscopy may also be suitable to other fundamental physics questions
relevant for KATRIN. Molecular tritium T2 (as well as D2 and H2) has two possible
spin-configuration states of the two identical nuclei. These states are known as
para (singlet) and ortho (triplet) states. At room temperature their population ratio
is given by 1:3 (para:ortho); however, at very low temperatures the para-states
become more populated [Sou86]. The conversion to the cold state, starting from
room temperature equilibrium, is generally slow without any additional catalysts.
The KATRIN tritium gas is at near to room temperature as long as it is circulating
in the Inner Loop, but it is rapidly cooled down to 30 K while it is pumped into the
WGTS via the 5 m long injection capillary. It is an open question which ortho-para
ratio is finally reached after this quick cool-down process (of the order of seconds).
The accurate calculation of the final states of the daughter molecule of the tritium
decay requires the appropriate ortho-para ratio as input (see [Dos07]). Raman
spectroscopy can measure the ortho-para ratio quite precisely from the intensity
ratio of the individual odd and even J2 lines of the S0, S1 or Q1 branch.
Thus, transient measurements of the ortho-para ratio down to 30 K, in an ancil-
lary experiment, may be of great benefit to further reduce the uncertainties of the
calculations of the final state distribution.
Outlook beyond KATRIN From the discussions throughout this thesis it should be
evident that the methodology developed in this work has not only significant impact
on the physics potential of KATRIN, as intended, but it might have implications and
applications well beyond direct neutrino mass measurements. It is straightforward to
envisage the following applications.
• At the point where the Raman measurement cell is located at KATRIN, only hydro-
gen isotopologues are expected in the gas composition because the gas is cleaned by
a permeation filter.
However, other applications can be imagined in which impurities play a role. There-
fore, any calibration, sample-free or sample-based, would have to be extended to
these species as well.
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• In future large-scale thermonuclear fusion power plants, like ITER or DEMO, tritium
and deuterium will be used as fuel. Accurate accountancy and fast process control
are of utmost importance for a safe and reliable operation of the fueling systems of
such a system. In this task, Raman spectroscopy has many advantages over other
analytical techniques (see [Sch11c, Dem12]). Therefore, it is considered now as key
part of the analytical system of ITER [Shu12].
The required accuracy there is almost achieved by the current KATRIN Raman
system so that only minor improvements may have to be investigated. In princi-
ple, however, for a real-time process control, special measures such as dedicated
sensitivity- or speed-enhancement steps should be planned.
One future strategy here is to develop a well calibrated reference system, against
which other Raman systems or methods can be cross-calibrated (much in the same
way as in other branches of metrology).
• In this thesis it was demonstrated that Raman spectroscopy can be considered as
a fast, precise and accurate technique for quantitative analysis of gases. Its field
of application goes far beyond tritium accountancy and is already employed for
process monitoring and control.
In particular, the sample-free calibration, as applied within this thesis, is a recom-
mended method, if the production of calibration samples is completely impossible
or involves similar constraints as related to tritium. On the other hand, to provide
the required, reliable quantum calculations for transition moment functions for
molecules other than the relatively simple hydrogen isotopologues may be quite a
challenge for theorists.
Finally, to come back to the main focus of this thesis which is related to the precision
β-spectroscopy of tritium to determine the absolute mass scale, future steps targeted at
searching for light (eV-scale) and heavy (keV-scale) sterile neutrinos are already in the
conceptual design phase. In all these exciting future research activities based on tritium as
ideal β-emitter, Raman systems with even better performance are required. This opens
up avenues to further develop this technique to meet even more stringent experimental
demands to better understand the Universe and its constituents.
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Appendix A
Statistical terms
The terms “precision” and “accuracy” are often used as synonyms by mistake or they are
mixed up. The term “trueness” is not necessarily part of vocabulary of every scientific
community. The terminology is defined, e.g. , in the ISO 5725 norm [ISO94] or other
international norms and guides such as the [JCG08]. However, the trueness definition is
ambiguous to a certain degree when comparing various norms.
Therefore, a specific norm has been selected for the definitions used in the framework of
this thesis. The following listing is a direct quote from the JCGM 200:2008 International
vocabulary of metrology - Basic and general concepts and associated terms (VIM) section
2.13-2.15 [JCG08].
(Measurement) accuracy Closeness of agreement between a measured quantity value
and a true quantity value of a measurand
(Measurement) trueness Closeness of agreement between the average of an infinite num-
ber of replicate measured quantity values and a reference quantity value
(Measurement) precision Closeness of agreement between indications or measured quan-
tity values obtained by replicate measurements on the same or similar objects under
specified conditions
In order to clarify these terms, the bow-and-arrow analogy is shown in Fig. A.1, demon-
strating how an archer performs in shooting at a target.
In a nutshell: trueness is related to the systematical uncertainty, whereas precision is
related to the statistical uncertainty.
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Figure A.1: Bow-and-arrow analogy for accuracy, precision and trueness. a) Trueness and
precision high (accuracy high). b) Trueness low, but precision high (low accuracy). c) Trueness
high, but precision low (low accuracy). d) Trueness and precision low (low accuracy).
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Appendix B
Complete derivation of integration
formula for depolarization
measurements
The following appendix is published “as-is” by the author in the Supporting Information
[Sch13c]. The layout and references have been adapted; the text has been slightly modified.
The integration and the depolarization ratio correction routines are implemented in
C++ using ROOT functions. The program is made available under http://depoltools.
sourceforge.net.
Raman light is generally collected by making use of non-zero solid angle configurations
through an aperture; the rays can be defined by the angles ϕ and θ according to Fig. B.1
(and to Fig. 3.7). The four combinations for K- and ||-polarized light are recalled below
from Chapter 3 as functions of the angles ϕ and θ [Lon02]
Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,Ki “a2 cospϕq2 ` bp2qγ
2
45
`
4´ sinpϕq2˘ , (B.1)
Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,||i “a2 sinpϕq2 ` bp2qγ
2
45
`
3` sinpϕq2˘ , (B.2)
Φpϕ, θ, a, γq||s,||i “a2 cospθq2 cospϕq2 ` bp2qγ
2
45
`
3` cospθq2 cospϕq2˘ , (B.3)
Φpϕ, θ, a, γq||s,Ki “a2 cospθq2 sinpϕq2 ` bp2qγ
2
45
`
3` cospθq2 sinpϕq2˘ . (B.4)
Here, bp2q is the Placzek-Teller factor; for rotational states, J2, in a Qv-branch it is given as
[Lon02]
b
p2q
J2 “
J2pJ2 ` 1q
p2J2 ´ 1qp2J2 ` 3q . (B.5)
If the polarization aberrations from transmission optics are taken into account, then an
associated parameter, ξ “ cos2 β, can be used in the mathematical representation; where β
is the angular deviation from the vertical polarization direction. In this context, a value
ξ=1 would correspond to perfect vertical (linear) polarization, a value ξ “ 0.5 would
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Figure B.1: Sketch for angles and distances to a circular aperture.
represent a beam whose Ki- and ||i-polarization components are of equal magnitude, and
a value ξ “ 0 would correspond to perfect horizontal (linear) polarization.
This parameterized approach makes it rather straightforward to accommodate different
polarization components in the incident beam contributing to the Raman signal, provided
a linear polarizer is suitably inserted in the observation light path. For example, inserting
an analyzer that only transmits the Ks-polarized light component, the resulting line
strength function becomes
Φdepolpϕ, θ, a, γq “ξ ¨ Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,Ki ` p1´ ξq ¨ Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,||i . (B.6)
The aim is now to obtain the observed Raman light intensity from an extended scattering
volume the overall integration has also to include integration in z-direction. The integra-
tion is performed in spherical polar coordinates, yielding for the observed Raman light
intensity
Iobserved “ c ¨
¡
ϕ,z,θ
Φdepol sin θ dθ dz dϕ . (B.7)
The main chapter stops the derivation at this position. Therefore, this is now done in this
appendix.
The difficulty in solving the integral in Eq. B.7 lies in the correct parameterization of the
bounds of ϕ, θ, and z in the given collection geometry.
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Figure B.2: Sketch of collection geometry. The z-axis is the line from which the scattered light
originates. The line associated with radius rw is the LARA-cell window. The line associated
with radius rf is the collection lens.
B.1 Bounds of integration
In Eq. B.7 the order of integration is evident. The outer integration is in the ϕ dimension.
The next inner integration is then in the zpϕq dimension and the innermost integration
is finally in the θpϕ, zq dimension. Since θ depends on z and ϕ, and z depends on ϕ, the
order of integration cannot be changed.
The bounds and the corresponding dependence of ϕ, z and θ are described in the following
subsections. It should be noted, that in general two limiting cases for the parameterization
have to be considered. In the most common case, the aperture configuration is one in
which a small Raman cell window is followed by a larger collection lens aperture (rf ą rw).
This “normal” case will be described in the following subsections. The other “inverse”
case will be briefly shown at the subsection towards the end of this appendix.
Parameterization of z
Introducing the bound of integration for the variable z is straightforward. The ranges of
the integral for z are sketched in Fig. 3.7. In this subsection the bounds of integration are
derived first for ϕ “ 0. Below, ϕ ą 0 will be applied via a substitution of rw and rf . The
maximum viewable z (zmax) is calculated by making use of the intercept theorem (also
known as Thales’s theorem); one finds
zmax prw, xw, rf , xfq “ rw ` xw
xf ´ xw prf ` rwq . (B.8)
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Figure B.3: Sketch for clarification of the ϕ-dependence. The blue line represents the plane
which is inclined at an angle φ from the x´ z plane. This plane intersects with both apertures
and leads to effective radii rz,w and rz,f . In addition the distances from the origin to the
intersection are stretched (xw ÞÑ x1wpϕq, xf ÞÑ x1fpϕq).
The characteristic distance η is given as
η prw, xw, rf , xfq “ rw ´ xw rf ´ rw
xf ´ xw . (B.9)
Parameterization of θ
With these characteristic distances one can define the ranges of θ. First, the minimum θ
angles are defined piecewise as follows
θmin prw, xw, rf , xf , zq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
sin´1
ˆ
xf
px2f`prf´zq2q1{2
˙
0 ď z ď η
sin´1
´
xw
px2w`prw´zq2q1{2
¯
η ă z ď rw
pi ´ sin´1
´
xw
px2w`prw´zq2q1{2
¯
rw ă z ď zmax
. (B.10)
The maximum θ in the range 0 ď z ď zmax is
θmax prw, xw, rf , xf , zq “ pi2 ` tan
´1
ˆ
rf ` z
xf
˙
. (B.11)
Parameterization of ϕ
The current derivation of θmin/θmax is a simplification for the case ϕ “ 0. If ϕ ‰ 0 then the
geometry has to be modified to some extent. In Fig. B.3 a sketch is given for clarification.
The new reference plane is defined by the angle ϕ as it can be seen in the aforementioned
sketch. This plane intersects with the apertures and leads to effective radii in z-direction
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rz,w and rz,f :1
rw ÞÑ rz,wpϕq “
`
r2w ´ tan2 ϕ ¨ x2w
˘1{2
, (B.12)
rf ÞÑ rz,f pϕq “
`
r2f ´ tan2 ϕ ¨ x2f
˘1{2
. (B.13)
At the same time the inclination of the ϕ-defined plane ‘stretches’ the distances from the
origin to the aperture cross-sections
xw ÞÑ x1wpϕq “ xwcosϕ , (B.14)
xf ÞÑ x1fpϕq “ xfcosϕ . (B.15)
These expressions need to be replaced in Eqs. B.8 to B.11. The corrected formulas which
are obtained after this replacement are:
zmax prw, xw, rf , xf , ϕq “
`
r2w ´ tan2 ϕ ¨ x2w
˘1{2
` xw
xf ´ xw
´`
r2f ´ tan2 ϕ ¨ x2f
˘1{2 ` `r2w ´ tan2 ϕ ¨ x2w˘1{2¯ ,
(B.16)
η prw, xw, rf , xf , ϕq “
`
r2w ´ tan2 ϕ ¨ x2w
˘1{2
´ xw
xf ´ xw
´`
r2f ´ tan2 ϕ ¨ x2f
˘1{2 ´ `r2w ´ tan2 ϕ ¨ x2w˘1{2¯ ,
(B.17)
θmin prw, xw, rf , xf , z, ϕq “
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
sin´1
¨˝
xf{cosϕˆ
pxf{cosϕq2`
´pr2f ´tan2 ϕ¨x2f q1{2´z¯2˙1{2
‚˛ 0 ď z ď η
sin´1
¨˝
xw{ cosϕˆ
pxw{cosϕq2`
´
pr2w´tan2 ϕ¨x2wq1{2´z
¯2˙1{2 ‚˛ η ă z ď rw
pi ´ sin´1
¨˝
xw{cosϕˆ
pxw{cosϕq2`
´
pr2w´tan2 ϕ¨x2wq1{2´z
¯2˙1{2 ‚˛ rw ă z ď zmax
,
(B.18)
θmax prw, xw, rf , xf , z, ϕq “pi2 ` tan
´1
`
r2f ´ tan2 ϕ ¨ x2f
˘1{2 ` z
xf{cosϕ . (B.19)
Note, that the cosϕ in the xwxf´xw terms of Eqs. B.16 and B.17 have canceled out.
1Derivation from r2w “ r2z,w ` r2y,w and ry,w “ tanϕ ¨ xw. Use respectively rf and xf for rz,f .
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B.2 Final integration formula
Parameterization of z and θ in the normal case
The way the dependences between z, θ and ϕ were introduced defines the order of inte-
gration. As depicted in the previous subsections, z is a function of ϕ and θ is a function of
z and ϕ. In addition, the z integration is defined piecewise.
Iobserved “ c ¨ 2 ¨
ϕmaxż
0
¨˚
˝ ηpϕqż
0
θmaxpz,ϕqż
θminpz,ϕq
Φpϕ, θq sin θ dθ dz dϕ
`
rwż
ηpϕq
θmaxpz,ϕqż
θminpz,ϕq
Φpϕ, θq sin θ dθ dz dϕ
`
zmaxpϕqż
rw
θmaxpz,ϕqż
θminpz,ϕq
Φpϕ, θq sin θ dθ dz dϕ‹˛‚ (B.20)
with ϕmax “ tan´1 prf{xfq. Φpϕ, θq can be any combination of the expressions in Eqs. B.1
to B.4. In the case of depolarization measurements in the schemes described in the main
chapter, the expression for Φdepolpϕ, θq in Eq. B.6 can be used. The observed depolarization
ratio is then given by (bound of integration according to Eq. B.20)
ρobserved “
ţ
ϕ,z,θ
ξ ¨ Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,||i ` p1´ ξq ¨ Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,Ki sin θ dθ dz dϕţ
ϕ,z,θ
ξ ¨ Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,Ki ` p1´ ξq ¨ Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,||i sin θ dθ dz dϕ . (B.21)
This can be re-written in simplified form as
ρobserved “ ξ ¨A` p1´ ξq ¨B
ξ ¨B ` p1´ ξq ¨A (B.22)
with
A “
¡
ϕ,z,θ
Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,||i sin θ dθ dz dϕ
B “
¡
ϕ,z,θ
Φpϕ, θ, a, γqKs,Ki sin θ dθ dz dϕ
Overview of the terms
• zmaxpϕq is the maximal viewable z as a function of ϕ, see Eq. B.16.
• ηpϕq is the characteristic distance as a function of ϕ, see Eq. B.17.
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• θminpz, ϕq is the minimal θ as a function of z and ϕ, see Eq. B.18 for the three ranges
0 ď z ď η, η ă z ď rw and rw ă z ď zmax.
• θmaxpz, ϕq is the maximal θ as a function of z and ϕ, see Eq. B.19.
• Φdepol-LARApϕ, χq is The line-strength function as a function of ϕ and polarization
rotation χ, see Eq. B.6.
Overview of the parameters
• ξ is the cleanness of the incident polarization of the laser light.
• rw is the radius of the cell window.
• xw is the distance between the cell window and the scattering origin.
• rf is the radius of the focus lens aperture.
• xf is the distance between the focus lens and the scattering origin.
Parameterization of z and θ in the inverse case
In this subsection the so-called “inverse” case with the configuration rw ą rf is described
and the difference in the parameterization of z and θ is shown. A visualization is found in
Fig. B.4. The maximum viewable z (zmax) is the same as in Eq. B.8:
zmax prw, xw, rf , xfq “ rw ` xw
xf ´ xw prf ` rwq . (B.23)
Then a new characteristic distance η¯ is introduced as
η¯ prw, xw, rf , xfq “ rf ` xf rw ´ rf
xf ´ xw . (B.24)
With these characteristic distances one can define the ranges of θ. First, the minimum θ
angles are defined piecewise as follows
θmin prw, xw, rf , xf , zq “
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
sin´1
ˆ
xf
px2f`prf´zq2q1{2
˙
0 ď z ď rf
pi ´ sin´1
ˆ
xf
px2f`prf´zq2q1{2
˙
rf ă z ď η¯
pi ´ sin´1
´
xw
px2w`prw´zq2q1{2
¯
η¯ ă z ď zmax
. (B.25)
The maximum θ in the range 0 ď z ď zmax is again the same as in Eq. B.11
θmax prw, xw, rf , xf , zq “ pi2 ` tan
´1
ˆ
rf ` z
xf
˙
. (B.26)
As above the substitution (e.g. rw ÞÑ rz,wpϕq “
`
r2w ´ tan2 ϕ ¨ x2w
˘1{2) needs to be imple-
mented to take the z- and ϕ-dependences into account.
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Figure B.4: Sketch of inverse collection geometry. The z-axis is the line from which the
scattered light originates. The line with radius rw is the LARA-window. The line with radius
rf is the collection lens. Note that in this “inverse” case rw ą rf .
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Appendix C
Jones calculations for polarization
aberrations in the Raman collection
system
The following appendix is published “as-is” by the author in the Supporting Information
[Sch13c]. The layout and references have been adapted; the text has been slightly modified.
Fig. B.3 shows the general light collection configuration for Raman depolarization mea-
surements, comprising in general a sample cell window (aperture A2), a collection lens
(aperture A1) and a polarizer (O? “ P ). The relation between the polarization state of
the incoming and transmitted light beams follows from Jones-calculus, using 2ˆ 2 Jones
matrices J (for further details see Hecht [Hec74] or Kita [Kit09])
Eoutpθ, ϕq “ JPJA1JA2 ¨Einpθ, ϕq . (C.1)
The following assumptions need to be valid (they are restated from Section 5.3):
• the system as a whole can be described as one sustaining a (homogeneous) net
change in its polarization content (mainly linear di-attenuation and linear retar-
dance);
• the polarization aberrations have (nearly) no angular dependence; and
• circular di-attenuation and retardance are negligible, as indicated e.g. by Kita.
[Kit09].
With the aforementioned assumptions that we are only concerned about an angular-
independent net effect from the collection system, Eq. C.1 can be simplified by using a
new Jones matrix JC describing the net effect of the collection system
Eoutpθ, ϕq “ JPJC ¨Einpθ, ϕq . (C.2)
The vector Ein defines the effective polarization state of integrated Raman light generated
in the scattering region. For an incident polarization state pi the scattered horizontal and
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Table C.1: Physical significance of the Pauli coefficients ak. Table adapted from [McG94].
Coeff. Physical significance of <pakq “ aPk Physical significance of =pakq “ aRk
a0 Pol.-indep. amplitude Pol.-indep. phase
a1 Lin. diattenuation along coord. axes Lin. retardance along coord. axes
a2 Lin. diattenuation at 45˝ to the coord. axes Lin. retardance 45˝ to the coord. axes
a3 Circ. diattenuation Circ. retardance
vertical light components can be calculated, using the model derived in Appendix B:
Ein “
ˆ
E||s,pieiφ||
EKs,pieiφK
˙
(C.3)
with φ|| and φK being initial phase shifts. The Jones matrix of the polarizer for vertical
transmission is given as [Hec74]
JP “
ˆ
0 0
0 1
˙
. (C.4)
Overall, the unknown part is the Jones matrix of the collection system. It is convenient to
write the Jones matrix in exponential form J “ expV ; V is a matrix exponential expression
that substitutes the Jones matrix [Kit09]. This matrix can be expressed by Pauli expansion
(σi are the Pauli matrices)
V “
3ÿ
k“0
akσk . (C.5)
With this, the Jones matrix of the light collection system can be written as
JC “ exp pa0σ0 ` a1σ1 ` a2σ2 ` a3σ3q . (C.6)
The Pauli coefficients ak are given as ak “ aPk ` iaRk (see Tab. C.1). As mentioned above
it is assumed, that no circular polarization effects occurs and thus a3 « 0` i0. Therefore,
the matrix JC becomes
JC “ exp
ˆpaP0 ` aP1q ` i paR0 ` aR1q aP2 ` iaR2
aP2 ` iaR2 paP0 ´ aP1q ` i paR0 ´ aR1q
˙
. (C.7)
According to the entries in Tab. C.1 the parameter aP0p‰ 0q is associated with a polarization-
independent, i.e. isotropic change in amplitude. This means that the amplitudes of vertical
and horizontal light components are affected likewise, and the factor exp p2aP0q appears
in both the IKs,pi and I||s,pi terms. As a consequence, this constant factor cancels out when
calculating the depolarization ratio (see Eq. B.22). Thus it seems justifiable to set this
constant to a convenient, arbitrary value; for reasons of simplicity one may chose aP0 “ 0.
Because of the above, Eq. C.2 becomes
Eoutpθ, φq “
˜
0
E||s,pieaP2eipaR2`φ||sq ` EKs,pie´aP1eipaR0´aR2`φKs q
¸
. (C.8)
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This equation now allows one to calculate the observed intensity I “ |Eout|2 . In the
following, the parameters aR0, aR1 and aR2 have been collated into a total parameter aR,tot
and it is assumed that no initial phase difference is encountered for the two polarization
components (φ||s ´ φKi “ 0) of the incoming light beam. Thus, the resulting term for the
intensity with incident polarization pi becomes
IKs,pi “ E2Ks,pi expp´2aP1qloooooooooomoooooooooon
transmittedKs´component
` E2||s,pi expp2aP2qlooooooooomooooooooon
leakage from ||s´component
` 2EKs,piE||s,pi exppaP2 ´ aP1q cos paR,totqloooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon
contamination induced by retardance
. (C.9)
This implies that the scattered light expression has been reduced to a three-parameter
problem, associated with linear diattenuation (aP1, aP2) and the retardance from stress
birefringence (aR,tot).
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Appendix D
Measurements of polarization
aberrations in Raman cell windows
The following appendix is published “as-is” by the author and co-authors in the Support-
ing Information [Jam13c]. The layout and references have been adapted.
The polarization cleanness of the laser light, when it scatters in the gas, has an influence
on the measured depolarization ratio. All optics in front of the observed region of Raman
scattering could influence the polarization state and thus pose a problem for the laser
beam cleanness. The optical elements in the beam are mirrors, lenses, a half-wave plate
and the cell window for the incident laser beam. Prior to entering the Raman cell, the
laser polarization is “cleaned” by a Glan laser polarizer, and therefore the only possible
polarization aberrations are expected to originate from the latter two components; thus,
both are investigated in detail. In Section D.1, the influence of the half-wave plate is
investigated. Then, in Sections D.2 and D.2.1, the polarization aberrations due to stress-
induced birefringence in the cell windows are measured qualitatively and quantitatively.
D.1 Polarization aberrations induced by the half wave plate
A Glan laser polarizer is placed in the beam path to ensure the laser light is linearly
polarized. The laser beam then passes through a half-wave plate, which in the depolar-
ization measurements is used to turn the polarization direction. Note that the theory of
a half-wave plate requires that the wave plate crystal is perfectly perpendicular to the
incident laser beam for best performance. Small tilts of the crystal may lead to a decrease
in the cleanness of the polarization of the light exiting the wave plate. This cleanness
for the half-wave plates used in the depolarization measurements has been measured.
To measure the cleanness, ξ, a second, rotatable Glan polarizer serves as a polarization
analyzer; the transmitted power is recorded using a photodiode detector. The setup is
shown schematically in Fig. D.1.
The transmitted power will vary with sin2 θ. The cleanness ξ is then defined as
ξ “ 1´ Pmin{Pmax . (D.1)
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This parameter is related to the angular deviation of the polarization direction. A value
of ξ “ 1 corresponds to perfect linear polarization (at θ “ 0˝), while a value of ξ “ 0
corresponds to perfect suppression of the 90˝-rotated polarization. For the measurements
the second Glan laser polarizer was rotated in 4˝-steps. Dark measurement readings were
subtracted from the measured signal. The half-wave plate was then tilted to 20, 12, 8, 4, 0
and 4˝ (with respect to the laser beam). The cleanness was calculated for each tilt, and
compared to the value when the half-wave plate was removed; the resulting graph is
shown in Fig. D.2.
The figure shows that for a tilt of ´4˝ the cleanness is highest (approximately equal to
1). The reason the minimum is not at the precisely perpendicular (0˝) position may be
associated with mounting and manufacturing imprecisions. The results also show that it
is important to keep the wave plate tilt fixed throughout a measurement, otherwise the
cleanness will change. Overall, the measured polarization aberrations in the half-wave
plate have a very small effect („ 1ˆ 10´5) on the cleanness of the laser beam and should
not contribute to the errors in the depolarization measurements.
D.2 Measurement of stress-induced birefringence in Raman cell
windows
Polarization aberrations in the windows of the Raman cell can significantly alter the linear
polarization of the incident laser beam. This has an effect on the observed depolarization
ratio. The origin of these aberrations is stress-induced birefringence in the fused silica
windows.
Logan et al [Log94] investigated spatially distributed birefringence induced by isotrop-
ically distributed stress. In their introduction to the experiment they write: “It [fused
silica] is a material which is neither naturally birefringent nor optically active. However,
birefringence may be induced by the application of a mechanical or thermal stress. The
resulting effective optic axis would be in the direction of the applied stress, and the bire-
fringence proportional to the magnitude of the stress.” [Log94]. They have performed
Figure D.1: Setup to measure the laser beam cleanness quantitatively. GT = Glan-Taylor
polarizer.
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Figure D.2: Measurement curve of the polarization cleanness vs. the half-wave plate tilt
angle. The uncertainties are obtained from the standard deviation of the repeat measurements.
measurements of birefringence on a suspended sample, mounted in stainless steel, and
measured the polarization change in a linearly polarized laser beam.
The windows of the Raman cell have to fulfill certain safety requirements, due to the
radioactivity of the tritium gas employed in the measurements. This includes a metal
body construction and UHV leak-tightness (maximum leak rate ă 10´9 mbar ¨ ` ¨ s´1); see
e.g. Schlösser et al [Sch11c]. Standard rubber or plastic O-ring seals cannot be used due to
the radio-chemical reactions with the organic material. Thus, the fused-silica windows are
diffusion-bonded to stainless steel by the use of a tantalum ring; see Taylor et al [Tay01].
The bonding procedure is performed at several hundred degrees Celsius; internal stress
may occur after cooling down to room temperature. Therefore, it is important to ascertain
whether the individual window has suffered a reduction in polarization cleanness.
In the following two methods are presented, which are used for the investigation of
polarization aberrations in the cell windows of the Raman system. The first method
constitutes a qualitative measurement of the spatial distribution of polarization aberrations
throughout the window, while the second method is used to measure the aberration
quantitatively at a single point of the window.
D.2.1 Qualitative measurement of polarization aberration with a polarization
sensitive microscope
The polarization aberrations from stress-induced birefringence in the optical cell windows
have been qualitatively investigated with a polarization-sensitive microscope.
In Fig. D.3 the experimental arrangement is shown. One linear sheet polarizer is placed
directly onto the illuminated ground surface of the microscope. The sample object (e.g. a
cell window) is then placed on top. A second linear sheet polarizer is used as an analyzer,
between the object and the microscope’s objective. The sample is observed through the
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Figure D.3: Setup of the polarization-sensitive measurements by using a microscope and
two Polaroid sheet polarizers. For further details see text.
microscope while the analyzer is rotated stepwise until the transmitted light intensity is
minimal when polarizer and analyzer are crossed. Images are acquired via the internal
camera of the microscope.
In pre-measurements the polarizer and analyzer were set to cross-polarization without
anything in between them, serving as a reference. The resulting image was almost
completely black proving that the extinction of the cross-polarizer was high enough for the
sensitivity of the internal camera. A small selection of the overall measurement campaign
of the various windows is shown in here. In Fig. D.4 measurement results for two windows
for transmission of the laser beam (top four panels) and two windows for the collection
of the Raman light (bottom four panels) are shown. Note that all images obtained with
crossed polarizer - analyzer setting have been post-processed using an imaging-editing
software (“Color Tool - Curves” of GNU Image Manipulation Program / GIMP 2.8.0), to
enhance the contrast. The settings for this enhancement step have been the same in all
recorded images. The following observations can be made when inspecting the images in
Fig. D.4.
Firstly, lighter areas indicate that the initial linear polarization becomes less clean due to
stress-induced birefringence in the window: light leaks through the analyzer when it is in
the cross-polarization setting. Secondly, most of the cell windows exhibit a certain amount
of stress-induced birefringence (in this selection three out of the four windows.) However,
the spatial distribution of the polarization aberration is not always the same. For example,
laser window II exhibits a strong polarization aberration zone with a broad distribution
diagonally throughout the window, while Raman windows I and II reveal aberration hot
spots, which are limited to a certain zone. These differences might be due to variations
in the pressure, stress, position or temperature during the individual bonding process.
Note that, despite these valuable qualitative results no quantitative measurements could
be performed with the current microscope setup. The results are broadly in line with the
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Figure D.4: Visualization of polarization aberrations in windows of the Raman cell. Shown
are photographs of two laser windows (top four panels) and two Raman collection windows
(bottom four panels) in the polarization sensitive microscope. Left: No analyzer was employed.
Right: Polarizer and analyzer are set to cross-polarization. The red circle is plotted for
orientation. Sketch and picture of a Raman cell are found in Fig. 4.4.
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findings in the theoretical and experimental study of aberrations in windows by Shribak
and co-workers [Shr02]. For further discussions on polarization aberrations the reader is
referred to publications and reviews by McGuire and Chipman [McG94] or Kita [Kit09].
D.2.2 Quantitative measurement of polarization aberration at a single point
In order to quantitatively verify the amount of stress in the laser windows the same
methodology for determining the cleanness as in Section D.1 has been employed. Instead
of the half-wave plate, now the laser windows have been inserted between the two Glan
laser polarizers. Note that the actual cell windows in use could not be used individually
as they are fixed in location at the cell(s).
The half-wave plate (at the tilt which maximizes the cleanness, as found in Section D.1)
was placed in front of the windows to make the situation as similar as possible to the
actual Raman depolarization measurement as described in the main text. The polarization
determination measurement procedure was performed twice: (1) with the half-wave plate
only and (2) with the half-wave plate plus window. A difference between those two
measurements indicates a reduced polarization cleanness of the window. For reasons
of reproducibility each measurement was repeated a few times, with the window being
slightly repositioned for each. The measured cleanness when the laser window was
inserted into the beam bath was found to be
ξ “ 1´ Pmin{Pmax “ 0.9923˘ 0.0024 (D.2)
and when the laser window was removed it was found to be
ξ “ 1´ Pmin{Pmax “ 0.9993˘ 0.0005 . (D.3)
This shows that the window does indeed reduce the cleanness. However, these numbers
cannot be directly used for the correction of the depolarization ratios as they are different
windows compared to the ones of the cell(s). When the windows are mounted to the
cell there is a good chance that the stress acting on the optic could change because of the
tightening of the CF16 flange in which they are mounted.
The measurements with this method show that the obtained cleanness values are of the
same order as determined by the procedures described in Section 5.3. Thus, this finding
suggests that the procedure to obtain corrected depolarization ratios, which agree with
the ρSP0SA from theory, is reliable.
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Error estimation in depolarization
ratio measurements
The following appendix is published “as-is” by the author in the Supporting Information
[Jam13c]. The layout and references have been adapted; the text has been slightly modified.
The main sources of uncertainty are associated with the inadequacies in the correction
model, uncertainties in the determination of geometrical input parameters for the model,
and the propagated experimental uncertainties in the measured depolarization ratios.
Uncertainty from inadequacies in the correction model
In the model used in this work only the polarization aberrations in the incident laser
beam generated from stress-induced birefringence in the laser window are considered (see
Section 5.3.2.2). However, qualitative and quantitative measurements of the second type
of windows, the Raman collection windows, show that the aberrations are in the same
order of magnitude (see Section 5.3.2.2). In Appendix C the aberrations in the Raman
collection window are estimated using Jones matrices. The finding was that the Raman
collection windows do hardly affect the measured depolarization ratio, being one to two
orders of magnitude lower than the effect from the laser entrance window, at the chosen
apertures.
The cleanness, ξ, of the laser windows obtained in the Raman measurements in this work
was generally around ξ ą 0.99 (ξ “ 1 denotes a perfectly aberration-clean window). In
one exceptional case a cleanness of around ξ „ 0.98 was measured. Note that, even if
a worst case is assumed, such as a cleanness of only about ξ “ 0.95 for the collection
Raman windows, the effect would just become noticeable. The relevant data are plotted,
as a function of solid angle parameter, in Fig. 5.6. According to the figure the resulting
contribution to the depolarization ratio at a light collection angle of about 4˝ would
roughly equals 0.00025. Thus, neglecting these aberrations from the Raman collection
window in the correction model, the maximum deviation is expected to be of the order
∆ρmodel “ 0.00025.
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Table E.1: Geometrical input parameters and their effect on the depolarization ratios.
Parameter Units at Swansea at KIT
Distance of scattering volume to diaphragm, x mm 38˘ 1 69˘ 1
Diaphragm opening radius, r mm 3˘ 0.25 5˘ 0.5
∆ρx 0.0002 0.0001
∆ρr 0.0005 0.0005
Uncertainty in determination of geometrical input parameter
The accuracy of the applied correction is dependent on the input parameters to the
mathematical model described in Appendix B. The relevant parameters are the radius
of the limiting diaphragm, r, and its distance to the scattering center, x. In principle, the
effect can be directly read from Fig. E.1, since x and r determine the collection angle via
tan´1pr{xq. In Tab. E.1 the experimental values and uncertainties for r and x are restated
from Section 5.3.2.2, together with the propagated errors into the corrected depolarization
ratios (as extracted from Fig. E.1 further below).
Uncertainty in measured depolarization ratios
In addition to the geometry-related uncertainties above, error sources are also found in the
procedural approach used to derive the SP0SA depolarization ratios from the measured
spectra. Said errors are associated with the propagated statistical uncertainties of the
measured intensities.
The routine for correcting the measured values is a two-step procedure, as visualized in
Fig. E.1.
In the first step, the observed ρ-value (ρobs) of the Q1pJ2 “ 0q line is used to derive the cell
window cleanness. This derived cleanness is used as input parameter for the model in the
second step, to transform the ρobs-values for J” ą 0 into the ρSP0SA-values. Naturally, the
errors (in cleanness) from the first step propagate into the next phase. This is indicated by
the series of ‘correlation’ lines (gray, parallel lines in Fig. E.1), corresponding to the 1σ - and
2σ-boundaries associated with the statistical uncertainty in the first step. This correlation
distribution is folded into the statistical distribution of the ρobs-value for J” ą 0, which
leads to a two-dimensional uncertainty distribution. Its 1σ-contour area (with 68.3% of
the product probability) is used to determine the final ρSP0SA-error, using the minimum
and maximum values of ∆ρSP0SA from this probability contour.
Note, that no overall uncertainty is given at this point since it is calculated individually
for each experimental line.
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Figure E.1: Two-step procedure to extract depolarization values ρSP0SA from data sets with
unclean beam polarization. Step 1 - Determination of cleanness of the laser polarization. The
theoretical data (full line) are calculated for known collection geometry and known SP0SA
depolarization ratio ρSP0SA “ 0. From the observed depolarization ratio of theQ1pJ2 “ 0q line
one derives the related polarization cleanness ξ. Step 2 - Correction of depolarization ratios of
all measured Q1-branch lines, for a given polarization cleanness. The polarization cleanness
derived in step 1 is used to correlate the ρobserved to the ρSP0SA values of all Q1-branch lines
with J2 ą 0. The Gaussian in the graphs denote the statistical uncertainties of the measured
and propagated values.
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Total uncertainty
The aforementioned errors are independent of each other and their squares can be added
to obtain the total uncertainty of the determined SP0SA depolarization ratios
∆ρtot “
b
∆ρ2model `∆ρ2x `∆ρ2r `∆ρ2analysis . (E.1)
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Appendix F
Relation between experimental error
of Raman intensities and
depolarization ratios
The following appendix is published “as-is” by the author in the Supporting Information
[Sch13e]. The layout and references have been adapted; the text has been slightly modified.
Using error propagation and certain assumptions one can show that this relative uncer-
tainty of the depolarization ratios is about equal to the relative uncertainty of the line
strength function.
In Section 5.3.2.2 it was shown that values derived from theory [LeR11] agree with those
from the depolarization measurement within the experimental uncertainty of about 5%.
In the following it will be shown, how to link the experimental uncertainty of the depo-
larization measurements to the uncertainty of the line strength function. By and large it
follows the derivation and notation as given in Long [Lon02].
The line strength function, Φ, is a function of the parameters for isotropic polarizability, a,
and for anisotropic polarizability, γ:
Φ “ 45a
2 ` 4bJ2γ2
45 “ a
2 ` 445bJ2γ
2 . (F.1)
Here, bJ2 stands for the Placzek-Teller factor.
bJ2 “ J
2pJ2 ` 1q
p2J2 ´ 1qp2J2 ` 3q . (F.2)
Note, that bJ2 “ 0 for lines with J2 “ 0. Any error in the parameters a and γ propagates
into the uncertainty of the line strength function Φ as
∆Φ “
dˆ
dΦ
da
˙2
p∆aq2 `
ˆ
dΦ
dγ
˙2
p∆γq2
“
d
p2a∆aq2 `
ˆ
8
45bJ
2γ∆γ
˙2
. (F.3)
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depolarization ratios
Since the values for ∆a and ∆γ are not known, they may be obtained via the experimental
uncertainty of the depolarization ratios
ρ “ 3bJ2γ
2
45a2 ` 4bJ2γ2 , (F.4)
with the propagated error
∆ρ “
dˆ
dρ
da
˙2
p∆aq2 `
ˆ
dρ
dγ
˙2
p∆γq2
“ 270bJ2aγp45a2 ` 4bJ2γ2q2
b
γ2 p∆aq2 ` a2 p∆γq2 . (F.5)
In order to simplify the equation above one may strive to eliminate one of the contributions.
The contribution by the second term in Eq. F.1, 4{45bJ2γ2, is very small compared to the
a2 term in the same equation. This becomes clear from the data displayed in Fig. 5.2
in Chapter 5.2; they show that the major part of the line strength has its origin in the
isotropic part a and only a minor contribution is coming from the anisotropic part γ. The
contribution of the latter is zero for all lines with J2 “ 0, less than 3% for all lines with
J2 “ 1 and less than 2% for all other lines with J2 ą 1.
Consequently, it is a reasonable simplification to neglect γ, which means that one can set
∆γ “ 0.
By eliminating ∆γ from the error Eq. F.5, one forces the full uncertainty onto ∆a. Note
that this way one can simply link the experimental uncertainty of the depolarization ratios,
∆ρ, to ∆a. With this equation (F.5) becomes
∆ρ “ 270bJ2aγ
2
p45a2 ` 4bJ2γ2q2
p∆aq (F.6)
which can be rewritten in terms of ∆a as
∆a “
`
45a2 ` 4bJ2γ2
˘2
270bJ2aγ2
p∆ρq . (F.7)
The (systematic) error in ∆ρ in Eq. F.7 is determined experimentally via the depolarization
ratio measurements (see Section 5.3.2.2).
With the ∆γ “ 0 simplification applied to Eq. F.3 and replacing ∆a by Eql F.7 one obtains
∆Φ “ 2a∆a “
`
45a2 ` 4bJ2γ2
˘2
135bJ2γ2
p∆ρq . (F.8)
The relative error becomes
∆Φ
Φ “
45a2 ` 4bJ2γ2
3bJ2γ2
p∆ρq “ ∆ρ
ρ
. (F.9)
This means that a good approximation of the relative uncertainty of the line strength
function can be obtained by setting it equal to the relative uncertainty of the (measured)
depolarization ratio.
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Appendix G
Full tabulation of measured
depolarization ratios
The following appendix is published “as-is” by the author and co-authors in the Support-
ing Information [Jam13c]. The layout and references have been adapted; the text has been
slightly modified.
The analysis methods described in Section 5.3 have been applied to sets of depolarization
measurements taken from four separate cells (3 at TLK and 1 at Swansea). The cell fillings
are shown in Tab. G.1. The numbers are only rough indications for the actual mixture
which are provided by the mixing facility (see [Stu10a]).
The corrected depolarization ratios obtained for the four cells are collated in Tab. G.2.
Note that the data set numbers correspond to the gases within each cell filling. All the
values summarized in Tab. G.2 are used in the functional dependence calculation (see Eq.
5.18 and Fig. 5.17) and in the discussion in Section 5.3.4.4.
Table G.1: Overview on the fillings of the various laser Raman cells. The
Raman cell at Swansea was refilled and thus its fillings are denoted by 1a and
1b. The * in a cell of certain isotopologues indicates that this isotopologue was
part of the minor rest which, if available, is quantized in the last column.
Location Number Total pressure Isotopologue fraction p%q
(mbar) H2 HD HT D2 DT T2 Rest
TLK 1 763.1 25 * 46 * - 26 3
TLK 2 400 - * * 15 47 34 4
TLK 3 1500 26.3 47.4 - 26.3 - - -
Swansea 1a 900 100 - - - - - -
Swansea 1b 870 - - - 100 - - -
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Table G.2: Overview on obtained depolarization ratios. The corresponding filling number
is found in Tab. G.1. :: these values have been corrected by the ρobspJ2 “ 0q value from TLK-1,
HT. ;: these values have been corrected by the ρobspJ2 “ 0q value from TLK-1, H2.
Filling Isotopologue J” ρSP0SA´cor Error 1σ ρlit´LeRoy´532nm
TLK-1: T2
1 0.01650 0.00056 0.01735
2 0.01193 0.00055 0.01250
3 0.01115 0.00055 0.01171
4 0.01041 0.00056 0.01146
5 0.01133 0.00057 0.01138
6 0.01155 0.00071 0.01136
7 0.01563 0.00083 0.01139
TLK-1; T2
1 0.01612 0.00056 0.01735
2 0.01155 0.00056 0.01250
3 0.01077 0.00055 0.01171
4 0.01003 0.00056 0.01146
5 0.01094 0.00057 0.01138
6 0.01117 0.00071 0.01136
7 0.01524 0.00083 0.01139
TLK-2 DT
1 0.01699 0.00055 0.01750
2 0.01227 0.00056 0.01262
3 0.01274 0.00056 0.01183
4 0.01151 0.00056 0.01159
5 0.01302 0.00061 0.01151
6 0.01263 0.00085 0.01152
TLK-2 D2
1 0.01798 0.00056 0.01764
2 0.01330 0.00055 0.01272
3 0.10698 0.00058 0.01194
4 0.01089 0.00057 0.01171
5 0.01380 0.00098 0.01164
6 0.04561 0.00170 0.01166
TLK-3 D2
1 0.01743 0.00055 0.01764
2 0.01176 0.00055 0.01272
3 0.01115 0.00055 0.01194
4 0.01100 0.00055 0.01171
Swansea-1b D2
1 0.01824 0.00101 0.01764
2 0.01306 0.00091 0.01272
3 0.01277 0.00155 0.01194
4 0.01209 0.00166 0.01171
to be continued on next page
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Filling Isotopologue J” ρSP0SA´cor Error 1σ ρlit´LeRoy´532nm
TLK-1 HT
1 0.01730 0.00055 0.01788
2 0.01263 0.00055 0.01291
3 0.01221 0.00055 0.01214
4 0.01254 0.00056 0.01192
5 0.01501 0.00077 0.01188
TLK-3 HD
1 0.01765 0.00055 0.01800
2 0.01263 0.00055 0.01300
3 0.01205 0.00055 0.01223
TLK-1 H2
1 0.01769 0.00055 0.01830
2 0.01332 0.00055 0.01324
3 0.01284 0.00056 0.01248
TLK-3 H2
1 0.01798 0.00055 0.01830
2 0.01478 0.00055 0.01324
3 0.01293 0.00056 0.01248
Swansea-1a H2
1 0.01899 0.00089 0.01830
2 0.01414 0.00086 0.01324
3 0.01329 0.00152 0.01248
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Appendix H
Demonstration of bootstrapping on
HYDE data
In Section 6.5.1 about the analysis of the HYDE data it was discussed, that the estimation of
the statistical uncertainty of the fitting results was performed by statistical techniques such
as the Jackknife and the Bootstrap method (according to [Efr94, Efr83]). These re-sampling
techniques are recommended in general for statistical analysis if the sample size is not too
low (n ă 5) [Dav03].
In this Appendix details of the application of the Bootstrap method on the HYDE mea-
surement data are presented.
General principle
Bootstrapping is a re-sampling technique in which the limited statistics of the sample data
set is increased by generation of new sample sets.
Assume, that the sample set consists of the n elements
F : X1, X2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xn . (H.1)
A fit on this data set returns m fit parameters
a1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨, am . (H.2)
Now, a new data set is created by re-sampling. This is realized by drawing n elements
from F with replacement (independent random sampling [Efr83]).
F 1 : X 11, X 12, ¨ ¨ ¨ , X 1n . (H.3)
Note that due to the random sampling, in F 1 some elements from F appear multiple times
and some are left out. A fit on this re-sampled data set will return m new fit parameters
a11, a12, ¨ ¨ ¨, a1m . (H.4)
The process of re-sampling and fitting can be repeated for a large number N of iterations.
Finally, the set of fit parameters, apjqi , are then used to calculate and estimators for mean a¯i
and standard deviation σpaiq.
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Application to HYDE data
The general principle of bootstrapping is now applied to the example of the HYDE data,
which is also used to further illustrate the technique.
In the case of the HYDE measurements at a certain catalyst temperature T each elements
Xk consist of the relative Raman signals (including propagated error) and the initial mole
fractions for each isotopologue at a certain mixing ratio (element number k of a total n
initial mixtures).
Xk “
 
SH2,rel,k, SD2,rel,k, SHD,rel,k, σpSH2,rel,kq, σpSD2,rel,kq, σpSHD,rel,kq, yiH2,k, yiD2,k, yiHD,k
(
.
(H.5)
The fit parameters are
RH2 , RD2 , RHD, KpT q . (H.6)
Fig. H.1 shows histograms for each of the four parameters after N “ 1000 times re-
sampling and subsequently fitting. The following results are given for a catalyst tempera-
ture of T “ 25 ˝C and the scenario where all fit parameters were left free (c.f. Section 6.5.1).
The results are presented in the form a¯i ˘ σpaiq:
RH2 “ 0.9981˘ 0.0037 , (H.7)
RD2 “ 0.9475˘ 0.0037 , (H.8)
RHD “ 1.0242˘ 0.0033 , (H.9)
KpT q “ 3.051˘ 0.030 . (H.10)
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Figure H.1: Bootstrapping example with HYDE data. For each of the four fit parameters a
histogram is shown fitted by a Gaussian to visualize the statistical distribution. Mean and
standard deviation are obtained as estimator from the histrogram. The histograms contain
N “ 1000 entries corresponding to the number of re-sampled data sets. The data were
obtained with a catalyst temperature of T “ 25 ˝C.
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ABSTRACT: Highly accurate, in-line, and real-time compo-
sition measurements of gases are mandatory in many
processing applications. The quantitative analysis of mixtures
of hydrogen isotopologues (H2, D2, T2, HD, HT, and DT) is
of high importance in such ﬁelds as DT fusion, neutrino mass
measurements using tritium β-decay or photonuclear experi-
ments where HD targets are used. Raman spectroscopy is a
favorable method for these tasks. In this publication we present
a method for the in-line calibration of Raman systems for the
nonradioactive hydrogen isotopologues. It is based on precise
volumetric gas mixing of the homonuclear species H2/D2 and a controlled catalytic production of the heteronuclear species HD.
Systematic eﬀects like spurious exchange reactions with wall materials and others are considered with care during the procedure.
A detailed discussion of statistical and systematic uncertainties is presented which ﬁnally yields a calibration accuracy of better
than 0.4%.
The quantitative analysis of the composition of gaseoussamples of hydrogen isotopologues (H2, D2, T2, HD, HT,
and DT) with high accuracy is important in various ﬁelds of
research; three of them are shortly mentioned in the following.
First, T2 is used as gaseous β-source in the Karlsruhe Tritium
Neutrino Experiment (KATRIN).1 The other isotopologues
appear as impurities and have to be measured accurately2 in
order to minimize systematic eﬀects on the measurement of the
neutrino mass. Second, tritium and deuterium will be used as
fuel for future fusion reactors (such as ITER). The accurate
analysis of the isotopic composition within the closed fuel cycle
is of utmost importance for operational and safety reasons.3 In
fuel cycle R&D activities, often H2, D2, and HD runs are
performed ﬁrst for feasibility studies before radioactive tritium
is employed. A reliable analysis of the gas composition at
multiple stages of chemical processing facilities is therefore
required for testing of functionality.4 Third, frozen-spin
polarized HD targets are employed in photonuclear experi-
ments. The targets are made of high purity HD gas in which the
residual H2 and D2 concentrations need to be known.
5,6
For these applications, Raman spectroscopy is recommended
as the method of choice, being a noncontact, in-line,
multispecies analysis technique with high sensitivity.7 KATRIN
already employs Raman spectroscopy successfully for the
compositional in-line analysis of the source gas.8 For the
accountancy of tritium in the fusion fuel cycle of ITER, Raman
spectroscopy has become the preferred method.9 In the HD
target production for photonuclear research, currently, gas
chromatography is the standard method. However, Raman
spectroscopy would be an alternative there as well beneﬁting
from the above-mentioned advantages. Besides these special
applications on gaseous hydrogen isotopologues, it should be
noted that Raman spectroscopy is used as a multipurpose tool
in a large number of research ﬁelds.10
From a Raman spectrum, as shown in Figure 1, Raman
signals can be obtained. Relative temporal changes in the
Received: November 7, 2012
Accepted: January 15, 2013
Published: January 15, 2013
Figure 1. Typical Raman spectrum of H2, HD, D2. Total pressure p ∼
330 mbar; acquisition time t = 10 s. The individual components (red,
blue, and black) are obtained by ﬁtting to the measured spectrum
(green); see color web version. Note that the vibrational−rotational
lines (S1 and O1) are labeled only for D2.
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composition can thus be monitored precisely. In many cases
one is interested in the composition itself and thus in
performing quantitative Raman spectroscopy.11 Thus, the
measurement technique employed requires a certain trueness.
(The terminology of “precision”, “trueness”, and “accuracy” can
be found in a publication by the Joint Committee for Guides in
Metrology.12 In short: precision is the reproducibility of a
measurement (spread of single values around the mean value);
trueness is the deviation of the mean value to the true value;
and the deviation of a single measurement value to the true
value is the accuracy. Thus, if a measurement is both “precise”
and “true”, it is called “accurate”.) A high degree of trueness can
be achieved by an adequate calibration. In general, accurate
homogeneous calibration gas mixtures can be produced
according to ISO standards 6142 and 6145.13,14 However,
these methods cannot be used for hydrogen isotopologues
since the involved species are “potentially interactive
substances” and “can decompose”13 as it will be discussed in
the following paragraph.
In this paper, a method is demonstrated for the accurate
preparation of samples consisting of H2 and D2 and their
reaction product HD. HD is not commercially available in high
purity, and HD gas dissociates when kept in a container for a
long time.6 Thus, the heteronuclear isotopologue needs to be
produced in a controlled manner within the mixing device. Our
device, the HYdrogen Deuterium Equilibration loop (HYDE),
is inspired by a technique used for the characterization of a gas
chromatograph by Kawamura et al.15 In our gas mixing device,
two instead of one mixing vessel are installed and the whole
system is designed as a loop rather than a “once-through” line.
These modiﬁcations accrue several advantages in the perform-
ance and analysis of measurements. A similar mixing device was
employed in a work by Okuno et al.16 They, however, did not
include details about the experimental setup and the calibration
procedure. Additionally, no uncertainty study or discussion was
included.
We start with a closer look on the actual calibration method
and related issues. Then, the gas mixing loop and the Raman
system employed for the calibration are introduced. Sub-
sequently, results of the methods are presented and discussed
with emphasis on the related calibration uncertainties. Finally,
we conclude with some remarks on usability and prospects of
this methods (e.g., use with tritium and options for in-line
process monitoring).
■ CALIBRATION METHOD
Figure 1 shows a typical Raman spectrum of a gas mixture of
the nonradioactive hydrogen isotopologues x = H2, D2, HD.
Our aim is to derive the composition of such gas mixtures from
their Raman spectra. From these spectra the Raman signals, Sx,
can be obtained for each species x. They are given by the
integrated areas under the respective Q1-branches corrected for
crosstalk from sidebands of other components. A calibration is
required in order to link Sx to the number of molecules, Nx, in
the gas via the so-called response function, Rx:
=S R Nx x x (1)
This can be rearranged to obtain an equation for the
normalized Raman signal:
∑ ∑= =S
S
S
R N
R N
x
x
j
j
x x
j
j j
,rel
(2)
with j representing the diﬀerent components. By taking the
Raman spectrum of a gas mixture of known composition, the
determination of Rx for the three isotopologues would be no
problem. However, such a well-known mixture of the three
gases is not easy to produce by mixing, since, as stated above,
high purity HD gas is in general not commercially available and
can only be produced with great eﬀorts.6 Therefore, the
method discussed here is based on the catalytic production of
HD from well-known amounts of H2 and D2 via the isotopic
exchange reaction
+ ⇌H D 2HD2 2 (3)
In the following, a method will be presented to determine the
response functions Rx for the three isotopologues x = H2, D2,
HD by using such equilibrated H2−D2-mixtures.
Nx
i are the known initial quantities of the hydrogen
isotopologues (x = H2, D2, HD) before equilibration. The
ﬁnal quantities at equilibrium conditions, Nx
eq, can be calculated
from the reaction equation:17
ξ= −N NHeq Hi2 2 (4)
ξ= −N NDeq Di2 2 (5)
ξ= +N N 2HDeq HDi (6)
Here, ξ is the extent of reaction.
The concentrations of educts and products at equilibrium
obey the law of mass action with the equilibrium constant
=K [HD]
[H ][D ]
2
2 2 (7)
Inserting eqs 4−6 into eq 7 leads to
=K N
N N
( )HD
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This is solved for ξ (for K ≠ 4)
ξ =
± − − −
−±
( )
K
b b K KN N N
K
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4( 4) ( )
2( 4)
2
H
i
D
i
HD
i 2
2 2
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with
= + +b K N N N( ) 4Hi Di HDi2 2 (11)
Only the solution ξ− is physical. By inserting ξ− into eqs
4−6, the quantities of the hydrogen isotopologues in the
thermodynamical equilibrium Nx
eq can be calculated for a
certain K, if the initial concentrations in the mixture, Nx
i , are
known.
In the mixing loop described in the next section, mixtures
consisting of hydrogen and deuterium of well-known amounts
Nx
i can be mixed and equilibrated. However, in addition a
thorough knowledge of the reaction constant K is necessary in
order to obtain accurate information about the gas
composition. This reaction constant, which determines the
ratio of the reaction partners in thermodynamical equilibrium
(see eq 7), is a function of temperature. In principle, its values
K(T) can be calculated accurately from statistical mechanics as
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discussed in relevant literature.18,19 However, the determination
of the actual reaction temperature is not a straightforward task.
The measurement of the temperature inside a reactor which
contains catalyst pebbles and the thermocouple itself are
limited in measurement trueness. Therefore the uncertainty in
the temperature will propagate into any functional relation of
K(T). For these reasons, an analysis method which is less
sensitive to the knowledge of the true reaction temperature
value is strongly favored.
The method presented in this publication makes use of the
possibility to reproduce the reaction temperature precisely (±2
K) in diﬀerent measurements as will be discussed in the
Experimental Section below. Note, that in general, the
precision, i.e., reproducibility, of a measurement is not
restricted by the limitations in the measurement trueness. By
taking several measurements at the same temperature T0, but
with varying gas composition, the same K(T0) should be found
for diﬀerent gas quantities Nx
eq.
A term for the quantities Nx
eq is obtained from eqs 4−6 with
ξ− inserted from eq 10. Finally, the parameters of interest, the
three response functions Rx as well as K(T0), are then obtained
from a ﬁt of the right side of eq 2 to the actually measured
relative Raman signals.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Gas Mixing Device. In Figure 2, a sketch of the mixing
loop setup HYDE is shown. All vessels and pipes are made of
stainless steel. From the H2 and D2 gas bottles, the evacuated
volumes (≪10−2 mbar) V1 and V2 can be ﬁlled with the
corresponding gas. Since both volumes are of the same size (the
volumes are V1 = 1665 ± 9 cm3 and V2 = 1655 ± 8 cm3 as
determined by the method described in ref 20), according to
the ideal gas law a certain H2-to-D2 ratio in the gas mixture can
be achieved by choosing the same ratio of pressures in V1 and
V2 (measured by pressure gauges P1 and P2; range = 0...1000
mbar; accuracy = 0.3 mbar; type 626AX13MBD, MKS, www.
mksinst.com). The gas can then be sent around the actual loop
by the circulation pump, passing a heated catalyst in which
parts of the H2 and D2 react to HD. The amount of HD
produced depends on the catalyst temperature which deﬁnes
the resulting thermal equilibrium state (see eq 9). The catalyst
is located inside an about 130 mm long part of a stainless steel
tube with an inner diameter of 10 mm and a total length of
about 180 mm. The catalyst pebbles are made of 0.5% Pt on
1/16 in. Al2O3 (Alfa Aesar, www.alfa.com). A NiCr-Ni
thermocouple is integrated into the tube to measure the
temperature of the gas within the catalyst pebbles. The catalyst
tube is surrounded by heating tape which is connected to a
heating controller.
The Raman measurement cell is part of the loop, so that the
resulting mixture of inactive hydrogen isotopologues is pumped
through the measurement region continuously. A ﬂow
controller (F) provides a uniform gas ﬂow (type
1179AX24CR1BVSPC1, www.mksinst.com).
Raman System. The Raman system employed in this work
is by and large the same system as described in Sturm et al.21 It
contains a light collection and detection system, comprising
optics for imaging the Raman excitation volume onto an optical
ﬁber bundle, optics to transfer the ﬁber bundle output through
a razor-edge Rayleigh ﬁlter onto the spectrometer slit, a
Czerny-Turner spectrometer, and a CCD 2D array detector
( P I X I S : 4 0 0 B , P r i n c e t o n I n s t r um e n t s , www .
princetoninstruments.com).
Some modiﬁcations were made, namely, (i) a retro-reﬂecting
mirror for nearly doubled laser intensity in the Raman cell was
inserted; (ii) the plano-convex lenses in the light collection
path were replaced by two 2 in.-diameter achromatic lenses
with f = 75 mm, to reduce chromatic aberrations; and (iii) the
PI-Acton HTS spectrometer was replaced by a PI-Acton
S P 2 1 5 0 u n i t ( P r i n c e t o n I n s t r um e n t s , www .
princetoninstruments.com; f = 150 mm, 600 gr/mm). In
addition, a linear polarizer was introduced between the two
collection achromats. A typical spectrum acquired with this
Raman system is shown in Figure 1.
■ MEASUREMENTS
Before the start of the actual measurements, several steps to
prepare the gas mixing loop were necessary. First, a leak test of
the loop was performed. The integral leak rate was found to be
<10−9 mbar L s−1. Then the loop was purged for an hour with
dry Ne which was heated to 300 °C in the catalyst and then
sent through a cold trap at liquid nitrogen (LN2) temperature.
By this method, residual moisture was removed, since water in
the system could inﬂuence the gas composition via the reaction
H2O + D2⇌ HD + HDO. Third, in order to reduce changes of
the gas composition due to outgassing from the walls or the
catalyst, the system was evacuated with a turbomolecular pump
for more than 12 h and then the catalyst was baked out at 300
°C for at least 3 h. Finally, in order to avoid the inﬂuence by
memory eﬀects in the catalyst and its reactor walls as being the
active component, a prerun was performed to obtain a forced
isotope exchange. An additional goal of this prerun was to load
the catalyst surfaces with the mixture of the intended
measurement, so that in case of outgassing in the main run
the gas composition is not changed signiﬁcantly. The prerun
was performed by heating the catalyst up to 300 °C and then
circulating the same mixture through it as in the main run. At
this temperature, exchange reactions are likely to happen (see
Mizuno et al.22). Note that the ﬁrst two steps had to be
performed only once, whereas steps three and four were
performed prior to each measurement.
The main calibration measurements were performed at
diﬀerent temperature set points of the catalyst: 25, 50, 75, 100,
and 125 °C. Higher temperatures were not employed due to
enhanced exchange reactions above this level.22 Measurements
were performed with diﬀerent initial ratios of H2−D2 (5:95,
Figure 2. Sketch of the HYDE loop setup. The optional process loop
is discussed in the Discussion section.
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10:90, 20:80, ..., 90:10, 95:5). The full measurement protocol is
found in the Supporting Information.
The purity of the employed gases was 99.9999% for H2 and
99.7% for D2 (Air Liquide, www.airliquide.com). In a Raman
premeasurement, the purity for D2 was conﬁrmed, with the rest
being HD. This has been accounted for in the calculations.
During the whole process of mixing and equilibration,
Raman measurements were taken continuously in order to
monitor whether the composition was still changing or if a
steady (equilibrium) state had been established.
■ RESULTS
For each measurement, the mole fractions yx
i of the initial
quantities have been calculated from the inlet pressures, vessel
volumes, and gas purities. The Raman spectra have been
pretreated by the open-source Spectral Analysis software
(download from spectools.sourceforge.net) as discussed in ref
23. In order to obtain the absolute Raman signal Sx for any of
the isotopologues, the area under the respective vibrational Q1
branch has been taken. Overlaps of S1 and O1 lines of one
isotopologue with the Q1 branch of another isotopologue
(compare Figure 1) have been corrected. From these, the
relative Raman intensities Sx,rel have been calculated according
to eq 2 and error propagation has been performed in order to
obtain the statistical uncertainty σ(Sx,rel). These data have been
collated in analysis sets.
The analysis principle has already been introduced in the
Calibration Method section. If eqs 4, 5, and 6 are substituted in
eq 2, one obtains the expression (exemplarily given for H2)
=
+ +
S
R N
R N R N R NH ,rel
H H
eq
H H
eq
D D
eq
HD HD
eq2
2 2
2 2 2 2 (12)
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Note that ξ− is dependent on K as shown in eq 10. Thus, four
ﬁt parameters are required: the three response functions Rx and
the equilibrium constant K. The ﬁts have been performed with
a least-squares ﬁt using the Minuit routine of ROOT.24 For
each of the ﬁve catalyst temperatures T, the three individual
curves (SH2,rel, SD2,rel, and SHD,rel according to eq 13) are ﬁtted
simultaneously to the measured data sets. Each of the curves is
a function of the measured mole fractions yx
i (which are
proportional to Nx
i ) and is dependent on the same parameters
RH2, RD2, RHD, and K(T). The ﬁtting curves for the data before
and after the equilibration are displayed in Figure 3. Note that
the gas mixtures with initial H2−D2 ratios of 20:80 and 80:20
have been prepared twice. However, this cannot be noticed
from Figure 3 because of the high reproducibility of the
preparation and measurement. The estimation of the statistical
uncertainty of the ﬁtting results has been performed by
recommended statistical techniques such as the Jackknife and
the Bootstrap methods.25,26 In order to investigate systematic
inﬂuences of this analysis method, diﬀerent ﬁtting scenarios
were considered in which some parameters were ﬁxed in the ﬁt
of the ternary mixture. In one scenario, all parameters were kept
free. In another, the ratio RH2/RD2 as obtained from the binary
mixture ﬁt was ﬁxed. Finally, the values of K(T) as calculated
from statistical mechanics were ﬁxed in a third scenario. In
Table 1 the resulting relative response functions
∑= =
=
R R R nR Rx x x
j
n
j,rel mean
1 (14)
are listed.
In Figure 4 the results of the various ﬁt scenarios are shown.
In addition this graph shows the inﬂuence of the temperature
on the results. The following observations can be made: First,
the error bars as obtained from bootstrapping become larger
with higher temperatures. The size of the error bar at the 125
°C temperature setting is in general twice as large compared to
the measurement at about 25 °C. Possibly this is due to a
combination of eﬀects, namely, (i) a higher exchange rate with
the heated stainless steel walls22 and the catalyst material and
thus high dependence of the current composition on the
previous and (ii) the strong isotope eﬀect for hydrogen
isotopes/isotopologues (compared to other elements). In this
context especially, diﬀerent permeation constants (see, e.g.,
Katsuta and Furukawa27 and references therein) and thermal
conductivities (see, e.g., Saxena and Saxena28) are of relevance.
For this reason, in the following discussion it will be assumed
that the values at T = 25 °C are most trustworthy.
Second, for the ﬁt with a ﬁxed ratio of RH2/RD2 as obtained
from the binary ﬁt, i.e., from the nonequilibrated mixtures, the
ﬁtting results (red dashed lines) are almost identical to those
obtained by other ﬁt methods with free ratio (black straight and
blue dotted lines) in the case of RHD. In the case of RH2 and RD2,
the ﬁtting results have a certain oﬀset (<0.5%). This shows that
the use of the catalyst has an eﬀect on the H−D ratio in the gas
Figure 3. Fitting of the HYDE data at a catalyst temperature of 25 °C.
The horizontal axis represents the mole fraction yH2
i of H2 before the
equilibration of the mixture. The vertical axis represents the measured
relative Raman intensities of the three components. Legend: symbols,
measurement points; lines, ﬁt curves. Top panel: before equilibration
(binary mixture); bottom panel: after equilibration (ternary mixture).
Note, that the error bars of the measurement points which are
calculated via error propagation from Raman intensity and pressure/
volume uncertainties are all <0.002 and thus smaller than the size of
the symbols.
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mixture and thus on the H2−D2 ratio, possibly due to reactions
of H and D atoms with the walls or catalyst material. It should
be noted, that the systematic shift in the Rx,rel functions is of the
order of the statistical error.
Third, if the reaction constant K(T) is not ﬁxed in the ﬁt
(black straight and red dashed line), then RHD increases while
RH2 and RD2 decrease. Naturally, Rx should not have any
temperature dependence. When ﬁxing the reaction constants to
those as expected from the calculations (blue dotted line), this
seeming temperature dependence is suppressed. K and RHD are
correlated due to their similar eﬀect on the trend of the HD
curve in Figure 3. Therefore, the trend of high RHD values in
cases with free K and with higher temperatures hints to a slight
underestimation of K. It is also interesting that the Rx values for
ﬁxed (blue dotted) and free (black straight) K(T) values are
nearly identical for T < 85 °C, which shows the robustness of
this approach. In order to investigate the K(T) dependence of
the equilibration reaction, we performed a further ﬁt in which
we ﬁxed all three Rx values as obtained from the “all free” ﬁt at
T = 25 °C. Thus, the only remaining free parameter was K. In
Figure 5 the ﬁtted K values are plotted together with the
calculated values as a function of temperature. Though
following the same trend, it can be seen that these ﬁtted K
are higher than the expected values. However, despite this it
should be noted that all curves agree at K(25 °C) = 3.26 ±
0.01.
On the basis of these considerations, the results from the
scenario with a ﬁxed ratio of RH2/RD2 at a set-point temperature
of 25 °C were chosen as the ﬁnal results for the response
function Rx,rel (see Table 1). The ﬁt of the binary mixture takes
advantage of the absence of any systematic eﬀects which occur
only during the equilibration and thus should exhibit the
highest trueness.
The T = 25 °C values were chosen for several reasons: (i)
The statistical errors from the bootstrap methods are the
smallest for this temperature; (ii) the temperature gradient
between catalyst reactor and the rest of the gas system is
minimal since said temperature is approximately room
temperature, so that the equilibrium constant K is the same
in the whole gas system; (iii) exchange reactions with walls are
minimized; and (iv) the conﬁdence in the equilibrium constant
is the highest.
Concerning the uncertainty of the values obtained in this
manner, the most important point, which should be recalled
from the previous sections, is that the ﬁt converges to results
with statistical errors in the subpercent range. The systematical
spread is in a similar range if diﬀerent parameters are ﬁxed (Rx
and/or K(T)) or left free or if the operational temperature is
changed. The discussion above shows that it is legitimate to use
this spread as a systematic error. We therefore add the squared
systematic and statistical uncertainty (from Table 1) and ﬁnally
obtain the following results valid for our Raman system:
= ±R 1.0128 0.0037H ,rel2 (15)
= ±R 0.9692 0.0036D ,rel2 (16)
= ±R 1.0180 0.0029HD,rel (17)
This means that the calibration uncertainty is within 0.4%,
proving that this method and device is well capable to provide
accurate calibration mixtures.
■ DISCUSSION
Remarks on the Use of a Permeator. The hydrogen
mixtures in this work have been equilibrated by the means of a
Table 1. Results Overview of the Relative Response Functions for Diﬀerent Catalyst Temperaturesa
T RH2,rel RD2,rel RHD,rel
(°C) value σrel (%) Δrel (%) value σrel (%) Δrel (%) value σrel (%) Δrel (%)
25 1.0128 0.15 0.33 0.9692 0.15 −0.33 1.0180 0.29 −0.01
50 1.0116 0.17 0.40 0.9681 0.17 −0.42 1.0202 0.33 0.00
75 1.0103 0.21 0.44 0.9669 0.21 −0.44 1.0228 0.41 −0.02
100 1.0084 0.26 0.39 0.9651 0.26 −0.37 1.0265 0.51 −0.03
125 1.0053 0.37 0.24 0.9620 0.37 −0.20 1.0327 0.70 −0.04
aThe present values are obtained for the ﬁt scenario in which the ratio RH2/RD2 from the binary ﬁt was ﬁxed. σrel is the relative statistical uncertainty
as obtained by bootstrapping. Δrel is the relative diﬀerence to the values obtained for the ﬁt scenario where all parameters were kept free. T: catalyst
temperature set point. Full tabulations of the results of all ﬁtting scenarios including K are given in the Supporting Information in Table S-1.
Figure 4. Inﬂuence of the catalyst temperature on the ﬁt results of the
relative response function. Color and line style indicate the ﬁtting
scenario, while the symbol style represents the type of isotopologue.
Values and error bars have been obtained by bootstrapping. Note that
the obtained temperature values diﬀer from the temperature set points.
Figure 5. Fit results of the equilibrium constant K. No error bars are
given for the “K(T) ﬁxed” scenario, since these values are derived from
accurate statistical mechanics calculations.
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catalyst reactor. Another possibility would be the use of a
permeator mainly consisting of a palladium membrane which is
heated to about 400 °C (see Shu et al.29 and references
therein). In 2005, Borysow and Fink used a Raman system to
monitor exchange reactions in gaseous hydrogen and
deuterium.30 For the generation of HD, they used a Gas
Technologies model HP-4 which is based on permeation
through a palladium membrane. We could show in test
measurements that these membranes (in our case, a Leybold-
Heraeus palladium diﬀusion cell PA 150) change the relative
concentration due to diﬀerent permeabilities of atomic H and
D through the membranes (as predicted by Glugla et al.31).
This is demonstrated in Figure 6 which shows a measurement
of a mixture with initially 50% H2 and 50% D2. According to
eqs 4 and 5, the ratio of NH2
eq/ND2
eq (or SH2/SD2) should not
change in this special case, even when the extent of reaction ξ
changes due to shifts in K(T). The measurement shows that
this ratio is constant as long as the mixture is cycled through
the catalyst, independent of its temperature. However, when
the gas ﬂow is switched from the catalyst to the permeator, this
ratio suddenly changes by about 3% and stays at the new value
if the ﬂow is redirected through the catalyst again. This can be
explained by the fact that deuterium atoms have a lower
permeability coeﬃcient than hydrogen atoms,31 so that they are
partly retained by membranes and thus do not appear in the
Raman signal. Therefore, we cannot recommend permeators
for the production of highly accurate hydrogen mixtures.
Suggested Improvements. Even though the calibration
results reveal a high accuracy, some modiﬁcations to the actual
gas mixing setup (see Figure 2) are suggested to further reduce
systematic eﬀects: (i) The piping between vessels, Raman cell,
catalyst, and pump is rather long (∼5 m) in our setup, which
permits convenient handling, but at the same time implies a
large inner surface, where exchange reactions could happen. In
principle, in our setup the piping could be reduced by half. In
general, the authors recommend to reduce the piping as much
as possible in similar setups. (ii) Currently, the gas mixing
vessels are made of two oﬀ-the-shelf ConFlat-T-pieces. The use
of these standard components oﬀers a high similarity of volume
of both vessels and thus low systematic uncertainties in the
initial mole fractions yx
i . However, because of inadequate pipe
routing in our setup, a “dead volume” was created in which the
mixing of the gas is suppressed. We have overcome this
diﬃculty by long mixing periods (∼25 min) with intermittent
blocking of the gas stream in order to pump all gas into one of
the vessels while the other was emptied. These extra eﬀorts of
forcing the species to mix could also be obtained by a more
sophisticated gas ﬂow design through the vessels. (iii) Finally,
the catalyst reactor design could be optimized to achieve a
better control on reactor temperature and its homogeneity
within the reactor tube to obtain the equilibrium condition
more accurately.
Use with Tritium. The extension of the described
calibration method to tritiated molecules is a demanding task,
mainly because of (i) radio-chemical reactions (such as self-
equilibration) due to tritium β-activity,17 (ii) limited T2 purity
(a purity of up to 98% can be obtained at the Tritium
Laboratory Karlsruhe)32, (iii) the necessity to eﬃciently
remove the Raman inactive decay product 3He from stored
tritium before mixing (about 0.5% of an amount of tritium
decays every month), and (iv) the technical eﬀorts for the
installation of a tritium-compatible system.
These caveats may inhibit that the same calibration accuracy
is reached. Also, safety considerations such as the maximum
allowed tritium inventory may constrain the technical
realization of a potential hydrogen−deuterium−tritium mixing
loop.
Thus, an alternative calibration approach has been pursued
by the authors.33 In the said alternative approach, the full
coverage of the response functions of all six hydrogen
isotopologues has been obtained by the use of ab initio
theoretical Raman intensities calculated from quantum
mechanics in combination with an accurate measurement of
the system’s spectral sensitivity. The calibration results obtained
in this way for the nontritiated isotopologues agree to better
than 2% with the results of the HYDE method described in this
paper.
Application of the Calibration Technique for in-Line
Monitoring Systems. The results above show that the
achievable calibration accuracy is below 1%. This accuracy
would exceed monitoring requirements for in-line accountancy
systems in future fusion applications.3,34
After realigning of the optical system or even repositioning
the Raman cell, the calibration may become invalid. In order to
avoid any changes to the Raman system and its alignment to
maintain the accurate calibration, one could implement a
simpliﬁed HYDE-like calibration loop directly into the process
loop in which the accountancy should take place. This is
sketched in Figure 2. The black (solid) loop is active during
calibration but is disconnected by closing the connection valves
in standard operation, i.e., when the process loop (red, dashed)
is active. By employing automatic valves and a software process
control, the calibration process could be employed completely
automatically, which may be quite useful for application in large
process facilities like fusion power plants.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a method which uses accurately
produced gas samples of H2, D2, HD for a successful calibration
of an in-line Raman system. Because of the nonavailability of
pure HD, a mixing loop was built which mixes H2−D2
volumetrically and then uses the thermodynamic equilibrium
exchange reaction accelerated by catalysis to produce HD. It
Figure 6. Time trend of catalyst temperature and relative intensity
ratio of H2−D2 inﬂuenced by permeator operation. The initial
concentration [H2]−[D2] was 1:1. The HD concentration is not
shown here. Note that this measurement was performed with a
diﬀerent grating spectrometer, so that the ratio of SH2,rel/SD2,rel diﬀers
from what would be expected from the calibrated RH2,rel/RD2,rel from
eqs 15−17. The temperature labels refer to the temperature set points
of the heating tape; the actual temperatures (second vertical axis) were
measured directly within the catalyst tube.
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has been shown, that this condition can be established in the
most reliable way at low (room) temperature. Statistical and
systematical uncertainties at this temperature lead to total
uncertainties in the relative Raman response functions, Rx,rel, of
less than 0.4%.
These results are beyond the trueness requirements of the
current applications at KATRIN2,33 and nuclear fusion3,9 and
thus are able to conﬁrm the choice of Raman spectroscopy for
in-line gas analysis. Currently, a loop including the ability to
produce accurate mixture of all six hydrogen isotopologues is
installed at the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe to investigate the
performance of this method when tritiated species are
employed.
It should be noted that even if the focus was on the
calibration of a Raman system, in principle the described
technique is equally suitable for the calibration of various
analytic techniques (e.g., IR/UV−Vis spectroscopy, mass
spectroscopy, gas chromatography, ...). The same applies for
mixtures of gases other than the hydrogen isotopologues which
are also only stable in thermodynamic equilibrium. In general,
Raman spectroscopy with a highly accurate calibration is a
superior technique for quantitative compositional analysis,
especially when only known species like hydrogen isotopo-
logues are present in the sample.7,8 Moreover, recalibration
does not need to be performed as frequently as compared to
other techniques like gas chromatography since the analyte is
not in contact with the detection system.
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Evaluation method for Raman depolarization
measurements including geometrical effects
and polarization aberrations
M. Schlösser,a* T. M. James,b S. Fischer,a R. J. Lewis,b,c B. Bornscheina and
H. H. Telleb
In this article, we address the notoriously difﬁcult problem to quantitatively link measured Raman depolarization values to
theoretical polarizability tensor quantities, since quantum calculations do not incorporate experimental parameters. For this,
we introduce a numerical model to calculate, for realistic experimental conﬁgurations, effective Raman line strength functions,
f, which ﬁnd their way into depolarization ratios, r. The model is based on interlinked integrations over the angles in the
light collection path and a ﬁnite Raman source volume along the excitation laser beam. The model deals also with the condi-
tional aperture parameters, associated with more than one optical component in the light collection path. Finally, we also can
take into account polarization aberrations introduced by the sample cell windows. The procedure was fully tested for Raman
depolarization spectra of selected hydrogen isotopologues. Distinct aspects affecting Raman depolarization data were vali-
dated, namely: (1) excitation polarization impurities; (2) extended Raman excitation volumes; (3) Raman light collection over
ﬁnite solid angles; and (4) polarization aberrations introduced by optics in the light collection path. The correction of the ex-
perimental measurement data for the aforementioned effects resulted in depolarization ratios for the Q1(J ") Raman lines of H2
and T2, which mostly differed by less than 5% from those obtained by quantum-calculations. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
Supporting information may be found in the online version of this article.
Keywords: Raman depolarization; depolarization ratio; polarization aberrations; stress-induced birefringence
Introduction
Depolarization is associated with the change of the intensity of
parallel and perpendicular components of the electric ﬁeld of
incident light after scattering (e.g. Raman scattering from optical
anisotropic molecules). The ratio between the two components is
normally called the depolarization ratio.[1]
Measuring this depolarization ratio helps one to interpret the
symmetry of the scattering molecules’ vibrational modes, and
even the quantitative evaluation of tensor invariants of the
molecular polarizability are feasible.[1–3] Furthermore, the mea-
surement of the degree of depolarization also expands on the
capabilities of identifying species beyond the standard spectral
information.
In general, to measure depolarization ratios may be deemed a
straightforward task. However, two major effects have a severe
inﬂuence on the derived values and require careful consideration
and treatment; this is particularly important for depolarization
ratios that have values very close to zero.
The ﬁrst effect is that the collection angle of the Raman scat-
tered light in experiments is ﬁnite. This non-zero solid angle in
the light collection path means that rays with different angular-
dependent polarization may be collected. As a consequence,
the measured depolarization ratio is bound to differ from the
theoretical values, which are invariably calculated for zero solid
angle. This problem was addressed for the ﬁrst time by Dawson
in the early 1970s who discussed the inﬂuence of non-zero
collection angle and other effects on depolarization.[4] In 1984,
Deb and co-workers calculated the error contribution of ﬁnite
(small) collection angles to depolarization ratios.[5] This approach
was later reﬁned for larger angles by Teboul et al.[6] However, it
has to be noted that Teboul’s model is formulated for single-
angle geometry conﬁgurations, which are only suitable for
point-like emission and circular collection apertures. Further-
more, the model calculations are based on a fourth-order series
expansion; clearly, for larger angles this approximation will
become increasingly inaccurate.
The second effect is related to depolarization which is intro-
duced by the measurement equipment itself.[7] For example, polar-
ization changes can be caused by stress-induced birefringence in
lenses, cell windows, and other optical components, as discussed
by Logan et al.[8] As a consequence, all measured depolarization
values will exhibit an unknown bias if these effects are neglected.
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It is worth noting that Turrell and co-workers discussed the
two aforementioned effects jointly, and developed correction
integrals for depolarization measurements, in the context of
polarization-dependent Raman micro-spectroscopy.[9,10] Their
mathematical model is quite comprehensive in taking into
account all possible effects inﬂuencing the depolarization ratios
in their measurements. However, in Raman micro-spectroscopy,
the scattered light is observed in the backward direction, and
the excitation volume may in general be approximated as a circu-
lar, nearly point-like source. Thus, their approach is not directly
applicable to cases of an extended (elongated) Raman excitation
volume and observation geometries other than back-scattering.
In this paper, we seek to offer a generalized, complete method-
ology for the quantitative implementation and analysis of
standard depolarization ratio experiments of gaseous samples.
The numerical calculations employed here expand the simple
collection geometry treatment used by Teboul, to now include
a detailed treatment of conﬁgurations in commonly used
measurement setups. Particular attention is paid to cases where
the transmitting optical components introduce a (sometimes)
non-quantiﬁable amount of polarization aberrations.
Of particular relevance and novelty to the formalism described
in this paper is the fact that emission from extended Raman exci-
tation volumes can be treated, i.e. light rays that are substantially
off-center. This is in stark contrast to the work of Teboul and
Turrell addressed further above, in which basically centro-
symmetric emission from a ‘point-like’ source is considered. In
addition, multiple-aperture scenarios (associated with optical
components in the light-detection path) can be evaluated. This
is particularly relevant for off-center beams from extended
sources, but even for point-like sources, this may become an
issue if the alignment is not perfect.
The overall approach described here has been applied success-
fully to evaluate depolarization ratios of the Raman Q1-branches
of the hydrogen isotopologues, of which examples for H2 and
T2 are included here.
1
Note that besides depolarization measurements, the method-
ology described here can also be used to calculate any geometry
and aberration dependence of Raman line strength functions,
and thus spectral line intensities.
The tools for the calculation of the ‘effective’ depolarization ra-
tios, including geometry and polarization aberrations, presented
in this work are available for use (see the online ‘Supporting
Information’).
Theoretical aspects
Before the depolarization ratio is introduced, it is beneﬁcial to
sketch the relevant issues on Raman intensities. The reader is
referred to the textbook by Long[11] for further details.
Raman intensities
The intensity of light which is scattered by diatomic molecules via
the Raman effect is given as[11]
I ’; θð Þps;pi ¼ k~n~n4s Nifps ;pi ’; θð ÞI (1)
Here, ps and pi are the polarization states of the scattered and
incident light beams, ~ns is the wavenumber of the scattered radi-
ation, k~n is a constant for adjustment of dimensions and units, Ni is
the Boltzmann population state, and I is the irradiance of the
exciting light source. Note that throughout this paper, we restrict
the treatment to linear polarized light components, although in
principle, similar expressions could be derived for other polariza-
tion scenarios. The quantity of relevance for depolarization
measurements is the line strength function, f, for given scattering
angles ’ and θ, which depends on the polarization states pi and ps
of the incident and scattered light, respectively. The deﬁnitions of
the angles ’ and θ, relative to the laser beam direction and the
scattering plane, become clear from the sketch in Fig. 1.
The four line strength functions for ⊥- and ||-polarized light are
given below, as functions of the angles ’ and θ[11]
f⊥s ;⊥i ’; θð Þ ¼ a2cos ’ð Þ2 þ b 2ð Þ
g2
45
4 sin ’ð Þ2
 
(2)
f⊥s;jji ’; θð Þ ¼ a2sin ’ð Þ2 þ b 2ð Þ
g2
45
3þ sin ’ð Þ2
 
(3)
fjjs ;jji ’; θð Þ ¼ a2cos θð Þ2cos ’ð Þ2
þb 2ð Þ g
2
45
3þ cos θð Þ2cos ’ð Þ2
  (4)
fjjs ;⊥i ’; θð Þ ¼ a2cos θð Þ2sin ’ð Þ2
þb 2ð Þ g
2
45
3þ cos θð Þ2sin ’ð Þ2
  (5)
When the incident light is composed of both polarizations
(⊥i, ||i) and/or both scattered polarization states (⊥s, ||s) are
collected, then the total observed line strength becomes a super-
position of contributions from Eqns (2)–(5). The factor b(2) in the
above equations is the Placzek–Teller factor; for rotational states,
J, in a Qv-branch (v is the quantum number of the vibrational
state), it is given as[11]
1The full description of our Raman depolarization experiments and their
evaluation, for all hydrogen isotopologues – H2, D2, T2, HD, HT, and DT – has
been submitted for publication.
Figure 1. Deﬁnition of Raman scattering angles. The scattering plane is
determined by the light excitation z-axis and its azimuth angle ’ with
respect to the light collection x-axis. The zenith angle θ is deﬁned as the
angle between the z-axis and the scattered ray in the scattering plane. In
the direction of the light collection, imaging lenses and polarization optics
are found. The notation of the variables is according to Long.[11]
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b 2ð ÞJ ¼
J J þ 1ð Þ
2J  1ð Þ 2J þ 3ð Þ : (6)
The (angular) transmission function for any optical component
depends on the actual polarization content in the beam. Thus,
invariably, the polarization purity of a light beam is affected on
passage through optical elements. Speciﬁcally, the polarization
content after passage normally depends on the angle of incidence
on the optic’s surface. For larger solid angles of light collection, this
may adversely affect any polarization-sensitive measurement; as a
consequence, its evaluation becomes increasingly difﬁcult. For this
reason, depolarization measurements are mostly performed with a
polarizer in the collection light path. Conﬁning the polarization of
the scattered light to only one component by and large eradicates
much of the severe uncertainties which otherwise would be
encountered for any optical components beyond the analyzing
polarizer. Regardless, one still may have to deal with polarization
‘impurities’ in the incident light beam,meaning that the stimulating
(laser) light is not perfectly polarized. In the mathematical descrip-
tion, such an admixture can be catered for by using an associated
parameter x= cos2a, where a is the angular deviation from the
vertical polarization direction. In this context, a value x=1 would
correspond to perfect vertical (linear) polarization, a value x=0.5
would represent a beam whose ⊥ i- and ||i-polarization compo-
nents are of equal magnitude, and a value x=0 would correspond
to perfect horizontal (linear) polarization.
This parameterized approach then makes it rather straight-
forward to accommodate different polarization components in
the incident beam contributing to the Raman signal, provided a
linear polarizer is suitably inserted in the collection light path. For
example, inserting an analyzer that only passes the ⊥ s-polarized
light component, the resulting line strength function becomes
feffective ’; θð Þ ¼ xf⊥s ;⊥i ’; θð Þ þ 1 xð Þf⊥s;jji ’; θð Þ (7)
Of course, other scenarios can equally be implemented, resulting
in similar (simple) superposition expressions. However, for all
example measurements discussed below the situation described
by Eqn (7) was prevalent.
Deﬁnition of the depolarization ratio
The depolarization ratio is conceptually deﬁned in a simpliﬁed
geometrical conﬁguration, in which it is assumed that (1) the
scattered light only originates from a single point, and that (2)
scattering is observed for vanishing solid angle, i.e. ultimately
along a single ray line. The depolarization ratio for any speciﬁc
molecule thus deﬁned is not inﬂuenced by the measurement
apparatus, and may be indexed by ‘single point, zero solid angle’
(SP0SA)). The SP0SA depolarization ratio for a scenario with ﬁxed
polarizer in the collection light path is given by[11]
rSP0SA ¼
f⊥s;jji ’ ¼ 0; θ ¼ p=2ð Þ
f⊥s;⊥i ’ ¼ 0; θ ¼ p=2ð Þ
: (8)
For other scenarios, the reader is referred to see Allemand or
Long.[1,11]
Experimentally, more realistic is a situation in which scattering
originates from an extended region, and for which light collection
over a non-zero solid angle needs to be taken into account.
Together with contributions from polarization aberrations, this
leads to the observed depolarization ratio robs.
Inﬂuence of geometry on observed Raman light intensities
Equation (7) only describes the light intensity scattered into one
speciﬁed direction. Experimentally, Raman light is always
collected over a ﬁnite collection angle. Thus, the relevant line
strength function needs to be integrated over ’ and θ. While
largely improved, the resulting integral still is of limited value,
since it only describes the light collected from a point-like scatter-
ing center. Experimentally, only in rare cases can the origin of the
Raman scattering be approximated by a point source. More real-
istically, scattering regions extend along the laser beam direction.
Thus, referring to the notation convention in Fig. 1, the overall
integration has also to include integration in the z-direction. The
integration is performed in spherical polar coordinates, yielding
for the observed Raman light intensity
Iobs ¼ c ∭
’;z;θ
feffective sin θ dθ dz d’ (9)
However, before the integration can be performed, it is neces-
sary to specify the integration limits which are deﬁned by the actual
geometry of the experimental collection system. In our case, which
may be viewed as sort of a standard scenario, the scattered light
passes ﬁrst through a sample cell window, with radius rw at a
distance xw from the scattering center (aperture 1). Then, the light
is collected by a focussing lens with aperture radius rf at a distance
xf from the scattering center (aperture 2). In general, arbitrary
apertures have to be described via appropriate parametrization. It
has to be noted, that the transmission of light emitted from z 6¼ 0
through a system with more than one aperture has the complica-
tion that segments of the emitted light cone through the ﬁrst
aperture may be restricted by a second aperture. A sketch clarifying
this argument can be found in Fig. 2.
Figure 2. Sketch of off-axis (z 6¼ 0) light transmission through more than
one aperture (e.g. window, lens, diaphragm). L - point (origin) of scattered
light emission. A1, 2 - apertures 1 and 2. O? - possible other optical element,
for example a polarizer.
Evaluation method for Raman depolarization measurements
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A suitable parameterization has been developed for the case of
two circular apertures (sample cell window and collection aper-
ture); this is described in more detail in the Supporting Information.
The parameterization leads to a nested integration where the
limits of the variable in the inner integration depend on the value
of the outer integration (e.g. θmin, θmax are functions of z and ’).
For this reason, it will be next to impossible to arrive at analytic
solutions for the given problem. Thus, numerical integration
procedures have to be implemented; in our case, they have been
programmed in ROOT/C++[12] and NI LabVIEW.2
Polarization aberration
The model derived up to this point can be easily put into use,
provided that none of the optical components within the exper-
imental setup introduces polarization aberrations. However, quite
often mounted optics exhibit polarization aberrations, induced in
general via stress-induced birefringence.[7,8]
This latter effect is normally unavoidable if experiments with
harmful specimen – like radioactive, poisonous, or reactive gases
– are performed: stringent requirements on the leak tightness
have to be met. In general, this means that O-ring sealing cannot
be used but that glass–metal-bonded components (windows) are
required; these, together with metal compression seals, introduce
stress to the window which often is non-negligible. Qualitative
and quantitative measurements have shown that polarization
aberrations occur in the Raman cell windows used in experiments
referred to in this work. In the following, the polarization aberra-
tion effects on the incident laser light and the scattered light are
discussed.
First, a monochromatic, nearly parallel laser beam, incident on a
sample cell entrance window, suffers a certain degree of polariza-
tion aberration associated with (potential) stress-induced birefrin-
gence in the window. However, in general, only a small fraction
of the window surface and bulk volume of the order of mm2 or
mm3, respectively, contribute to the polarization aberration. This
is because the windows of a sample cell are often positioned close
to the focal region of the Raman excitation volume; accordingly,
the beam diameter is normally small. For window areas much
larger than the laser beam diameter, one may well assume that
the stress-induced birefringence is homogeneous over a small
beam cross section, and thus the effect on the associated polariza-
tion change will be as well. Therefore, the effect can be reasonably
approximated by using the cleanness parameter x introduced in
Eqn (7). Note that this approach is similar to the one described by
Profﬁtt and Porto.[13]
Second, any polarization aberration affecting the scattered light
is much more difﬁcult to describe. This difﬁculty is associated with
the fact that in experiment setups, one usually collects light beams
(1) which are non-parallel and which often exhibit an un-isotropic
distribution of polarization states; (2) which pass through optical
interfaces over a range of inclination angles (i.e. deviating from
perpendicular incidence); and (3) which – because of extended
solid angles – may pass through parts of the optics, suffering from
inhomogeneities in their stress-induced birefringence.
In principle, all these effects could be taken into account in the
model which has been introduced above. However, this requires
that the retardance and di-attenuation properties of the optics
would have to be mapped (1) with regard to the relevant angles
under which light passes through the surfaces; and (2) with
respect to lateral position. Since this would constitute an enor-
mous measurement effort, it will become impractical in all but
the simplest cases. Therefore, in a more simpliﬁed approach,
the polarization aberrations in the collection window (and possi-
bly other optical components) are calculated using Jones calcu-
lus; here, we utilized the formalism based on the work by Kita[14]
and McGuire and Chipman.[15] Note that, in principle, the same
results can be obtained by using Mueller calculus (see e.g. Toro
Inesta[16] or Collett[17]). For the model, the following assumptions
need to be valid:
• the whole collection system can be described as exhibiting
a (homogeneous) net effect on the polarization (mainly linear
di-attenuation and linear retardance);
• the polarization aberrations have (nearly) no angular depen-
dence; and
• circular di-attenuation and retardance are negligible, as
indicated, e.g. by Kita.[14]
The conceptual setup for the right-angle observation path in a
depolarization experiment is shown in Fig. 2. Following the
ﬁgure’s notation, the sequence of components is that the Raman
cell window (A2) is the ﬁrst, then the light collection lens (A1),
followed by the (optional) polarizer (O?); the Jones matrices
below are indexed accordingly. The relation between the polari-
zation state of the scattered light generated in the Raman inter-
action volume and that after transmission through all optical
components is, according to the Jones calculus,
!
Eout θ; ’ð Þ ¼ J O?J A1J A2
!
E in θ; ’ð Þ: (10)
The detailed calculation can be found in the Supporting Infor-
mation section, derived both via Jones or Mueller calculus.
Using Jones calculus for all optical components in an experimen-
tal system, the intensity of scattered Raman light can now be
determined quite accurately by incorporating the ‘exact’ light-ﬁeld
strengths for a particular excitation/collection conﬁguration. For
example, for an excitation laser beam in pi-conﬁguration, and
collecting the Raman light in⊥ s-conﬁguration (after the polarizer),
the observed Raman signal intensity is given by
I⊥s ;pi ¼ E2⊥s;pi exp 2aP1ð Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
transmitted⊥scomponent
þ E2jjs;pi exp 2aP2ð Þ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
leakage fromjjscomponent
þ 2E⊥s ;pi Ejjs;pi exp aP2  aP1ð Þcos aR;tot
 
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
contamination induced by retardance
;
(11)
where aP2,  aP1, and aR,tot are the (simpliﬁed) di-attenuation and
induced retardance parameters, respectively.[15] Equation (11) can
be formulated for pi=⊥ i or ||i.
In Eqn (8), the depolarization ratio was written in terms of the
(theoretical) line strengths, f. More appropriate for the evaluation
of experimental measurements – in which the aforementioned
polarization aberration effects might be encountered – would
be a formulation in terms of light-ﬁeld strengths, or intensities.
This approach is relatively easy to realize because of the relation
E2 = k  I= k0 f(’,θ) where k and k0 are proportionality constants
(see Eqn (1)). With this equivalence, and exploiting the scattered
light intensity expressions in the form of Eqn (11), one ﬁnds for
the observed, experimental depolarization ratio
2The integration programs are available from the authors, with download
information provided in the Supporting Information.
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r ¼
I⊥s ;jji
I⊥s ;⊥i
(12)
¼
X2
⊥s;jji þ Y2jjs;jji þ 2X⊥s ;jji Yjjs;jji cos aRtotð Þ
X2⊥s ;⊥i þ Y2jjs ;⊥i þ 2X⊥s ;⊥i Yjjs ;⊥i cos aRtotð Þ
(13)
with
X⊥s ;pi ¼ E⊥s;pi exp aP1ð Þ
Yjjs;pi ¼ Ejjs;pi exp aP2ð Þ
X⊥s ;pi Yjjs ;pi ¼ E⊥s ;pi E jjs;piexp aP2  aP1ð Þ
Note that the X2- and Y2-terms are related to the linear di-
attenuation, while the cross-terms XYcos aRtotð Þ correspond to
the additional, induced retardance. Using this simpliﬁed model
approach, the inﬂuence of possible polarization aberrations in
the collection path can now be estimated. Here, a set of four
polarization aberrations scenarios are considered:
1. Only the geometrical inﬂuence is included, i.e. no polarization
aberrations are included (cleanness of the incident laser beam
is x= 1).
2. The geometrical inﬂuence is superimposed by a reduced
polarization cleanness of the incident beam, i.e. x 6¼ 1; how-
ever, aberrations introduced by the collection optics are not
included.
3. It is clear from Eqn (11) that the cleanness of transmitted
beams can be reduced by leakage and/or retardance. In order
to investigate both effects individually, in our model
approach, the collected light intensities (or ﬁeld strengths)
are broken down into two mutually perpendicular compo-
nents. This parameterization into (simpliﬁed) fractions reduces
the complexity of the problem, but also allows one to identify
any possible dominating mechanism. Two special, simpliﬁed
scenarios are contemplated here (note that the parameteriza-
tion results in a modiﬁcation of Eqn (13) for the depolarization
ratio):
3a) In the ﬁrst sub-scenario, the induced retardance is neglected;
any polarization shifts are introduced via different attenua-
tion losses in the polarization components alone (e.g. the
related reﬂection losses strongly depend on the angle of in-
cidence). Then, one may rewrite Eqn (13) as:
rA ¼
cA;⊥sE2⊥s;jji þ cA;jjs E2jjs ;jji
cA;⊥sE2⊥s ;⊥i þ cA;jjs E2jjs ;⊥i
: (14)
3b) In the second sub-scenario, the leakage term is neglected,
and only polarization changes introduced by retardance in
an optical material are considered (e.g. stress-induced bire-
fringence). For this case, Eqn (13) approximates to
rB ¼
cB;⊥s E2⊥s;jji þ cB;jjs Ejjs;jji E⊥s ;jji
cB;⊥s E2⊥s ;⊥i þ cB;jjs Ejjs ;⊥i E⊥s ;⊥i
(15)
In both sub-cases, the polarization cleanness of the incident
beam is assumed to be perfect, i.e. x=1. The c-parameters in
Eqns (14) and (15) are deﬁned as
cA;⊥s ¼ cB;⊥s ¼ exp 2aP1ð Þ;
cA;jjs ¼ exp 2aP1ð Þ; and
cB;jjs ¼ 2exp aP2  aP1ð Þcos aRtotð Þ;
with the restriction 0 ≤ c ≤ 1.
In order to study the inﬂuence of polarization impurity in the
excitation channel or any shift in the exit channel on the effective
depolarization ratio, for each, only a single parameter has to be
changed. In the former case, it is the cleanness parameter x,
and in the latter case, it is the ratio between c⊥ and c||. The
dependence of the effective depolarization ratios on the collec-
tion (solid) angle, related to the four scenarios above, is plotted
in Fig. 3. Note that for the data relating to scenario 2, only small
impurities have been considered (x=0.999 and x= 0.998) for
rSP0SA = 0, but that for scenarios 3a and 3b, the parameter choice
cA;⊥s ¼ 0:9and cA;jjs ¼ 0:1 is rather extreme, andmay be viewed as
a ‘worst-case’ scenario. The following observations can be made:
First, the immediately evident contribution to deviations be-
tween the theoretical and measured depolarization ratios stems
from polarization impurities in the excitation laser beam. Even
minute admixtures of the unwanted polarization result in offsets
substantially larger than the uncertainty in many measurement
setups (in our latest depolarization experiments, a measurement
uncertainty of Δr 5 10 4 could routinely be achieved).
Second, even for small Raman light collection angles, smaller
than practicable in many measurement setups, the deviation be-
tween theoretical and measured depolarization ratios becomes
quite noticeable, quickly surpassing our measurement uncer-
tainty with increasing solid angle.
Third, for small light collection angles (of the order<5), the in-
ﬂuence of the induced polarization impurities on the depolariza-
tion ratio, stemming from the collection optics, is in general
rather small. Even when assuming a ‘worst-case’ scrambling,
namely that the unwanted polarization component reaches
10%, the effect begins to become non-negligible for solid angles
larger than ~10. For lesser degrees of polarization scrambling,
the effect may already have dropped below the measurement
sensitivity (see the top panel in Fig. 4).
Fourth, the scenarios which account for the polarization
aberration in the collection path, indexed A and B, exhibit very
similar behavior. Thus, neither of them may be regarded as the
dominant mechanism in observation-side-induced depolarization
Figure 3. Inﬂuence of polarization aberrations in the laser excitation
(polarization cleanness x) and the light observation paths (admixture
parameters cA;⊥s and cB;⊥s ) on the effective depolarization ratio. In this
plot, rSP0SA=0. For details, see the main text.
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aberrations, i.e. di-attenuation and retardation effects seem to be of
the same order of magnitude for standard optical components.
One can conclude from this discussion that contributions to
the effective depolarization ratio will mainly originate from
geometrical effects and polarization impurities in the incident laser
beam, in particular for small light collection angles. Therefore, it
may seem quite legitimate to neglect in the model the polarization
aberrations induced by the optical components in the light
collection path, and only to include deviations from ideally clean
polarization of the incident laser beam via the parameter x. This
approximation has been adopted in all examples discussed
further below.
Comparison to previous models
In our model, the main difference to previous work is the inclusion
of off-center emission of scattered light, from points along the laser
excitation axis, which requires an additional integration step. Note
that integration limits have to be carefully considered, in order to
properly account for (sequential) ﬁnite apertures along the light
collection path. It therefore is of interest to compare the results of
this model with that of Teboul et al.[6]
In Teboul’s work, only scattered light originating from a point
source is considered, passing through on-axis aligned apertures.
This constitutes the sub-case in ourmodel in which no z-integration
is required (all light originates at z=0), and an ‘effective’ circular
aperture is deﬁned via a single parameter θmax. In the lower panel
of Fig. 4, the difference of the calculated depolarization ratios for
both models are plotted as a function of θmax, for a range of ratios
between the two limiting cases rSP0SA = 0 and rSP0SA = 3/4. The two
correction methods diverge rapidly with increasing light collection
angle. For example, for the (theoretical) depolarization ratio
rSP0SA = 0, the difference in the two methods surpasses 0.001 for
a light collection angle of about 20; this value is close to or even
larger than our depolarization measurement uncertainties (see
Tables 2 and 3 below). Thus, the use of our methodology is clearly
required when accurate correction of polarization aberration errors
needs to be implemented.
Comment on possible extensions to the model. Finally, we would
like to comment that, in principle, our model can also account for
the non-uniform intensity distribution of a focused Gaussian laser
beam, using the formulas derived by Alda.[18] For this, the scattering
centers along the z-axis are weighted by the related intensity distri-
bution function. However, the resulting effect for standard focusing
lenses with f> 100mm is found to be negligible; therefore, here we
do not describe further details.
Results
The described model can be used to extract SP0SA depolarization
values from imperfect, experimentally observed data. This also
allows a direct comparison to ab-initio calculations. We ﬁrst
describe the principles and routine for the related correction proce-
dure; then, the performance and reliability of this approach are
validated for selected experimental data sets.
Methodology for correcting observed depolarization ratios
As stated, observed depolarization ratios are inﬂuenced by the
ﬁnite collection geometry, and (in our case) by stress-induced
birefringence in the cell windows. The birefringence leads to
reduced polarization cleanness in the Raman excitation laser
beam. Thus, the observed Raman depolarization values are
expected to differ from the SP0SA values. However, if the contri-
butions from geometry and aberrations can be quantiﬁed, then it
should be possible to back-trace the (theoretical) SP0SA depolar-
ization ratio from the observed one.
Including the light collection geometry will constitute a simple
step, provided the position of any component, which limits the
collection (solid) angle, is precisely known. Should this not be
the case, one may introduce a diaphragm of known diameter
and distance to the scattering Raman center as the ‘effective’
limiting aperture.
On the other hand, the determination of polarization cleanness
of the incident laser beam, reaching the scattering center, is not a
trivial task. Normally, it has to be determined from auxiliary
measurements, characterizing the effect of each individual optical
component in the laser beam path. However, these characteriza-
tion data have to be treated with care, since the characterization
measurement setup may be quite different to the setup of the
actual depolarization experiments. For example, one possible
problem that may occur is that the characterization laser beam
passes through a different part of the (stressed) laser window than
during the later depolarization experiment; normally, some beam
realignment is required between the two types of measurement.
To circumvent this problem (although for cross-comparison,
we measured the polarization-changing effects for all optical
Figure 4. Calculated deviation Δr from the theoretical rSP0SA depolar-
ization values, when taking the light collection angle θmax into account.
Top panel - deviations of the depolarization ratio induced by optical com-
ponents in the light collection path, associated with polarization impuri-
ties in the scattered light beam (based on the approximation in Eqn
(12)). Bottom panel - difference between our (numerical) model and that
of Teboul[6] (based on analytical expansion) for selected rSP0SA values as a
function of the light collection angle θmax.
M. Schlösser et al.
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components in our setup), the method which has been
employed here allows the correction of the observed depolariza-
tion ratios without any additional measurements. For this to
succeed, access to a line with a well-known depolarization ratio
is required. Fortuitously, any diatomic molecule provides such a
line by default, namely the J" = 0 line of the Q1-branch. Its associ-
ated SP0SA Raman depolarization ratio is r=0, meaning that the
numerator in Eqn (8) is zero, and associated with this, the
observed Raman line intensity I⊥s ; ijj should be zero as well.
[11]
The reason for this is the vanishing Placzek–Teller b(2)-factor for
J" = 0 (see Eqn (6)). When inspecting the Q1-branch spectra for
H2, HT, and T2 in Fig. 5, which displays the I⊥s ;⊥i Raman signal,
evidently the J" = 0 line exhibits ﬁnite amplitude in the I⊥s ; ijj
conﬁguration (see the insert in the H2 panel of the ﬁgure) and
is not zero, as theory predicts. This is a clear indication that
experimentally, one cannot normally measure the SP0SA-value
for r because angular collection geometry and polarization-
impurity contributions are always present; Eqn (13) affords to
take these into account. The insert in Fig. 5 clearly shows that
the minor contribution to the non-vanishing intensity has its
origin in the ﬁnite collection angle and that the major contribu-
tion is due to polarization aberrations.
The background noise ﬂuctuation, Snoise, is of the order
0.1 units and thus is not visible on the scale of the spectra in
Fig. 5 (recorded for ⊥ i-polarization conﬁguration); only in the
scale-enlarged insert for the H2(J" = 0) line (recorded for
||i-polarization conﬁguration with much lower peak intensities)
are the noise ﬂuctuations evident. Thus, all lines in Fig. 5 exhibit
a signal-to-noise ratio as high as 5000, with even the weakest
lines having a SNR >50. Of course, for the ||i-polarization signals,
which are a factor of 30–50 weaker than the ⊥ i-polarization
signals, the SNR is substantially lower, and for the weakest lines
can reach the noise level. This then will be reﬂected in much
larger errors for the depolarization ratios of those very weak lines.
In the context of Raman lines with known, vanishing polarization
components, it is worth noting that also some larger, polyatomic
molecules exhibit such behavior. An example is the vibrational
n1-mode of CH4.
[19]
The actual correction procedure for experimental data, based
on the above mathematical model, is separated into two stages.
In the ﬁrst step, for the given collection geometry, the mathe-
matical model is used tomodel the depolarization ratio for a Raman
linewhose SP0SA value is known, and rmodel is plotted as a function
of the polarization cleanness x of the incident laser beam (see top
panel in Fig. 6). Conveniently, for diatomic molecules, a line with
knowndepolarization value is theQ1(J00 =0) line for which rSP0SA =0.
Thus, one can determine the polarization cleanness from the
plotted functional dependence, using the experimentally observed
value robserved of this line. For example, in one of our test experi-
ments, the depolarization ratio for the Q1(J00 =0) line of HT was
measured as robserved= 0.0060, which corresponds to a cleanness
of the polarization of x=0.9954 (this data is displayed in Fig. 6).
In the second step (bottom panel in Fig. 6), the mathematical
model is used to back-track the SP0SA depolarization ratio for
other Q1(J00> 0) lines, and any further Raman branch lines, utiliz-
ing polarization cleanness of the incident beam x determined in
the ﬁrst step.
Note, that polarization aberrations in the collection path have
not been included here, based on the ﬁndings associated with
Eqns (14) and (15). The implementation of the overall procedure
is shown graphically for the measurement of the depolarization
ratio of the hydrogen isotopologue HT (see data in Fig. 6, step 2).
Therefore, applying the above methodology to Raman depolar-
ization measurements, in which optical elements with unknown
impact onto an initially ‘perfect’ light beam polarization had to be
used (e.g. Raman cell windows under stress), one should be able
to derive aberration-corrected depolarization ratios from observed
ones.
Validation of the correction routine
The validity and the accuracy of our approach have been demon-
strated under three aspects, namely (1) the determination of the
cleanness of the excitation light beam during repeat measure-
ments for different sample cells; (2) the agreement of rSP0SA
values for the same hydrogen isotopologues derived from a set
of different Raman cells; and (3) application of the corrected
depolarization value of one molecular species to determine those
of a different species, measured in the same cell. This has been
Figure 5. High-resolution Raman spectra of Q1-branches of the diatomic
isotopologues H2, HT, and T2, measured in⊥
s,⊥ i polarization conﬁguration.
The spectral lines are annotated with their rotational state quantum
number, J ". Note that with increasing molecular weight of the isotopolo-
gues, Q1-branch lines with low rotational quantum number progressively
overlap. Insert in the H2 panel: H2(J" = 0) line, measured in⊥
s, ||i polarization
conﬁguration. The (black) dashed/dotted lines represent the theoretical
prediction (SP0SA); the solid (blue) line denotes the calculated effect by a
ﬁnite collection angle (~4) only; and the (red) ﬁlled-in area represents the
measured signal, including contributions from solid angle and polarization
aberrations.
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exempliﬁed for depolarization experiments for the hydrogen
isotopologues H2 and T2.
In the demonstration of the ﬁrst aspect, i.e. the determination
of the excitation beam polarization cleanness (step 1 in the
procedure), a number of cells at Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe
(TLK) and Swansea University (SWA) were checked. These cells
were ﬁlled with different gas mixtures, at different pressures
(see Table 1). It should be noted that for a change in ﬁlling gas,
the cell had to be removed from the measurement setup and
then be reintroduced; this meant that exact local repositioning
was not necessarily guaranteed. For isotopologue measurements
within a given mixture, i.e. sets (1,2), (3–5), and (8–10), the cell
was stationary; in the case of measurement data sets 6 and 7,
the cell was removed and reintroduced between measurements.
The results for the measured cleanness values are summarized in
Fig. 7. Clearly, the values derived for the same cell are very close
together. The variation for the same cell is overall of the order
dx< 0.001, with relative uncertainties for individual measure-
ments of less than 0.1% (the error bars for the data points in Fig. 7
are smaller than the symbols). These results demonstrate that, by
and large, the cell windows are responsible for the induced polar-
ization contamination; different cells normally exhibit different
stress-induced birefringence in the cell windows. Furthermore,
repositioning of the cell may introduce in general only minor
deviations associated with spatial inhomogeneity of the stress-
induced birefringence. Overall, we ﬁnd that the beam polariza-
tion cleanness is largely independent of the gas ﬁlling.
The second aspect in validating the procedure is the reproduc-
ibility in the determination of the depolarization ratios of the
Q1-lines of H2 from repeat measurements (for example, at differ-
ent times, with different cell pressures and ﬁlling composition, or
other small changes). Typical spectra exploited in the procedure
are shown in Fig. 5. Measurements were performed with different
cells, which exhibited varied stress-induced birefringence in the cell
windows, and thus different transmitted laser beam cleanness. Two
of the measurements were undertaken at the TLK and one at SWA;
the data set numbering is related to that in Table 1. Note also that
different aperture sizes were prevalent in the measurement setups
Figure 6. Two-step procedure to extract depolarization values rSP0SA from
data sets with unclean beam polarization. Step 1 - Determination of clean-
ness of the laser polarization. The theoretical data (full line) are calculated
for known collection geometry and known SP0SA depolarization ratio
rSP0SA= 0. From the observed depolarization ratio of the Q1(J " = 0) line
one derives the related polarization cleanness x. Step 2 - Correction of depo-
larization ratios of all measured Q1-branch lines, for a given polarization
cleanness. The polarization cleanness derived in step 1 is used to correlate
the robserved to the rSP0SA values of all Q1-branch lines with J> 0.
Table 1. Different cells and their gas ﬁllings used in Raman depolarization measurements, and for the determination of excitation beam polarization
cleanness. The ﬁlling of the cells was performed according to the procedures described in Sturm et al.[21]
Data sets Raman cell Gas composition Total pressure mbar
1,2 D:T-cell (TLK) D2: 15%, DT: 47%, T2: 34%, Rest (HD, HT): 4% 400
3,4,5 H:T-cell (TLK) H2: 25%, HT: 46%, T2: 26%, Rest (HD, DT): 3% 763.1
6 H:D-cell (SWA) D2: 100% 900
7 H:D-cell (SWA) H2: 100% 870
8,9,10 H:D-cell (TLK) H2: 26.3%, HD: 47.4%, D2: 26.3% 1500
Figure 7. Polarization cleanness of measurement cells, as determined
in Step 1 of the evaluation procedure. The annotation of the data sets
(numbering according to Table 1) indicates the isotopologue which is
used in the determination of x. The statistical measurement errors are
within the symbol size. For further details, see text.
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at the two sites; this was easy to account for by setting the appro-
priate ‘geometry’ input parameter in the analysis model. The
derived polarization cleanness values for the three data sets were
xset#3 = 0.9950, xset#7 = 0.9995, and xset#10 = 0.9899, respectively
(see Fig. 7).
The results from these measurements, i.e. the observed Raman
depolarization values and the corrected rSP0SA values, for H2 Q1
(J " = 1, 2, 3) are collated in Table 2.
The averages of the derived rSP0SA values exhibit a statistical
variance of Δr ≤ 0.001; considering the substantial spread in the
uncorrected, observed depolarization values demonstrates that
our correction routine is capable to compensate for such large
variations. It is also noteworthy that these corrected values by
and large agree, within the statistical reproducibility, with the
theoretical values calculated by LeRoy.[20]
The last aspect in the veriﬁcation process is to ascertain the
validity of the overall procedure if the polarization cleanness of
the cell is not determined by the Q1(J " = 0) line from the same
molecule, but that from a different molecule which, however,
was measured in the same cell. This has been demonstrated for
the isotopologue T2. As shown in the spectrum in Fig. 5 (bottom
panel), its J " = 0 line is strongly convoluted with the J " = 1 line,
and thus it is unsuitable to be used for the polarization cleanness
determination.
The rSP0SA values for T2 Q1(J "> 1) are summarized in Table 3.
The observed depolarization ratios were corrected using cell
cleanness values derived from the J " = 0 lines of HT and H2,
respectively, for the three cell data sets given in Table 1. The
standard deviations for the differently corrected depolarization
ratios conﬁrm that the assumption made earlier is valid: the
determined cleanness can be treated as a wavelength- and
isotopologue-independent property of the cell.
We like to conclude with two remarks. First, measurements for
the individual data sets addressed in Table 1 were repeated at
least 50–100 times. All spectra within a particular measurement
conﬁguration were reproducible (after normalization to laser
power) to better than 0.15% of the peaks, which is of the order
of the shot-noise limit. This is much smaller than other errors in
the evaluation of the depolarization ratios, at least for the strong
Q1-branch lines tabulated here. Second, we like to comment on
the T2 data in Table 3. While the agreement between the exper-
imentally derived and theoretical[20] depolarization ratio values
is quite reasonable, it is not as close as for H2 discussed further
above: the experimental results seem to be systematically higher.
A full discussion of this apparent discrepancy is beyond the scope
of this work but will be subject of a pending publication.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an extendedmodel for the quantitative
analysis of Raman spectral intensities and line depolarization ratios,
speciﬁcally taking into account three, normally difﬁcult-to-gauge
experimental complications, namely (1) excitation polarization
impurities; (2) extended Raman excitation volumes; and (3) Raman
light accumulation over ﬁnite solid angles. The main goal has been
to quantitatively link (imperfect) measured depolarization ratios to
values obtained via quantum-theoretical calculations.
The most straight-forward task proved to be accounting for
polarization aberrations (e.g. induced by birefringence from
stress/strain in the Raman cell windows) in the incident laser
beam. This has been done by introducing a single cleanness
factor x and incorporating two perpendicular, x-weighted linear
polarization components into the model.
The second and third tasks are interlinked. The numerical evalu-
ation of the integrals in the light collection path is over, in principle,
the full (’,θ) angular range, and over the accessible z-range (the
laser excitation path constitutes the z-direction). This allows for
treating arbitrary geometrical scenarios of excitation lengths (not
only point sources as in other models) and aperture-limited solid
angles in the light observation path. In addition, the model allows
for Raman light collection through more than one optical compo-
nent. Note that for the analysis of depolarization ratios, aberrations
in the collection window could be neglected in the test examples
presented in the results section, although a simpliﬁed model for
calculating and including these aberrations is provided. However,
as discussed further above, in most experimental Raman setups,
their contribution is about one or two orders of magnitude lower
than the aberrations induced by a laser entrance window.
The overall correction procedure for experimental Raman depo-
larization ratios was implemented in two steps. In the ﬁrst stage,
the cleanness parameter x of the polarization of an incident laser
Table 2. Performance demonstration of the depolarization ratio correction routine for different cells (the numbering is according to the data sets
collected in Table 1). The presented r-values (observed and corrected) are frommeasurements of theQ1-branch lines of H2 (in brackets: measurement
uncertainty). The averaged SP0SA values (in brackets: standard deviation in the last digit) are compared to the theoretical values from LeRoy.[20]
robs rSP0SA rSP0SA
H2 J " #3 #7 #10 #3 #7 #10 average theory
1 .0241(1) .0212(1) .0285(1) .0177(1) .0189(3) .0180(1) .0182(6) .0183
2 .0197(1) .0162(1) .0252(1) .0133(1) .0140(3) .0148(1) .0140(8) .0132
3 .0192(1) .0154(1) .0234(1) .0128(1) .0132(3) .0130(1) .0130(2) .0125
Table 3. Performance demonstration of depolarization ratio correc-
tion routine, for Q1-branch lines of T2, based on indirect polarization
cleanness determination (in brackets: measurement uncertainty).
The rSP0SA-values have been corrected using the polarization clean-
ness determined from the J " = 0 depolarization of other constituents,
H2(0) or HT(0), in the cell (the numbering is according to the data sets
collected in Table 1). The averaged rSP0SA values (in brackets: stan-
dard deviation in the last digit) are compared to the theoretical values
from LeRoy[20]
rSP0SA rSP0SA
T2 J " robs HT(0), set#4 H2(0), set#3 H2(0), set#5 average theory
1 .0225(1) .0165(1) .0161(1) .0166(1) .0164(3) .0174
2 .0179(1) .0119(1) .0115(1) .0120(1) .0118(3) .0125
3 .0171(1) .0111(1) .0108(1) .0112(1) .0111(3) .0117
4 .0164(1) .0104(1) .0100(1) .0105(1) .0103(3) .0115
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beam in a Raman cell is determined. In the second stage, this polar-
ization cleanness is used to correct the observed depolarization
ratio to deduce the (theoretical) SP0SA depolarization ratios.
The overall performance of this correction procedure was dem-
onstrated successfully, with regard to the three aforementioned
experimental aspects, for some Q1(J ") Raman lines of the
diatomic isotopologues H2 and T2. Regardless of the experimental
distortion encountered in the signals, by and large the extracted
depolarization values, rSP0SA were nearly always reproducible to
the order 1–2%. Hence, we are a rather conﬁdent to recommend
that our analysis strategy should be used for the evaluation of all
depolarization measurements for which aberrations and geometri-
cal effects play a signiﬁcant role. This recommendation comes in
the light that the analytical geometry model of Teboul looks easier
on ﬁrst glance, but that its expansion approach leads to severe
deviations when larger Raman light collection angles are involved,
and if the excitation volume is not a point source (which is rarely
true for common Raman measurement conﬁgurations). Actual
applications of the described techniques to the determination of
the depolarization ratios for all six hydrogen isotopologues,
including a full comparison to quantum-theoretical values, and
for a range of atmospheric gases are subject to forthcoming
publications that are in preparation.
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h i g h l i g h t s
" Mixing technique using catalytic-reactor to obtain calibrated H2:HD:D2 ratios.
" Raman sensitivity calibration using NIST-traceable SRM2242 luminescence standard.
" Combined spectral sensitivity and theoretical intensities for absolute Raman signals.
" Cross-calibration of H2, HD and D2 Raman response functions to better than 2%.
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a b s t r a c t
The Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment aims to measure the neutrino mass via high-
precision electron spectroscopy of the tritium b-decay with a sensitivity of mm = 200 meV/c2 (90% C.L.).
This can only be achieved if systematic uncertainties are minimized. An important parameter is the
isotopic composition of the tritium gas used as the gaseous b-electron source, which is measured inline
by Raman spectroscopy. The KATRIN experiment requires a measurement trueness of better than 10% of
said composition; to achieve this, accurate calibration of the Raman system for all hydrogen isotopo-
logues (H2, HD, D2, HT, DT, T2) is required. Here we present two independent calibration methods, namely
(i) a gas sampling technique, which promises high accuracy, but which is difﬁcult to apply to tritiated
species; and (ii) an approach via theoretical Raman signals (theoretical intensities plus spectral sensitiv-
ity), which in principle includes all six isotopologues. For the latter method we incorporated ab initio
off-diagonal matrix elements of the polarizability from the literature; these have been veriﬁed by depo-
larization measurements. The system’s spectral sensitivity was determined by a NIST-traceable SRM2242
luminescence standard. Both methods exhibited their individual merits and difﬁculties, but in cross cal-
ibration proved to be successful: a comparison for the non-radioactive isotopologues (H2, HD, D2) yielded
agreement to better than 2% for the relative Raman response function. This is within the estimated (dom-
inant) uncertainty of the theoretical Raman signal approach of about 3%. Therefore, one can be conﬁdent
that, when using this approach, the trueness requirement of 10% for the KATRIN-relevant species (T2, DT,
D2 and HT) will in all likelihood be exceeded.
 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The KArlsruhe TRItium Neutrino experiment (KATRIN) will
measure the neutrino mass with a sensitivity of mm = 200 meV/c2
(90% C.L.). The methodology is based on high-precision electron
spectroscopy of the tritium b-decay near its kinematic endpoint
at about 18.6 keV [1]. The systematic uncertainty of this measure-
ment is inﬂuenced by several parameters; of particular importance
is the precise knowledge of the purity of the tritium gas which is
used as the gaseous b-electron source [2].
While one strives for the highest possible tritium purity, due to
the way it is produced the gas is always composed of a mixture of
T2 (>90%), DT (<10%), and traces of HT, D2, HD and H2. In a ﬁrst in-
stance, the gas composition of the gaseous b-electron source inﬂu-
ences the activity and thus the count-rate in the b-spectrum. For
this, only relative changes are of interest. However, the composi-
tion has to be monitored continuously in time intervals of less than
250 s and with a measurement precision of at least 0.1% [1]. The
operating pressure is in the range 150–200 mbar [2]. The feasibility
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of these requirements has been demonstrated using laser Raman
spectroscopy (LARA) [3].
It has to be noted that the tritium-containing isotopologues (T2,
DT, HT) exhibit different ﬁnal-state distributions of ro-vibrational
excitations of the corresponding daughter nuclei (3HeT, 3HeD,
3HeH), which in turn inﬂuence the energy of the b-electrons in
the region of interest [4]. To account for this in the KATRIN exper-
iment, tracing the relative changes in the tritium gas composition
is not any longer sufﬁcient, but now the trueness1 of the LARA mea-
surements is of crucial importance. According to simulations, the
trueness should be at least better than 10% [6] for a period of at least
60 days, which is equivalent to one single KATRIN neutrino measure-
ment run. To gauge the actual trueness of the LARA measurement an
accurate intensity calibration of the LARA system is necessary. In this
context calibration means that the relative Raman intensities (as
shown in a typical Raman spectrum in Fig. 1) can be converted into
absolute component concentrations.
In this paper we present a calibration strategy for the LARA sys-
tem of the KATRIN experiment which consists of two approaches,
and we demonstrate their successful application to calibrating
our system, together with a detailed analysis of the systematic
uncertainties associated with the two methods. Finally, both meth-
ods are compared to each other. It should be pointed out, that the
methods and results presented within this publication are not lim-
ited to the application in the KATRIN experiment. A similar accoun-
tancy task is found within the fuel cycle of future fusion reactors
[7]. Here, the requirements for the trueness are of the order of
1% [8]. In general, the calibration methods presented are applicable
to most gas analysis systems, but in particular to those which in-
clude species which cannot be obtained by simple gas mixing.
2. Experimental system and procedures
The Raman system employed in this work is essentially the sys-
tem described in Sturm et al. [9] with the light collection and
detection system comprising optics for imaging the Raman excita-
tion volume onto an optical ﬁber bundle, optics to transfer the ﬁber
bundle output through a razor-edge Rayleigh ﬁlter onto the spec-
trometer slit, a Czerny–Turner spectrograph and a CCD 2D-array
detector. Some modiﬁcations were made to that early system ver-
sion, namely (i) a retro-reﬂecting mirror for nearly doubled laser
intensity was inserted; (ii) the plano-convex lenses in the light col-
lection path were replaced by two 2’’-diameter achromatic lenses
with f = 75 mm, to reduce chromatic aberrations; and (iii) the PI-
Acton HTS spectrometer was replaced by a PI-Acton SP2150 unit
(f = 150 mm, 600 grooves/mm). In addition, a linear polarizer was
introduced between the two collection achromats, which ensures
that polarization effects in the light collection and detection
system (associated with the ﬁber bundle, edge ﬁlter, grating,
CCD-detector) do not have to be considered. A typical spectrum ac-
quired with this Raman system is shown in Fig. 1; all six hydrogen
isotopologues present in the particular gas mixture can be
identiﬁed.
From such a spectrum the Raman signal amplitude, Sx, of a cer-
tain isotopologue x can be obtained. It is related to the number of
molecules in the sample, Nx. A system-dependent response func-
tion, Rx, provides the proportionality between the Raman signal
and the particle number,
Sx ¼ Rx  Nx: ð1Þ
Note that in general the area under a certain Q1-branch peak is
taken as the total Raman signal. Relative Raman signal amplitudes,
Sx,rel, are obtained by normalizing the individual signal amplitudes
to the sum of the signal amplitudes of all isotopologues in the sam-
ple. Accordingly, Eq. (1) is modiﬁed to
Sx;rel ¼ Rx  Nx=
X
i
Ri  Ni
 !
: ð2Þ
The objective of a calibration is to determine values for Rx for
any of the constituents in the sampled gas, in our case all hydrogen
isotopologues. For easier comparison of the individual components
it is useful to normalize the absolute response functions by the
mean of all response functions, arriving at the relative response
functions, Rx,rel,
Rx;rel ¼ Rx=Rmean ¼ n  Rx=
Xn
i¼1
Ri: ð3Þ
In this paper we have contemplated three possible approaches
to achieve an accurate calibration of our Raman system, namely
(i) to use reference method(s) for cross-calibration; (ii) to measure
spectra of known calibration samples; and (iii) to employ literature
or theoretical values for the Raman cross-sections in combination
with the measurement of the system’s spectral sensitivity.
With the respect to the ﬁrst, there is hardly any reference meth-
od available for the compositional measurement of tritium mix-
tures, which provides sufﬁcient trueness [10,7]. Certainly, at the
Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe (TLK), a laboratory with renowned
expertise in tritium analytics, no system is currently available to
provide the required trueness.
As for the second approach, the generation and use of accurate
samples is a widely used technique; speciﬁcally, such samples are
very accurate in solid or liquid form, especially if they are produced
by gravimetric preparation. However, in general, to provide accu-
rate, homogeneous gas mixtures is substantially more compli-
cated, as described in the ISO standard 6142 [11]. When dealing
with tritium gas mixtures additional difﬁculties are encountered:
(a) restricted handling of tritium due to safety regulations; (b) lim-
ited purity of the desired T2 constituent; and (c) radio-chemical
and exchange reactions with other species and the walls (Souers
[12] and references therein).
With regard to the third approach, experimentally veriﬁed liter-
ature values for the cross-sections of the radioactive hydrogen iso-
topologues T2, DT and HT are not available.
1 The terminology of ‘‘precision’’, ‘‘trueness’’ and ‘‘accuracy’’ can be found in a
publication by the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology [5]. In short: Precision is
the reproducibility of a measurement (spread of single values around the mean
value); trueness is the deviation of the mean value to the true value; and the
deviation of a single measurement value to the true value is the accuracy. Thus, if a
measurement is both ‘‘precise’’ and ‘‘true’’, it is called ‘‘accurate’’.
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Fig. 1. Typical Raman spectrum of a gas mixture containing all six hydrogen
isotopologues. All minor, unassigned lines between the Q1 branches are S1 and O1
lines of the six hydrogen isotopologues.
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It should be noted that a theoretical concept allows one to pre-
dict so-called ‘‘theoretical intensities’’ for all six hydrogen isotopo-
logues [13]. However, since no trueness of these values is discussed
within said publication, the question arises as to which level of
conﬁdence one can rely on these theoretical values.
Therefore, the solution for a successful calibration can only be a
combination of the two latter approaches (ii) and (iii), i.e. to use
theory values and the system’s (measured) spectral sensitivity to
arrive at the aforementioned relative response functions, Rx,rel.
These are veriﬁed by preparing calibration samples of the
non-radioactive isotopologues H2, HD and D2. The restriction to
non-tritiated species was necessary since a tritium-certiﬁed mix-
ing system with sufﬁcient accuracy was not available at the time
of these calibration measurements. A successful veriﬁcation of
the relative response functions for the three non-radioactive isoto-
pologues should then provide sufﬁcient conﬁdence to deduce the
relative response functions of the tritiated isotopologues without
direct experimental veriﬁcation.
Of course, in a future step, the sampling method may be ex-
tended to cover all isotopologues to allow for a complete compar-
ison. While seemingly straightforward in its concept, this
calibration procedure has to fulﬁll certain requirements. Firstly,
the approach needs a method and an apparatus to obtain highly
accurate H2, D2 and HD samples. Secondly, it is necessary to gener-
ate appropriate theoretical intensity values and compare them
with accurately measured ones, so that a high level of conﬁdence
can be placed in the theoretical values. Finally, an accurate method
for measuring the system’s spectral sensitivity is needed. Below
the realization of both approaches (ii) and (iii) is discussed, to-
gether with the estimated systematic uncertainties of each.
3. Results
3.1. Approach I: calibration based on accurate gas samples
As stated above, the calibration with gas samples only includes
the three non-radioactive isotopologues H2, HD and D2. The meth-
od and the experimental device are brieﬂy introduced here; a full
description and discussion can be found in a separate publication.2
One should recall that Eq. (2) represents the relation between the
relative Raman signal amplitudes, Sx,rel, from the Raman measure-
ments and the isotopologue compositions, Nx. Thus, if the latter is
known from the sample mixing, then Rx can be obtained. The basic
principle behind our accurate gas mixing is that two gas vessels of
the same volume are ﬁlled with pure H2 and D2 gas at precisely
determined pressures. The ratio of the pressures is then automati-
cally equal to the ratio of the number densities in the mixtures once
both vessels are connected to each other. The direct extension of this
calibration method to HD is not possible, since in general HD is not
commercially available in a high purity [14]. However, by cycling the
mixed H2/D2 gas through a catalyst reactor (0.5% Pt on 1/16’’ Al2O3
from Alfa Aesar), HD is produced in the equilibrium exchange reac-
tion H2 + D2  2HD (with the equilibrium constant K = [HD]2/
([H2][D2])) during the calibration procedure itself. Said gas mixing
system, including the catalyst reactor, has been set up at TLK; its
schematic layout is shown in Fig. 2. The construction and function-
ality of the system as well as the measurement results are described
elsewhere (see Footnote 2). Using this system, sets of measurements
with different initial concentrations of H2 and D2 were performed.
The simultaneous ﬁt to the relative Raman signal amplitudes SH2 ;rel,
SD2 ;rel and SHD,rel generates the related calibration functions RH2 , RD2
and RHD, without the necessity for accurate control of the reaction
temperature, which deﬁnes the equilibrium constant K(T). The mea-
surement points and resulting ﬁt curves from such a calibration set
are shown in Fig. 3. Note, that (i) the error bars are smaller than the
symbols in the plot; and that (ii) measurements at initial hydrogen
mole fractions of yi;H2 ¼ 0:2 and yi;H2 ¼ 0:8 have been performed
twice to test the reproducibility of the procedure. The related repeat
data points overlap to such an extent that no data scatter is notice-
able on the scale of the symbols. The full ﬁtting results are tabulated
in the comparison section further below.
3.2. Approach II: calibration based on theoretical intensities and
spectral sensitivity
Other than in the sampling approach described in Section 3.1, in
the second approach all six hydrogen isotopologues are in principle
covered. Eq. (1) needs to be written in a slightly different form: The
Raman signal amplitude is now given as the product of the spectral
sensitivity, g(ks), and theoretical Raman intensity, IRaman,x(ks,Nx),
and will thus be called ‘‘theoretical Raman signal amplitude’’ for
the remainder of this publication:
Sx ¼ gðksÞ  IRaman;xðks;NxÞ ð4Þ
¼ gðksÞ  C  k10  k3s Ux  I  Nx: ð5Þ
2 Description and data are part of a manuscript submitted to Anal. Chem. but as yet
unpublished, therefore a preview on the results in given in the ‘‘Supplementary
material’’.
Fig. 2. Simpliﬁed ﬂow diagram of the HYdrogen Deuterium Equilibration loop
(HYDE). Vi = calibrated pressure vessels; Pi = pressure gauges; F = ﬂow controller;
T = thermocouple.
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Here, C is a proportionality constant, k0 is the wavelength of excita-
tion laser, ks is the wavelength of the Raman scattered light3, Ux is
the molecule dependent line strength function, and I is the irradi-
ance. It should be noted that Eq. (5) is a simpliﬁcation; it is assumed
that the signal only consists of a single monochromatic line. In real-
ity, the Q1-branches used in the calibration consist of a series of
unresolved individual lines associated with the different initial rota-
tional states with quantum number J (this feature is evident from the
‘‘non-Gaussian’’ shape in the example spectrum in Fig. 1). The popu-
lation of these initial states can be calculated from the Boltzmann
distribution and the nuclear spin degeneracy gN4. Thus, for the actual
case encountered in our calibration measurements Eq. (5) has to take
this multi-line scenario into account, and needs to be modiﬁed to
Sx ¼ C  k10  I|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
const:
 Nx

X
J
gðks;JÞ  k3s;J Ux;Jð2J þ 1ÞgN exp 
eFðJÞhc
kT
 !
=Q
 !
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
R0x
ð6Þ
with the molecular partition function Q [16]
Q ¼
X
J
ð2J þ 1ÞgN exp 
eFðJÞhc
kT
 ! !
: ð7Þ
This description of the Raman signal in relation to particle num-
bers is now similar to Eq. (1) again. Note that, since the ﬁrst three
factors are constant, they will cancel out when calculating the rel-
ative response functions (see Eq. (3)). Therefore, only the functions
R0x are of interest, which will be discussed in detail below.
3.2.1. Raman intensities
The contribution of R0x in Eq. (6) is related to theoretical Raman
intensities,
R0x ¼
X
J
gðks;JÞ  k3s;J Ux;Jð2J þ 1ÞgN exp 
eFðJÞhc
kT
 !
=Q
 !
ð8Þ
where eFðJÞ represents the rotational term energies. The eFðJÞ-values
can be obtained from the accurate measurement of the line posi-
tions.[17] The termUx,J is the line strength function, which is a func-
tion of the tensor invariants a and c, i.e. the isotropic and anisotropic
polarizabilities, respectively. [16] As indicated by the symbol, these
tensor invariants are individually different for each rotational J-level
of the different isotopologues x. These values can be obtained from
ab initio quantum calculations. In the 1980s Schwartz and LeRoy
calculated the potentials and tensor invariants for all six hydrogen
isotopologues, for the laser excitation wavelength k0 = 488 nm.
[13] For our particular case here, i.e. Raman excitation based on
532 nm lasers (Nd:YAG/Nd:VO4), the tensor invariants a and c were
recalculated for this speciﬁc wavelength [18]. However, since no
trueness of these values is discussed in LeRoy’s publications, the
question arises as to which level of conﬁdence one can rely on these
theoretical values. This is associated with the fact that no uncertain-
ties are published for said calculations. Therefore, we conducted an
experiment for their veriﬁcation. In that context, direct access to the
individual tensor invariants is normally difﬁcult; however, veriﬁca-
tion is feasible via depolarization ratio measurements [19]. Our
methodology for accurately measuring and analyzing the depolar-
ization ratios is discussed elsewhere [20]. There we describe the
development of methods to correct for the non-zero collection angle
and depolarization effects occurring in the Raman cell windows.
Recently, we measured the depolarization ratios of the Q1-lines
(J00 = 0 to J00 > 3) of all six hydrogen isotopologues.5 Our experimental
values agree with the theoretically derived values, based on the cal-
culations of LeRoy, [18] to within 5%. Using error propagation6 it can
be shown that the relative uncertainty of the depolarization ratio is
about equal to the relative uncertainty of the line strength function.
However, it should be made clear at this point that the aforemen-
tioned errors do not necessarily express the true uncertainty of the
values, as obtained from the theory. Rather, they deﬁne the degree
of conﬁdence we currently place in the theoretical data.
3.2.2. Spectral sensitivity
Broadly speaking, the spectral sensitivity is the relative efﬁ-
ciency for the detection of photons in a light acquisition system,
as a function of wavelength. Foremost, it is determined by the
wavelength-dependent responses of the diffraction grating of the
spectrograph and the CCD-detector. However, in general the spec-
tral sensitivity becomes even more complex because of further
components in the complete acquisition system (like e.g. optical ﬁ-
ber bundle, AR-coated lenses, edge ﬁlters, etc.); all of them exhibit
their own polarization dependence. Therefore, as already men-
tioned in Section 2 above, a linear polarizer is introduced at the
front end of the light collection system to minimize the inﬂuence
of the latter components on the depolarization ratio measure-
ments. An external light source is needed for the calibration of
the system’s spectral sensitivity. A common approach for calibrat-
ing the spectral sensitivity is the use of a certiﬁed blackbody radi-
ator. However, commercial blackbody radiators with small
uncertainties (e.g. <2%) are not only relatively expensive but also
have a rather short certiﬁed lifetime, with often only about 50 h
(note that in general already 30 min are needed each time of
use before the output is stabilized). A major disadvantage of such
sources is that the volume/area of light generation normally differs
considerably from the scattering region, which produces the Ra-
man light. In our case, the Raman excitation volume can be approx-
imated by a cylinder of diameter d  150 lm, with a length of
some millimeters. Blackbody radiators are by and large based on
tungsten ﬁlaments of much larger size and often non-uniform
shape. Measurements performed within the framework of our cur-
rent research program showed that the exact position of the light,
be it the Raman light or the calibration light, is crucial for the accu-
racy of the measured data, due to chromatic aberrations through-
out the chain of optics. The solution employed in this work
overcomes all above-mentioned difﬁculties, i.e. the calibration de-
vice (i) has a longer lifetime; (ii) provides and acts as a nearly per-
fect imitation of the Raman scattered light region; and (iii) is
substantially cheaper. The device in question is a SRM2242 Raman
standard, manufactured, certiﬁed and distributed by NIST (for
more details see the corresponding NIST certiﬁcate for Standard
Reference Material 2242 and Choquette et al. [21]). Note that this
SRM2242 luminescence standard is designated for the use in back-
scattering Raman experiments (e.g. micro-Raman measurement
devices). Therefore, the use of this device in a 90-conﬁguration
constitutes a non-standard operation condition; however, in
extensive checks we conﬁrmed that the spectral distribution func-
tion remained valid (see below). The Raman shift range covered by
the NIST-certiﬁed polynomial is 150–4000 cm1; the ±2r
calibration uncertainties are tabulated over the full range.
According to the certiﬁcation protocol, the relative uncertainty is
3 The wavelength dependence is often given as k4s in the literature. McCreery
discusses in reference [15] that this term is valid for intensity measurements in W/s,
whereas the k3s term is valid for measurements in photons/s (e.g. as in a CCD
detector).
4 For even J: (gN = 1 for H2, T2; gN = 2 for D2); For odd J: (gN = 3 for H2, T2; gN = 1 for
D2). The heteronuclear molecules (HD, HT, DT) have no nuclear spin degeneracy and
thus gN = 1.
5 Results are part of a publication to be published in J. Raman Spectrosc. Also see the
‘‘Supplementary material’’.
6 Given in detail within the ‘‘Supplementary material’’ of this publication.
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less than 1% for the Q1-branch lines of the isotopologues of rele-
vancy to the KATRIN measurements, i.e. T2, DT, D2 and HT. The
Q1-branch of H2 (at 4200 cm1), which is included in our analysis
for completeness, lies just outside the certiﬁed region. NIST pro-
vided an extended dataset up to 7000 cm1, yet without certiﬁca-
tion of that extended range. The calibrated spectral sensitivity of
our system is shown in Fig. 4. The ripple in the data traces can
be associated with the transmission function of the razor-edge
Raman ﬁlter for rejection of the Rayleigh scattered light (see the
Semrock LP03–532RU-25 datasheet). Perfect mimicking of the
Raman light excitation region can be established using a simple
setup as shown in Fig. 5. The mount for the SRM2242 standard is
attached to the same type of dovetail, which is used for mounting
the Raman cell. Thus, the Raman cell can be removed and replaced
by the calibration standard, with very high spatial reproducibility.
The following systematic investigation have been performed in
order to verify whether operating the SRM2242 standard in non-
backscatter geometry is inﬂuenced systematically by the following
effects: (i) changes in the incident excitation laser polarization; (ii)
temperature variation; (iii) variation in laser power; and (iv) inﬂu-
ence of the cell windows in the direction of the light collection. It
could be shown that the variations associated with these effects
are within the range of the certiﬁed ±2r standard deviation. The
detailed results of this investigation will be subject of a future
publication.
3.2.3. Resulting theoretical Raman signal amplitudes and uncertainties
In Table 1 the system response values, R0x, derived from the the-
oretical Raman signal amplitudes are tabulated, together with the
estimated uncertainties. The uncertainties are split into two terms,
namely (i) the contribution DR0theo, which is associated with the
conﬁdence we place in the theoretical values, as obtained from
the depolarization measurements; and (ii) the contribution
DR0sens, which stems from the calibration of the spectral sensitivity.
The quadratic sum of both uncertainty contributions, constitutes
the overall uncertainty, DR0tot.
As can be seen, the overall uncertainty in the response function,
as summarized in Table 1, is well below 5%. However, it is obvious
that the conﬁdence in the ‘‘theory’’ (which includes the depolariza-
tion measurements undertaken to cross-check the ab initio line
strengths) currently dominates the total error estimation, with
the exception of H2. Its DR
0
sens error is comparatively higher, since
the required spectral calibration data are out of the certiﬁed range
provided by NIST.
3.3. Comparison
The two calibration approaches have been performed for H2, D2
and HD. The results from both techniques are now compared to
ascertain whether they agree within the estimated uncertainties.
The related data are collated in Table 2. Here we compare the rel-
ative response functions, as deﬁned in Eq. (3), and ratios of two re-
sponse functions Ri/Rj, where the indices relate to different
isotopologues. The uncertainties, D, are obtained from error prop-
agation through the relative response functions. Note, that in the
formation of relative response functions, the response function
for H2 with its large uncertainty (associated with the larger errors
in the uncertiﬁed spectral sensitivity) dominates the uncertainties
of the Rx,rel functions.
The uncertainties of the response function values, obtained
using the gas sample method, are well below 1%. A detailed discus-
sion of the error estimation for this method can be found else-
where (see Footnote 2).
The table entries show that the relative response function val-
ues, Rx,rel, and the response function ratios, Ri/Rj, obtained from
the two approaches agree to better than 2%. The only exception
is encountered for the RH2=RD2 ratio, which has a difference of
3.4%. As pointed out above, this is most likely caused by the higher
uncertainty in the calibration of the spectral sensitivity in the
wavelength range of H2. Nevertheless, the overall agreement for
both approaches is well within the bounds given by the total
uncertainties in the theoretical Raman signal amplitudes of about
3% for the relative R-values and 5.2% for the ratios. However, fur-
ther comparisons are needed, including the tritiated species HT,
DT and T2 in a similar gas mixing device (HYDE) as used here.
Unfortunately, a unit able to handle these radioactive gases in this
way is not yet available.
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Fig. 4. Spectral sensitivity of the detection system, measured using the SRM2242
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Fig. 5. Operation of the LARA system with (a) Raman cell, or (b) SRM 2242 luminescence reference standard.
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4. Conclusion
The KATRIN experiment aims to measure the neutrino mass
with a sensitivity of mm = 200 meV/c2 (90% C.L.). This can only be
achieved if systematic uncertainties are minimized. Of utmost
importance is the isotopic composition of the tritium gas injected
into the source cryostat which is measured inline by Raman spec-
troscopy. KATRIN requires a trueness of better than 10%, which can
be obtained by proper calibration. In this work we have discussed
two independent calibration methods, which on their own have
individual difﬁculties. The sampling technique promises high accu-
racy, but cannot be easily applied to tritiated species. The approach
via theoretical Raman signals (theoretical intensities and spectral
sensitivity) could cover all isotopologues, but the conﬁdence in
the theory is unknown since no experimental literature values ex-
ist. In the context of the spectral sensitivity calibration it is worth
noting that the use of a solid ﬂuorescence standard, such as the
SRM2242 sample used in our measurements, may be judged as
being generally advantageous exhibiting low calibration uncertain-
ties, longevity and almost perfect imitation of the Raman scattering
region. A comparison in the range of the non-radioactive isotopo-
logues (H2, HD, D2) shows agreement of better than 2% for the rel-
ative response function obtained by both methods. This is within
the estimated uncertainty of the theoretical Raman signal ap-
proach of about 3%. Thus, this approach applied for the KATRIN rel-
evant species (T2, DT, D2 and HT) will exceed the trueness
requirements. Finally, together with a HYDE-type gas mixing facil-
ity it should be also possible to extend our methodology to accu-
rately measure relative cross-sections to other gases (especially
those which are only stable in mixtures).
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Table 2
Comparison of response functions as obtained by the two approaches discussed in
this publication. Note that the Rx,rel-representation offers better means for comparing
the two than the R0x-representation, for which the data are normalized to R
0
H2
¼ 1 (cf.
Table 1).
Theoretical Raman signals HYDE
measurements
Difference
Value Dsens (%) Dtot (%) Value Dtot (%) Theoretical Raman
signals–HYDE (%)
RH2 ;rel 1.032 1.9 3.0 1.013 <0.5 1.9
RD2 ;rel 0.955 2.1 2.9 0.969 <0.5 1.5
RHD,rel 1.013 2.0 2.7 1.018 <0.5 0.5
RH2 =RD2 1.081 2.8 5.2 1.045 <0.6 3.4
RHD=RD2 1.061 0.9 4.9 1.050 <0.6 1.0
Table 1
Raman response functions based on theoretical Raman signal amplitudes, and the
related uncertainties. All R0x have been normalized so that R
0
H2
¼ 1. For the meaning of
DR0theo and DR
0
sens see the main text.
Isotopologue R0x DR
0
theo (%) DR
0
sens (%) DR
0
tot (%)
H2 1.000 2.9 2.7 3.9
HD 0.981 3.0 0.9 3.1
HT 0.960 3.1 0.5 3.2
D2 0.925 3.4 0.2 3.4
DT 0.914 3.7 0.1 3.7
T2 0.866 3.9 0.2 3.9
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Accurate depolarization ratio measurements
for all diatomic hydrogen isotopologues
T. M. James,a M. Schlösser,b S. Fischer,b M. Sturm,b B. Bornschein,b
R. J. Lewisa,c and H. H. Tellea*
The Raman depolarization ratios for individual Q1(J”) branch lines of all diatomic hydrogen isotopologues – H2, HD, D2, HT,
DT, and T2 – were measured, for all rotational levels with population larger than 1/100 relative to the Boltzmann maximum
at room temperature. For these measurements, the experimental setup normally used for the monitoring of the tritiated
hydrogen molecules at KArlsruhe TRItium Neutrino experiment was adapted to optimally control the excitation laser power
and polarization, and to precisely deﬁne the Raman light collection geometry. The measured Raman depolarization values
were compared to theoretical values, which are linked to polarizability tensor quantities. For this, the ‘raw data’ were
corrected taking into account distinct aspects affecting Raman depolarization data, including (1) excitation polarization im-
purities; (2) extended Raman excitation volumes; and (3) Raman light collection over ﬁnite solid angles. Our corrected depo-
larization ratios of the hydrogen isotopologues agree with the theoretical values (based on ab initio quantum calculations by
R.J. LeRoy, University of Waterloo, Canada) to better than 5% for nearly all of the measured Q1(J”) lines, with 1s conﬁdence
level. The results demonstrate that reliable, accurate Raman depolarization ratios can be extracted from experimental
measurements, which may be substantially distorted by excitation polarization impurities and by geometrical effects.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article.
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Introduction
The molecular system of (diatomic) hydrogen is often seen as a
model case for comparative studies of theory and experiments.
For example, the calculation of the polarizabilities, and associated
with this Raman line/band intensities, may be presumed to be a
simple task because of the perceived simplicity of the quantum
mechanical system consisting of two electrons and two nuclei only.
However, the enormous efforts necessary to arrive at quantitative
agreement between experiment and theory is evident from the
long history of the theoretical calculations and re-calculations
for H2.
Theoretical calculations for the hydrogen molecule go back to
the 1930s.[1] Since those ﬁrst, basic attempts, many research
groups worked on the hydrogen problem. A comprehensive
overview on all relevant contributions up to the late 1980s was
given by Schwartz and LeRoy,[2] who also calculated the off-diagonal
matrix elements related to the average polarizability and
polarizability anisotropy encountered in Raman spectroscopy, for
all vibration-rotation states of diatomic hydrogen isotopologues,
for laser excitation at 488 nm. However, the overall results may
have to be viewed with some caution since Schwarz and LeRoy
stated that the values for the tritium containing molecules
were obtained via a scaling method beyond the non-adiabatic
corrections calculated for H2, HD, and D2.
A comprehensive experimental study of hydrogen has been
carried out by Veirs and Rosenblatt[3] who measured a large range
of Raman lines for all six diatomic hydrogen isotopologues,
using an argon ion laser operating at 488 nm as the excitation
source. The publication of their experimental results coincides
with the release of Schwartz and LeRoy’s aforementioned
theoretical data.[2]
While Raman line position measurements and extraction of
energy levels prove to be relatively straightforward, the
measurement of the off-diagonal transition matrix elements of
the polarizability turns out to be a much more challenging task,
if high accuracy is desired. In particular, if these matrix elements
are intended to be used in quantitative spectroscopy, it is
necessary to validate their absolute values. However, direct
access to average polarizability and polarizability anisotropy is
experimentally difﬁcult. For this it was suggested – and has
become one major method of choice for the task – to measure
depolarization ratios, which then can be used in the validation
of theoretical line intensities.
Experimental depolarization data for the Raman lines of the
hydrogen molecule are sparse. Only two research groups have
measured depolarization ratios for individual Q1-branch lines of
H2.
[4,5] To our knowledge, no depolarization ratio measurements
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have been reported for any of the other hydrogen isotopologues.
However, in a number of experiments data for some or all of the
other isotopologues are required. This includes the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project and the
KArlsruhe TRItium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment, in which
speciﬁcally the tritiated isotopologues T2, DT, and HT need to
be accounted and monitored with high accuracy. For example,
in KATRIN, the tritiated isotopologues need to be determined
with relative concentration precision of less than 0.1%.[6,7] In this
latter context, the main thrust of the work reported here has
been to obtain some of the vital data necessary for accurate
calibration of the in-line, near real-time Raman analysis system,
which is to be used for continuous long-term monitoring of
the injected and circulating gas in the windowless gaseous
tritium source of the KATRIN apparatus.
The challenging issue has been to quantitatively link the
measured Raman depolarization values to theoretical polarizability
tensor quantities, since quantum-theoretical calculations do not
incorporate experimental parameters. To achieve this, we recently
developed a numerical model to correct, for realistic experimental
conﬁgurations, experimentally measured depolarization ratios.
In brief, our methodology allows one to take into account
aspects normally affecting Raman depolarization measurements,
namely (1) excitation polarization impurities; (2) extended Raman
excitation volumes; and (3) Raman light collection over ﬁnite
solid angles. These corrected depolarization ratios can then be
directly compared with expressions that are based on theoretical
polarizability tensor elements.[8]
In this paper, we describe the apparatus and the measurement
philosophy which were successfully used to acquire Raman
depolarization ratios, corrected for the aforementioned effects, for
the Q1(J”) branch lines of all diatomic hydrogen isotopologues –
H2, HD, D2, HT, DT, and T2 – up to J”-levels with ~1% population
relative to the Boltzmannmaximum at room temperature. To our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that Raman depolarization ratios
have been reported for individual rotational transitions of all
isotopologues of hydrogen, beyond those for H2.
[4,5] Moreover, by
and large, our measurement data differ by less than 5% from those
based on recent quantum-theoretical calculations by LeRoy.[9]
Methodology and theoretical aspects
A glance into Raman intensity theory is required before the
depolarization ratio is introduced. For a rigorous treatment of the
theory of the Raman effect, the reader is referred to, for example,
the textbook by Long.[10]
Raman intensities
The intensity of light which is scattered by diatomic molecules via
the Raman effect is given as[10,11]
Ips ;pi ’; θð Þ ¼ kenenL enL  env;J
 3NiΦpi ;ps ’; θð ÞI; (1)
where pi and ps are the polarization states of the incident
and scattered light beams, respectively; enL and enL env;J are the
wavenumbers of the laser excitation and Raman scattered
radiation (with ro-vibrational level shift env;J ); ken is a constant
to adjust the dimensions and units; Ni is the Boltzmann
population of the initial state (v”; J”); and I is the irradiance of
the exciting radiation.
In this paper, the exciting radiation is always linearly polarized;
therefore, we restrict the treatment to linear polarized scenarios.
The angular-dependent component which is analyzed in
depolarization measurements is the line strength function Φ, at
given scattering angles ’ and θ. This function depends on
the polarization states of the scattered ps and incident pi
light, respectively.
The deﬁnitions of the angles ’ and θ relative to the laser beam
direction and the scattering plane are visualized in a sketch in
Fig. 1. The scattering plane is determined by the light excitation
z-axis and its azimuth angle ’ (with respect to the light collection
x-axis). The zenith angle θ is deﬁned as the angle between
the z-axis and the scattered ray in the scattering plane. Note that
in the direction of the light collection, imaging lenses, and
polarization optics are normally found. The notation of the
variables is according to Long.[10] There, also the line strength
function, Φ, is given as a function of the polarizability tensor
invariants, a and g, which are the isotropic and anisotropic tensor
invariants, respectively. These tensor invariants can be calculated
ab initio. The tensor elements required for our study of the
hydrogen isotopologues were calculated using the methodology
described in Schwartz and LeRoy.[2]
Depolarization ratios
The depolarization ratio is deﬁned as the ratio between the
intensity of the scattered light with polarization direction parallel
and perpendicular to the scattering plane. Allemand et al.[12]
describe two different methods for determining these ratios. Either
the ratio can be derived for ﬁxed incident laser polarization and
measuring the ratio of the scattered polarization states (ks and ⊥ s);
or the signal ratio of the incident polarization states (ki and ⊥ i)
is used, and the scattered polarization state is ﬁxed to one
component using a polarizer. For the experiments in our investigation
of the hydrogen isotopologues, the latter approach is followed.
In general, theoretical formulation of depolarization ratios is
only made for (experimental) situations where the scattered
light originates from a single point and scattering is observed
for a vanishingly narrow solid angle. We will label the index of
this depolarization ratio by single point, ‘zero’ solid angle
(SP0SA). For a ﬁxed scattering angle of θ = p/2 and ’= 0, this
depolarization ratio for the Q1-branches (ΔJ = 0) of the hydrogen
isotopologues is given as[10]
Figure 1. Deﬁnition of Raman scattering directions and angles; for
details, see text.
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rSP0SA ¼
I⊥s;jji ’ ¼ 0;θ ¼ p=2ð Þ
I⊥s;⊥i ’ ¼ 0;θ ¼ p=2ð Þ
¼
Φ⊥s ;jji ’ ¼ 0; θ ¼ p=2ð Þ
Φ⊥s;⊥i ’ ¼ 0; θ ¼ p=2ð Þ
¼ 3b
2ð Þ
J g
2
45a2 þ 4b 2ð ÞJ g2
:
(2)
Here, bJ
(2) is the Placzek-Teller factor for the Raman transitions
with ΔJ = 0:
b 2ð ÞJ ¼
J J þ 1ð Þ
2J  1ð Þ 2J þ 3ð Þ : (3)
For the meaning of the parameters a and g in Equation (2), the
following should be recalled. In order to determine the intensity
and polarization components of the scattered radiation, two
appropriately chosen isotropic averages of the transition polarizability
tensor are required, for example the diagonal and off-diagonal
components h(axx)2i and h(axy)2i, respectively, (see Long[10]
for a full derivation). These incorporate the Raman transition
matrix elements between an initial (vi) and a ﬁnal (vf) state,
vf a jð ÞΔK

vi
D E
2, with ΔK= 0 for diatomic molecules. These matrix
elements ﬁnd their way into Equation (2) in the form of the
“average polarizability” and the “anisotropy” contributions:
a2 ¼ 1=3ð Þ a 0ð Þ0

2 and g2 ¼ 3=2ð Þ a 2ð Þ0

2 :
For the molecules of interest to this work – i.e. all hydrogen
isotopologues – the respective a- and g-values were calculated
by Leroy for 532 nm laser excitation.[9]
Experimentally, this situation is not realistic, as the scattered
light originates along the extended region of the laser beam
and is usually collected over fairly large solid angles; thus
non-zero solid angles need to be taken into account. This has
an effect on the measured depolarization ratio; it can be taken
into account by integrating over the scattering geometry. This
results in an effective depolarization ratio which can signiﬁcantly
differ from Equation (2). Deb et al.[13] calculated the error in the
measured depolarization ratio due to this ﬁnite collection angle
and later Teboul et al.[14] reﬁned the model for larger solid
angles. However, Teboul’s models only consider a single
angle θ, which is only suitable for point like emission and circular
apertures. In addition, the calculation is based on a fourth-order
series expansion, which will be inaccurate for larger angles. As
described above, point-like emission is not realistic when the
scattering occurs in an extended region. Experimentally, this is
normally the case if a beam is focused with long focal length
lenses, which lead to a focal depth of a few millimeters.
We have generated a mathematical model, by which we can
calculate the difference between a SP0SA depolarization ratio
and the one which is actually observed concerning the realistic
scattering/collection geometry. This is obtained via a numerical
integration over the angles θ, ’, and the position along the laser
beam axis, z. In Schlösser et al.[8], this model is described in detail.
The solid angle is deﬁned explicitly to obtain correct deﬁnitions
of integration bounding curves that intrinsically account for the
correct transmission of off-centre scattered light through multiple
apertures such as sample cell windows, collection lenses, etc.
Polarization aberrations by stress-induced birefringence in the
cell windows can reduce the polarization cleanness.[8] In our
case, that means the incident laser light is no longer perfectly
polarized after passage through a laser window. In the said
model, the polarization cleanness of the incident laser beam is
catered for mathematically by using an associated parameter
x= cos 2b, where b is the angular deviation from the initial
polarization direction.
In Equation (2), the theoretical depolarization ratio, rSP0SA, is
deﬁned as a ratio of two line strength functions obtained under
different polarization conﬁgurations. In order to retrieve the
experimentally observed depolarization ratio, robs, this ratio is
now modiﬁed by taking into account the integration over the
solid angle and position along the laser beam axis, z, and the
reduced polarization purity:
robs ¼ xAþ 1 xð ÞBð Þ= xBþ 1 xð ÞAð Þ (4)
A ¼
ZZZ
’;z;θ
Φ⊥s; jji ’; θð Þ sinθ dθ dz d’ (5)
B ¼
ZZZ
’;z;θ
Φ⊥s;⊥i ’; θð Þ sinθ dθ dz d’: (6)
The procedure works in two stages. As a ﬁrst step, the cleanness
of the laser beam x is determined from the measurement of the
depolarization ratio of a line whose value is precisely known.
For example, for the hydrogen isotopologues, this would be
r(Q1(0)) = 0 because the Placzek-Teller factor vanishes; see
Equation (3). In the second step, this cleanness is taken into
account, which then allows one to correct the observed depolar-
ization ratios for the polarization aberrations and collection solid
angle to ﬁnally obtain the desired rSP0SA-values.
In the following, we discuss the application of these recipes to
correcting observed (experimental) depolarization ratios robs to yield
rSP0SA-values; these are then compared with the literature values.
Experimental
In this section, we describe the generation and analysis of
‘raw’ data for the measurement of the depolarization ratios,
discussing in sequence (1) the experimental setup used in the
measurements at KIT and Swansea; (2) the underlyingmeasurement
strategy to achieve best signal strength with good signal-to-noise
ratios, for excitation at vertical and horizontal laser beam
polarization; (3) the analysis strategy including cosmic ray
removal, baseline ﬂattening, line ﬁtting, and calculating the
depolarization ratios; (4) the interpretation of raw data spectra,
and the determination of the correction parameters to the
experimental depolarization ratios robs; and (5) the estimation
of statistical and systematic errors.
Description of the measurement setup
Themeasurement setups used for the depolarizationmeasurements
of the hydrogen isotopologues were, by and large, identical
to the setups used in our analytical Raman measurements at
Swansea and the LOOPINO facility at KIT (for a description see
Fischer et al.[15]). Only a few minor modiﬁcations have been
introduced to allow for (1) controlled changes in the polarization
orientation of the excitation laser, and pre-selection of the
polarization in the light collection path; and for (2) higher
spectral resolution to resolve all Q1(J00)-branch lines. A schematic
summary of our measurement setups is shown in Fig. 2.
Depolarization ratios for all diatomic hydrogen isotopologues
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As in all our measurements of hydrogen isotopologues, laser
excitation of the Raman transitions is at 532 nm; we used
(multi-mode) DPSS Nd:YAG lasers manufactured by Laser Quantum
(‘Excel’ and ‘Finesse’ models with 2 W and 5 W output power,
respectively). These lasers are temperature stabilized to keep
their emission wavelength constant to better than the resolution
of the spectrometer used in the measurements; at the same time,
drift and ﬂuctuation of the laser output power are minimized.
A combination of a Glan-Taylor polarizer and a precision
(multi-order) half-wave plate is used to set the polarization
direction of the Raman excitation laser. The polarization direction
is adjusted to any desired angular orientation, using a motorized
rotational assembly (Thorlabs PRM1/MZ8 plus TDC001), with
a quoted overall precision and repeatability of better than
0.2. Note that the (thin) half-wave plate was placed after the
Glan-Taylor polarizer; while this is a less common sequence,
the combined, initial polarization cleanness is still of the order
1.5 104. However, more importantly, it minimizes any beam
walk which may occur during polarization rotation. The polarized
laser beam is focused into the Raman cell by an AR-coated
plano-convex lens with f = 250mm.
The Raman gas cell is the same cell we have used in all our
previous measurements,[16,17] which is tritium compatible and
is based on the design by Taylor et al.[18] For measurements
using tritium-containing isotopologues, the cell has to be placed
into a secondary safety enclosure, which requires that the laser
beam (and the Raman scattered light) has to pass through
additional windows. We also would like to note that our speciﬁc
cell has an additional drawback, inasmuch as the compatibility
with tritium gas requires particular sealing, which by its nature
results in stress-induced birefringence in the cell windows;
this introduces deterioration in the cleanness of the excitation
polarization. While annoying, this problem cannot be avoided
when dealing with tritium-containing gases; however, we can
live with it since the effect can be accounted for in the corrected
polarization ratios (see ‘“Raw” depolarization data and their
correction’ below). It should be noted, too, that any optical
components introduce some deterioration in polarization cleanness,
which in turn will impact on precision Raman depolarization
measurements. Therefore, care has been taken to minimize the
number of optical components in the laser path. Note that we
have characterized all relevant optical components for their
inﬂuence on polarized light, to enable post-measurement
correction procedures (for more details see ‘Raw depolarization
data and their correction’ below and the ‘Supporting Information’
associated with this publication).
The scattered light is imaged by an achromatic-lens pair onto
a position-ordered ﬁber bundle (48 ﬁbers of 100 mm core
diameter, arranged in slit-slit conﬁguration; NA=0.22 for individual
ﬁbers). The output from the ﬁber bundle is imaged onto the
entrance slit of the spectrometer, after passage through a
532nm Raman edge ﬁlter (Semrock razor edge ﬁlter ‘LP03-532RU’,
edge transition 186 cm1).
Note that an analyzing polarizer (linear glass polarizer,
Edmund Optics, with polarization cleanness better than
1.5 104 over the wavelength range of the measured Raman
spectra) was inserted between the two imaging lenses. In this
way, the polarization dependence in any of the following optical
components, which might otherwise affect the depolarization
ratios, does not have to be known; in particular, the ﬁber bundle
and the spectrometer grating would be difﬁcult to characterize.
Note further that a diaphragmwas introduced at the entrance to
the Raman light collection system to allow for controlled changes
in the solid angle of collection (for further details on this aspect
see ‘“Raw” depolarization data and their correction’ below).
Because high spectral resolution is required to measure
individual Q1-branch lines, here we employed spectrometers
with f/# = 1/6.5 (Acton, SP500i), with interchangeable gratings.
For all high-resolution Q1-branch measurements the gratings
with 2400 gr/mm were selected, providing spectral resolutions
of the order ~2 cm1. Two different CCD array detectors are used
in our setups, namely a 1024 256 front-illuminated open-electrode
device (Horiba, ‘Synapse’, held at 70 C) at Swansea and a
1340 400 pixel back-illuminated device (Princeton Instruments,
‘Pixis 400B’, held at75 C) at KIT. Both detectors are read out via
user-written LabVIEW VIs.
Measurement strategy
The main considerations when acquiring the spectra to calculate
the depolarization ratios are (1) exposure times; (2) binning; (3)
stepping of polarization direction over 180 range to determine
the minimum and maximum angles – once only; and (4) the actual
measurements for vertical (⊥) and horizontal (k) polarization
excitation. The settings and parameters for measurement of
the depolarization ratios are shown in Table 1.
Exposure times
The detector exposure times were chosen for each individual
isotopologue measurement to maximize the intensity of the
Figure 2. Conceptual setup for Raman depolarization measurements of
hydrogen isotopologues. HR=high reﬂector; L1 L5 =plano-convex
lenses; BS = beam sampler; ND=neutral density ﬁlter; BBHR – broad-band
high reﬂector. For further details, see text.
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⊥-polarization (maximum) Raman signal. Care was taken that
the maximum count intensity was kept close to but below the
saturation intensity of the CCD detector. The detector exposure
times to acquire individual spectra were in the range 200–1000
s; by and large, the actual duration was inﬂuenced by the partial
pressure of the molecule under investigation (relative particle
concentrations for the individual hydrogen isotopologues can
be deduced from the cell ﬁlling protocol provided in Table S2
in Section 5 of the ‘Supporting Information’).
Binning
As stated in the table, the detectors were set to acquire spectra
using the on-chip binning technique, namely to average over
sub-regions of the two-dimensional CCD array. Tests showed
that selecting three or ﬁve binning areas maximized the signal-
to-noise ratio whilst maintaining a sufﬁcient number of regions so that
astigmatism of the spectral lines can be corrected (for a description
of the astigmatism correction procedure see Lewis et al.[15]).
Determining the exact vertical and horizontal polarization directions
To determine the depolarization ratio, spectra of the Q1-branch
need to be taken for⊥- and k-polarization of the exciting laser beam.
These exhibit maximum and minimum intensity, respectively. As
has been mentioned in ‘Description of the measurement setup’
above, a half-wave plate mounted in an automated rotation stage
was used to adjust the polarization of the laser beam. In each setup,
this mount was rotated between 0 and 180 in 2 steps, and
multiple spectra were taken for each angle. Plotting the Raman
signal versus the rotation angle enables one to determine the
angles required for the maximum and minimum intensities. The
exact ⊥- and k-orientations could be determined from the l/2-plate
scans to0.15.
Analysis strategy
A procedure was developed, which on the one hand reduced
the main disturbing quantities, such as cosmic ray events and
background distortions, while one the other hand retaining the
intensities and line shapes nearly unperturbed. The principles
behind the individual-step sequence in the preparation of
spectra for depolarization analysis are brieﬂy outlined below;
for a detailed description, including relevant algorithms, see
our open-access software package ‘SpecTools’.[19]
In the cosmic ray removal step, our sequential-spectrum
removal method TCRR (‘temporal’ cosmic ray removal) is
employed. This involves comparing consecutive spectra from
the recording sequence (a minimum of two spectra is required),
and setting an appropriate threshold. As a reasonable default
value, one may set this threshold to 5 the noise level.
In the baseline ﬂattening step, our SCARF routine (Savitzky-Golay
Coupled Advanced Rolling Circle Filter) is applied, which is
optimized to remove any background but to maintain the peak
shape and amplitude as accurately as possible. Note that
our SCARF routine produces only positive corrected-spectrum
values. Thus, the baseline needs to be pulled down again to
obtain a symmetric noise distribution around the zero line; this
latter step can be automated.
Intensity determination is performed by our ShapeFit
routine, which uses numerical peak shape functions. This is
applied for each of the peaks of the Q1-branch spectra (also done
for selected lines of the S0-, S1-, and O1-branches). Note that in
general, all spectra from a particular run are averaged prior to
ﬁtting the peaks, in order to reduce the spectral noise.
The last step is the calculation of themeasured depolarization
ratio from the intensities of the sets of ⊥ and k-polarization
spectra. The calculation includes the error propagation of the
statistical uncertainties (see further below).
‘Raw’ depolarization data and their correction
Depolarization measurements have been performed for all
hydrogen isotopologues, i.e. including the tritiated species HT,
DT, and T2. The overview raw spectrum in Fig. 3 (top panel) shows
the Q1-branches of all hydrogen isotopologues and additional O1-
and S1-branches for both states of excitation polarization. For the
high-resolution grating of the SP500i spectrometer, the individual
Q1-branch lines are resolved (two examples shown in the bottom
panels of Fig. 3).
As described in ‘Description of the measurement setup’, the
rotation angle of the wave plate for ⊥- and k-orientation were
once determined by acquiring high-resolution spectra for subsequent
wave plate angles (stepping through in 2 steps) and ﬁtting a
sin2-function to the acquired Q1-branch line intensities (see Fig. 4
for ﬁrst two Q1-branch lines of HT).
Subsequent to the determination of the angular positions for
the exact minima and maxima positions, high-resolution spectra
were acquired for each isotopologue for the associated ⊥- and
k-polarization Raman excitation. The spectra-acquisition times
for the individual isotopologues were set to maximize the line
intensities without reaching saturation.
Here, we would like to make two comments.
Table 1. Settings and parameters for depolarization measurements
Parameter Units at Swansea at KIT
Laser (532 nm) power a W 2.1 (0.15% drift) 5.0 (0.10% drift)
Laser wavelength drift a cm1 0.5 1.5 0.3 0.8
Laser focussing lens, f = mm 250 250
Light collection lenses, f = mm 50 75
Distance scattering volume to diaphragm mm 38 (1) 69 (1)
Diaphragm opening, r = mm 3 (0.25) 5 (0.5)
Spectral resolution (FWHM), with 2400gr/mm grating cm1 2.3 (0.2) 1.8 (0.2)
Binning areas on CCD chip 3 5
Acquisition order repetitive 2max/2min repetitive 2max/2min
ameasured over a period of 8h.
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First, the spectra in Fig. 3 reveal quite clearly the different
depolarization behavior in the O1- and S1-branches with respect
to the Q1-branches, reﬂecting the well-known difference in the
polarization tensors for the two cases. Recall that O1- and S1-branch
lines the theoretical depolarization ratio is always rtheo= 0.75.
[10]
Second, visual inspection of the Q1-branch peaks in Fig. 3 and
the depolarization ratios in Fig. 4 reveals that the Q1(0)-line does
not decrease to zero for ||-polarization, in contrast to theoretical
expectations. This latter ﬁnding implies that corrections in the
evaluation of these raw-data need to be applied to extract the
‘true’ depolarization ratios.
According to themathematical model underlying said correction
procedure two parameters need to be known, or measured with
high precision.
The ﬁrst one is the polarization-cleanness parameter, x, which
describes the fractional admixture of an unwanted polarization
component to the initially ‘pure’ polarized laser beam, induced
by birefringence in the cell window. Of course, the polarization
purity of the incident laser beam needs to be known for
this. The polarization cleanness of the laser beam after the
Glan-polarizer – l/2-plate combination (see Fig. 2) was measured
using a precision Glan-analyzer. The measured polarization
impurity was about 0.00015(3). This is substantially lower than
the observed cross-polarization ratio robs(Q1(0)) ~ 0.003 for the
particular HT-measurement documented in Fig. 4.
The second parameter ﬁnding its way into the correction
model is the solid angle over which the Raman scattered light
is collected. For its determination, a precision diaphragm is
positioned between the Raman excitation volume and the
ﬁrst scattered-light collection lens, at a distance x from the
Raman scattering centre, and with aperture opening radius r.
The positioning and aperture opening parameters are included
in Table 1 above.
Error estimation
The main sources of uncertainty can be traced back (1) to some
inadequacies in the used correction model; (2) to uncertainties
Figure 3. Raman spectra (for both⊥ and || excitation polarization) of an equilibrated mixture of T2 and H2, utilized in the depolarization measurements
of HT; a small impurity of D2 means that all hydrogen isotopologues are observed in the mixture. Upper panel – ‘low’ resolution (600gr/mm) with
relevant O1-, Q1- and S1-branch lines annotated; lower panels – ‘high’ resolution (2400gr/mm) spectra for the J-resolved Q1-branches of T2 (left) and
HT (right). The (blue) diamond symbols  indicate polarization-independent lines from stray ambient light. For further details, see text.
Figure 4. Dependence of the Raman signal of the Q1(0) (black ■
symbols) and Q1(1) (red  symbols) lines of HT, as a function of excitation
polarization; ⊥ = excitation laser polarization vertical to the excitation-
observation plane (maximum Raman signal); ||=excitation laser polarization
horizontal to the excitation-observation plane (minimum Raman signal).
For clarity of the minima, the (normalized) data are shown on a logarithmic
intensity scale. The solid lines are sin2-function ﬁts to the data points. For
further details, see text.
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in the determination of geometrical input parameters for the
model; and (3) to the experimental uncertainties in the measured
Raman signals. A detailed discussion of these can be found in the
Supplemental Material associated with this publication.
Uncertainties from inadequacies in the correction model
In the simpliﬁcation of the correction model, only the polarization
aberration effect in the incident laser beam is considered.[8] While
the polarization aberrations introduced by the Raman collection
optics are estimated to be nearly negligible, and are therefore
omitted in our treatment, this notion is not entirely correct.
The systematic uncertainty introduced by this simpliﬁcation is
estimated to be about Δrmodel = 2.5 104. Note, however, that
this value varies slightly for the ﬁve individual cells used in our
measurements, and because of small positioning errors associated
with the re-insertion of the cells in repeated measurements.
Uncertainties in the determination of the geometrical input parameter
The correction procedure model depends on the accuracy of the
input parameters.[8] These are the distance between the limiting
diaphragm to the scattering centre, and its aperture opening
radius. The propagated errors for the distance uncertainty are
Δrx = 1 104, and for the radius uncertainty are Δrr = 5 104.
These two values are minutely affected by positioning errors
associated with the re-insertion of the cells in repeat
measurements.
Uncertainties in the measured depolarization ratios
The measurement uncertainty can be propagated through the
two-step correction approach. The value for robs for J”= 0, which
is used for the analysis correction, is measured repeatedly;
this therefore leads to a statistical uncertainty in the cleanness
x. This cleanness uncertainty and the error in the robs for
J”> 0 (these are the lines of interest) can be further propagated
to ﬁnally obtain individual Δr-values. The measured
uncertainties are of the order of 4 105, whereas the
propagated statistical measurement uncertainties are of the
order of Δranalysis = 1 104. The increase is caused by the
propagation through the model.
The aforementioned errors are independent of each other and
thus yield a total error estimate of
Δrtot ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Δr2model þ Δr2x þ Δr2r þ Δr2analysis
q
:
Note that this total uncertainty comprises a combination of
statistical and systematic uncertainties. Some terms (e.g. the
Δrmodel) are deemed to be purely systematic. On the other hand,
each time when a new cell was inserted and had to be re-aligned
between the measurements, the actual (unknown) systematic
error takes always a new (random, statistical) value. Note also
that the aforementioned estimates of model-dependent errors
constitute a worst-case scenario; the actual errors in individual
measurements are thought to be smaller than this.
Results
Based on the procedures outlined above, we have analysed and
evaluated a substantial number of depolarization measurements
for all hydrogen isotopologues, including data obtained using
different Raman cells and gas mixings, both at our laboratories
at Swansea and Karlsruhe. For brevity, here we present only one
single set of corrected depolarization data for each isotopologue.
The observed and corrected depolarization ratios of the J”= 0
line of the Q1-branches are collated in Table 2. These data
demonstrate that the observed (raw) depolarization ratios for
the J”= 0 line vary by nearly an order of magnitude (between
0.00339 and 0.02291) and are clearly non-zero.
Our correction procedure is laid out to force the Q1(J” = 0)
depolarization values to be zero; the errors noted in the table
reﬂect the upper limit of deviation from the theoretically expected
zero-value. As pointed out in ‘Raw’ depolarization data and their
correction’ this error is dominated by inaccuracies in the geo-
metrical measurements rather than the spectral intensity data.
The non-zero result for T2 is a consequence of the fact that its
J”= 0 and J”= 1 Q1-branch lines cannot be fully deconvolved;
this is particularly detrimental for the very weak ||-polarization
component (see Fig. 3, lower right panel). Therefore, the
parameters for the correction procedure were not extracted for
T2 itself but from the Q1-branch of H2, present in the mixture of
the same cell run.
The corrected depolarization ratios of the six hydrogen
isotopologues, for all Q1(J”> 0) lines with sufﬁcient signal-to-noise
ratio, are collated in Table 3. To gauge how well these corrected
depolarization values replicate theoretical expectations, we have
constructed theoretical ratios, rtheo, based on the polarizability
tensor elements calculated by LeRoy[9]; these are inserted in
Table 3 to the right of the experimental values. From these, we
then calculated the depolarization ratio difference (theoretical
values minus measured values) for each measurement and
normalized to the propagated deviation, Δrtot, for each. Since all
our measurements and their individual errors were independent
of each other, plotting the functional dependence
Fd ¼ rtheo  rSP0SAcorð Þ
Δrtot rSP0SAcorð Þ
for all the measured, corrected depolarization ratios in the form
of a statistical histogram (see Fig. 5), should result in a Gaussian
distribution.
The histogram in the ﬁgure has been ﬁtted with a Gaussian
function. The ﬁt returns a width of sﬁt = 1.13 0.10, and is
centred at rtheorSP0SA-cor = 0.12 0.10. This is in reasonably
good agreement with the expectation for a standard Gaussian
distribution with s= 1 and being centred at zero. Therefore, we
can conclude that indeed the corrected depolarization ratios of
the hydrogen isotopologues agree with the theoretical values
of LeRoy to a 1s conﬁdence level. This also means that we can
be rather conﬁdent that in future calibration measurements of
Table 2. Measured (observed raw data) robs and corrected rSP0SA-cor depolarization ratios for Q1(J”=0) of all hydrogen isotopologues, for l=532
nm laser excitation. The errors in the last digits are given in brackets
H2 HD HT D2 DT T2
robs 0.01048 (4) 0.01153 (1) 0.00601 (5) 0.01137 (2) 0.02291 (5) 0.00339 (24)
rSP0SA-cor 0.00000 (60) 0.00000 (50) 0.00000 (60) 0.00000 (50) 0.00000 (60) 0.00300 (1000)
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the KATRIN LARA system[20], the theoretical values derived from
LeRoy’s ab initio calculations can be used as input parameters in
the line strength functions, with the 1s uncertainties of the de-
polarization ratio measurements propagated through to the po-
larizability tensors.
To re-enforce the improvement in the measurement technique
for depolarization ratios described here, we have compared our
values with available literature values. Several groups have
reported depolarization ratios for hydrogen, H2; but only two
groups tabulate rotationally resolved data (Holzer et al.[4] and
more recently Yu et al.[5]). These are collated in Table 4 along with
the values measured in this work, and the theoretical values
derived from LeRoy’s calculations.
The table reveals that nearly all available experimental values
agree with those of LeRoy, within their experimental error.
However, our rSP0SA-cor values are consistently lower than the
previously measured values, closer to the theoretical values,
and carry a smaller total uncertainty. It is also quite evident from
Holzer’s and Yu’s entries for the depolarization ratio of the Q1
(J” = 0) line that their data are uncorrected for the effects of po-
larization purity and geometrical polarization distortion in the
detection channel; these effects consistently return depolariza-
tion values which are too high. Therefore, we conclude with
some conﬁdence that the measurements performed here are
the most accurate to date, not only for the widely used model
molecule H2 but also for all other hydrogen isotopologues.
Finally, we like to note that we found no evidence in the
open literature that depolarization ratio measurements have
been performed on the radioactive hydrogen isotopologues
HT, DT, and T2. Therefore, our experimental measurements
and veriﬁcation of the depolarization ratios of the radio-
active hydrogen isotopologues constitute the ﬁrst successful
data set for all six hydrogen isotopologues, with rotational
line resolution.
Figure 5. Statistical plot of deviations between measured and theoretical
depolarization ratios for all individual hydrogen isotopologue runs. The histo-
gram has been ﬁtted with a Gaussian function. For further details, see text.
Table 4. Comparison of experimental and theoretical depolarization
ratios for Q1(J”) of hydrogen, H2, for l=532 nm laser excitation. Note:
the data entries for Holzer et al.[4] and Yu et al.[5] exhibit three
signiﬁcant digits only, compared with four signiﬁcant digits of this
work and LeRoy’s theoretical calculations[9]
J” rSP0SA-cor rlit-Yu rlit-Holzer rtheo-LeRoy-532nm
0 0.0000 (6) 0.002 (2) 0.001 (1) 0
1 0.0177 (6) 0.021 (2) 0.019 (1) 0.0183
2 0.0133 (6) 0.015 (2) 0.014 (1) 0.0132
3 0.0128 (6) 0.014 (2) 0.0135 (10) 0.0125
4 0.013 (5) 0.0123
5 0.0123
Table 3. Experimentally derived (corrected) depolarization ratios rSP0SA-cor for Q1(J”=1. . .9) of all hydrogen isotopologues, for l=532 nm laser
excitation. The errors in the last digits are given in brackets. The theoretical depolarization ratios rtheo are derived from LeRoy’s ab initio calculations,
for l=532 nm laser excitation[9]
J” H2 HD HT
rSP0SA-cor rtheo rSP0SA-cor rtheo rSP0SA-cor rtheo
1 0.0177 (6) 0.0183 0.0177 (6) 0.0180 0.0173 (6) 0.0179
2 0.0133 (6) 0.0132 0.0126 (6) 0.0130 0.0126 (6) 0.0129
3 0.0128 (6) 0.0125 0.0121 (6) 0.0122 0.0122 (6) 0.0121
4 0.0123 0.0120 0.0125 (6) 0.0119
5 0.0124 0.0120 0.0119
6 0.0126 0.0121 0.0119
7 0.0128 0.0122 0.0120
J” D2 DT T2
rSP0SA-cor rtheo rSP0SA-cor rtheo rSP0SA-cor rtheo
1 0.0174 (6) 0.0176 0.0170 (6) 0.0175 0.0165 (6) 0.0174
2 0.0118 (6) 0.0127 0.0123 (6) 0.0126 0.0119 (6) 0.0125
3 0.0112 (4) 0.0119 0.0127 (6) 0.0118 0.0112 (6) 0.0117
4 0.0113 (7) a 0.0117 0.0115 (6) 0.0116 0.0104 (6) 0.0115
5 0.0138 (10) ab 0.0116 0.0130 (6) b 0.0115 0.0113 (6) 0.0114
6 0.0117 0.0126 (9) b 0.0115 0.0116 (7) 0.0114
7 0.0117 0.0116 0.0114
afrom different data set
bapproaching noise level
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Conclusions
The successful measurement of depolarization ratios of all six
hydrogen isotopologues has been reported for the ﬁrst time.
The measured values were corrected for geometrical polarization
distortion and the effects of polarization purity. This enabled us
to quantitatively compare these corrected depolarization ratios
with the theoretical values derived from ab initio calculations
by LeRoy.[9]
The corrected depolarization ratios of the hydrogen isotopologues
have been found to agree with the theoretical values of LeRoy
to better than 5% for nearly all of the measured Q1(J”) lines, with
1s conﬁdence level. This enables one to use the theoretical
polarizability tensor elements derived by LeRoy as input
parameters in the line strength functions for future calibration
measurements of the KATRIN LARA system.[20] Equally, such data
should be invaluable for the accurate analysis of the hydrogen
isotopologue-composition in other contexts: it has been suggested
that Raman spectroscopy could become a keymethodology for the
accountancy of tritium in the fusion fuel cycle of ITER.[21]
We also compared our measured and corrected depolarization
values with other experimental values from the literature. Our
values are found to be consistently closer to the theoretical
values than all others reported in the literature. This implies that
the measurements performed here are the most accurate to date.
Finally, we would like to point out that the experimental
and data evaluation approach discussed here is not limited to
the hydrogen isotopologues. Equally, it can be applied to other
molecules found, e.g. in combustion processes or atmospheric
studies, including trace gases like CO2, CH4, and so on.
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